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Introduction

Eyes and ‘I’s

As Charles Segal said, looking back over a career of papers on Greek lyric, fully mindful of the challenges in store for anyone entering into detailed scrutiny of this extraordinary body of material:

I am painfully aware of how inadequate are my own attempts to understand and express the full depth of this poetry and meaning and how partial and selective are my interpretations of individual poems and poets. Greek lyric poses its particular challenges: its fragmentary condition, our ignorance of so much of the circumstances of production and reception, the unfamiliar idioms and conventions of genres like the victory ode. Yet the close engagement with the language and literary form of poetic texts is always the basis for any literary criticism; and so I hope that these attempts at interpretation—essays in the true sense—will continue to be useful, even to those who have very different concerns and methodologies.¹

Segal’s honest openness to the difficulties of interpreting Greek lyric provides a nice starting point for the present project, which aims to shed new light on Pindar, undeniably the most challenging of all the Greek lyric poets. Segal’s eagerness to press home the need to start with the poetry must be absolutely correct. He recognized that an appreciation of its interpretative difficulties is something to revel in rather than to sidestep. He worried that some of his readings would seem old-fashioned; but literary criticism is ever present, the bread and butter for scholarship on ancient poetry.

Perhaps it is strange that we may need to be reminded of this. Recent decades have, of course, witnessed great changes to methodological engagements with Greek lyric poetry. In particular, scholars have been asking increasingly sophisticated questions about relations between poetry and context, and laudably so. A burgeoning number of studies have attempted to interpret choral lyric poetry, and perhaps Pindar especially, within a wide range of different and fresh perspectives. Never have the resources been so well arrayed to enable a richer understanding.

In addition, the last couple of decades have marked the important beginnings of a new turn (or return?) to aesthetics in approaches to Greek literature, including lyric. This book offers my own distinctive interdisciplinary approach to Pindar as a poet deeply engaged in issues of both aesthetics and contextualization. The relation between poetry and context is tackled through a focus on Pindar’s evocations of material culture and other visual phenomena, with theoretically informed readings of Pindaric works and the relation between art and text in Pindar.

Throughout, I endorse Segal’s urge for us to stay true to the literary qualities of these texts. We should exercise caution if we are trying to look beyond them onto something else (variously associated with context, community, performance culture, ritual, and so forth) almost as if Pindar’s ‘screen of signs’ was not there. At the same time, we must avoid the pitfalls of outmoded rigidly formalist methodologies. A variety of approaches from contemporary studies of art history, historiography, ancient religion, comparative literary theory, and the philosophy of literature and art will be drawn on in the attempt to do justice to the richness of these poetic texts. I aim to remain sensitive to


3 Here I highlight Steiner (2001); Porter (2010); Halliwell (2011); Peponi (2012); Grethlein (2015a); Cazzato and Lardinois (eds.) (2016).

the nuance with which questions about relations between texts and contexts, and poetry and material culture, are raised in them. That the relation between poetry and visual and material culture is inevitably ‘dialectical, oxymoronic, paradoxical’ (to quote Jim Porter discussing ancient aesthetics)⁵ is not a problem. Rather, it presents an opportunity to offer a richer account of what ancient aesthetic experience consisted in. In this, Pindar and his contemporary lyric poets are an underappreciated resource. How these texts actually do the work they do should form a valuable part of the wider map of Greek aesthetic and cultural consciousness.

**EYES AND ‘I’S: DEIXIS, VISUALITY, ECPhRASIS, REFERENTIALITY**

This book presents readings of an individual and inevitably eclectic selection of lyric texts. I offer not so much a descriptive series of case studies of the variety of ways in which Pindar ‘looks at’ contemporary material culture, a straightforward ‘Pindar and the Monuments’.⁶ Nor does my study aim to be descriptive of the ways Pindar uses the language of sight.⁷ Rather, a new discussion is offered of image and text, and visuality,⁸ in Pindar. Partly, this study evaluates Pindar’s role within the creation of a set of discourses that framed classical Greek visual experience and subjectivity. The focus is on the poetic expression of choral lyric poetry as itself a construct about vision and aesthetics, about the possibility of cross-overs, and points of contact, across aesthetic and expressive divides of genre/art form/aesthetic mode, in terms of how to present, represent, or model the world for consumption by a wide range of audiences. It is here that a truer understanding of the cultural and intellectual value of Pindar can be located. I also aim to fill some important gaps in the study of classical image and text.⁹ Other influential recent studies of overlaps between

---

⁷ Cf. Adorjáni (2011). Older discussions of light and colour in Pindar include Duchemin (1952); (1956).
⁹ While some excellent work has been done on early classical Greek visuality in relation to potential parallelisms in the development of artistic and literary culture,
Greek literature and art, including religion, have not found much space for lyric.10

The present approach also has the advantage of allowing for degrees of nuance and flexibility. This is a natural response to the highly complex ways in which Pindar expresses attitudes to and views of contemporary material culture, via elaborate use of diction, imagery, metaphor, and other poetic mechanisms. It will be seen that, rather than producing passive or reactionary responses to contemporary visual and material culture, choral lyric poetry was an authoritative and active force in the creation of visuality. Literary referentiality—the extent to which literary texts interact with or even allow access to their contexts—is constantly at issue with epinician poetry, and is especially marked in Pindar’s engagement with vision and access to the world of material things.

There are advantages of reading Pindaric and other contemporary encomiastic poetry in these ways. We may pause to appreciate the literary qualities of these extraordinary texts more deeply, rather than using them in historicist ways (however articulated) as springboards into unmediated contexts. Too often Pindarists, myself included, have assumed that such jumps into context might be available relatively easily, without sufficient critical attention to the barriers that might prevent such unmediated access: barriers that are erected by literary form.11 Continental European scholars particularly have been nervous of the term ‘lyric’, in some more extreme cases even advocating its rejection and replacement by the ancient Greek term *melos*. Some

---

10 Simonides, with his famous apophthegms about art and text quoted in Plutarch (*De glor. Ath.* 3; *Quaest. conv.* 9.15.11), provides the starting point for a number of recent studies including Newby and Leader-Newby (eds.) (2007), but little attempt is made to explore the contribution of Simonides’ poetry to such interactions. Ch. 4 §I, discussing the Simonides Danae fragment, provides a new way forward.

11 Despite my own warnings, in fact, at Fearn (2010a) 6.
scholars have seemingly been concerned by potentially anachronistic associations of lyric with romanticism and allegedly inappropriate literary-theoretical rather than anthropological paradigms based in ritual and performance.\textsuperscript{12} This is not to deny that studies of ritual and performance are essential aspects necessary for a wider and deeper appreciation of Greek lyric. But such approaches risk being ultimately unsatisfying if they appear too untroubled by a relative lack of interest in the formal features of the texts we possess as the surest means available for constituting these texts’ meanings and value. Studies of song and performance can surely not amount to a great deal by themselves, without detailed attention to the modalities of communication offered up by the words of the texts as much as by the musical and performative allure of a particular (or even original) occasion of lyric performance. Performance cannot provide all the answers, and focusing on performance cannot sidestep the interpretative questions that lyric language raises:

The notion of the performative has the great virtue for a theory of literature of foregrounding language as act rather than representation, but, beyond that, the performative is the name of a problem, not a solution to the question of the status of literary discourse.\textsuperscript{13}

Literary(-theoretical) approaches to Greek lyric do not have to be a retrograde step back into the realms of some unacceptable New Critical formalism. Contemporary theoretically aware comparative lyric scholarship is particularly interested in questions of aesthetics and the autonomy and/or opacity of form in relation to performance and context.\textsuperscript{14} Moreover, a focus on aesthetics is one way of avoiding the accusation of an outmoded application of literary intentionalism.\textsuperscript{15}

\textsuperscript{13} Culler (2015) 131.
\textsuperscript{14} Budelmann and Phillips (forthcoming a); LeVen (2014) on the New Music; particularly Payne (2006) and (2007a) for comparative literary theoretical approaches to Pindar; Culler (2015); Phillips (2016) 2–4, 5–6, 13–14, and esp. 24–5 for important destabilization of the relation between Pindaric consumers as audiences of performances and readers of texts, theoretical arguments against the prioritization of first performances in the construction of texts’ meanings, and the narrowing of the gap between Pindaric lyric anticipations of its own interpretability and Hellenistic interpretative communities.
\textsuperscript{15} Silk (1974) 59–63, esp. 60, still: ‘To return to the prime objection to intentionalism, aesthetic effects are not determined by the intention (etc.) except in a historical sense; and unless one wishes or needs to take the history of the compositional process
An aesthetic approach informed by comparative literary theory can avoid temptations to throw the lyric baby out with supposedly anachronistic theoretical bathwater. We reject ‘lyric’ and its ‘literarity’ at our peril.16

Some foundational work has been carried out on the relation between Greek lyric poetry and material culture. Particularly prominent is the work by Deborah Steiner, and Lucia Athanassaki, Guy Hedreen, and Leslie Kurke on Pindar; also Tim Power; Joe Day on contemporary epigram.17 Where the present study differs from the majority of these is in its insistent focus on the language and structuring of poetic communication in lyric, significantly elaborating on some issues sketched in an earlier piece.18

Steiner’s work offers a more partial treatment, with a tendency to focus on excerpts rather than to build up a coherent picture into account, there is no pressing reason to invoke this determinant at all, unless merely as a metonymic façon de parler. The aesthetic and presently relevant determinants are, as already remarked, the immediate context and the language as a whole: the relation of the words in question to the words that give them their local significance and their relation to the language-system presupposed that gives them a signification of a more general kind.

16 We can acknowledge that the concept of ‘literature’ across time is itself intractable and in some senses impossible to define satisfactorily: see most recently Feeney (2016) 153–4; from a different perspective, Maslov (2015), esp. 323. However inevitably anachronistic modern frames of reference are, the contemporary literary-theoretical perspectives that have grown out of them can be empowering if they help to elucidate what appear as distinctive features of the works under scrutiny. Accepting the ‘literary’ with Pindar and his contemporaries as a locus of inquiry is a natural way of permitting discussion of formal features of texts we possess as well as of questions of their interactions with their ancient consumers and their social and cultural practices—as long as we act with self-awareness about our decision to do so. See the enlightened discussion of Feeney (2016) 224 on Pindar and Paean 6: ‘However we adjudicate in general or in any case between the porous and mutually defining categories of the “cultic” and the “literary”, the key point is that in the world of Pindar we are faced with a category of the “literary” to be the subject of adjudication. As with the rest of the developing Greek literary system, the phenomenon of the elaborated Greek hymn looks more and more extraordinary—not necessarily part of any liturgical action, not necessarily part even of a ritual performance, capable of being disseminated widely as texts and sustaining an ongoing dialogue with other texts of the kind and with other literary forms.’ On these terms, Pindar’s ‘literarity’ appears as a kind of stimulation or provocation; the dynamics of its interpretability are the focus of the present study.


18 Fearn (2013a).
of the place of interactions with material culture within a broader interpretation of a specific poem or context. At times, her synaesthetic readings of artistic metaphors seem unable to separate out figurative from literal uses of the language of visual art, or at least to allow self-conscious discussion of the problems inherent in the challenge of dealing with figurative language in Pindar.

Lucia Athanassaki has discussed Pindaric evocations of architectural sculpture in a range of recent studies. The present discussions build on Lucia’s work by paying close attention to the methodologies required to assess the mechanics of the way Pindar teases audiences with questions of access to art in or through lyric: Pindar’s ‘screen of signs’.

These scholars have been generally very sympathetic to study of poetry and art, in ways that are open to broader interdisciplinary horizons of scholarly interaction. Others, such as Patrick O’Sullivan and Andrew Ford, have tended to emphasize the distance between lyric poetry and art, rather than the potential similarities and interactions. They have thus tended towards reading Pindar and Simonides especially as polemicists against visual culture, without satisfactorily explaining how such outlooks would have worked, why, for whom, and in what (if any) circumstances. Paying closer attention to the ways in which Pindaric epinician poetry figures attitudes will help to add nuance and balance.

Classical art historians, when they are aware of potential points of contact with contemporary lyric poetry, have a tendency to fall back on conservative readings of Pindar. Alternatively, they have sometimes found themselves unable to capitalize on the interesting points they make about the relations between art and text. For instance, Richard Neer in his discussion of Myron’s Diskobolos and potential similarities with Bacchylides’ physical description of the pentathlete Automedes in Bacchylides 9 illustrates the allure of athletic sculpture through the analogy with Bacchylides, without examining sufficiently the formal and technical differences between the two media and modes of communication and commemoration, in spite of the important points of contact.

---

21 Neer (2010) 91. How is it that we accept, with Neer, that “The statue is like a three-dimensional version of the poem’s Automedes: not because there existed an actual, causal relation between the two—there did not—but because they both make similar assumptions and cater to similar expectations”? What is it about the poetry and
and thought-provoking recent art-historical discussions of Greek art—Jeremy Tanner’s *The Invention of Art History in Ancient Greece*, and Verity Platt’s *Facing the Gods*—have little or no space for discussion of lyric poetry.²² Platt has a brief and important treatment of Homeric hymns in a broader and genuinely ground-breaking discussion of ways of framing mortal experience of the divine, but does not extend this with lyric.²³

It is generally accepted that Pindaric poetry is replete with a variety of references to or points of contact with the contemporary material world of sanctuaries and sacred space, of civic monuments, of architectural and votive sculpture, and of material prizes for success. Yet the disciplinary divide between literature and art history seems historically to have occluded methodological assessment of these interconnections. Additionally, excerpted statements—most obviously the opening of Pindar’s *Nemean* 5, ‘I am no creator of statues . . . ’—have been taken at face value, without further investigation either of the literary contexts of these statements or of the poetics of their very excerptability. An unfortunate byproduct is that on occasion a reactionary picture of Pindar has emerged: aloof and detached, with an attitude to the world of material culture around him that is conservative and hostile rather than heavily engaged. General perceptions may have not advanced all that substantially from the stance adopted by Wilamowitz in 1922.²⁴ More attention should therefore be paid to the poetic mechanisms of such referentiality.

Attending to the points of contact between deixis and ecphrasis within Pindaric poetics can allow us to think deeply about how Pindar
makes an issue out of literary referentiality. A view of Pindaric epinician poetics emerges that is much more focused on the issue of the representability of reality, and the extent to which encomiastic poetry can ever fully preserve and allow access to the rich contextual circumstances of its laudandi. It is because Pindar has such a rich and dynamic range of voices that the questions the poems raise about their own temporalities and the access they allow to contexts, including art-historical ones, are, in design, not only slippery and at times evasive, but also highly self-conscious and heavily self-examinatory.

Overall, this approach to issues of visuality and literary referentiality directly links lyric ‘eyes’ and lyric ‘I’s—that is, connects the extreme positional complexity of poetic voice with the constructability of relations with and attitudes to the material world. Lyric consciousness—both of its own status and of the objects in the world around it—is seen as an essential part of formulations of the ways in which lyric statements articulate, model, and memorialize aesthetic, and also religious, subjectivities in socially and culturally valuable ways.

The question of what happens when we factor a voice as distinctive as Pindar’s into the development of literary and artistic subjectivity in Greek visual culture is also worth asking. The sophistication of Pindar’s construction of visual positions and attitudes raises the question of how closely we are to relate, or how far we wish to separate, classical Greek lyric from subsequent literary developments—the status of literary periodization. While this is in some respects a matter of choice or conviction, the issue is particularly relevant both for visual culture and for literature’s evocation of ritual. Hunter and Fuhrer claim for Callimachus’ Hymns that:

what matters is that poems construct an audience interested in rites practised by others, often very remote ‘others’, to a far greater degree than the lyric hymns and the major Homeric Hymns; rites, real or imaginary, now exist in a decontextualized space from which they can at any time be drawn into poetic description.

25 Lyric deixis: Danielewicz (1990); Felson (2004a); Bonifazi (2004); Calame (2004); D’Alessio (2004); Martin (2004); Peponi (2004); Athanassaki (2009b); Peponi (2016). For theoretical discussion of the status of ecphrasis in the ancient world—parallel in many ways to debates about the status of and applicability of ‘literature’—see in particular Webb (1999) and (2009), with the corrective of Squire (2013); also Becker (1995); Elsner (2002).

We can agree that differences from earlier Greek poetry are a matter of degree. But we should be able to find ourselves more confident in asserting that evocations of religious experience in Pindar’s epinician poetry are a good deal closer to this sort of thinking with Callimachus than is generally thought. Literary periodizations are an interpretative tool, but at times they can restrict interpretative freedom. It may perhaps, though, still be fair to say that with Pindar’s projections of visual experience we are not—yet—in quite the same conceptual and intellectual space according to which Hellenistic poetry finds itself able to ‘dramatize’ viewing subjectivity so distinctively.27

MEMORIALIZATION, TRANSMISSION, MATERIAL CULTURE, CULTURAL VALUE

It was to Pindar that Herodotus turned to express the unshakable pre-eminence of culture, excerpting fragment 169 at 3.38.4, καὶ ὀρθῶς μοι δοκέει Πίνδαρος ποιῆσαι νόμον πάντων βασιλέα φήσας εἶναι, ‘Pindar seems to me to have been right when he said “Custom is king of all things.”’ Citation of Pindar as the historiographer’s authority is not accidental. Herodotus found it natural to take Pindar seriously here. The precise nature of the allusion to the fragment is a red herring: Herodotus’ reference is synecdochic. Pindar provides Herodotus with his own empowering source for the importance of cultural value. Pindar gave Herodotus, and other fifth-century consumers of his works, at least a sense of dynamic cultural, religious, and sociopolitical diversity across the Greek world. This fundamental fact is where we should strive to locate Pindar’s cultural value. Pindar foregrounds the very issue of how to get to know others. The extent to which we can or should remember or value others whose attitudes and outlooks we may or may not share is fundamental to Pindaric reception.

27 Goldhill (1994), esp. 200, 204–6, although perhaps even here we might detect a degree of slippage in Pindar: the opening of Pindar’s Olympian 10 might, for instance, present such an example. Goldhill, without further elaboration, rejects ‘ecphrastic gesture’ in favour of his enhanced Hellenistic model. Precisely what ‘ecphrastic gesture’ might mean, as a valuable interpretative model for Pindar, is something I investigate, especially in Chapter 2.
Another exemplary resource for Herodotus is sculpture, as shown by his literary interest in the commemorative power of dedicatory sculpture, for instance in Solon’s well-known reference to Cleobis and Biton and their memorialization at Delphi at 1.31–2. For Herodotus, and Pindar too, literary and material cultural commemoration worked hand in hand. It is likely that lyric poets worked in a kind of artistic synergy with sculptors in their manipulation of traditional myths and commemorative modes. With sculpture, memorializing power is generated through and beyond contextual specification. Dedications at Panhellenic sanctuaries like Delphi and Olympia generated memorializing prestige, allowing myths and achievements to resonate widely. Dedications in local civic contexts, such as in the agoras of individual poleis and in and as part of the sanctuaries of their gods, allow the memory of individuals and the power of myths to gain significance for local citizens, and also allow monuments to be noticed by visitors. While the sculptures are unable to move through space, this situational symbiotic permanence helps to constitute the significance and power of all their contexts of commemoration. And thus sculptures are able to move through time, by entering the minds of a broad and diverse range of consumers—in different ways according to date, artistic styles, conventions, framings, and according to literary and other cultural appropriations. Archaic and classical Greek sculpture had the power to be memorialized beyond the immediate contexts of commemoration because of the power with which such contexts were imbued, and which, clearly, the sculptures themselves helped to foster, as objects of wonder in their own right.

When we move across to victory odes, the long tradition of epigraphic forms of victory commemoration in archaic and classical Greece helps to add more depth to an appreciation of the relation of poetry to the alternative forms of commemoration. The very antiquity of using inscribed means to commemorate athletic achievement serves to remind us that lyric poets would have been very used to, and indeed brought up within, a tradition of alternative modes of commemoration. Poets would have been extremely familiar with the practice of inscribing stone and other materials for dedication at Panhellenic sanctuaries such as Olympia. The memorializing

---

28 Illustrated well by the parallel memorializing transmission of the fame of Ergoteles of Himera, in both material-cultural and Pindaric terms, both of which were then subsequently picked up by Pausanias many centuries later: see further
claims of epinician poetry have to be seen as the result of a complex engagement by poets not only with literary traditions of commemoration (the poetics of *kleos* taking them back to epic) but also with the traditions of *mnêmê* that material culture was rooted in: in particular, commemorative sculpture and its associated epigraphy.  

Examples clearly demonstrate how at home Pindar is in this world. One simple instance, first, illustrates not only that Pindar can refer to the epigraphic mode of record-keeping within a material-culturally skewed catalogue of victories (for the pre-eminent Diagoras of Rhodes) but can also use the power of his own transformation of that record-keeping to celebrate the victor, as well as preserve beyond original contexts a trace of the victories that those material-cultural prizes and records originally and locally marked:

\[
\text{o } \tau \text{ } \epsilon \nu \text{ } \pi \text{ } \alpha \gamma \epsilon \text{ } \chi \alpha \lambda \kappa \delta \zeta \text{ } \varepsilon \gamma \nu \omega \text{ } \nu \nu, \tau \alpha \text{ } \tau \text{ } \epsilon \nu \text{ } \pi \text{ } \theta \kappa \alpha \delta \zeta \text{ } \varepsilon \rho \gamma \alpha \\
\text{\`e} \gamma \rho \gamma \kappa \alpha \text{ } \kappa \alpha \iota \text{ } \Theta \h\beta \beta \iota \alpha, \text{ } \alpha \gamma \omega \nu \varepsilon \text{ } \tau \text{ } \varepsilon \nu \nu \mu \mu \mu\]

85 \text{B} \text{o} \text{o} \text{i} \text{w} \text{e} \text{t} \text{i} \text{w} \text{o} \text{n}, \\
\text{P} \text{e} \text{l} \text{\`e} \text{l} \text{l} \text{a} \text{n} \text{a} \text{ } \tau \text{ } \cdot \text{ } \text{\`a} \text{g} \text{i} \text{n} \text{a} \text{ } \tau \text{ } \text{e} \text{n} \text{ } \mathbf{v} \text{i} \text{k} \text{\`o} \text{n} \text{\`o} \\
\text{\`e} \text{\`e} \text{\`a} \text{\`a} \text{i} \text{i} \text{~} \text{\`e} \text{n} \text{ } \text{M} \text{e} \text{g} \text{\`a} \text{r} \text{\`o} \text{i} \text{a} \text{i} \text{n} \text{ } \tau \text{ } \text{\`a} \text{ } \text{o} \nu \text{ } \varepsilon \text{ } \text{\`e} \text{t} \text{e} \text{r} \text{\`o} \text{n} \text{ } \lambda \text{i} \text{t} \text{i} \text{n} \text{a} \\
\text{\`a} \text{f} \text{r} \text{o} \text{ } \text{\`e} \text{h} \xi \text{e} \text{i} \text{ } \lambda \text{o} \gamma \text{o} \text{n}.
\]

The bronze at Argos and the artworks in Arcadia and Thebes knew him, as did the contests of the Boeotians, and Pellana; and on Aegina, where he won six times; the stone tablet in Megara keeps no different a record. (Pindar, *Olympian* 7.83–7)

A second more complex example is provided by the opening of Pindar’s *Olympian* 10. Consider lines 1–3:

\[
\text{T} \text{o} \text{n } \text{‘} \text{O} \text{l} \text{u} \text{m} \text{i} \text{p} \text{i} \text{n} \text{i} \text{k} \text{a} \text{n} \text{ } \text{\`a} \text{n} \text{a} \gamma \nu \omega \text{t} \text{e} \text{ } \mu \text{o} \text{i} \\
\text{A} \text{r} \text{c} \text{h} \text{e} \text{s} \text{t} \text{r} \text{a} \text{t} \text{o} \text{u} \text{ } \text{p} \text{a} \text{i} \text{d} \text{a}, \text{ } \pi \text{\`o} \text{th} \text{i} \text{ } \varphi \text{r} \text{e} \text{n} \text{o} \text{s} \\
\text{\`e} \text{m} \text{a} \text{s} \text{ } \gamma \text{\`e} \gamma \text{r} \text{a} \text{p} \text{\`a} \text{t} \text{a} \text{ } \gamma \text{l} \text{u} \text{k} \text{i} \text{ } \gamma \text{\`a} \text{r} \text{ } \text{a} \text{t} \text{\`o} \text{ } \mu \text{\`e} \text{l} \text{o} \text{s} \text{ } \varphi \text{r} \text{\`e} \text{l} \text{\`o} \text{n} \\
\text{\`e} \text{p} \text{i} \text{l} \text{\`a} \text{l} \text{\`a} \text{t} \text{\`o} \\
\]

Read out to me the name of the Olympic victor, the son of Archestratos, where it is written in my mind. For I owe him a sweet song, but I have forgotten.

Fearn (2013a), with Pind. Ol. 12; SEG 11.1223a = CEG 393, Olympia Mus B2488; Paus. 6.4.10–11. See also Tanner (2000); Bravi (2006); Petrovic, A. (2007); Petrovic (2010) on Simonidean epigrams and the epigrammatic habit in context; cf. Schmitz (2010).

29 As discussed in Day (2013).
Here, the epigraphic conceit is transmuted into a poetic statement of intent. The complex array of allusions to textuality, performance, composition, material culture, memorialization, and oblivion in this opening project all of the ideas here into the future, to be consumed, together, by subsequent audiences, to disaggregate and attempt to make sense of at their leisure.30

Pindar, it is clear, goes out of his way to set up interpretative challenges for audiences. His poetry does this in part, and very distinctively, especially when compared with his contemporary Bacchylides,31 through the communicational density of his gnomic utterances. These assertions of belief, claims to truth,32 are constitutive of the way the poetry already prefigures the reception of the attitudes thus constructed. This has been no more succinctly expressed than in Mark Payne’s brilliant formulation:

Gnomic lyric...presupposes its own transhistorical reception by addressing abstract formulations to a universal subject created by its own pronominal structures.33

Pindar’s challenges are most immediately ones of literary interpretation. But these challenges are not thus to be written off as somehow too disembedded or inorganic, too remote from the cultural lives of the Greeks we strive to understand better. It is in these literary challenges—indeed, where else?—that we can appreciate afresh Pindar’s distinctive value. In the terms of Jonathan Culler, ‘lyric’s success is to enter the social imaginary, to help give us a world to inhabit’.34 Compare the thoughts of the contemporary literary theorist Rita Felski:

The worldly insights we glean from literary texts are not derivative or tautological, not stale, second-hand scraps of history or anthropology, but depend on a distinctive repertoire of techniques, conventions, and aesthetic possibilities. Through their rendering of the subtleties of social interaction, their mimicry of linguistic idioms and cultural grammars, their unblinking attention to the materiality of things, texts draw us into imagined yet referentially salient worlds.35

31 Bacchylidean differences already discussed by Carey (1999).
35 Felski (2008) 104. Note also 98: ‘Though words indisputably link up to other words, critics now concede, they may also speak of the secret lives of things, reveal something of the mute matter to which they gesture.’ Much of the interest of the
Detailed scrutiny of how Pindar does this is the challenge I have set myself here.

Chapter 1 dives straight into questions about Pindar and art-historical contextualization by confronting Pindar’s best-known engagement with material culture at the start of *Nemean* 5. The issue of artistic efficacy and attitudes towards material culture are discussed across *Nemean* 5 as a whole, and from a range of angles. By framing his own poem with a statement about the communicative efficacy of sculpture, Pindar is asking important questions about the similarities and differences between commemorative art and poetry. This opening is the first in a series of gnomic expressions within the poem that anticipate a diversity of audience responses to both commemorative art and poetry across time and space. What results is a fresh and nuanced account of the functionality and interpretability of this poem in and beyond its original Aeginetan context.

The theme of sculptural and encomiastic efficacy naturally leads into a discussion of Herodotus’ Aeginetan narratives, according to which the same issues of efficacy are at issue, in material-cultural, commemorative, and cultic terms. In book 5 we find rival Boeotian and Aeginetan attitudes to the efficacy of the Aiakidai, and a detailed focus on the cult of Damia and Auxesia. In book 8 the same theme reappears with Aeginetan performances at the battle of Salamis. The theme is concluded in book 9 with a crypto-Pindaric pay-off, in the failed encomiastic performance of one Lampon, son of Pytheas, before the Spartan general Pausanias in the aftermath of the battle of Plataea. This focus allows for more detailed discussion than has previously been achieved of thematic affinities between Pindar and Herodotus. The interpretative challenges of Pindar are opened out onto wider art-historical and historiographical territory.

Chapter 2 provides a new reading of Pindar’s *Nemean* 8. It discusses how Pindar frames consciousness about art, cult, and the material world with the language and imagery of desire, vision, and physical contact. The discussion is built around the encounter between the Pindaric ‘I’ and the Aeginetan cult hero Aiakos, and the potential for interfaces with contemporary art and ritual through contextual allusion to the Aeginetan Aiakeion. This forms the basis for a broader treatment relation between Pindar and material culture is to found in investigating the ways these texts go about their gesturing.

36 For methodological discussion of efficacy and ritual practice in relation to space and place, see Straughn (2013).
of the poem’s sensory metaphors, and a wider-ranging musing on epinician poetry’s potential to grant special access: to the mythical; to ritual; to heroes; to the deceased and to the past; to context.

These findings then lead into a fresh interpretation of the notorious Alcmaeon episode within its broader setting in Pindar’s *Pythian* 8, through discussion of interpretation and transmission, performance, hero-cult, and artistic and ritual subjectivity. As with the discussion of *Nemean* 8, recent treatments of the Pindaric first person and art-historical discussions of the framing of ritual contact with heroes through votive reliefs are brought together. Controversies about the identification of the poetic voice in the encounter with Alcmaeon are refocused, to ask what work this heroic encounter can be said to do for Pindar’s poem, how, and with what broader consequences.

Chapter 3 offers a new interpretation of the elaborate and extended opening of Pindar’s *Pythian* 1 within the broader encomiastic strategies of this poem. The ecphrastic and hymnic qualities of this opening, and especially its use of the volcanic eruption of Mount Etna, open up broader interpretative questions. The discussion assesses the poem’s treatments of the following: the interrelation between myth, nature, and history; divine and mortal time; the nature and extent of the divide between divine and mortal realms; and the prospects for encomiastic memorialization within these parameters. The poem provides a self-reflexive commentary on itself and its prospects, as a ruptured array of heroic and divine myth, nature, human historicity, sociopolitical agency, and totalitarian and poetic attempts to control time. It is aimed not only at Hieron and Sicily, but also at others across the Greek world. This complex reception is prefigured in visual, ecphrastic terms.

Chapter 4 rounds out these explorations by looking at the uses of aesthetics and material culture in Simonides and Bacchylides, as a way of drawing attention to their own individual voices and agendas. Their affinities with and differences from Pindar are explored on the strength of the available evidence. Simonides’ Danae fragment receives detailed coverage, interpreted in visual-cultural terms in relation to Simonides’ ongoing fame as the original commentator on the relation between art and text. Discussion then turns to Bacchylides, and the predominance of a visual style in his narrative works. The argument covers not only epinician material but also an interesting fragmentary dithyramb. Pindar is returned to at the close, with a short treatment of the themes of vision and visual and material culture in *Nemean* 10.
1

Efficacy

Nemean 5 and Herodotus on Aeginetan
Victors, Heroes, and Statues

The main focus of this first chapter is Pindar’s *Nemean* 5, commissioned to celebrate a victory in the Nemean pankration of Pytheas of Aegina, son of Lampon, in or around 485 BCE.\(^1\) The poem is best known—perhaps even notorious—for its opening claim about the idle immobility of sculpture. The challenge set by this discussion is to do justice to Pindar’s claim as part of the developing argument of this book, namely that the attitudes to material culture expressed in Pindar’s epinician poetry provide fascinating insights into the nature of his poetry. Moreover, Pindaric poetics can be explored within the broader contemporary trend to investigate classical art and text together within ancient art history and aesthetics. This chapter offers a fresh appreciation of the poetics of *Nemean* 5 as a complete work, within a wider and open discussion of current thinking about the efficacy of sculpture, and of Aeginetan culture, politics, and heroic myth and cult in this period. In later sections Herodotus’ takes on Aegina in books 5, 8, and 9 of the *Histories* will be used to show how Herodotus picks up and responds to epinician and specifically Pindaric themes, centring on Aeginetan efficacy.

\(^1\) See further Fearn (2007) 87 n. 1 with Appendix 1; latest discussion by Cairns (2010) 129–36 on the issues involved in estimating the date and occasion of both *Nem.* 5 and Bacch. 13. The early stages of this discussion build on Fearn (2013a); the most nuanced comprehensive discussion of *Nem.* 5 remains Segal (1998) 167–84, reworking Segal (1974); the present argument throughout expands upon and redirects a number of Segal’s insights. Another important discussion is Steiner (2001) 251, 263–4.
The similarities and differences between commemorative art and poetry are being investigated in Pindar. Pindaric lyric is interested in the ways in which different media make claims about the world, in a cultural climate in which both media strive to attract and absorb audiences: audiences which include, but are not exclusively composed of, potential patrons. Pindar is enriching his poetic project by folding into it a self-consciousness about its own nature and status, using the association with sculpture to assist. This helps us begin to appreciate better Pindar’s contribution to the historiography of art and to aesthetic debate in fifth-century Greece, and may add further nuance and context for contemporary scholarship on the nature of classical sculpture. Even more significantly, perhaps, the approach taken here allows for a more generous appreciation of Pindar’s importance for cultural knowledge and value in early fifth-century Greece. A new literary-theoretical framework according to which the creative, world-shaping potential of literature is highly prized is a particularly suitable place to situate a poet of Pindar’s powers.

I. STATIC STATUES, DEPARTING POEMS

_Nemean_ 5 opens as follows:

> Οὐκ ἀνδριαντοποιός εἰμ’, ὣστ’ ἐλινύσοντα ἐργά-
> ἐσθαία ἀγάλματ’ ἐπ’ αὖτᾶς βαθμίδος  
> ἐσταότ’ ἀλλ’ ἐπὶ πάσας  
> ὅλκάδος ἐν τ’ ἀκάτω, γλυκε’ ἀοιδά,  
> στειχ’ ἀπ’ Αἰγίνας διαγγέλλοισ’, ὅτι  
> Λάμπωνος νίος Πυθέας εὑρισθενής  
> νίκη Νεμείως παγκρατίων στέφανον.

I am no sculptor, one to fashion stationary statues that stand fixed to the same base. No, on board every ship and in every boat, sweet song, go forth from Aegina and spread the news that Lampon’s mighty son Pytheas has won the crown for the pankration in Nemea’s games.

(Pindar, _Nemean_ 5.1–5)

---

2 In particular, Tanner (2006); Neer (2010); Elsner (2006); Platt (2011); Squire (2009) and (2010).

3 Cf. Felski (2008) 77–104 for literature’s inherent capacity to disclose things about the world.
This proem has frequently been seen as the best evidence for Pindar’s strong antipathy towards sculpture.\(^4\) There are a variety of increasingly sophisticated ways of addressing this view. First, if we have our eyes on Pindaric lyric as performance culture, we might suggest that a dancing chorus is contrasting its motion with statues that are standing still, rather than Pindar expressing a personal antipathy to a rival art form.\(^5\) Yet there is more to this opening than a contrast between static statues and implicitly mobile dancers moving in their midst.

One obvious tack to take would be to investigate the likely context of patronage. Patrick O’Sullivan, in his discussion of this opening, is right to point out that Pindar is referring to ‘two areas particularly associated with Aigina: its sea-faring and statuary’.\(^6\) He then goes on to suggest that, in so doing, Pindar ‘would be treading a fine line in exploiting one famous Aiginetan activity—the nautical imagery which frames the ode—at the expense of another’, i.e. the statuary.\(^7\) Such a tactic would seem highly counterproductive. As Pausanias knew from the associated epigraphic testimony still visible in his day, and as we know now too, Aegina was the home of very successful sculptural workshops in the archaic and classical periods, whose artists were responsible for some of the most pre-eminent commemorative monuments visible at the Panhellenic sanctuaries of Olympia and Delphi.\(^8\) Of the forty-three victors’ statues set up at Olympia before 400 BCE where the artist’s ethnic is known, eight are by Aeginetan artists, a total second only to Argos.\(^9\) Pindar ought to be doing something more subtle than undermining the prestige of a celebrated Aeginetan craft, therefore putting at risk his chances of receiving future commissions from one of the most victory-hungry of

---


\(^5\) Part of the general thesis put forward in Pavlou (2010).


\(^7\) O’Sullivan (2003) 82.

\(^8\) Alt-Āgīna II.2; Pollitt (1990) 34, 36–41; Paus. 7.5.5, 5.25.13, 10.17.12, 1.42.5, 10.36.5.

all Greek nation states, whether or not Pytheas’ family commissioned commemorative sculptures themselves.10

Another possible way forward is provided by Barbara Kowalzig, in a discussion of the relation between Aeginetan myth, choral lyric poetry, and archaic and classical trade.11 She observes that Pindar is not simply praising Aeginetan seafaring in the opening of *Nemean* 5, but praising Aegina’s maritime economy.12 Given that one of Aegina’s greatest exports was sculpture, when Pindar claims he is no maker of statues, but that his song travels across the sea, the immediately arresting, seemingly anti-sculptural stance may be understood as being undercut. Aeginetan sculpture, one might say, handily deconstructs the neat opposition that this opening sets up, since Aeginetan sculpture also travels around the Greek world making Aegina and Aeginetan commerce famous, as famous as the athletes that Pindar and that sculpture commemorate.13 At the same time, we may agree that Pindar is having his cake and eating it (as usual, we might think), successfully managing to carve out a distinctive position for his own form of commemoration, ‘a poetic fantasy useful for the purposes of self-promotion’.14

In sum, then, this opening, when understood in context, is a wry, hyperbolical15 statement. It memorably yet subtly brings together an Aeginetan success story of sculpture as well as athletics. Even so, there

---

10 For the ancient scholiasts’ biographical interpretation of the opening of this poem, see Σ Πινδ. *Nem.* 5.1a–b (iii.89 Dr) with Lefkowitz (1981) 51, 58, Pavlou (2010) 1–2. Cf. Hornblower (2007) for some further historical speculations about whether or not Aeginetan victors did actually commission local sculptors.

11 Kowalzig (2010).


13 Cf. the impartial view of Bury 83–4: ‘With this comparison and distinction of the two arts the prelude opens, naturally leading up to the transmission of the present song, proud of its power of motion, to distant lands, that the victor’s fame may be diffused throughout the whole Greek world. And with his peculiar skill in causing vivid pictures to rise up out of a word or two, Pindar makes us fancy that he has literally issued from the workshop of some sculptor in Aegina—we think of the famous Onatas who perhaps actually wrought a statue for this same son of Lampon—and is going down to the wharf to embark his song in ships, large argosies and smaller craft about to hoist their sails, bound for distant cities.’

14 Porter (2010) 457; cf. Steiner (1994) 96: while her claim that ‘[p]ure pragmatism may have dictated Pindar’s use and abuse of the artifacts that appear within his songs’ is bald, her rider is highly significant: ‘But inscribed *agalmata* are not mere foils, and a poetic rather than an economic calculus explains their place in so many of the songs.’

15 Lyric and hyperbole: Culler (2008) 205 and (2015), esp. 37–8, quoting Baudelaire for the claim that ‘hyperbole and apostrophe are the two forms of language which are not only most necessary but most pleasing in lyric’.
is still rather more to be said than this. Pindaric scholars—myself included—have to date been too quick to critique the opening statement within a methodological prioritization of context over poetics, within historically reconstructable conditions of Pindaric patronage and performance. There are two further observations worth bringing together. First, what is being primarily memorialized and projected from the outset is an attitude to sculpture and poetry. Second, the focus is on the efficacy of the rival modes of commemoration and empowerment. As O’Sullivan rightly notes, ‘Pindar’s comments come in a context where the efficacy of visual media is open to dispute.’

Precisely what this combination of attitude and efficacy amounts to is the main focus of this chapter.

What is now needed is awareness of the potential value of current methodological trends in both classical art-history and literary theory. The opening of Nemean 5 is not simply a window onto the ulterior economics or politics of Pindaric patronage. It is a thing in its own right, something to try to do justice to on its own lyric terms. Pindar’s ‘arresting truth claim’ needs to be taken seriously for what it says about lyric. Moreover, the broader structure of the poem also needs to be accounted for, as itself a thing of value for its audiences, within contemporary theoretical accounts of the potential and value of lyric as well as literature more widely.

A twofold methodology is required. A fresh and nuanced account of the self-consciousness of Pindaric lyric may be combined with an appreciation of its attitudes towards art and material culture. This will form the focus of this chapter, as well as Chapter 2 on Nemean 8. By joining up Pindar’s contribution to lyric expression with Pindaric art-historical aesthetics, an advance may be made beyond straightforwardly functionalist or symptomatic historicist arguments of the familiar kind.

17 Here and elsewhere discussion is indebted to important treatments of classical visuality, that is, the way in which classical art frames the ways in which viewers subjectively interpret the worlds they inhabit: Elsner (2007); Platt (2011) on the art of epiphany.
18 In particular, the refreshing discussion of lyric, including valuable readings of a wealth of classical material, in Culler (2015); also Felski (2015) for an insightful and provocative turn against ‘diagnostic’ criticism, in favour of an appreciation of the creative and charismatic allure of literature in its manipulation of its consumers’ experiences of the world.
The most intriguing aspect of this opening of Nemean 5 is its seemingly provocative stance, removed from the values of the Aeginetan culture to which the poem, if not Pindar himself, appears to belong. As Mark Payne states, Greek poets ‘often position themselves outside of what might be called the “value centers” of their own culture’.\(^{20}\) Indeed, Nemean 5’s opening opposition between stasis and movement derives its force from the centrifugal thrust of the poem’s message away from Aegina: στεῖχ’ ἀπ’ Ἀιγίνας διαγγέλλω (‘go forth from Aegina and spread the news’, line 3). Also observe how the position from which Pindar himself is able to take his ‘leap’ later is itself not specified—here we enter the very different world and temporality of the lyric voice, not the world of any circumscribable historical context. Compare the opening with στάσομαι (‘I shall stand still’, line 16) and μακρά μοι ἀὐτόθεν ἠλαφράν (‘let someone dig me out a long jumping pit from this very spot. I have a light spring in my knees. Even beyond the ocean do eagles soar’, lines 19–21).\(^{21}\) While στάσομαι and ἀὐτόθεν in lines 16 and 20 pick up the opening lines 1–2 (especially ἀὐτᾶς and ἡσταότ),\(^{22}\) these positions and movements are reconceived for lyric’s own sense of time and space. This lyric positionality—from which to speak as well as to stand or leap—is aesthetic as well as moral.\(^{23}\) It draws its force and inspiration from the sculptural opening. Pindar’s sense of lyric space and movement offers an aesthetics concerned with art’s scope and potential, not with space as immediately or directly conceivable as historical or sociopolitical.\(^{24}\)

So a more capacious sense of what counts as ‘cultural context’ with Pindar is needed. We may thus expand beyond what is usually claimed as specifically contextual (in this case, Aegina) and appreciate more deeply the allure of Pindar’s stance and claims. The question of the extent to which Pindar’s opening claim about sculpture is controversial or problematic may open the way for fresh insights into why


\(^{21}\) Indeed, the athletic metaphor signposts the figured positionality.

\(^{22}\) Cf. Segal (1998) 170; also Pavlou (2010) 15 n. 56.

\(^{23}\) The moral aspect is particularly emphasized by Segal (1998).

\(^{24}\) Cf. Penny Murray’s critique of Jesper Svenbro: ‘Pindar’s craft metaphors reflect his attitude to his art, they do not tell us about his social status’ (Murray (1981) 99 critiquing Svenbro (1976) 178–9, 187, 168–70). The significance of craft and contrivance is one that will recur throughout the present discussion.
Pindar—on the basis of claims made in specific poems throughout his career—mattered for the thought-world of classical Greece. What, for Pindar, ‘culture’ is is not predetermined. Nor is it straightforwardly answerable by reference to the contexts of the patrons who commissioned his individual works, however those contexts might be reconstructed. Why Pindar matters is that the claims made by his first-person speakers, here in *Nemean* 5 as elsewhere, are claims that can be taken up by others: tried on for size, assessed, discussed. Pindaric reception must work by imparting and sharing cultural information, creating in different audiences a new sense of selfhood in their awareness and assessment of that charismatically conveyed information. Here, that reception is inaugurated in the shift away from the Aeginetan context figured by this poem’s opening.

The creation of cultural knowledge and value with Pindar is open and multifaceted. In the case of the present poem, a cognitive tension is created. The centrifugal drive of the proem opens out onto the futurative aspect of its own reception beyond Aegina. The remainder of the poem, on the other hand, displays the complexities of Aeginetan heroic myth and the specificities of Aeginetan encomiastic detail.

Why other audiences removed in time and space from Aegina should be interested to learn about specifics of Aeginetan heroic myth is a question that naturally arises out of the boldness of the poem’s opening claims about transmission. The developing argument of this chapter is that the poem’s ambivalent attitude towards visual and verbal artistry together is central to the poem’s power. The attitudes conveyed and negotiated by the interventions of the lyric voice are the principal mechanism through which the poem communicates the insistence of its lyric claims on future audiences, as well as on original Aeginetan ones. *Nemean* 5’s interrogation of sculpture is not exactly ecphrastic. Yet the significance of its claims for a historiography of fifth-century art is not that sculpture is shown to function as a weak foil for poetry’s superiority. Nor is it that ‘the visual is simply a pretext for literary creativity and nothing more’—to quote Michael Squire critiquing earlier scholarly assumptions about the

---


The efficacy of both art and text, sculpture and poetry, is at stake. This is not simply because the efficacy of sculpture is a live issue more widely in early fifth-century Greece. For Pindar is using the very issue of efficacy and reliability in art to make his own artistic productions, the relevance and thus very efficacy of which is itself also at issue, alluring and fascinating to audiences. Pindar is clearly engaged in the business of literary creativity. And he also has a crucial role in generating cultural subjectivities on the back of the claims he projects about other people’s lives, myths, cults, and art.

II. ‘PINDAR’S SPLENDID PICTURES’: CRAFT ANALOGIES AND BEYOND

Nemean 5 is particularly interesting because of the subtlety with which it manipulates audiences’ reactions to both sculpture and heroic myth. How it does this, and with what consequences, is the issue to turn to now.

First, a discussion of the sculptural terminology is in order. Pindar uses two sculptural terms in the opening, ἀνδριαντοποιός and ἄγαλμα. It is clear from contemporary evidence that both terms can be used to refer to statues of both men and gods or heroes. While the first term...
may appear to suggest statues of men exclusively, usages in archaic inscriptions and fifth-century texts including both Pindar and Herodotus show that the term ἀνδριάς is also used of cult statues. The diverse conceptualization of ἀγαλμα in archaic and classical Greece also reveals a broad applicability to a range of sculptural forms as a term connoting positive allure. When placed together here in Pindar, the two usages confirm that Pindar is speaking of statuary in general, rather than specific athletic commemorations. This is an important observation, since it moves Pindar further beyond the reach of those scholars who wish to read Nemean 5 as Pindar’s principal statement of antipathy towards rival forms of athletic commemoration. Clearly, the sculptural frame of reference may include commemorative athletic sculpture. Yet the scope of the opening statement ought not to be reduced as a way of understanding the relation between poetry and art in Nemean 5 and Pindar more widely. Nor should it serve as a reductive explanation for the existence of epinician poetry as a supplement to or reaction against the rise of sculpture. It is important to grasp that the dual conceptualization of art and poetry in Pindar is much more capacious and creative.

29 Bettinetti (2001) 38–40, including CEG 401, LSAG 304.10 (colossal Apollo of the Naxians on Delos); cf. Morris (1992) 51, juxtaposing Nem. 5.1–3 and this example; Pind. Pyth. 5.40; Hdt. 1.183.
31 See Bettinetti (2001) 36, discussing this passage, and disagreeing with Philipp (1968) 105.
32 There is an implicit tendency in a range of contemporary scholarship to assume just this. Note especially Smith (2007) 83: ‘Pindar is the best way into the thought-world of fifth-century victory statues, all the more so because his poems say so little explicitly about them. The statues were, however, a forceful and unavoidable part of his environment’; 109: ‘[I]t is striking that his only explicit comparison to statues, mentioned earlier, is negative…Rivalry and competition with the new bronzes…should explain this attitude’; Thomas (2007) 149: ‘One suspects that there is an almost hidden competition with other forms of celebration, and between the effectiveness of the poet and the effectiveness of more physical marks of achievement in the form of victory monuments and statues’; 157: ‘In other words the poets were right to fight their corner in the business of commemoration. The development of the epinikian was adding the element of elaborate performance to a tradition already under way of ostentatious dedications and spectacular display of the victor’s achievement.’ Scott (2010) 198 is more balanced: ‘The increase in athletic-statue dedication also coincided with, and was reinforced by, the development of athletic-praise poetry by Pindar, as
The assumption that when Pindar talks of sculpture in *Nemean 5* he refers to commemorative athletic sculptures exclusively produces an unresolved tension in the otherwise path-finding discussion of the poem by Charles Segal, the most important discussion of this poem to date. According to his reading, *Nemean 5* is able to assess human action and moral choice in ways that are beyond commemorative sculpture: ‘[I]n a metaphorical way Pindar is saying that his art is not one of simple celebration like that of those who make statues of athletic victors. He does not merely monumentalize, but probe[s] the decisions and the consequences which all human action has’.\(^3\) There are two problems with this perspective. First, while Segal makes important advances, he does not fully account for the nuance with which Pindar incorporates the language and experiences of sense perception into his poem as a response to mythological narrative. Second, and more immediately, Segal does not fully explain Pindar’s decision to devote the majority of the remainder of *Nemean 5* not to an elaboration of the moral worth of the victor or his family, but to Aeginetan heroic myth, and the attitudes of the lyric voice to that. After line 6 the poem moves straight into Aeginetan heroes. First, we have the story of Phokos and the Aiakidai, lines 7–16, and the attitude of the lyric persona to that story, lines 16–21. We then shift to Mount Pelion in Thessaly and the account of the Muses’ marriage song for Peleus and Thetis, with its inset story of Hippolyta’s attempted seduction. The poem then moves again, to Poseidon, Aigai, and the Isthmian games, until line 41, when Pindar finally focuses on the achievements of Pytheas and his family in lines 41–54.\(^4\) That closing section does not discuss the specific moral excellence of Pytheas’ family; indeed, it closes with a nod to sculptural context, namely the Aeginetan sanctuary of Aiakos, the Aiakeion, a site of cult imagery as well as for the dedication of athletic crowns.\(^5\) In this poem Pindar has virtually nothing to say on moral topics directed at his Aeginetan patrons.

well as with the increasing importance and notoriety of sculptors who could be commissioned to make these statues.’ Steiner’s more even-handed assessment of *Nemean 5*’s attitude to sculpture assumes that Pindar is dealing exclusively with victory statues: Steiner (2001) 252.

\(^3\) Segal (1998) 170.

\(^4\) Including a list of supplementary victors: see Fearn (2010b).

\(^5\) See Chapter 2 for a full discussion of the significance of the Aiakeion for *Nem.* 8.
A new section is included in the updated version of Segal’s discussion. In this he attempts to nuance further his treatment of the relation between poetry and art in *Nemean* 5:

His ode’s strong opening declaration . . . poses a deliberate paradox, for elsewhere Pindar is very much aware that statues and other solid commemorative forms are parallel to the commemorative power of the ode, and poetry and statue are often equivalents, especially as statues possess the power of outlasting the individual mortal life and (with their inscriptions) also possess the power of speech. Pindar’s challenge to statuary in his opening lines necessarily neglects how contemporary sculptures tried to depict the vitality and energy of their subjects, as in the case of the Delphian charioteer and other bronze commemorative statues. Pindar may be adopting a deliberately archaizing view of sculpture or perhaps genuinely regards the developing skills of the bronze worker as static relative to the flexible and mobile art of song. In any case, *Nemean* 5 clearly takes its stand in favor of the poetic offering over the stone or bronze monument, but it does not totally forget the value of the other mode of commemoration.\(^{36}\)

Segal’s response here to Pindar’s sculptural ‘paradox’ is perhaps a little weak. He acknowledges that Pindar’s attitude to the commemorative power of plastic art might be nuanced, but still finds himself unable to entirely account for it successfully. He is also unable to explain properly the connection of Pindar’s attitude to heroic myth with the victors being commemorated.\(^{37}\) Moreover, given the outward thrust of the poem’s opening, it is also worth asking what difference these imagistic decisions by Pindar might make to audiences beyond Aegina’s shores as well as to Aeginetan ones.

First, we may factor in current accounts of the radical changes undergoing sculpture during these early decades of the fifth-century. As Jaš Elsnér has well discussed, these changes marked shifts in viewers’ experiences as much as in sculptural technique. Viewers

---


\(^{37}\) See Segal (1998) 179: ‘Out of this shifting and ambiguous status of human life Pindar fashions for the victor a permanence not of statues, but analogous to the tested permanence, fluctuating between light and dark, weakness and success, which the mythical heroes possess.’ Pavlou (2010) 15 overextends Segal’s argument, by claiming that, in its implicit gestures towards local Aeginetan cultic monuments, Pindar is showing that those cultic monuments have far less ‘revelatory potential’ than Pindar’s myths. While this view is interesting, it remains incomplete because of a lack of attention to the religious and epiphanic potential of such monuments.
are no longer fixed by a sculptural gaze that links viewers into another world that the sculpture embodies as well as represents. They are drawn, with naturalistic art, to compare voyeuristically a body within another created world with their own world and their own experiences and attitudes, thus enabling the creation and shaping of a variety of responses (dependent upon the nature of the naturalistic depiction and its context) that negotiate the gap between the two different worlds.\textsuperscript{38} We can also turn to other art-historical accounts of fifth-century naturalism. Whether we choose Jeremy Tanner’s view of naturalism as ‘more transformationally powerful in its construction of affective meanings’, ‘more precisely adjusted to the particular deity represented in an image, and more effectively appropriating a socialized body and motivational interests of viewers’, or Richard Neer’s ‘amplified and expanded rhetoric’,\textsuperscript{39} it is clear that in the early fifth-century viewers were being invited to do more work with sculpture than had been asked of them previously, and to do it more self-consciously. And it is here that we ought to bring Pindar in.

The opening of Nemean 5 exploits the artificiality of naturalistic sculpture. Pindar, then, in his articulation of Aeginetan myth, incorporates within it attitudes and claims that fit figurations of both poetry and sculpture as both alluring and insightful art forms. Moreover, and this is the significant point, given that the generalized nature of Pindar’s opening claim about sculpture fits cultic statuary, the poem as a whole can be seen as incorporating within it and projecting beyond itself a variety of claims about the representability, and thus efficacious symbolism, of not only athletic prowess but also heroic myth in both poetic and plastic form. Again, Nemean 5 projects attitudes to art, rather than prescribing a unitary and negative response.

In response to this poem’s opening, Rosemary Harriott claimed that ‘[w]e can see that near the beginning of the fifth century it was

\textsuperscript{38} Elsner (2006) 83–6. Within this methodological frame, Segal’s suggestion that Pindar’s view of sculpture is ‘archaizing’ is difficult. Are we, for instance, supposed to assume that if Pindar claims antipathy to contemporary naturalistic sculpture, he wishes that sculpture were somehow more directly engaging with its viewers, as in archaic sculpture? If there is anything at all to the claim that Pindar is antipathetical to contemporary sculpture, it ought to be because of what contemporary sculpture makes viewers think, self-consciously, about the claims on them that naturalism allows crafted artworks to make, in ways that earlier sculpture did not.

possible, and perhaps customary, to compare products of the different arts with regard to their beauty, their share in honouring gods or men, the fact that they were “made”.\textsuperscript{40} She went further to state that ‘[a] writer like Pindar uses analogies with the visual arts in order to fill the minds of his hearers with splendid pictures’.\textsuperscript{41} How Pindar does this, and how we deal with the synaesthetic density of the language, are issues to address next.\textsuperscript{42}

\textbf{II.1 Aborted Myth: Lyric Storytelling and Aesthetic Perception}

After the proem, lines 7–18 take us from the introduction to Aeginetan heroes, through the prayers made at the altar of Zeus Hellanios by the Aiakidai and Phokos, and on into the break-off. There progression of the myth is halted because of the implications it has for not only the poem’s morality but also its respectable appearance:

\begin{verbatim}
ėk ḏe Κρόνου καὶ Ζηνὸς ἡρωας αἱχματὰς φυτευθέν-
tas καὶ ἀπὸ χρυσεὰν Νηρηίδων
Αἰακίδας ἐγέραρεν
ματρόπολιν τε, φίλαν ξένων ἀρουραν-
tάν ποτ’ εὐανδρόν τε καὶ ναυσικλυτάν
θέσσαντο, πὰρ βωμὸν πατέρος Ἑλλανίου
στάντες, πίναν τ’ ἐσ αἰθέρα χεῖρας ἀμά
Ἕνδαῖδος ἀριγνώτες νιὸι
καὶ βία Φώκου κρέοντος,
ὁ τᾶς θεοῦ, ὅν Ψαμάθεια τίκτ
ἐπὶ ῥημιμίν πόντου.
αἰδέομαι μέγα εἰπεῖν
ἐν δίκα τε μὴ κεκινδυνευμένον,
\end{verbatim}

\textsuperscript{40} Harriott (1969) 143. Harriott’s account has the advantage over some more recent ones in its balanced assessment of the usefulness and openness of poetic craft metaphors.

\textsuperscript{41} Harriott (1969) 144.

\textsuperscript{42} The difficulty here is shown by Race’s attempt to deal with the relation between sculpture and poetry in Pindar: ‘At the beginning of Nem. 5, Pindar declares that he is no maker of statues that sit on their bases, but he certainly has an eye for visual representation and borrows many techniques from painters and sculptors’ (Race (1986) 32). This is interesting, but terminologically problematic: what ‘techniques’ could Pindar be borrowing from them? Yet that Race writes like this in response to the poem reveals the subtext of Pindar’s artistic manipulations.
Yet he has brought honour to the hero warriors born from Kronos and Zeus and from the golden Nereids, the Aiakidai, and to his mother city, lands friendly to strangers. It was founded long ago as a land of brave men and renowned for seafaring, when by the altar of father Hellanios there stood, with hands open to the sky, the illustrious sons of Endais along with lord Phokos, / the one whom, son of a goddess, Psamatheia bore by the breakers of the ocean. I feel shame at speaking of a great deed not ventured in justice, how indeed they left the glorious island, and what fate it was that drove valiant men from Oinona. I shall stand still. Not every truth is better for revealing its face exactly, let me tell you. Silence is often the wisest thing for people to discern.

Discussion of these lines in the scholarship on Nemean 5 can be broken down into two interconnected parts. The first is the role of this myth, as a kind of false start, within the broader structure of the poem, and the relation of the myth to the subsequent concern about its teleology as raised in the break-off. The second is the use of particular language that picks up the sculptural terminology used in the opening, in combination with visual metaphors in the break-off.

The scholarship on both of these issues, but particularly the first, is dominated by Charles Segal’s discussion of the passage. According to Segal, the standing statues of the proem are answered by the sons of Aiakos standing at the altar of Zeus Hellanios, πάρ ἐν τῷ παντὶ ναῷ Ἑλλανίου | στάντες, 10–11. ‘Pindar establishes a contrast between the simplicity of the lifeless statues and the complex world of his myths which deal with living, growing figures,’ Segal claims. He also notes, however, that this togetherness also has ominous connotations, as the last time Phokos will stand with the Aiakidai before the former’s murder by the latter, and the murderers’ exile from the island. As Maria Pavlou shows

---

well in her discussion of *Nemean* 5, the place of this mythical crime within the superstructure of a victory ode has been troubling for scholarly assessments of the poem.\(^{46}\) Pavlou’s solution to this is to afford the role of the unidentified δαίμων of line 16 a providential role. The cultic monuments of the initial performance location of *Nemean* 5—the Aiakeion, and the tomb of Phokos\(^{47}\)—are thus, according to her reading, complemented, but reconfigured, by the poem:

Far from being a heinous crime motivated by jealousy and hatred, Phocus’ murder is presented as destined and as part of a divine plan. In doing so, Pindar triggers his audience to read the surrounding monuments from a different perspective, thus detaching them, so to speak, from their bases.\(^ {48}\)

The deficiency of this account is its lack of attention to the lyric voice, which goes out of its way in the break-off to raise the problem with the ethical teleology of this mythical narrative.\(^ {49}\) Segal, by contrast, elaborates his argument further by discussing the reaction of the lyric voice to this narrative, prioritizing a moral reading of the break-off. On Pindar’s στάσομαι, line 16, he claims that:

this ‘standing’ has gained a complexity far from the simple ‘standing’ of statues on their bases. It is the poet himself, a living man, who must ‘stand’, and his decision is fraught with shame and hesitation... His decision to ‘stand’ is a moral act. Like the victor and like the mythical heroes of Aegina, he is not made of stone, but of flesh and blood; like them, caught in time, he faces hard choices.

Discussing lines 16–18, he continues:

The reality in which Pindar and his creations exist is ambiguous. Here ‘not every exact truth is better if it shows its face, and silence is often the wisest thing for a man to perceive’. The addition of νοῆσαι (perceive) in this last sentence—an epexegetic infinitive not, strictly speaking, necessary to the sense—stresses the idea of moral perception.\(^ {50}\)

---

\(^ {46}\) Pavlou (2010) 10, with Farnell i.188 and ii.275–6; Bowra (1964) 67–8; Stern (1971) 169–73; Pfeijffer (1999) 64–7 attempts a sociopolitical solution. See §II.1 for further discussion of the poem’s own attitude to this difficulty of coherence.

\(^ {47}\) Paus. 2.29.6–8 and 8–9; Pavlou (2010) 7 with n. 33.

\(^ {48}\) Pavlou (2010) 11.

\(^ {49}\) Pavlou (2010) 8 refers to the break-off of line 14 as Pindar’s ‘pretence of shamefulness’ without further elaboration.

\(^ {50}\) Segal (1998) 170–1.
Segal’s moral argument has force. He is correct to point out the fundamental ambiguity of Pindaric reality. We can build on these points, and reassert the aesthetic interpretability of Pindar’s imagery here, alongside Segal’s moral account. Primarily, we can re-evaluate the language of this passage as appropriating a mixture of possible responses to sculpture. As Deborah Steiner rightly states, ‘statues . . . appear in the early stages of the song to infect the poet and his exercise of his craft’.51

The metaphors of faces, truth, immobility, and silence are all possible reformulations of aesthetic responses to sculpture and the nature of its claims on viewers. The question of whether it is a deficiency of sculpture that it might not be able to speak or move is being raised here, in opposition to the way that mythological narrative can sometimes drive a poet to speak, as it were, too much—hence the break-off with the sculpturally infected στάσομαι. Indeed, whether sculptures can be thought of as speaking in some way is already a live issue within the material culture itself. A factor generally ignored in interpretation of the opposition between sculpture and poetry in the opening of *Nemean* 5 is the way that archaic and classical inscriptions associated with, or indeed inscribed on, the objects, assert speech claims of their own whereby the epigrammatic text’s rhetorical structure figures the sculptural object as, potentially at least, having a voice and thus some kind of identity and life of its own: ‘so and so dedicated *me*’.52 Whether that voice and identity can ever fully, efficaciously, exist independently from a human reader who gives it its voice is precisely at issue.

As Segal rightly notes, the epexegetic infinitive νοήσαι emphasizes the point that Pindar is using a perceptual metaphor. The two statements that the break-off makes are, though, rather dense. Here

---

51 This section expands on the brief discussion of aesthetic aspects of *Nem.* 5 raised at Steiner (2001) 263. Steiner claims that the properties of the poem’s opening statues, immobility and silence (the latter an over-interpretation, since the opening of the poem makes no mention of statues’ inability to speak, though it may be suggested by line 1’s ἐλινύσοντα, which means ‘rest’ or ‘remain idle’; elsewhere at *Isthm.* 2.44–6 Pindar does relate silence with idleness, where both σιγάτω and ἐργασάμαν are used in a context that implies sculptural metaphor) are ‘unwanted’ properties. Yet these properties are not only wanted: in fact, they authorize the structure and forcefulness of this break-off.

are lines 16–18 again: ὅ τοι ἄπασα κερδίων | φαίνοισα πρόσωπον ἀλάθει' ἀτρεκές | καὶ τὸ αἰγάν πολλάκις ἐστὶ σοφώ- | τατον ἀνθρώπῳ νοήσαι. 'Not every truth is better for revealing its face exactly, let me tell you. Silence is often the wisest thing for men to discern.'53 Interpreting the sense of these words is difficult because of the synaesthetic way in which Pindar is combining terms of poetic and sculptural evaluation that can generate a range of reactions to both art forms.54

The first claim can be understood as stating that poets have a better chance than sculptors do of concealing truth. Sculptures’ only way of handling truth is through outward appearances, even as the charismatic allure of naturalism is to gesture towards something ulterior.55 This in itself may be a remarkable claim—an admission, implicit in poetic metaphor, that sculptors have the ability to reveal truths in the appearances of their sculpted creations, however limited those appearances might be. Bert Smith agrees that this assertion can be made sense of in the context of contemporary naturalism. But we should be wary of endorsing his one-sided take on the significance of Pindar’s assumed attitude:

The idea that images should try to look like what they represent, that they should have a verifiable relationship to their subjects—rather than the open-ended manipulated symbolic relation of Archaic art—was of course deeply radical. Too radical, some felt. Contemporary reaction may be alluded to briefly in conservative praise song: ‘Not every precise truth is better for showing its face’, wrote Pindar (N. 5.16–17).56

Pindar’s first claim here, which he is so keen to impress on his audiences,57 is itself morally as well as aesthetically double-edged.

---

53 νοήσαι: ‘discern’ rather than ‘observe’ (e.g. Race, Loeb), to avoid the risk of confusion in potential slippage between ‘perceptual’ and ‘dutiful’ senses of English ‘observe’ not available for the Greek verb.

54 Cf. Ol. 6.3 and Pyth. 6.14 for πρόσωπον in architectural metaphor. The sculptural reading is preferable to the reading of Pfeijffer (1999) 67–8 according to which truth is ‘a virtuous matron who must keep her head covered and must not unveil her face in public’, an interpretation dependent solely on αἰδέομαι several lines earlier (14), in the absence of any word for veil.

55 e.g. characterization, ethos, narrative, emotion: Elsner (2006) 85 with n. 43, for the observation that Ridgway’s classic description of the Severe style in early classical sculpture (Ridgway (1970) 9–10) derives its terminology of naturalism’s broader claims from Aristotle’s account of mimesis in the Poetics.

56 Smith (2007) 90.

57 The force of τοί, ‘let me tell you’. Cf. Denniston 537: ‘its primary function is to bring home to the comprehension of the person addressed a truth of which he is ignorant, or temporarily oblivious’.
Modesty (Pindar’s αἰδέομαι, line 14), it might be countered, might not be the only explanation for the suppression of a truth. Aesthetically, too, the implicit claim about what sculpture can do can cut both ways—a way of proclaiming the absorbing allure of sculptural naturalism as well as its potential limitations as a cultural resource.

The second claim, about silence, can also be viewed as a claim about both poetry and sculpture. If we build on Segal’s observation that νοῆσαι, technically unnecessary for the sense, flags the issue of perception, then one way of understanding Pindar’s claim here is to say that, in poetry, perceiving when to stop speaking is a mark of wisdom. On this understanding, νοῆσαι can be taken to refer to internal realization, within the range of ways in which Pindaric lyric can assert and discuss the scope of its own project. Alternatively, the idea may also be drawn from aesthetic perception, and a claim about the ironic benefit of sculpture’s potential limitations as an expressive vehicle. By default, sculpture does not require any kind of controlling mechanism for its storytelling. Sculpture is spatially, and narratorially and expressively, self-contained. Whether sculpture’s inability—or unwillingness?—to speak is a virtue or a vice is left open. This account seems truer to the texture of the lines than Segal’s attempt to claim through them the moral superiority of heroic narrative in lyric over sculpture.

The consequences of this reading remain to be assessed. Pindar is using sculptural metaphor drawn from contemporary experience in ways that are ambiguous. They may perhaps even be glaringly contradictory, especially if we choose to read into the poem’s opening an antagonist attitude towards sculpture. But why would Pindar thus seemingly risk self-contradiction? What chance is there, for instance, for coherence, or indeed unity, as a touchstone for his lyric poetics?

58 This is especially the case if, as we are to suppose from its opening assertiveness, audiences for this poem include those who are less familiar with the specifics or difficulties of Aeginetan myth. Cf. Pfeijffer (1999) 65.
59 For appropriation from contemporary classical art history of the opposition between ‘absorption’ and ‘erudition’ in the analysis of classical sculpture, see Chapter 2 §II.2.
60 This is an issue covered in much greater detail in Chapter 3. Suffice to say, at this point, that a strong tendency in post-Bundyian Pindaric scholarship to focus on Pindaric rhetoric (especially within sociopolitical frames) has had a restrictive impact on the potential for detailed scrutiny of the lyric oddity, otherworldliness, and often downright incoherence of Pindar’s lyric voices, which are worth championing rather than flattening: here again there is much of value in Culler (2015).
Here we may return to the initial points made earlier in Section I. It is extremely likely that the efficacy of naturalistic sculpture is up for debate in this innovative period. This is not least because of the cognitive challenges that naturalism itself poses to viewers, in the range of fresh representational possibilities it opens up, while sculpture’s essential artificiality is also emphasized. Against this background, Pindar, by synaesthetically dealing with both art and text in these densely metaphorical ways, is inviting audiences, whether close or far-removed in space (or indeed time), to consider what attitudes they feel are appropriate to both poetic and sculptural constructions. In this respect, Pindar’s lyric voice creates an implicit contract between itself and its recipients. And the upshot is an extraordinary and wide-reaching cultural generosity as well as charisma.61

The status of the ‘paragonal’ pairing of lyric and sculpture is important to assess. Steiner claims that Pindar’s synaesthetic pairings ‘already point to the possibility of a more cooperative venture’ between poetry and monuments.62 Two things need to be stated. First, we are bound in to the framework set up by Lessing’s Laocoon, according to how hopeful or sceptical (fearful?) we want to be about the prospects for closing the gap between art and text.63 Second, in being prompted into these considerations, we are operating within a basic ecphrastic framework. There is thus an important sense in which Pindar’s lyric self-consciousness can, after all, be thought of as fundamentally ecphrastic,64 even as Pindar tends to eschew actual

---

61 The articulation of the argument here owes much to Carolyn Dewald’s framing of the kinds of questions it is possible to ask of Herodotus’ narratorial presentation of his logoi, and what consequences can be drawn, in Dewald (1987), esp. 152–3, 167–8. See §IV for further discussion of the parallelisms between Pindar and Herodotus. Compare also Payne (2006) 161 n. 3 for the relation between Pindar’s ‘I’s and his audiences’ ‘reciprocal “you”’; cf. Chapter 2 n. 15.

62 Steiner (2001) 263. ‘Paragonal’ is Steiner’s term there. An obvious example of a poet who straddled the divide is Simonides, as lyric poet as well as epigrammatist. For more on Simonides and the lyric evidence behind the paragonal ‘painting as silent poetry/poetry as talking painting’ relationship attributed to him in Plutarch, see Chapter 4.


64 Cf. Cunningham (2007) 71 for the argumentative dealings between art and text essential to the very nature of ecphrasis.
narrations-cum-descriptions of artworks in the classic manner. While we might doubt the ecphrastically hopeful, optimistic view of Pindar offered by Steiner, it would also now be rash to assume, on the basis of the poem’s opening or indeed its subsequent negotiations between poetics and sculpture, that Pindar should be understood to be an ‘ecphrastically fearful’ and vastly precocious Lessing. An additional factor might be the combination of poetic self-consciousness with burgeoning awareness of literacy and literarity. In this regard, compare Segal’s claim about poets becoming ‘more conscious of the textuality of what they have produced, the solidity and tangibility of something that can be seen as well as heard, an ergon, agalma, daidalma, like a statue’.67

Fundamentally, though, Pindar’s lyric claims about art and text are projections onto audiences. If audiences want to take on hostile or aesthetically sceptical interpretations of Pindar’s attitude to sculpture from the opening, they are free to do so, especially given the possibility that Pindar’s proems could become aphoristically memorable in their own right, even when divorced from the poems’ remainders. But it ought to be difficult to work backwards from those interpretations to an ulterior point at which Pindar himself can be pinned down as identifiably anti-sculptural, ecphrastically entirely sceptical. Nemean 5’s overall attitudes are cumulatively a good deal more open.

**II.2 Narrative, Persuasion, Falsehood**

Additional aspects of Nemean 5 reveal Pindaric attitudes towards poetry’s own truth claims to be not unambiguously positive. Assertions made by the lyric voice at cardinal points prove controversial and difficult to interpret. Again, the expression of attitudes is complicated by a synaesthetic merging in metaphor. Here are lines 19–37, where the poem picks up again and leads into the second section of

---

65 For further discussion of this issue, and Pindar’s ‘ecphrastic gestures’, see Chapter 2, esp. §II.8.
66 On Lessing’s ecphrastic fear, see Mitchell (1994) 154–5.
68 Examples from Aristophanes, Herodotus, and Plato show that Pindaric openings are particularly prone to excerption. The normative force of Lessing’s privileging of poetry over painting in the reception of Laocoon is well discussed by Mitchell (1986) 96 and Squire (2009) 104–5.
myth, in which the marriage song of the Muses for Peleus and Thetis is recounted:

εἰ δὲ ὄλβον ἡ χειρῶν βίαν ἢ σιδαρίταν ἐπαυνή- 
sai πόλεμον δεδόκηται, μακρά μοι
20
αὐτόθεν ἀλμαθ’ ὑποσκά-
πτοι τις ἐχὼ γονάτων ὀρμαν ἐλαφράν-
και πέραν πάντοιο πάλλοντ’ αἰετοί.

πρόφρων δὲ καὶ κείνοις ἂειδ’ ἐν Παλίω 
Μοισαν ὁ κάλλιστος χορός, ἐν δὲ μέσαις 
φόρμυγγ’ Ἀπόλλων ἐπτάγλωσσων 
χρυσέω πλάκτρῳ διώκων

άγειτο παντοῖων νόμων αἱ δὲ πρώτιστον μὲν ἴμη-


25


30


35


Zeus ἀθανάτων βασιλεύς, ὡς’ ἐν τάχει 
pontian χρυσολακάτων τινὰ Νη-
πράτισαν ἀκοίτων, 
γαμαβρὸν Ποσειδάωνα πείσαις, ...
she fabricated and fitted together, how Peleus was attempting to enjoy her as his bride in Akastos’ marriage bed. The opposite was the case: for many times with all her heart she was pleading with him, attempting to win him over. Her vertiginous words provoked him to anger. Forthwith he rejected her as bride, in fear of the wrath of the father who protects guests. And he—Zeus, lord of the immortals—noted him well, and from heaven the driver of clouds promised him that he would swiftly make one of the sea Nymphs, with their golden distaffs, his wife, having persuaded her groom, Poseidon.

Scholarly discussion of the opening framing of this section has focused on line 22. What should be made of the expression καὶ κείνοις (here translated, somewhat artificially, as ‘for those men too’) with which the poem recommences its mythologizing?

First, to what or whom does κείνοις refer? Attempts have been made through the history of interpretation to smooth over the difficulty: most notably in the attempt to have κείνοις pick up the eagles of line 21.69 Yet κείνοις indicates a remote antecedent, reaching back as far as the Aiakidai of line 8 as the subjects of the first myth.70 Through the use of the pronoun, the poem appears to be going out of its way to impose interpretative obstacles, even as Peleus (and Thetis) are finally revealed as the specified subjects of the Muses’ song in lines 25 and 26.

In turn, the interpretability of the force of καί has been explained away or ignored by a variety of readers.71 The basic problem is that if καί means ‘also’, it appears to be alluding to an unspecified group of others, whose praise by the Muses is to be set alongside that of the Aiakidai, and yet whose identity is left most mysterious. One option is to read in audience knowledge of other mythical weddings at which the Muses sang, in particular the marriage of Cadmus and Harmonia.72 Another is to see in καί an implicit comparison between the mythological singing and Pindar’s own song.73

69 Bury 85; Stoneman (1976) 195, according to whom the eagles are symbolic figures for the poem’s laudandi.
70 Cf. Hubbard (1985) 152.
71 As shown in recent translations: καί is ignored by Verity (Oxford World’s Classics) and Race (Loeb), and transferred onto the Muses by Nisetich.
72 The argument of Fogelmark (1979).
If, on the other hand, καί means ‘even’, referring back to the exiled Aiakidai, with the Muses, in a sense, ignoring their crime, then Pindar has been accused of backtracking on his eagerness to extol Aiakid virtue as seen in lines 19–21, or of even being careless or confused.74

Ultimately, Douglas Gerber is right to say that καὶ κείνοις is difficult.75 In combination, the remoteness of κείνοις from its referents, along with the ambivalent interpretability of καί, in picking up the Aiakidai from lines 8 and following, flags the difficulty of the ongoing rationale of the poem’s mythical dynamic.

Anne Burnett is correct to observe that ‘in narrative terms the murder of Phokos is the necessary cause of the exile that took Peleus toward the central mythic moment of this ode, his marriage on Pelion’.76 This mythical movement is achieved with a high degree of lyric self-awareness. This can be revealed through a reassessment of the interpretative assumptions made by the scholars who ‘solve’ the interpretative difficulty. Farnell does so by subscribing to a Romantic view of Pindar’s ‘wayward and capricious’ genius that can be traced back to earlier classical and notably Augustan receptions.77 Fogelmark, by contrast, works from the assumption that Pindar’s original audience (note: singular) would have straightforwardly understood the reference to be to the wedding of Cadmus.78

The diversity of scholars’ responses to the interpretative difficulty gives greater credence to the possibility that the original reception of Pindaric poetics was similarly complex, and that the poem is not only anticipating interpretative scrutiny, but also provoking it. Indeed, Pindar is figuring the complexity of lyric reception, and his poem’s exemplarity, both mythological and laudatory, in the attention he draws to issues of lyric structuring and the appropriate responses to that.

74 Farnell ii.276, “even to those heroes” (in spite of their exile and misfortune); rejected by Fogelmark (1979) 75–6. Pindar’s ‘carelessness’: Farnell i.188, with Burnett (2005) 64.
76 Burnett (2005) 69–70.
77 Farnell i.188; on the importance of ancient reading practice in the formation of assessments of Pindar, see Phillips (2016) 69–83; also Hamilton (2003), esp. 98–100.
78 Fogelmark (1979) 79: ‘Pindar’s own audience is unlikely to have missed the point since it calls for only an elementary knowledge of Greek mythology.’
We might ask what is wrong (apart from his heavy control over what he assumes with Pindar’s ‘audience’) with Fogelmark’s interpretation of line 22 as implicating the ulterior marriage of Cadmus and Harmonia. Are our expectations about what ancient audiences were able to make of Pindar’s myth-making so restrictive that we cannot imagine the possibility that at least some might have interpreted και κείνοις that way, with little else to go on? Yet we might also wonder about the validity of the interpretation of και κείνοις as ‘even to them’, following Farnell. We may transform Farnell’s retrograde ascription of Pindaric difficulty to a kind of professorial absent-mindedness into a sensitivity to a more open-textured poetics, anticipating audience reactions at least ambivalent if not potentially hostile to a wider exemplarity for Aeginetan myth. It ought to be possible to read the conditional protasis εἰ δ’ ὀλβον ἢ χειρῶν βιαν ἢ σιδαρίταν ἐπαινη— | σαι πόλεμον δεδοκηται (‘But if it has been deemed seemly to praise fortune, or might of hands, or steel-clad war’) of line 19 as not simply ‘rhetorical’, but in fact giving voice to and anticipating questions about praise, and the relation between its themes and its subjects in this case. This is particularly so if read as a response to the break-off and αἰδέομαι (‘I feel shame’, line 14).

Pindar’s answer is provided in the apodosis, with the athletic image that transmutes into the soaring eagles, lines 19–21. This answer eschews explicit affirmation of Aeginetan encomiastic efficacy in favour of a commentary, via metaphor, on poetic transmission of ideas beyond a specific location in space—while implicating us back into the issue of Aeginetan significance through the recapitulation of the poem’s opening theme of movement versus stasis (together with the suitability, in the encomiastic context, of the athletic metaphor).

In this respect, we can also agree with Gärtner’s interpretation—emphasizing the exemplarity of the mythical paradigm of the Muses’ wedding song—yet at the same time raising the stakes in relation to the range of possible interpretative reactions to it. One might, for instance, expect audiences—if as widely conceived as Pindaric aspirations claim—to have more faith in the validity of a mythological story as widely prevalent as that of the marriage of Peleus and Thetis, whatever Pindar’s specific embellishments in this instance. Yet they would not necessarily subscribe to the structures of praise or mythology within which Pindar has fitted that myth in this present encomiastic enterprise. We may perhaps sense the potential uneasiness of the transition from plural και κείνοις into the singular focus on
Peleus alone. On the exemplarity of Pindaric myth, Tom Phillips
seems right to state that Pindar ‘dramatizes the disjunctions between
the mythical exemplum and encomiastic frame in order to produce
an interpretative space’, within which meaning is generated through
the very assessment of such exemplarity.79

We can agree, with Burnett, that the first burst of myth in lines
9–16 of Nemean 5 explains how the Aiakidai got to Thessaly and the
broader acclaim as set out in the second section in lines 22 and
following.80 Yet as important are the ways Pindar has drawn attention
to the interpretative stakes involved in assessing this teleology, within
the hyperbolic claims that Pindar makes for this Aeginetan ode’s
transmission. The question becomes that of how this is to be explained,
evaluated, understood.81

This issue is carried through in the myth of the Muses’ song for
Peleus and Thetis, and the inset account of Hippolyta’s unsuccessful
try to deceive Peleus. Here are lines 26–32 again:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ἦνάς· τὸ δ’ ἐναντίον ἐσκεν· πολλὰ γάρ νῦν παντὶ θυμῷ}
\text{παρφαμένα λιτάνευεν.}
\text{τοῖο δ’ ὀργὸν κνίζον αἰπεινοι λόγον}
\end{align*}
\]

how pretty Hippolyta, daughter of Kretheus, wished to snare him in a
trick, having persuaded the lord of the Magnesians, her husband, to be
her accomplice through elaborate schemes. False was the tale that she
fabricated and fitted together, how Peleus was attempting to enjoy her
as his bride in Akastos’ marriage bed. The opposite was the case: for
many times with all her heart she was pleading with him, attempting
to win him over. Her vertiginous words provoked him to anger.

79 Phillips (2016) 45 on Pyth. 11, with 241–55 and esp. 247–51 on Pyth. 11.38–40,
according to which the gnomic questioning reveals that the exemplarity of the poem’s
myth is itself very much at issue.
81 This issue of Pindar’s implicit questioning of the ongoing dynamics of a poem’s
structure and coherence is discussed in detail with Pythian 1 in Chapter 3.
Two points can be made about Hippolyta’s place within the structure of this poem. First is, again, the aesthetically self-conscious way in which Pindar chooses to express himself. As both Segal and Steiner have noted, the language of line 29, expressing the contrived, constructed argument, is material-cultural. The language clearly picks up earlier metaphors of the poem. It is also part of the way Pindar’s epinician poetry uses craft metaphor to articulate the ambivalence of its encomiastic and myth-making allure. A particularly prominent parallel is Olympian 1 lines 28–34, where Pindar keeps us guessing about which aspect of the poem’s storytelling is fabricated and untrue:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ἦθαύματα πολλά, καὶ πού τι καὶ βροτῶν} \\
\text{φάτις ὑπέρ τὸν ἀλαθή λόγον} \\
\text{δεδαιδαλμένοι ψεύδεσι ποικίλοις} \\
\text{ἐξαπατώντι μύθου.}
\end{align*}
\]

30 Χάρις δ’, ἀπερ ἄπαντα τεύχει τὰ μείλιχα θνατοῖς,
ἐπιφέροισα τιμὰν καὶ ἀπιστον ἐμήσατο πιστὸν ἐμμεναι τὸ πολλάκις.

Yes, there are many wonders, and somehow, I suppose, men’s speech too, the stories they tell, beyond the true account, are embellished with elaborate lies and deceive. / Grace, who fashions all things pleasant for mortals, conferring honour, makes the unbelievable into the believable, for the most part.

Pindar’s use of craft metaphors there—δεδαιδαλμένοι, ‘embellished’ and ποικίλοις, ‘elaborate’ (29); τεύχει, ‘fashions’ (31)—picks up the emphasis on the new shining allure of Pelops’ ivory shoulder immediately before, in line 27: ἐλέφαντι φαίδιμον ὃμοιν κεκαδμένον, ‘conspicuous with a shoulder gleaming with ivory’. Yet craft metaphor also provides the ambivalent vehicle for Pindar’s assessment of mortal storytelling, including his own, especially given the almost

---

82 Consideration of the broader ways in which earlier poetry insets Muses’ celebratory storytelling emphasizes Pindar’s focus. Pindar’s claims here read very differently from those made, for instance in the Homeric Hymn to Apollo, where, in lines 189–93, the Muses celebrate both divine ease and mortal wretched witlessness as a part of a poetic strategy that emphasizes the gulf between gods and mortals and elevates and authorizes the status of the former; Hes. Scut. 201–6 eschews description of the Muses’ song in favour of further delineation of the ecphrasis of the shield on which the Muses are depicted.


84 Burgess (1993) 36.
oxymoronic phraseology of δεδαιδαλμένοι ψεύδεσι ποικίλοις.\textsuperscript{85} Given the density of the mythological starting point with Pelops, this is hardly surprising.\textsuperscript{86} And if Pelops’ ivory shoulder blade was on display at Olympia at the time,\textsuperscript{87} then Pindar would already be responding in his own way to a dissonance between doubts about authenticity versus cultic authority prompted by the relic in its own setting.\textsuperscript{88} We should suspect that the use of craft metaphor in \textit{Nemean} 5 at this point has a similarly dense metapoetic potential.

Second, Pindar is careful to draw attention to the negative reception of Hippolyta’s false tale in line 32: \textit{τὸ ὄργαν κνίζων αἴπεινοι λόγοι,} ‘her vertiginous words provoked [Peleus] to anger’. The translation of \textit{αἴπεινοι} as ‘vertiginous’ offered here is an attempt to capture the word’s metaphorical borrowing from the dangerous aspect of high places.\textsuperscript{89} This interpretation creates in Hippolyta’s words an antitype to the ‘lofty’ allure of Pindar’s own conspicuous self-construction and association.

\textsuperscript{85} Cf. Morris (1992) 3–35 for the epic evidence for positive connotative allure implicit in the \textit{δαιδαλ-} complex; 49–50 for \textit{Olympian} 1 within a broader discussion of Pindaric usage at 43–52. See also Pindar’s \textit{θαύματα} here in \textit{Ol.} 1: just as with Herodotean usage, the word emphasizes ‘the emotional response to something that goes beyond the expected—and thus . . . articulates the boundaries of the (ab)normal’: Goldhill (2002) 21 on Herodotean \textit{θώμα.} For \textit{θάγμα} as a useful term for understanding the radiance of archaic and earlier classical sculpture, see Neer (2010), esp. 57–69, with 74 on the radiance of both white marble and chryselephantine ivory, with Stewart (1990) 36.


\textsuperscript{87} Paus. 5.13.6; Plin. \textit{NH} 28.34.

\textsuperscript{88} For this issue, see further Platt (2011), and §IV of the present chapter.

\textsuperscript{89} See \textit{Σ’ Nem.} 5.58a (iii.95 Dr) for \textit{αἰπεινοί} glossed with \textit{προσάντεις} (arduous), \textit{χαλεποί} (dangerous), \textit{ἀντίτυποι} (repelling), and \textit{διασπρόσιτοι} (difficult to reach), \textit{κατὰ μεταφοράν τὴν ἀπὸ τῶν ψηλῶν τόπων}. Cf. Homeric \textit{αἴπυ} at \textit{Il.} 13.317 with \textit{Σ} (adding \textit{δύσβατος} and \textit{δενός} as glosses); Janko (1994) 87 ad loc. These glosses are better interpretations of the sense than those offered for this usage by either LSJ (‘hasty, wicked’, s.v. \textit{II.1}) or Slater (‘repugnant, distasteful’, s.v. \textit{b}), which focus on characterizing Hippolyta herself, rather than Hippolyta’s language and thus the issue of metapoetic self-consciousness. Cf. Bury 93 ad loc. 32: ‘sheer (as it were with no slope to soften the approach), \textit{unreserved . . . Compare \textit{αἰπὺς δολεθρος.} Tennyson speaks of “the downward slope of death”, \textit{αἰπὺς δολεθρος is death without the downward slope}, though Bury does not relate his comments to the construction of Pindar’s own lyric voice; similarly Pfeijffer (1999) 156–7 ad loc. 32.
with success repeated throughout his epinician output.\textsuperscript{90} This includes, in turn, the metaphorical combination of a leaping athlete transmuted into the image of the soaring eagles of lines 20–1.\textsuperscript{91}

The decision not only to negatively characterize Hippolyta’s words through pejorative focalization of their dangerously lofty allure (through Peleus’ eyes), but also to use craft metaphor to characterize their artificiality, further embeds within the language of \textit{Nemean} 5 an ambivalence in attitudes, both to material culture and to the hyperbolic claims made for lyric’s transcendent allure. In so doing, the poem anticipates and prefigures the diversity of possible receptions for its own aesthetic and cultural claims.

Peleus is ultimately rewarded by the Zeus who ‘perceived well’ (εὖ φράσθη, line 34) what was happening. Here again is a verb of perception, which repeats, in a very different and mythological context, the emphasis on mortal men’s aesthetic perception in the virtues of silence as flagged by ἄνθρωπων νόησαι (‘for men to discern’, line 18) within the synaesthetic break-off. Perception, in conjunction with craft imagery, is thus another issue to which the poem has a multiformal attitude, in the process of shaping its own consumers’ attitudes to it. The earlier gnomic transition appears to use aesthetic perception of the silent virtues of statues as a positive explanatory vehicle for its own mythological stance. Now, by contrast, Peleus’ angry and god-fearing rejection of Hippolyta’s insistent craft/lyric-like fabrications is what makes Zeus here perceive Peleus’ exemplary excellence.

Zeus’ discernment then moves in turn to persuasion in line 37. The myth ends with the verb πείσαις, ‘having won over’, as Zeus persuades Poseidon to give over Thetis to Peleus, in a way that mirrors Hippolyta’s

\textsuperscript{90} Pindar elsewhere associates with contexts, ideas, or individuals characterized hyperbolically as ‘lofty’, and there is a pronounced clustering of these instances at the beginnings and ends of poems, adding emphasis to the association. Beginnings: \textit{Ol.} 5.1, ὑπηλάν ἀρετῶν (Olympic success), \textit{Ol.} 4.3 lyric voice as ὑψηλοτάτων μάρτυρ’ ἀέθλων (Olympics). Ends: \textit{Ol.} 1.115 ὑψου (characterizing his associate Hieron); \textit{Pyth.} 1.100 ὑψίστου στέφανον (of enduring acclaim); \textit{Pyth.} 3.111, κλέος...ὑψηλόν (lyric voice’s hopes of subsequent renown); \textit{Pyth.} 10.70 ὑψοῦ (characterizing the victor’s family as pre-eminent upholders of Thessaly). Other examples: \textit{Isthm.} 1.51, praise as κέρδος ὑψίστου; \textit{Isthm.} 5.45, Aegina as a tower to scale through ὑψηλαις ἀρεταῖς. For the opposite of Pindar’s loftiness in ancient literary criticism, see, classically, [\textit{Long.}] \textit{De subl.} 33.5, especially πίπτουσιν ἀτυχέστατα; Phillips (2016) 73–4, κυῖζον here also fits within Pindaric configurations of what κόρος provokes: e.g. \textit{Pyth.} 8.32. See further also §IV.3 for discussion of Hdt. 9.79.

\textsuperscript{91} Cf. Segal (1998) 172.
own persuasion, πείσαισ', of her own husband in line 28 and her extravagant but failed attempt to persuade Peleus, in lines 31–2. Nemean 5’s combination of praise, storytelling, material culture, and perception is delicately poised between the ultimate power of the Muses’ storytelling and Zeus’ authoritative persuasion, on the one hand, and the deceptive, dangerous, precipitous, hyperbolic, crypto-Pindaric, and artwork-like charms of Hippolyta’s language, on the other.92 The poem projects both of these, and so bears within itself into its future reception an attitudinal complexity towards language, art, and praise which prompts and provokes debate about the value of its subject matter across time and space.93 Pindar’s myth-making is not simply, if at all, fictional.94 Pindar uses myth as an additional resource to help play out claims about language and efficacy, through the interaction between voiced poetic attitudes and the sentiments and subjectivities of his audiences.

The indistinct ending to Pindar’s myth-making in Nemean 5 emphasizes this final point. The Muses’ own storytelling does not formally finish, except with a subtle modulation of verbal tense from aorist (φράσθη, line 31) to presents (νίσεται, ‘goes forth’, line 37; δέκονται, ‘receive’, line 38). The language of the Muses’ song merges relatively imperceptibly with the language of the encomiastic frame.

92 In the context of the relation between Hippolyta’s erotic allure and the focus on her language, note that Pindar elsewhere uses erotic discourse as a figure for the interpretability of his own poems. Chapter 2 §I discusses in greater detail the use of erotic metaphor in the opening of Nem. 8, as an entry point to that poem’s wider issue of the interpretative desire to understand, and make contact with, the contexts that Pindar’s poetry chooses to evoke with such complex yet alluring charm.

93 We might, therefore, go beyond Morrison (2007b) 51, who claims that narratorial sincerity and the legitimacy of praise are emphasized in Pindar (cf. 76 on Hesiod). They are, but are also often put to the test because of the way Pindar’s lyric claims and myth-making strategies prefigure a huge diversity of receptions anticipated by his own κλέος...ὑψηλόν (Pyth. 3.111).

94 ‘That poets lie is a long-standing accusation, which critics and theorists have too often sought to rebut by treating lyric as fiction, but the risk that alleged truths might be lies is a cost of trying to speak of the world and make it intelligible’: Culler (2015) 108; cf. Payne (2007a) 8 on the poetry of Pindar and Sappho as ‘a forum for direct truth claims about the world’. See further Culler (2015) 109–25 for discussion of epideixis as a fundamental lyric mode. Pratt (1993) argues for a more nuanced account of the role of lies in archaic poetry, though her discussion has been critiqued for its conceptual insistence on fictionality. Further discussion of the development of the concept of fiction in archaic and classical Greece in Finkelberg (1998) (170, following Pratt (1993) on Pindar); Payne (2007b) 1–24, esp. 6.
III. ENCOMIASTIC CONCLUSIONS

The remainder of the poem runs as follows, from line 37:

[Poseidon,] he who often goes forth from Aigai to the famous Dorian Isthmus, where joyous crowds receive him as a god with the noise of pipes, and compete with the bold strength of their limbs. Inherited Fate decides the outcome of all deeds. And you, Euthymenes, twice from Aegina did you fall into the arms of Victory, and felt elaborate hymns. / Indeed, in following in your footsteps, your maternal uncle glorifies that man’s kindred race, Pytheas. Nemea stands firm for him, as does the local month that Apollo loves. And he overcame those of his own age who came to compete at home and in the lovely folds of Nisus’ ridge. I rejoice that the whole city is fighting about
achievements. Know this: sweet, let me tell you, and through Menan-
dros' aid, is the recompense for your efforts that you won. Ought to
be from Athens, a craftsman for athletes. And if you come to sing of
Themistios, no longer shrink back. Give forth your voice, stretch the
sails to the top of the yard, to proclaim that in boxing and pankration
he attained at Epidauros double excellence in victory, and bring to the
entrance of Aiakos' shrine the grassy crowns of flowers, in the com-
pany of the fair-haired Graces.

Here attention turns to the cataloguing of the supplementary victories
of Pythes' family, in lines not without further interpretative and
textual difficulties of their own.95

Two related interpretative issues are tackled in this section. First,
the tension between the actual historical events in this section of
Nemean 5, namely the victories of Pythes' family, and their lyric
evocation and interpretability, involving further emphasis on Nemean
5's material-cultural and particularly sculptural thematic. Second, the
relation of these closing lines to the structural dynamic of the whole
poem.

### III.1 Catalogues and Materialist Voices

Pindar gives evidence for Aeginetan social and cultural context in
passages such as these closing sections of Nemean 5. Detailed exam-
ination of these lines has continued, for what insights they can offer
into cultic, athletic, political, and inter-polis attitudes, according to
a range of methodological considerations.96 Yet in line with the

---

95 The focus of much recent critical attention partly because of the eagerness of
scholars, including myself, to attempt to pin Pindar's praise down within an original
contextual specificity of time and place, and to date Nem. 5 (and Bacch. 13) accurately:
see Carey (1989b) 290–5 on lines 37–42; Pavlou (2010) 5–7 on lines 50–4; Fenno
(2005); more extensive discussion on dating and speculation about performance
supplementary victors: Fearn (2010b).

96 Pavlou (2010) 5–7; Fenno (2005); for an overly politicized reading of the
presence of the Athenian trainer Menandros in Nem. 5, see Pfeijffer (1995) 324–5,
critiqued at Fearn (2010b) 218 n. 112; Figueira (1993) 205–11 on athletics and inter-
polis aristocratic networking; Fearn (2010b) 186–8 for earlier thoughts on Pindar's
transformative evocation of cultic experience at the end of Nem. 5 in the context of
Aeginetan oligarchy. Cf. also Hubbard (2004) 74 on Pindaric 'public relations' for a
pressurized Aegina, critiqued at Fearn (2010b) 212–14.
rationale of this chapter such analyses only take us so far. The ambition of the present discussion is to seek to claim Pindar’s literar-
ity as a kind of interpretative space, in which contexts are not simply pointed at, but also attitudinally demarcated and flagged by the authority and breadth of the claims about them made by the lyric voice. Again, this involves re-emphasizing Pindar’s charismatic lyric claims on us as an unusual but insightful entry point for a rich and nuanced account of early fifth-century Greek culture.

A contextually focused (and admittedly heretical) paraphrase of these concluding lines might run as follows. They steer us from the end of the myth through Aeginetan victory catalogues to the poem’s close with the Graces and the Aeginetan Aiakeion. They begin by pointing us to Isthmia as a site for worship of Poseidon and for athletic competition, in which Pytheas’ uncle Euthymenes was a double champion (lines 38–42). Lines 43–6 highlight, subsequent to Pytheas’ own triumph, a victory by Euthymenes at Nemea, who also glorifies the island’s heroic lineage as far back as Peleus.97 The catalogue then concludes with references to Euthymenes’ victories as both boy and adult on Aegina,98 and also at Mégara.99 Next, the poem praises the Aeginetan polis for its competitiveness for excellence (line 47), before turning to praise of the Athenian athletic trainer Menandros.100 Finally, attention moves in line 50 to another supplementary victor, Themistios, apparently Pytheas’ maternal grandfather (according to the scholia, though this detail is not provided in the poem or anywhere else in extant Pindar),101 who won

97 κείνου, 43, referring to another remote antecedent, taking us back to Peleus as the subject of ἀπανάστο in line 33.
98 The reference to the local month beloved of Apollo, line 44, is generally taken as a reference to the Aeginetan Delphinia festival, following ΣΣ’ Pind. Nem. 5.81, Ol. 13.155, and Pyth. 8.88 and 91 (iii.97, i.386, and ii.215 Dr); Graf (1979) 4; Polinskaya (2013) 219–22.
99 Following the close discussion of text and athletic context in Carey (1989b) 290–5, with the addition of Fenno’s plausible point ((2005) 301) that line 45 refers to a second local victory by a more youthful Euthymenes.
100 Also praised for his work with Pytheas at Bacch. 13.191–8, as championed by Athena.
101 Σ’ Nem. 5.91 (iii.99 Dr). How did the scholia have this information? Perhaps the most likely solution is that it is the result of an educated guess, either in the scholia or by an ancient source on which they rely, on the basis of evidence available from elsewhere in Pindar: Themistios makes a brief appearance at Isthm. 6.65 also; cf. Fenno (2005) 295 with n. 4 with Σ Isthm. 5. inscr. b (iii.241 Dr) for reference to another lost Pindaric ode for this Aeginetan clan, in which Pytheas is now dead (fr. 4);
victories in boxing and pankration at Epidauros. The poem ends with the graceful dedication of victory wreaths at the Aiakeion (though precise details for what actions the poem’s close refers to remain controversial).\(^{102}\)

This is as accurate a description as is currently available of the prosopography and historical detail present in the concluding sections of this poem. Yet this documentary analysis cannot stand in lieu of an exposition of Pindar’s poetry, even as Pindar turns his attention to extensively cataloguing the victories of Pytheas’ family. For the very poetics of Pindar’s statements and interventions raise interpretative and cultural issues that an historical outline cannot. In the words of Rita Felski:

> context does not automatically or inevitably trump text, because the very question of what counts as context and the merits of our explanatory schemes are often anticipated, explored, queried, expanded, or reimagined in the words we read.\(^ {103}\)

This matters because it is Pindar’s lyric language and claims that ought to hold our attention, as they frame audiences’ attempts at constructing or responding to historical knowledge concerning the lives and circumstances of Pindar’s victors and their communities. Sections I and II of this chapter have shown how Pindar plays with anticipating and giving voice to a range of reactions to the artifice, artificiality, and allure of his composition, and this will remain the focus now. Politicized interpretations of Pindar would do well to articulate how the tension within Pindar’s own contextual claims—between contextual particularity and contextual deracination—anticipates, sets up, and even plays out sociopolitical tensions between inter-polis networks and inter-polis rivalries and antipathies, and without data from the latter circumscribing the former.\(^ {104}\) Pindar needs to be given the

---


\(^{103}\) Felski (2015) 159–60.

\(^{104}\) This might be a way of dealing sensitively, for instance, with the attitude projected in line 46, \( χαίρω δ’ ὅτι | ἐσλοίσι μάρναται πέρι πᾶσα πόλις, I rejoice that the whole city is fighting about achievements.’ The more extravagant brand of
'room to breathe' that his elaborate and boundless metaphors not only deserve but also anticipate.105

Pindar elsewhere alludes to, and borrows from, epigraphic resources for the recording of victors’ names at the sites of victories. See in particular the opening of Olympian 10,106 and the reference to Megara as an epigraphic repository for knowledge of the victories of the likes of Diagoras of Rhodes in Olympian 7, within a broader passage whose focus is on the material-cultural ‘knowledge’ or indeed ‘perception’ (ἐγνώ, line 83), and ‘record-keeping’ (ἐχεῖ λόγον, 87), of Diagoras’ successes:

The bronze at Argos and the artworks in Arcadia and Thebes knew him, as did the contests of the Boeotians, and Pellana; and on Aegina, where he won six times; the stone tablet in Megara keeps no different a record. (Pindar, Olympian 7.83–7)

105 See Felski (2015) 154–61 and 165–6. ‘Room to breathe’: Felski (2015) 161. Images of poetic expansion in Pindar are legion (cf., e.g., Steiner (1986) 76–86), but include, obviously for our purposes here, the opening of Nem. 5, as discussed in §I, along with lines 19–21. Cf. the Bacchylidean encomiastic eagle of Bacch. 5.16–33, esp. 31–3, τῶς νῦν καὶ (ξ)μοί μιρά πάντα κέλευθος | ύμέτεραν ἄρετάν | ύμνεύν and similarly Pind. Isthm. 3/4.19 and 6.22. In this basic respect the present argument has a rationale directly opposite that of the nostos-themed interpretations of Crotty (1982) 104–38 and Kurke (1991) 15–61, though I entirely agree with Kurke (e.g. 5) that the dynamics of expansive audience engagement are very much at issue with Pindar; cf. Sigelman (2016) ch. 2.

Pindar’s poetry is thus itself an important cultural resource for knowledge of not only victors but also the commemorating lives of the sites in which their victories are recorded.\(^{107}\)

Given, then, Pindar’s facility with material culture, and access to specific, and potentially obscure, spaces, when we return to these concluding lines of *Nemean* 5, we are struck as much by the imagery, the metaphorical vehicles, and the interventions by the poetic voice, as we are by the specific historical tenor. Indeed, it is the interpretability of the relation between imagery and attitudes on the one hand and historical content on the other that provides the rationale for the ambivalent hold on audiences that the close of the poem sustains.

The flow of this entire closing sequence is engineered through a series of assertions by the lyric voice—themselves potentially excerptable and reframeable—that include material-cultural metaphors, or gesture towards material culture.\(^{108}\)

First, lines 41–2:

\[
\text{τὺ δ’ Αἰγίναθε δίς, Ἐυθύμενες, | Νίκας ἐν ἀγκώνεσσι πίτνων | ποικίλων ἔψαυσας ὑμνών, ‘And you, Euthymenes, twice from Aegina did you fall into the arms of Victory, and felt ornate hymns.’}
\]

Michael Silk observed the erotic undertone present in the image of falling into the arms of Victory, as already prepared for by the themes of sexuality and marriage present in the myth’s handling of Hippolyta, Peleus, and Thetis.\(^{109}\) Pindar here transforms the traditional erotic

---

\(^{107}\) On epinician epigraphic literacy, see Day (2013) and Day (2010) 59–84, esp. 62: ‘Epinician poetry provides more evidence of wide familiarity with epigraphic language. Bacchylides and Pindar certainly reflect dedicatory phraseology and practice, and in many passages they seem to assume audiences could follow the allusions’; Day includes discussions of Pind. *Ol*. 5.7–8 along with *Isthm*. 1.14–16 (discussed at (2013) 222–4) as a borrowing from epigraphic signatures; see also Fenno (2003) 344–6 on *Nem*. 6.18. These discussions well illustrate the presence of epigraphic resonances in Pindar as a way of framing encomiastic commemorations. They also provide audiences with potential guides beyond, into epigraphic and other commemorative spaces. On *ἐργα* (‘artworks’, *Ol*. 7.84: bronze tripods in both cases) cf. Giannini (2013) 499 ad loc., with Σ *Ol*. 7.153c (i.231 Dr) for the gloss *σκεύεσι*; also *Ol*. 6.3; *Ol*. 7.52; *Ol*. 13.17; *Pae*. 8.74 (= B2.111 Rutherford). The presence of these *ἐργα* as prizes for victory at *Ol*. 7.84 is not accounted for by O’Sullivan (2005); by contrast, see Power (2011) for a superb analysis of the meta-constructional complexity of *Pae*. 8 and its attitudes to architectural artworks and choral dancing, including a brief but balanced reading of the opening of *Nem*. 5 at 85–6.


motif through metaphor, as well as through metaphorical expansion with the further statement of Euthymenes’ physical contact with ‘ornate hymns’. This imagery marks a complex conceptual merging: of physical erotic allure with the idea of victory, then merging into, as a consequence of victory, access to commemoration in encomiastic song understood in quasi-material-cultural terms: feeling hymns as ornate objects.110

Pindar is more than happy here to use material-cultural imagery, and thus the materiality of objects, as a way of adding to the allure of his own lyric projection of what victory ‘feels like’ for a winner, particularly given that the consequences of winning can include commemorations in both poetic and sculptural form. Whether you are Aeginetan or not, or even know who Euthymenes is, you can clearly take something from what Pindar’s imagery is doing here—and the attractiveness of victory as a prospect is also bound up with the lyric poet’s anticipation of future commissions. Any claim that in these lines Pindar were using material-cultural metaphor to assert the superiority of his ‘hymns’ over other kinds of non-poetic, material commemoration would seem contrary to the metaphor’s positive connotative allure in context.111 This is especially so if within the metaphorical density there is a play on an association between the allure of victors and the allure of sculptural representations of them.112

Second, line 44: ἁ Νεμέα μὲν ἀραρεν Ῥέας, ὦς φίλησ’ Ἀπόλλων, ‘Nemea stands firm for him, as does the local month that Apollo loves.’ As Segal has rightly stated, the ‘stable fixity’ (ἀραρεν) responds to the stance of the Aiakidai in line 11 (στάντες) and the stopping of the poem’s flow, in line 16 (στάσομαι);113 it also picks up the fixity of statues at least asserted in the poem’s opening (ἔστασθ’, line 2).

110 An interpretation preferable to the alternative of treating the metaphor as feeling parts of a sexually alluring body (even despite the erotic metaphorical parallel for Pindaric ψαύω at Ol. 6.35), since it also accounts for ποικίλων. For systematic discussion of haptic language in Nem. 8, see Chapter 2.


Third, lines 48–9: ἴσθι, γλυκεῖάν τοι Μενάνδρου | σὺν τύχᾳ μόχθων ἀμοιβάν | ἐπαύρεο, ‘Know this: sweet, let me tell you, and through Menandros’ aid, is the recompense for your efforts that you won.’ The word ἀμοιβά appears (perhaps surprisingly) only twice in Pindar, here and at Pythian 2.24, Ixion’s advice about appropriate recompense to benefactors, τὸν ἐνεργέταν ἀγαναίς | ἀμοιβαῖς ἐποιχόμενος τίνεσθαι, “Go and repay your benefactors with gentle favours in return.” In both cases, Pindar’s noun-epithet phraseology for ἀμοιβά picks up earlier and contemporary epigraphic usage associated with votive dedications.114 Given this nexus, Pindar’s phrase further stresses, via material culture, that victory implies divine favour, shown already in the imagery of Nike in line 42 as we have just seen, and more widely according to the Muses’ and Graces’ favour of victory poetry as illustrated throughout Pindar, including prominently in this poem (especially Graces, the poem’s last word, line 54).115 The phrase may also imply that the poetics of victory odes complement the appeals for divine favour in such votives. Athletes make dedications to gods in sanctuary spaces, including of statues, to ask for continued divine favour; victors may then receive poetry that plays back, memorializes, and thus instantiates that divine favour in response. Material culture and epinician praise can go hand in hand.116

The addressee remains unspecified in both the present lines 48–9 and at Pythian 2.24. This is most clear with the example of Ixion, where his mythical assertion provides a natural exemplarity for the statement. But it is also the case with the present example. ἴσθι, ‘Know

114 Notably the Mantiklos Apollo, τὰ δὲ, Φοίβη, δίδοι χαρίστηταν ἀμοιβὰν, CEG 326 (Ptoion); also τὰ δὲ δὸ[ς χα]ρίσασθαν ἀμοιβὰν, CEG 360 (Corinth); σὸ δ’ ἀν]ασα[ς δίδο χαρίσι σαν ἀμοιβήν, CEG 426 (Smyrna, supplemented). The phraseology is also associated with, if not directly derived from, the ritual exemplarity of epic (Day (1994) 56 with Hom. Od. 3.58–9).
116 This is a different approach to Pindar’s evocations of reciprocity from that offered by Kurke (1991) 91–2 within her broader discussion of gift exchange at 85–94. Kurke may be correct—and my votive parallels may support her case—that Pindaric thematization of reciprocity ‘retrojects the community-building function of gift-exchange to the moment of victory. Athletic competition is conceptualized not as a “war of property” but as the context for human-divine gift-exchange’ (91). Yet it is difficult to accept Kurke’s next step, that epinician social functionalism ‘compels the aristocracy’s acceptance of the victor’s achievement once the poet has framed it within the terms of divine generosity’ (92).
this!’ has a more general, reframeable appeal,¹¹⁷ and with τοι (‘let me tell you’) asserting even more strongly an interaction between lyric praise and an encomiastic recipient.¹¹⁸ The sentence is not directed specifically at Pytheas. Though Pytheas may be read in from the apostrophe of him in line 44, the present sentence in 48–9 refuses to specify Pytheas as the addressee, thus allowing the assertion to resonate for any potential victor trained by Menandros. This claim thus bears with it the potential of reapplicability and recontextualizability that even further instantiates the celebration of Menandros’ fame and expertise.¹¹⁹

The very next assertion, in line 49, makes a beguilingly simple-seeming claim: χρὴ δ’ ἀπ’ Ἀθηναν τέκτον’ ἀθληταῖσιν ἔμμεν, ‘Ought to be from Athens, a craftsman for athletes.’ The status of this claim, as strongly, or at least normatively, asserted as true, admits of at least four different interpretations. All of these play on the literarily self-conscious, figurative, and synaesthetically material-cultural language of this particular text.

The first, most basic interpretation is that the claim is a sincerely encomiastic, if mildly hyperbolic, assertion of Athens as well-known

¹¹⁷ Even though scholars tend to assume (given the parallel from Bacch 13.191–8; cf. n. 100) that the addressee is the victor Pytheas, identified in ἐπαύρεο.
¹¹⁸ Cf. n. 57 on τοι in line 16.
¹¹⁹ This is not the only place in these closing lines where the specification of address is left open: consider also line 50, εἰ δὲ Θεμίστιον ἤκει | ὡστ’ ἀείδειν, μηκέτι ῥῖγει. The unspecified subject of ἤκει leaves the encomiastic self-reference open to figure itself through transmission, and a dynamic of responses to Aeginetan victors. This dynamic as anticipated by Pindar’s syntax makes Pfeijffer’s attempts to see in line 50 Pindar’s recapitulation of his antipathy to the Athenian Menandros even more heavy-handed (Pfeijffer (1995) 323–4; (1999) 82, 181–3; Hornblower (2004) 221). Despite the spread of material-cultural imagery in the close of the poem, it is difficult to endorse the interpretation of ῥῖγει as sculptural by Steiner (2001) 264, responding to the suggestion by Bury 83 and 87 that a statue of Themistios is alluded to at the poem’s close. Whether or not this was the case, ῥῖγει cannot mean ‘stiffen’ (‘as though the dancing bodies risked momentary petrifaction from too-close contact with the static stone’: Steiner). The sense of the verb is closely linked to its primarily Iliadic usage, of shuddering or shrinking back in fear or horror. Though the noun ῥῖγας, ‘cold’, can be used, in conjunction with an appropriate verb, to figure stiffening, it is the verb, not the noun, that performs this work: cf. Hipponax fr. 115.9 W, ῥῖγει πεπηγότ’. There are also no appropriate contemporary and specifically non-mythical/monstrous parallels for the threat of such a metamorphosis, even if, from the Niobe paradigm in Iliad 24 on, archaic and classical Greek stories of petrifaction are likely to be tied in not only with the gaze but also with attitudes to figurative sculpture; see further, e.g., Forbes Irving (1990) 147–8; Buxton (2009) 48, 69, though neither discusses the art-historical perspective; Mack (2002) on Medusa and the gaze.
home of athletic trainers, though with a metaphorically sculptural, and possibly epigraphic, tinge.

The second interpretation is that the claim makes sense by virtue of its specific, punning literarity: the claim is ‘true’ because the wicked resonance between Ἀθανᾶν and ἀεθλητίσιν makes it so. The literarity of the pun might be thought to signal Pindar’s encomiastic support for Menandros’ pedigree, in line with the first interpretation—the oddity of the coincidence between the words helping to form or order knowledge of the truth. But it need not, given the precarious interpretability of literary puns. Here, potentially, is an example of a Pindaric contrivance too much like that of Hippolyta’s ποιητὸν... λόγον, line 29.

The uneasy balance between these first two interpretations suggests that Pindar is playing on the so-called χρέος-motif, not playing it straight for modern sociological interpretations to pick up. In this

120 Of Pindar’s trainers in addition to Menander, Melesias must also have been Athenian, though he is never so identified where Pindar does mention him. See Nicholson (2005) 180; Henry (2005) 47–8 ad loc. Nem. 4.93, with Σ Nem. 4.155a (iii.87 Dr). Melesias is mentioned at Ol. 8.54 (so extensively praised there in fact, in lines 54–66, that the scholiasts considered him the poem’s joint laudandus: Figueira (1993) 208, with Σ Ol. 8 Hypoth., inscr. a (i.236, 237 Dr)), Nem. 4.93, and Nem. 6.65 (all Aeginetan odes). Pfeijffer (1999) 81–3 is right to note that there is something unusual about the way Menandros is praised, but his conclusion that Pindar is grudging and hostile towards him is unsatisfactorily rooted in unsubstantiated assumptions about what contemporary hostilities between Athens and Aegina (which are more difficult to pin down than is often thought) might imply. Cf. Hornblower (2004) 229–31. Further thoughts on Athens, Aegina, and aristocratic networks at Fearn (2007) 156 n. 188 and (2010b) 218 with Figueira (1993) 205–11, esp. 210–11.

121 Steiner (2001) 263–4: ‘The obvious target of the conceit is Menander, the trainer from Athens who groomed Pytheas for his triumph in the pankration and played artist to the “matter” of the athlete’s body; but the term tekτὸν no less readily recalls both the andrientopoioi of the opening line and the craftsman-poet, two individuals who serve the victor by transforming his win into the enduring stuff of images and odes.’ See Day (2013) 227 for discussion of such language of craftsmanship, with specific reference to epigraphic comparanda—including verse epigram—relating to sculptural signatures.


124 In ancient literary criticism punning was not considered entirely positively, as potentially compromising the ethos and authority of an author’s statements, and concentrating audience attention on the effect and not the content (or in modern semiotic parlance, the signifier not the signified): see esp. [Cic.] Rhet. Her. 4.23. For the risky, unstable, but also authoritative power of literary punning, see Bates (1999).

respect, then, the poem is once more focusing attention on the issue of efficacy. The wickedness of the pun’s literarity may—depending on audience perception—ironically undermine the verifiability of the claim ulterior to the text (or indeed vice versa). Pindar’s text very cleverly thus appears aware of the question of the relation between its own literarity and the historical truth beyond it.

To assess the literarity of Pindar’s claims on the basis of this assertion about Athens and athletics requires a shift into territory within which consideration may be made of these claims’ exemplary status. Pindar’s claims are nothing if they cannot allow potential reframing and appropriation. The early reception history for early classical lyric shows just this, especially—though not exclusively—in Athenian Old Comedy.\(^{126}\) Most recent scholarship on this topic has focused on the reperformance scenarios themselves.\(^{127}\) Yet just as important, if not more so, is consideration of what happens to the texts when they are reinterpreted beyond their original settings, or rather, how the texts themselves anticipate such reconfigurations.\(^{128}\) A fragmentary passage of Pindar shows the way.\(^{129}\) Consider Pindar’s version, at fragment 43 Sn-M, of Theognis’ famous octopus analogy (213–18 W):

\begin{verbatim}
'ὦ τέκνον, ποντίου θηρὸς πετραίων
χρωτὶ μᾶλιστα νόον
προσφέρων πάσαις πολίεσσιν ὁμιλεῖν
τῷ παρεόντι δ’ ἐπαινήσαι ἑκὼν
ἄλλοτ’ ἄλλοια φρόνει.'
\end{verbatim}

‘O son, make your mind most like the flesh of the ocean-dwelling creature of the rocks in all the cities you consort with. Willingly praise the person in the present, but think otherwise at other times.’\(^{130}\)

\(^{126}\) Cf. Fearn (2007) 159 n. 197. For Herodotus, see §IV.
\(^{127}\) e.g Morrison (2010), esp. 232–5; Currie (2004); Loscalzo (2003); Hubbard (2004).
\(^{128}\) Again, Payne (2006), esp. 182, wryly observing that “think differently in different times” might well be the anti-motto of a historicist scholarship for which the goal of interpretation has been to reconstruct what a poem meant once and for all to its first audience rather than to examine its cultivation of formal and semantic structures that allow it to do just this: to think differently in different surroundings’.
\(^{129}\) Cf. Payne (2006) 181–2 on Hölderlin’s reception of this in his *Pindar Fragments*.
\(^{130}\) Cited at Ath. 12.513c, according to which this is part of a mythical paradigm where Amphiaraius advises his son Amphilocho (in much the same kind of way that, for example, Nestor advises Antilochus at Hom. *II*. 23.311–25.)
The specific exemplarity of the statement is left unstated given the nature of the excerpt, but a metapoetic interpretation seems possible given, first, the parallel between Pindar’s potential self-construction as, and Amphiaraus’ mythical status as, a seer,131 and second, the potential for the language of children to figure a poet’s own output.132 Gentili’s ‘norm of the polyp’133 has been interpreted by Gentili and others to indicate a diverse but individual contextual specification for each poem, but the fragment seems just as easily interpretable as an entry point to consideration of individual works’ shape-shifting travel through time and space. On this fragment, Gentili’s final commentary is: “Today we would call it the precept of savoir-faire, which requires adroitness and mastery of protocol in the behaviour of the aristocrat.”134 Any self-reflexive metapoetic significance is treated as something of an embarrassment, but Pindar is seemingly unable to help himself.135

If, then, *Nemean* 5 is considered within an interpretative frame according to which partial, excerpted, or recontextualized reading is not an accidental or unwanted byproduct but integral to an encomiastic poem’s very being, two related further interpretations of χρῆ δ’ ἀπ’ Ἀθανάν τέκτον’ ἀεθληταίσιν ἔμμεν may be possible. These extend beyond the interpretability of the line in the context of praise of Menandros, and transcend the apparently cumulative effect of Pindar’s lyric poem considered as ‘rhetoric’.136

---

132 As famously picked up by Plato’s Diotima at *Symp. 209cd.*
134 Gentili (1988) 133. Cf. Gentili (1988) 116, the basis of much mainstream interpretation of choral lyric in context ever since: ‘Professional credentials and celebratory function made it inevitable that the poet’s subject be from mythology—that complex and varied repertory of divine and heroic tradition and legend which provided the aristocracies of archaic Greece with both an inherited set of precedents and an inherited claim to power. Out of this vast storehouse the poet would periodically choose the legends most suited to the occasion he was to celebrate.’
135 Gentili (1988) 132: “This secure conviction of one’s own poetic talent... cannot be ignored if one is to understand the occasionally puzzling features of certain poems, where the difficult external circumstances in which Pindar’s professional duties have placed him are a visible source of embarrassment. It is as if the poet were unable to conceal completely his efforts to follow the precept of Amphiaraus and imitate the polyp.”
136 Lyric, especially Pindaric lyric, is communicationaly extremely dynamic if we allow it a fresh epideictic, positionally multiplicitous interpretability in its
First, the line may admit an ironic non-metaphorical interpretability as directly referring to sculpture, rather than to athletic trainers. Athens as a home for athletic sculpture would give voice to a claim to rival the implicit, similarly wryly handled implication from Nemean 5’s outset that Aegina is the pre-eminent home of victory sculptors.\textsuperscript{137} And, consequently, the worth of Aeginetan sculpture, and the relevance and authority of Aeginetan victors’ claims, beyond Aegina’s shores, is being opened up for subjective assessment, through the dynamic power of Pindar’s semiotic multiplicity.

A variation of this additional interpretative possibility might suppose that the line $\chiρ\eta\delta'\alpha π'\ Αθαναν\ τεκτον'\ Αεθληταισων\ εμεν$ could also be read as asserting, this time figuratively, that Athens might be a home for poetic craftsmen of athletes. A nod towards Simonides, or indeed Bacchylides perhaps, given their Kean proximity to Athens, both geographically and ethnopolitically, and the frequency of their lyric patronage by Athens?\textsuperscript{138} Perhaps Bacchylides might loom largest here, given that Lampon, Pytheas’ father, also commissioned an ode from him to celebrate the very same victory (Bacchylides 13).
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constructions of subjectivities. Again, see most recently Culler (2015) 91–131. At 99 Culler usefully quotes Hegel ([1835] 1975) 1112 on Pindar: ‘[T]he poet’s own subjective freedom flashes out in the struggle against the topic which is trying to master it. It is mainly the pressure of this opposition which necessitates the swing and boldness of language and images… the loftiness of the poet’s genius is preserved by the mastery displayed in his continual ability to resolve this discord by perfect art and to produce a whole completely united in itself, which, by being his work, raises him above the greatness of his subject matter.’ Passages such as those under discussion here demonstrate the tension between subjectivity and subject matter that Hegel was able to articulate so well. They thus help to articulate the thematization of efficacy. On problems with lyric rhetoric, compare also the direct statement of Bloom (1979) 10, attacking post-structuralist attempts to reduce lyric in this direction: ‘Rhetoric has been always unfitted to the study of poetry, though most critics continue to ignore this incompatibility. Rhetoric rose from the analysis of political and legal orations, which are absurd paradigms for lyrical poems.’ For context, see Jackson and Prins (2014) 266–75.

\textsuperscript{137} Cf. §I and nn. 8 and 9. For the Athenian Acropolis as a prominent location for the dedication of athletic victory monuments, see Thomas (2007) 157; Raubitschek (1949); Keesling (2003); also Keesling (2010). Works by Athenian sculptors (Mikon, Myron) are fourth on the list compiled at Smith (2007) Appendix, 137–8, after artists from Argos (represented by Ageladas, Eutelidas, Polyclitus, Naukydes, and Phradmon), Aegina (represented by Glaukias, Serambos, Ptolichos, Onatas, and Phlitimos), and Rhegion (represented solely by Pythagoras). Cf. Fenno (2005) 302 on this line: ‘Pindar plays on Athena’s dual role as patroness of craftsmen in general and as eponymous goddess of Athens, Menander’s native land.’

\textsuperscript{138} See Fearn (2011) 208–17; Fearn (2013b).
Interpreters might also, though, thus recognize the very dearth of Athenian home-reared encomiastic lyric poets—an issue played up subsequently in Old Comedy.139

If such interpretative reframings of Pindar’s claim are acceptable, Nemean 5 will be implicitly challenging readers who isolated the line and interpret thus to consider the claim’s performative untruth, given Pindar’s own known non-Athenian origin.140 Again, then, questioning of the efficacy of the claim may already be anticipated—yet traded off against the exemplary authority of Pindar’s statement to generate it in the first place.

The final lines to consider are 53–4, with their closing evocation of the Aeginetan Aiakeion as a site of dedications: προθύροισιν ὀδὸν Αἰακοῦ ἀνθέων ποιάντα φέρει στεφανῶ — ματα μετὰ σϊν ξανθαῖς Χάρισσας, ‘and bring to the entrance of Aiakos’ shrine the grassy crowns of flowers, in the company of the fair-haired Graces’.141 These lines round out the ode with an implicit reference to a sculptural context.142 Whether or not Pindar is referring to a context in which Aeginetans could dedicate victory statues (which cannot be ruled out),143 the Aeginetan Aiakeion, and particularly its entrance, which Pindar is pointing towards with προθύροισιν, was famed for its sculptural scheme.144 Comparison with the ode’s opening should not lead to the assumption that Pindar is somehow grudgingly acknowledging and trying to disguise local Aeginetan sculptural prowess,

140 The lyric persona’s motherland is specified as Theban at Ol. 6.84–7, for instance: ματρομάτωρ ἀνὴ Στυμφαλίσ, εὐανθής Μετώπα, | πλάξιππον ὡς Ἐθῆ βαμ ἐτί- | κτεν, τάς ἐφατείνων ὕδωρ | πίμα, ἀνθράσαι αἰχματαίαι πλέκων | παικυλον ὕμνον. For the ties between Thebes and Aegina in Pindar, and exploited in Herodotus, see, e.g., Ingergaard (2010) on Isthm. 6; also Isthm. 8.16–23; this chapter, §IV.1.
141 This standard interpretation of the lines is contested by Fenno (2005) 303–7, who argues that the verb φέρειν (her preferred reading in line 54) means ‘was the winner’, with the poem’s end figuring the end of the victory catalogue of Themistios, winner in local Aeginetan games, the Aiakeia, at the Aiakeion. There is no way of disproving her assertion given the very little we know about local Aeginetan games, though the standard literal interpretation of the verb as ‘bring’, in an act of dedication, is far less difficult than Fenno (2005) 306–7, assumes, and usage at Nem. 8.13–17 provides a neat dedicatory parallel for the same context.
143 Though too many interpretations have been built on the supposition, e.g. Bury, Steiner: see n. 121; Mullen (1982) 162.
144 Paus. 2.29.6–8, esp. κατὰ τῆν ἔσοδον. Discussed in detail in Chapter 2 on Nem. 8.
and Segal is right that in some respects the end of Nemean 5 appears to resolve some of the ode’s tensions.\footnote{Segal (1998) 178.} That it does so with a nod rather than a specific description or reference is entirely in keeping with the broader scrutiny Pindar invites of context and what it meant to specific people at specific points in time, and why others removed from that contextual time and space should be interested.\footnote{This is an issue in earlier Greek poetry: cf. the ambivalence embedded in the double-edged renown of Kyrnos at Theogn. 251 W: πᾶσι δ’, ὅσοισι μέμηλε, καὶ ἕδρομενοισιν.}

This issue is also raised by the disagreements in modern scholarship over how exactly to interpret these closing lines. Even if we now agree, on balance, that the lines do refer to an act or acts of dedication at the Aiakeion, whose dedications are they? The decision to read φέρε here with Snell-Maehler following Wilamowitz is not an acknowledgement that too much focus on supplementary victors at the end of Nemean 5 is a problem for praise of Pytheas that this switch can resolve.\footnote{Cf. Fenno (2005) 307 on Wilamowitz’ emendation.} Rather, it favours a final assertion by a speaking voice in the ode of the continued importance of Aegina as a space fit for commemoration, even if that means that the task of unpicking who is being praised at the end of the poem and for which victories is still difficult. The Aiakeion and its garlands continue to be evoked in the endless revocalization of the appeal to make dedications, as the lyric voice projects them into the future with its imperative ‘bring’.\footnote{This is an extension of the point made previously in defence of φέρε, line 54, at Fearn (2007) 113 n. 73 within an earlier discussion of Aeginetan context (cf. (2010b) 186–8), according to which the conclusion emphasizes a kind of merging of family victories in their choral projection, rather than focusing specifically on Themistios (‘celebrate the fact that . . . Themistios is / was bringing / wearing’); cf. Burnett (2005) 59; for interpretations of φέρειν, see Robbins (1987) 27–8; Segal (1998) 176; Gärtner (1978) 39; Pfeijffer (1999) 190–1; Neumann-Hartmann (2009) 6.} Projection of the imperative through lyric transmission also keeps open the tension between what that time and space originally signified and what it might signify now: how efficacious is that appeal beyond Aegina?\footnote{This is especially so given that, even if we are sure what verb to read in line 54, the interpretation of precisely what kinds of garlands Pindar has in mind is itself far from clear: see Neumann-Hartmann (2009), esp. 6–7.}
III.2 Lyric Architectonics

The last word Pindar chooses for *Nemean* 5 is ‘Graces’, Χάρισσιν, line 54. The Graces’ support provides a positive attitudinal configuration of the act(s) of Aeginetan dedication that the end of the poem endorses. Yet it also provides final confirmation of the lyric density that underwrites this act’s significance. Segal is correct to see here a final marker of the poem’s own ambivalent attitude to its own claims, even if it is unlikely that the poem straightforwardly resolves into a statement about statuary’s inferiority as a commemorative resource, given that this is a factor which is as ambivalently handled as Pindar’s claims about poetic efficacy.

The Graces provide a final structural basis for the whole poem. The Graces at the end of *Nemean* 5 serve as a marker for the allure of the victories evoked and for the allure of Pindar’s commemorations of them. We can thus redirect the force of Segal’s claim that the Charites are ‘[t]he deities who preside over . . . mutation of the time-bound [statues] into the permanent’. Rather, it is under the Graces’ auspices as the ultimate guarantors of Pindar’s ambivalent lyric allure that the poem shuttles between contextual specification and contextual transcendence. And attitudes to material culture are implicated.

The consequent attitudinal dynamic is another way of responding to the important point raised by Mark Payne about how sensitive contemporary literary-critical response to Pindar is supposed to work. Payne wonders about the fundamental tension between a basic post-New Critical unwillingness to paraphrase Pindar and Pindar’s extraordinary capacity to bombard us with a kind of propositional content, through the gnomic assertiveness of the lyric voice, which seems to short-circuit traditional literary-critical responses to lyric poetics. A response complementary with Payne’s solution, especially when dealing with complete poems, is to read Pindar’s metapoetic assertions as already helping to articulate this issue. Here,

---

152 Payne (2006) 160–1: in the context of his broader discussion, Payne’s focus is on openings of poems, but his point is valid for all cases where Pindar’s lyric voice asserts itself so markedly. Payne answers this problem via a Rortyan pragmatist approach to the provisionality of Pindar’s claims, a view endorsed and discussed further in relation to *Nem*. 8 in Chapter 2 §I.3 and §II.7.
that means broader consideration of Nemean 5’s structure alongside its seeming sense of its own structural and transmissional dynamism.

Here we can return to line 21, and specifically to an insightful comment on the line made by Michael Silk. He interprets the phrase πέραν πόντοιοι, ‘beyond the ocean’, introducing πάλλοντα αἰετοὶ, ‘eagles soar’, as providing an ‘explanatory glide to a quasi-allegorical metaphor’, according to which the poem thus figures its own transition from Aegina (line 16) to Thessaly ‘across the sea’ (lines 22 and following). This is important because Pindar can be interpreted as making a point both about the supra-contextual scope of his own poem and about the superstructure of the poem itself. Indeed, there is an unresolved tension between the kleos-driven, reception-oriented poetic scope of Nemean 5 as emphasized from the opening, and the structural teleology of the poem, something that we have already explored. This unresolved tension between poetic scope and poetic flow, an essential part of this poem’s complex and halting ‘rhythm’, can be read into the functionality of all Pindaric gnomai. They both draw us in to think about documenting the specific encomiastic contexts in which those claims are made, and draw us away and beyond into (and through) the poetic realm of gnomai as part of timeless lyric structure.

It should come as no particular surprise that questions about structure are often figured in material-cultural terms, drawing us into a world of artefacts at the same time as keeping them at arm’s length. Even as we know, in fact, that sculptures may themselves move—as we will discover in various ways in Section IV shortly—there is nothing to prevent audiences thinking about the efficacy and structure of Pindar’s own poems beyond the Aeginetan contexts that are at least alluded to through his poetic means. This is especially so given that part of the poems’ claims to fame may work on the back of the already famous statues erected in Panhellenic sanctuaries, or

153 Silk (1974) 126 n. 13
155 Part of the point revealed by the fame of Cleobis and Biton at Hdt. 1.31–2, for instance; cf. §IV. Best-known historical examples of victory dedications include the Deinomenid dedications at Delphi and Olympia, which can even be alluded to in contemporary epinician poetry: see Bacch. 3.15–21 (for the Deinomenid tripod dedications at Delphi, see Antonaccio (2007) 283; Adornato (2008); Cummins (2010); Scott (2010) 88–9). Again, that Pindar chooses not to do what Bacchylides does in alluding directly to such commemorations is not an acceptable starting point for an argument in favour of Pindar’s supposed antipathy to material culture, though
even through the assertive role of cult images of heroes, even in interstate negotiations or warfare. In both cases the relation between art and text seems fundamental for framing experience.\textsuperscript{156} Archaic and classical votive and commemorative sculpture had the power to be memorialized beyond the immediate contexts of commemoration because of the authority with which such contexts were imbued, and which, clearly, the sculptures themselves helped to foster.

Through its use of material culture, \textit{Nemean 5} builds into its own structure an interpretative density that anticipates a diverse reception, the stakes and framing of which have been substantially raised, and in specifically material-cultural terms, through the hyperbolic means of the poem’s opening, and the consequential evaluation of the wider cultural interpretability of epinician poetry and sculpture considered alongside one another.

The tension between poetic structuring and poetic transmission can be seen elsewhere in Pindar’s uses of material culture. The most notable example is the opening of \textit{Olympian 6}:

\begin{quote}
Χρυσέας ὑποστάσαντες εὖ-
τειχεῖ προθύρῳ θαλάμου
κύνας ὡς ὦτε θαητὸν μέγαρον
πάξομεν· ἀρχομένος δ’ ἔργου πρόσωπον
χρηθέμεν τηλαυγές.
\end{quote}

Of gold are the columns being set up under the well-built entrance to the chamber as we fix them in place to make a palace to be wondered at. At the outset of a work one must erect a facade that can be seen from afar.

(Pindar, \textit{Olympian} 6.1–4)

Sensitively discussed by Anna Uhlig and Asya Sigelman, the lines draw attention to questions not only of lyric structuring but also of lyric transmission because of the unusual temporality of the architectonic imagery.\textsuperscript{157} Here again, there is a tension, embedded in the material-cultural image, between the temporal architectonics of composition and the dynamics of transmission. Such imagery became paradigmatic for not only Pindar’s canonical renown but also his

\begin{footnotes}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{156} For encounters with Aeginetan cult heroes, see §IV and Chapter 2.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotes}
usefulness as a tool for analysis of literary structure in subsequent poetry and criticism. Pindar’s Nachleben beyond fifth-century Greece further emphasizes the distinctive energy of his poetic questioning of a range of interfaces: the temporalities of myth and myth-making, of poetic composition and structuring, and of transmission; and the relation between poetics and material culture as commemorative and aesthetic phenomena.

In his important book on early Greek aesthetics, Jim Porter makes an important statement about the relation between aesthetic objects (of all kinds) and their social contextualization, as follows:

[A]esthetic objects are congealed products of socially collaborative labor: they index their own material production, and so they cannot fail to be expressive of social relations in their material character. . . .

The ultimate challenge to anyone interested in piecing together a fuller picture of aesthetic inquiry in antiquity is to trace in the history of sensations and of characterizations of objects a history of cultural transformations.

The account of Nemean 5’s claims in this chapter so far fits precisely here. This is where Pindar matters: not simply as testimony for specific performance circumstances, but as a potentially transformative trans-temporal resource, in aesthetic, more broadly cultural, and political terms.

IV. HERODOTUS ON AEGINETAN EFFICACY: HEROES, CULT STATUES, AND PINDARIC RECEPTION

This chapter now draws to a close with an assessment of how Herodotus deals with Aeginetan efficacy, and, relatedly, the extent
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to which he engages with and responds to a specifically Pindaric attitudinal poetics. Two factors will be scrutinized together. First, the significance of the relation in Herodotus’ Aeginetan logoi between Aeginetan cult, heroism, and material culture. Second, Herodotus’ self-awareness about temporalities and reception.

The passages to be discussed are as follows. First, 5.79–86, and the importance of the presence of cult statues in Aeginetan relations with Athens, Epidauros, and Thebes, and the question of Aeginetan proximity to other power bases in Greece. Second, 8.64 and 8.83–4: the relation between cult statues and Aeginetan heroic efficacy at Salamis, Aegina’s finest hour (though, importantly, contested). Third, 9.78–9: revealing the nuanced way in which reception of Pindar is handled in the corrupted praise of Pausanias as victor of Plataea by the Aeginetan Lampon, and the consequences.

The theme that links these three sets of episodes is the gradual way that Herodotus moves ever closer to Pindaric poetic specificity. The Aeginetan stories of book 5 begin the scrutiny of Aeginetan cult statues. The tension between timeless quasi-mythical space on the one hand and geopolitical history on the other corresponds with the negotiation in epinician poetry between myths and their historical framing. In book 8 Herodotus then moves into specific historical territory with Aegina at Salamis, and draws himself more directly alongside Aegina’s own commemorations of human prowess and hero-cult. Finally, in book 9, Pindaric poetics come right to the surface in the rhetoric of the Aeginetan Lampon and responses to it.

In all these instances the theme of efficacy is at the fore. It is the theme that ties together, in his handling of Aegina, Herodotus’ self-awareness about historiography, hero-cult and its objects, Aeginetan historical reception, and the reception of Pindar.

Whatever the historicity of Herodotus’ accounts, many of which are indeed flagged as highly suspect or problematic in this respect, his treatment of Aegina forms an important counterpart and response to Pindar’s own Aeginetan output. The prominence of Pindaric poetry in the formation and assessment of Aeginetan early fifth-century culture and identity is well appreciated. It is therefore hardly surprising that Herodotus would be using Pindar for his own purposes. The claims made for Aeginetan culture in epinician poetry provide structure and depth to Herodotus’ own ambivalent assessments. It is a shame that Herodotean reception of Pindar has still received relatively little detailed scholarly coverage. The subtlety with which
Herodotus handles Pindaric themes deserves detailed elucidation, from a perspective that is sensitive to the poetics of both.\footnote{Correspondence between Herodotus and earlier poetry has focused mainly on epic, for obvious reasons, but also on the New Simonides since its emergence. Hornblower (2004) focuses on Aeginetan prosopography in Herodotus and Pindar, and the poetic nature of Herodotus’ Aeginetan historiography is not his principal interest; detailed discussion of Pindar as a comparandum is not included in Boedeker and Sider (eds.) (2001). For earlier forays into the interconnection, see, e.g., Fearn (2010b) 220–3 on politics; Irwin (2010a) on Aegina’s claims to Dorian identity. See, though, Marincola (2006) 16; Chiasson (2012), esp. 116, with Nagy (1990); Said (2012) 97 with n. 45; esp. Herrington (1991) 11 for the ‘profound similarity’ between Pindar and Herodotus, ‘in the attitudes that they share toward the stories handed down from the distant past, and their applications of them to the interpretation of the present’: the present section aims to add a little more depth to this view.}

Herodotus and Pindar, taken together, show that the question of Aeginetan fifth-century efficacy is bound up with questions about the efficacy of her culture, that is, both her sculpture and her epinician poetry. Herodotus’ reception of Pindar’s dynamic attitudes towards material culture is an integral part of Herodotus’ own construction of Aeginetan efficacy. It helps to shape Herodotus’ own framings of attitudes towards hero-cult and cult statues. Herodotus also bears out the sense we get from Pindar already that epinician poetry and sculpture are attitudinally complex, and that the contestable claims they make are part of their distinctive essence and central to their authority and survivability.

Johannes Haubold brilliantly showed how Herodotus engages in a meta-historiographical analysis and negotiation of the relation between myth and history in the construction of historiography as a commentary on dynamic temporalities.\footnote{Haubold (2007).} Through a focused account of Aegina’s trajectory in Herodotus, Haubold’s insight can be redirected and expanded beyond book 5.

The temporal dynamic that Haubold revealed in the relation between myth, history, and material culture in the Aeginetan logos of book 5 is directly analogous to the dynamic projected by Pindaric epinician poetry in the case study from Nemean 5 that we have already investigated. The parallel between Herodotus and Pindar becomes even more explicitly thematized in the third and final story discussed, which brings us intertextually much more directly into contact with Pindar than the earlier ones. Those earlier stories do, though, help to flesh out the complex fifth-century Greek cultural
context in which both Herodotus and Pindar are working, according to which states’ claims to Hellenic authority can be negotiated through the efficacy of their cults and material culture.

Herodotus’ detailed interest in questions about the efficacy of sculpture can be shown independently of the Aeginetan logoi, under two relevant headings.

First is his interest in the revelatory potential of sculptural naturalism, as a way into some inner truth behind the crafted sculptural facade. This interest is revealed at Herodotus 3.24, according to Richard Neer’s sensitive analysis of the passage. The Ethiopians embalm and paint the bodies of their dead, and then encase them in diaphanous crystal. They then use the crystal cylinders as pillars, with the result that they resemble the original corpses in all respects, except that all extraneous unpleasant aspects associated with corpses are removed. Neer comments:

The pillars are the functional equivalent of statuary; as usual, the historian’s ethnography is an allegory of Greek practice. In keeping with the rest of the Ethiopian tale, the crystal pillars represent an effort to imagine what a perfect statue might turn out to be. . . . Herodotus was able to think the image as the fantastic juxtaposition of depiction and signage—a juxtaposition realized, effected, in the showing-through of an essential interior. This is what a Greek statue would be like, if it could be. For real live sculptors, however, crystal pillars were not an option.163

Neer’s account provides pertinent background for the parallel role of the efficacy of hero-cult statues in the first two sets of Herodotus’ Aeginetan stories, in books 5 and 8. They implicitly negotiate the opposition between heroic power through sculpted allure and rival responses that correspond with the sculptures’ human fabrication.164 The Ethiopian ethnographic example shows that Herodotus is aware of what contemporary Greek sculpture is striving at but unable to reach. This inability to be totalizingly efficacious is part of what gives sculpture in the Aeginetan stories its dynamic significance.

Second, Herodotus is well aware of archaic and classical sculpture’s potential to be memorialized beyond the immediate contexts of commemoration. This is at least part of the conclusion to draw from, for instance, the story of Cleobis and Biton embedded in Solon’s advice to Croesus at 1.31–2. Sculpture is thus one vehicle through which Herodotus explores the very idea of historiographical memorialization, alongside poetic kleos.

The Aeginetan stories themselves reveal a basic tension between the agency of Aeginetan cult images and their contextualization or decontextualization. This is an issue that, in part, provides basic evidence for the ambivalent authority of Greek hero-cult as a phenomenon associated with localization. Yet it also sets up some very pertinent issues in Herodotus’ reception of Aeginetan history and culture, including most prominently its poetry.

IV.1 Moving Sculptures and Aeginetan Efficacy in Book 5

A major theme of Herodotus book 5 is proximity: who is close to whom, and why? Within the wider scope of Herodotus’ work, it is a ‘bridging book’. The Aeginetan stories of book 5 are a central part of both this theme and mine, because of how the proximity question draws them into the narrative, raising issues about Aeginetan efficacy. Moving statues are also integral to them. Here we have cult statues that can be moved, cult statues that may or may not be moved from their bases, and cult statues that appear to be able to move of
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165 Cf. §III.2, n. 155.
166 Cf. Chiasson (2005), esp. 42, 59–60, though it is difficult to endorse the view (60, following Golden (1998) 84–5 on Pind. Nem. 5) that, supposedly like Pindar, Herodotus’ own stories are ‘more effective still than heroic statuary’.
167 For more on the interest of the interface between poetic kleos and material-cultural commemoration in the art-and-text configurations of votive epigrams associated with archaic sculpture, cf., e.g., Fearn (2013a), esp. 244–5. Poetic kleos in Herodotus is still predominantly understood as a translation from epic, but material-cultural and lyric usages in the gap between Homer and Herodotus are also important.
168 Most recently, see Blomart (2004), esp. 87, 93, 97–8 on the Aeginetan examples in Herodotus.
169 Irwin and Greenwood (2007a) 31, 32–3; Haubold (2007) 228: ‘Who is close to whom matters more in Book 5 than perhaps anywhere else.’
170 Irwin and Greenwood (2007a) 12.
171 For the deeper political significance of the Aeginetan logoi in Hdt. 5, see Irwin (2010b) 379–90.
their own volition. These movements correspond with broader attitudes to Aeginetan efficacy and authority.

First, we have the story of the Thebans’ concern to seek allies in their hostility to Athens: should they seek their literal neighbours? No, they agree on an interpretation of the Delphic oracle’s proclamation that ‘they should consult the many assembled voices and ask their “nearest” for help’ (ἐς ἄγορην πολύφημου δὲ ἐξενεῖκαντς ἐκέλευε τῶν ἄγκιστα δέεσθαι, 5.79.1) as a reference to the kinship between the nymphs Thebe and Aegina as daughters of Asopos. Herodotus then goes on:

καὶ οὐ γάρ τις ταύτης ἀμείνων γνώμη ἐδόκεε φαίνεσθαι, αὐτίκα πέμψαντες ἐδέντοι Αἰγινητέων, ἐπικαλεόμενοι κατὰ τὸ χρηστήριόν σφι βοηθειν, ὡς ἐόντων ἄχιστων, οἱ δὲ σφι αὐτέσσω ἐπίκουρην τῶν Αἰακίδας συμπέμπτειν ἔφασαν. περιησαμένων δὲ τῶν Θηβαίων κατὰ τὴν συμμαχίαν τῶν Αἰακίδων καὶ τρηχέως περιεσπεύδων ὑπὸ τῶν Αθηναίων αὐτὶς οἱ Θηβαίοι πέμψαντες τοὺς μὲν Αἰακίδας σφι ἀπεδίδοσαν, τῶν δὲ ἀνδρῶν ἐδέντο.

Since there seemed to be no better plan than this one, they forthwith sent for help from the Aeginetans, calling upon them to help them in accordance with the oracle, as being their ‘nearest’. And in response to their request the Aeginetans told them they were sending the Aiakidai as assistance. When the Thebans made their attempt through alliance with the Aiakidai and were soundly beaten by the Athenians, the Thebans then sent them back the Aiakidai, and asked for men instead. (Herodotus 5.80.2–81.1)

It is almost universally agreed that Herodotus is pointing here to an opposition between cult images and real warriors. This has to be right. The nature of Greek religious experience of hero-cult is
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172 Hornblower (2013) 230 ad loc. 5.80.2; Polinskaya (2013) 135; Haubold (2007) 227; Nenci (1994) 276; How and Wells (1912) ii.45 ad loc. 5.80.2 comparing 5.75; cf. Hornblower (2001) 140; Pritchett (1979) 14–15. Pace Nagy (2010) 77 (cf. Nagy (2011) 205–6; Nagy (1990) 176–81), his attempt to argue that the Aiakidai here represent some special chosen group of elite Aeginetan warriors will fail not simply because of the paucity of corroborative evidence and the disconnect from the wider Herodotean thematic, but because of the way this logos plays out the issue of heroic efficacy through the mediating efficacious ambivalence of cult images, and the archaic and classical Greek phenomenology of epiphany as revealed in a wider variety of classical texts; for which, see Gordon (1979); Versnel (1987), esp. 46–7; Platt (2011). A related issue is that the interpretability of surface meanings of objects of all kinds is a wider theme in Herodotus, through which the narrator focuses attention on readers, advising them to be self-conscious of the frailties of interpretation: see Dewald (1993), esp. 65–70.
being discussed here. And the representation of, and interaction of
viewers with, epiphany in hero-cult is one fundamental way of fram-
ing these controversies and interpretative battles. \textsuperscript{173}

The nature of the strategic alliance between Thebes and Aegina
involves itself in questions about ritual commitment as well as cul-
tural immersion. These questions are in turn set up by the sculptures’
framing of visual experience. \textsuperscript{174} Also directly related is the nature of
hero-cult as a phenomenon bound up with localization. Partly the
point here is: how ‘Aeginetan’ do the Thebans need to be in order to
receive the Aeginetans’ help? Herodotus is clearly playing on the issue
of kinship ties and the nature of hero-cult. \textsuperscript{175} He is also likely to be
asking wider questions about the efficacy of such kinship ties within a
new fifth-century Greek geopolitics. \textsuperscript{176}

Herodotus’ focus so directly on relations between Aegina and
Thebes in the elucidation of the proximity theme in book 5 also
raises the question of his sources. As Johannes Haubold has well
demonstrated, Herodotus negotiates a space for historiography—
and historiographical self-consciousness—in the interface between
mythic and historical temporalities. According to this scheme, the
proximity theme mediates between a quasi-mythical space full of
divine agency and the human temporal specifics of geopolitical
interstate relations, where questions of divine agency appear to
take a back seat. \textsuperscript{177}

Haubold traces this in literary terms through Herodotus’ own
negotiations with epic, theogonic, and hymnic frameworks. \textsuperscript{178} Yet it is
a surprise that Haubold does not refer to fifth-century lyric,
and especially epinician poetry. Two points may be made. First,
Herodotus’ best literary source for Aegina–Thebes relations and the
mythology of the daughters of Asopos is likely to have been earlier

\textsuperscript{173} Most recently Larson (2016) 323; Polinskaya (2013) 136–9; Platt (2011), esp. 75
discussing the cognitive dilemma or tension between the cultic reliability of epiphany
as mediated through visual means and the elusive ambiguity of epiphany as thus
representational.

\textsuperscript{174} Platt (2011) 48: ‘A ritual commitment to perceiving sacred images in epiphanic
terms reflected a state of cultural immersion that was fundamental to sacred modes of
viewing.’

\textsuperscript{175} Kinship ties in Hdt. 5 and 6: Hornblower (2013) 21–3.

\textsuperscript{176} Cf., e.g., Osborne (2005) 431 discussing Hall (2002) on ethnicity versus culture.

\textsuperscript{177} Haubold (2007) 299.

\textsuperscript{178} Haubold (2007), esp. 230–6.
fifth-century choral lyric, and epinician poetry in particular: predominantly, but not exclusively Aeginetan material. Second, and as we have already witnessed earlier in this chapter, in sections I–III, with Pindar’s *Nemean* 5, epinician poetry is *already* interested, both structurally and thematically, in the issue of the relation between heroic myth and historical/contextual authority. Pindar has already raised the question of the efficacy of Aeginetan cultural claims as an essential part of their memorialization and ongoing preservation. Furthermore, as we have also seen, he has opened up for examination the question of what poems, myths, *laudandi*, and even sculptures can and cannot do, and how well they travel. Questions of this kind are being exploited by Herodotus, and being responded to, in his narratives of Aeginetan geopolitics and hero-cult.

Aegina’s full entry into the narratives of Herodotus here at 5.79 puts down a marker. In the context of the broader sweep of Section IV of this chapter, a claim made by Haubold needs to be adjusted. Issues raised in this opening Aeginetan *logos* about Aegina, statues, hero-cult, human agency, divine support, and Aeginetan efficacy, continue to resonate well beyond book 5. This opening can, then, serve as a benchmark against which to assess Aegina’s progress in cardinal episodes of later books (particularly book 8). Herodotus’ Aeginetan narratives, in their relation between heroic/mythical/quasi-hymnic or epic temporalities and the specific spaces of Greek
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180 Haubold (2007) 229: ‘We need not assume that Herodotus attached universal value to the model he establishes in the Aeginetan chapters [of book 5]. Still, it can be argued that it acquires paradigmatic force in the special circumstances of *Histories* 5.’
religion and geopolitics share a deep affinity with the structural negotiations between myth and history in fifth-century epinician lyric.

The paradigmatic nature of this Aeginetan opening in 5.79 is reinforced immediately in the following story of the origin and agency of the Aeginetan cult statues of Damia and Auxesia at 5.82–6. This provides the supposed aetiology for Aegina’s enmity towards Athens—which now needs explaining given Aegina’s full military support for Thebes against Athens, now that, it seems, the Aiakidai have been dispensed with. This new story essentially repeats, though in much greater detail, some of the same themes. Particularly prominent again is the question of the efficacy and authority of local cult as evidenced by stories about statues.

Originally Epidaurian, the statues are stolen by the thalassocratic Aeginetans (5.83.2) because the Epidaurians have used their power to assert cultural and sociopolitical control over the Aeginetans (5.83.1). Herodotus then offers two alternative accounts of the Athenians’ failed attempt to steal them back. These accounts create an argumentative space in which questions of material-cultural agency, historical geopolitics, divine agency, and the interpretation of natural phenomena (in this case, thunder and an earthquake) are played out. In the first, Athenian story a small band of Athenians dispatched in a single trireme is rebuffed, attended as it is by earthquake and thunder. This then leads into the Athenians’ being immediately driven mad, just at the moment of their attempt to haul down the statues with ropes after their first failed attempt to wrench the statues off their bases (5.85). The Athenians later claim that the whole thing was an act of god (5.87). In the alternative Aeginetan version, by contrast, the Athenians come in full force unopposed, and are only thwarted by the statues themselves, which, extraordinarily, fall to their knees (5.86). After this, Argives arrive to help out the Aeginetans and thwart the Athenians’ escape. It is now only at this point that the thunder and earthquake occur (5.87). According to both accounts, there is only one Athenian survivor.

Beyond the contemporary, later fifth-century resonances of this story for Saronic Gulf interstate relations,\(^\text{181}\) this is again a story about the efficacy of cult statues—in addition to being a Herodotean

\(^{181}\) See Irwin (2010b) 445–8; Polinskaya (2013) 277.
metanarrative about how to model history as driven by human agency, divine agency, or both, as Haubold has convincingly shown.182

In the Athenian account, the whole event is overseen by gods—a claim which we might, if we choose, read as an excuse for their failure given the small resources used (it is also reminiscent of Iliadic appeals to the divine to model human weakness183). Yet here the statues themselves are given no direct agency of their own.

By contrast, in the Aeginetan account, while the Athenians are ultimately wiped out by geopolitical tactics in the aid provided by Argos, this is only after the sculptures themselves have thwarted the assault on them, by themselves falling off their bases onto their knees. But this latter detail is explicitly flagged as unbelievable to the narrator himself, though it may convince someone else (ἐμοὶ μὲν οὐ πιστὰ λέγοντες, ἀλλὰ δὲ τεῦ, 86.3).184

In this Aeginetan version, the sculptural agency has an ironic doubleness. On the one hand, in thwarting the Athenians’ attempt by falling onto the knees, it asserts a cultic power that may provide a framing sculptural aetiology for continued ritual, perhaps in relation to childbirth, as a paradigm for mortal worship.185 On the other hand, that Herodotus makes out of the sculptural pose a just-so story that reaches right down into his own day (καὶ τὸν ἀπὸ τούτον χρόνον διατελεῖν ὡς ἕχοντα, 86.3) also provides another rival interpretation. According to this deeper reading, the pose figures subjection to a higher power—according to the long view, Aegina’s citizenry will be the victim of ultimate subjugation at the start of the Peloponnesian War.186

In neither account of the attempted theft of the statues by the Athenians are the Aeginetans themselves given any proper agency at all. This is stated explicitly at 86.1 in the Aeginetans’ own version, of how they made no effort at all to oppose the large-scale Athenian

182 Haubold (2007) 236–40, esp. 239.
183 Notable examples of which include Priam, Hom. Il. 3.164; Agamemnon, Il. 19.86–138 and thus perhaps implicitly draw us (as elsewhere in book 5) into a self-consciousness about the greater complexities of historiographical aitia.
184 For further discussion of this aspect, see Hornblower (2013) 239–40 ad loc.
186 As alluded to elsewhere, most notably at 6.85.2 and the threat of πανώλεθρον κακόν for Aeginetans: cf. Irwin (2010a) 394. Cf. Polinskaya (2013) 279: ‘Representations of kneeling are rare in Greek art, and when they are found they often signify submission, for example, a defeated enemy, or subdued woman or slave.’
invasion (αὕτοι δὲ σφι εἶξαι καὶ οὐ ναυμαχῆσαι; cf. 86.3, ἐπείτε σφὶ υἱὲς ἐς μᾶχην κατίστατο). It is flagged again at 86.4 in their call on Argos to help: no Aeginetans thwart the Athenian attempt. It is almost as if they are not even there—which, in Herodotus’ own time, is basically correct after the imposition of the Athenian cleruchy.

What also underwrites both accounts is a tension between the significance of the statues as cultically efficacious in their own right, and the power of the statues as symbols of socio-economic control. This issue is raised in the framing account of the original Epidaurian manufacture of the statues not of bronze or stone but of olive wood at 5.82—a factor that adds additional complexities to the cultic functionality of such statuary.¹⁸⁷ Not only is this method of manufacture a means of ensuring good harvest through approval from Athenian deities (Erectheus and Athena Polias). It is also a sign of Epidaurian economic dependence on Athens, given the Epidaurians’ requirement to make annual offering to those Athenian deities (the latter motif is picked up again at 5.84 to explain the Athenian intervention on Aegina).

The openness of Herodotus’ narrative, and its exposure of some basic issues about narrative exposition of human events involving divine agency, is part of Herodotus’ broader historiographical magnanimity.¹⁸⁸ But it also provides a challenge to audiences about how they consume the stories he tells, and why. In this sense, Herodotus’ approach has a lot in common with the account already offered in sections I–III of this chapter on Pindar—even as the ‘syntax’ of their storytelling is obviously very different. Both authors are revealed to have a parallel interest in the agency and efficacy of artworks, and we are beginning to sense that Herodotus is following closely in Pindar’s footsteps.¹⁸⁹

Nevertheless, Herodotus as a receiver of Pindar has a different long view in mind, especially combined with his own historiographical

¹⁸⁷ See the discussion of Platt (2011) 98–9 on wooden xoana, according to which innate divinity is transmitted through the nature of the medium itself rather than, or in addition to, the medium’s representational potential. On the relation between ritual and economics here, cf. Kowalzig (2010) 139–41.

¹⁸⁸ Classically, Dewald (1987) 167–8; cf. already §II.2 n. 61.

¹⁸⁹ It is very difficult to endorse the view of Yvonneau (2003), speculating about a direct interaction between the statues of Damia and Auxesia and the abusive female choral songs in their honour (5.83.3) in Herodotus and the aggressive opening tone of Nem. 5, or between the statues on their knees and the poet on his knees at Nem. 5.20. The connections are deeper and more thematic, embedded within Herodotus’ broader view of Aegina.
hindsight. The progress of Aegina’s trajectory within the broader historical narrative is already a principal theme. While we started off with Aegina and Thebes and the Aiakidai, Herodotus’ narrative progress takes us backwards in time into a world of aetiological origins, rather than on into the future in the changing world that book 5 so clearly otherwise maps.

The question of how far the Aeginetans are able to develop is an issue that will be with us as we move now to examine Aeginetan prowess at Salamis, and beyond.

IV.2 Cult Statues and Heroes at Salamis

We jump now to book 8, starting with 8.64. Here, at daybreak on the day of the battle of Salamis, and in the presence of (yet another) earthquake, the Greeks resolve to fight where they are, and to summon the Aiakidai as allies. Ajax and Telamon are summoned from Salamis, and a ship is dispatched to Aegina to transport Aiakos and the remaining Aiakidai.

This brief narrative sets up Aeginetan involvement at Salamis as a potential replay of the interactions we already investigated in Section IV.1. First, this call for the Aiakidai replays the potential difficulties we have already seen in their use in 5.81 (Aeginetans and Thebans against Athens). Any replay of 5.81 is denied, but the problems that remain are not easily resolved or explained.

Partly the difference is that the Aiakidai are summoned to come and serve alongside the men, not in their stead. The brevity and ease of the narrative at this point may seem to suggest that the situation with the Aiakidai is much easier now than it was in book 5—a false start for Aeginetan hero-cult in Herodotus—according to which the basic problem of the efficacy of Aiakid hero-cult beyond Aegina is now resolved. But such a solution papers over the cracks. The addition of Salamis as a home for Ajax and Telamon versus the dispatch of the ship to Aegina—to fetch the cult images—provides a potentially problematic asymmetry between Athenian power (given that
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190 In fact, the next in sequence in Herodotus after those in the book 5 logos: separated only by 7.129.4, Herodotus’ seismic aition for the Vale of Tempe that the invading Xerxes is now visiting, and not including the ‘movement’ of Delos at 6.98.4 after Datis’ visit (on which, see Rusten (2013)).

191 Cf. Hornblower (2013) 230 ad loc. 5.80.2; Bowie (2007) 151 ad loc. 8.64.2.
they hold Salamis) and Aeginetan claims. It also adds an additional complication to the question of whether it will be the Aeginetan Aiakidai who will be heroically efficacious in the sea-battle. Here, again, is an embedded opposition between ways of understanding the agency and efficacy of hero-cult, according to two alternative models. The call to Ajax and Telamon from Salamis implies a summons to them to be directly, epiphanically efficacious, whereas the Aeginetan model emphasizes the framing of the heroes’ epiphanic agency through human transportation and representation. Aeginetan claims to efficacy through the interaction between man-power and hero-cult are implicitly being tested and scrutinized once again.

The presence of the earthquake, while suitably numinous as a framing device for this climactic event, also reminds us of our place in the Aeginetan sequence of stories and of the complexity of Aeginetan temporalities.

First, it invites us to compare and contrast the situation now against the messy paradigm established in the Damia and Auxesia story of book 5, in terms of cult and interstate relations. Here in book 8, the Aeginetans appear to be on an equal footing with the other Greek allies against Persia, including the Athenians. But by recalling divine agency in the Damia and Auxesia story, Herodotus reminds us how difficult the wider issue is to resolve and unpack, involving different claims to pre-eminence and different stories about the value, significance, and agency of, and claims to, cult and cult statues.

Second, Herodotus is again raising the basic problem of Aeginetan time. The Aeginetans here in book 8 are attempting to adopt a properly engaged, geopolitically progressive role in the broader fight against Persia. The implicit risk, though, for them, which Herodotus flags in his allusion back to book 5, is that the Aeginetans (and the Athenians for that matter) may regress to an earlier state, according to which the fissures in the interrelation between geopolitics and divine agency open, and in ways that are potentially counterproductive to the task at hand. Here we may ask retrospectively of the book 5 story just how pervasively aetiological it was.

Which of these two states is actually the truer for the geopolitical identity of the Athenians and Aeginetans through the longer course of the fifth-century is much more complex than the surface paradigm of pre-eminence in the Persian Wars. Moreover, while the question of the relation of the divine to broader politics in Herodotus is ever-present, the way in which Herodotus implicitly tackles heroic double motivation at
Salamis always risks taking us all the way back to the beginning, where Aeginetan heroic efficacy is a subject of doubt and insecurity, and not straightforwardly ever a matter of strength or prowess.

Let us now turn to 8.83–4, and the opening engagements of the sea-battle. Following the exhortations of the Athenian Themistocles, the Greeks board their ships, and at this very moment the Aeginetan trireme dispatched at 8.64 to bring the Aiakidai reappears on the scene. The engagements begin, and a controversy ensues about which among the Greeks’ ships was the first to engage. According to the Athenian account, Ameinias of Pallene is the first. According to the Aeginetan account, the first to engage is none other than the ship that has just arrived from Aegina on its mission to collect the Aiakidai—and notice how Herodotus is careful not to say that the Aiakidai are now present.\(^\text{192}\)

The explicit link with 8.64 picks up the same basic themes present there, and links us back a stage further into the stories of book 5. This is an important observation, since the historiographical sequence therefore jumps across and works in tension with the chronological scheme established in the basic plot of the Greek response to the Persian invasions. This includes most particularly 7.145–6, according to which the Athenians and Aeginetans agreed to shelve their differences.\(^\text{193}\) The fact that we are now reminded of book 5 rather than book 7 is not just a case of old habits dying hard. The idea of history as a progress story of change through time is being challenged here. And the paradigmatic and aetiological force of prowess at Salamis is itself being tested, in being pitted against rival aetiologies suggestive of different historical and political outcomes.

Central here again at 8.83–4 is the question of the efficacy of the Aiakidai. Only the Aeginetans here claim to have the heroes on their side, though as we have seen, whether they are present or not is underdetermined. Is the prowess of the Aiakid cult vessel a sign of Aeginetan prowess, authority, and heroic efficacy—especially given the ‘perfect timing’ of the ship’s arrival, which lines up, for instance, with the uncanny timing of the earthquakes earlier (8.64, and 5.85.2, at least, though contested by 5.86.4)?\(^\text{194}\) Does it, for instance, pit

\(^{192}\) Αἰγινῆτα ὃ ἔτιν κατὰ τοὺς Αἰακίδας ἀποδημήσασαν ἐς Αἴγιναν (84.2) is sufficiently vague.
\(^{193}\) Cf. Irwin (2010b) 449.
Aeginetan heroic claims against the rival Athenian one by implicitly figuring the latter as following the negative mythological paradigm of being the first to attack, namely Protesilaus (who was the first to attack at Troy and was immediately killed—an Aiakid manqué)?

Or is it a sign of Aeginetan weakness, or insecurity, contested by the Athenians who claim no explicit Aiakid support for Ameinias’ proactive engagement, in an account that emphasizes historical human empowerment and perhaps aims to show up as empty the rival Aeginetan claims?

Whatever the case, this argument between Athenians and Aeginetans clearly corresponds with the rival claims of the Aeginetan stories of book 5 involving the tension between human geopolitical power in historical time and the dehistoricizations of divine agency. While book 8 may reveal that the Aeginetans are now full and successfully pre-eminent participators in historical geopolitics, Herodotus still raises the basic question of their efficacious heroic support by focusing attention on the specific mechanisms through which their cults can be claimed to provide empowerment. The Aeginetans may now be successful in historical time, but it is also clear that they maintain this pre-eminence through continued claims to the ‘travelling cult statues’ motif that takes us regressively into the narrative of mythical kinship and book 5.79–81. Herodotus again reveals basic but essential tensions in the religious semiotics of hero-cult, replaying in a different context the same issues that we saw with book 5 in the relations between Aegina and Thebes and subsequently surrounding the agency and power of the cult statues of Damia and Auxesia.

The Aeginetans’ claim to pre-eminence at Salamis via the transportation of their Aiakidai is not validated in epiphanic terms by the main narrator, who is in his own way very much interested elsewhere in heroic epiphanies during the major battles of the Persian Wars.

Indeed, the epiphany he describes immediately after asserting the Aeginetan claim is not an epiphany of the Aeginetan Aiakidai (or in fact of the Athenian/Salaminian Ajax or Telamon), but of an otherwise unidentified female figure who chides the Greeks for backing off astern (84.2). Herodotus’ punning on φαίνομαι (φάσμα σφι γυναικὸς ἐφάνη, φανεῖσαι δέ) may invite us to suppose that this could be the

---


Aeginetan nymph Aphaia, but the specific point is that Herodotus does not identify her and chooses not to add further weight to the specifically Aeginetan claim to heroic support. If this is a pun on the non-appearance of Aphaia’s name, it is a pun which does not particularly redound to the Aeginetans’ credit.

A question that Herodotus appears thus to be asking is how efficacious for the Aeginetans such continued heroic reliance is likely to be, in a world where assertions of epichoric myth-making may be in tension with, and contrary to the spirit of (again, 7.145–6), present historical realities. The implicit focus is once more on the dynamics of Aegina’s trajectory, both historically and historiographically.

This is highly significant within the broader rationale of the present chapter, given how, for Aeginetans, it is Pindaric choral lyric, in addition to sculpture (the iconographic schemes of the temple of Aphaia, for example), which plays the most significant part we know of in the construction of empowering paradigms for the Aeginetans. These are mythical paradigms that line up heroic agency with strategic and cultural assertiveness in the early fifth-century.¹⁹⁷

Perhaps most notable example is the section of Pindar’s Isthmian 6, celebrating an Aeginetan Isthmian victory of 480 BCE:

```
víme τ’, ὃς χρυσάρματοι Αἰακίδαι,
20 τέθμιόν μοι φαμὶ σαφέστατον ἔμμεν
τάνδ’ ἐπιστείχοντα νάσον ῥανέμεν εὐλογίαῖς.
μυρία δ’ ἔργων καλῶν τε-
τριμθῆ ἐκατόμπεδοι ἐν σχερῷ κέλευθο
καὶ πέραν Νεῖλοιο παγὰν καὶ δι’ Ῥιπέρορεον·
οὐδ’ ἐστὶν οὕτω βάρβαρος
οὕτε παλύγγλωσσος πόλις,
25 ἀτις οὐ Πηλέος ἀιεί κλέος ἤ-
ρωος, εὐδαίμονος γαμβροῦ θεῶν,
οὐδ’ ἄτις Αἰαντὸς Τελαμωνιάδα
καὶ πατρός·
```

As for you, golden-charioted Aiakidai, I proclaim that my clearest obligation as I come to this island is to rain down praises upon it. Countless paths one hundred feet wide have been laid out by your noble deeds, one after the other: both beyond the streams of the Nile

and further than the Hyperboreans. There is no city so barbarous or so backward in its speech that it does not hear the glory of the hero Peleus, blessed son-in-law of the gods; or of Ajax Telamon’s son, and of his father. (Pindar, Isthmian 6.19–27)

Heroic sculpture and epinician poetry work together for Aeginetans to assert their pre-eminence on grander stages. The Trojan heroics of many of the Aiakidai are a principal vehicle through which Aeginetan prowess against historical barbarians (see βάρβαρος here, line 24) is asserted and valorized. Herodotus looks back on those grand geopolitical stages to assess the extent to which the ideology of kinship proximity that underpins such Aeginetan cultural and cultic assertions has wider authority or efficacy. And in so doing he responds to the tensions between myth-making and historical politics that are an important part of the essence of epinician poetry, as we have already seen with Nemean 5.

Another significant epinician motif is played out elsewhere in Aeginetan stories associated with Salamis, through the Aeginetan Polykritis, son of Krios. Polykritis’ presence at Salamis links together a number of further Aeginetan strands in Herodotus.

At book 8.92, Polykritis’ rebuke to Themistocles and rescue of the Aeginetan Pytheas, son of Ischenoos, links with 7.181 (the original valour of Pytheas admired by the Persians), and responds to Kleomenes’ play on the name of Polykritis’ father (6.50.3). First, we may note the presence of yet another Aeginetan Pytheas (see also Section IV.3 on Lampon, son of Pytheas). Second, the punning at 6.50.3—Kleomenes telling Krios to get his horns sheathed in metal, to prepare for big troubles to come—rivals the pun already provided in Simonides’ epinician poem honouring Krios, 507 PMG (F 16 Poltera), which I have argued elsewhere plays on Aeginetan hair-cutting ritual.198 Kleomenes is then answered in more implicit punning with the language of ‘ramming’ at 8.92, where Krios’ son properly bears out the ‘battering-ram’ potential in his father’s name, ramming the Sidonian ship carrying Pytheas, son of Ischenoos.199 Herodotus again shows a nuanced attitude towards epinician poetry as a source, and the (re)use of puns neatly provides on a small scale a summary of Herodotus’
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198 Fearn (2010b) 207–11.
199 Cf. Irwin (2010a) 401 with n. 63 and 412 with n. 90. The argument of Rawles (2013) 185–90 that Simonides’ poem was not an epinician poem in Krios’ honour fails to convince.
approach. Encomiastic lyric’s predilection for punning provides the historian with his own nuanced ways of constructing resonant historical narrative. He is able to pay homage to such source material. Yet he also reveals in fragments and snapshots the ways those originally poetic claims, which in themselves anticipate such reconfigurations, may indeed subsequently be reconfigured.\textsuperscript{200}

For a more specifically Pindaric, and climactic, instance of Herodotean use of epinician source material, let us now turn to book 9.

**IV.3 Lampon and Pausanias**

The final case study from Herodotus now presents a rather more gloomy revision of Aeginetan claims than the narratives of book 8 which do ultimately authorize Aegina’s significance to a fair extent, in conflict with the Athenian claims to pre-eminence at Salamis. Here we turn to chapters 78–9 of book 9, and one of the final Aeginetan logoi in Herodotus.\textsuperscript{201} Pausanias, Spartan general at Plataea, encounters an Aeginetan named Lampon:

\begin{verbatim}
ἐν δὲ Πλαταιῆσι ἐν τῷ στρατοπέδῳ τῶν Ἀιγινητέων ἦν Λάμπων ὁ Πιθέω, Ἀιγινητέων (ἐὼν) τὰ πρῶτα· ὁ ἀνοσιώτατον ἐχὼν λόγον ἵπτό πρὸς Παυσανίην, ἀπικόμενος δὲ σπουδὴ, ἔλεγε τάδε· "Ω ταῖ Κλεομερότου, ἐργὸν ἐργασταὶ τοῖς ἱπερφυὲς μέγαθος τε καὶ κάλλος, καὶ τοῖς θεοῖς παρέδωκε ῥυσάμενον τὴν Ἑλλάδα κλέος καταθέσθαι μέγιστο Ἑλλῆνων τῶν ἡμεῖς ἴδιμεν. οὐ δὲ καὶ τά λοιπά τὰ ἐπὶ τοῦτοι ποίησον, ὅκος λόγος τε σὲ ἡξῆ ἐτὶ μέξων καὶ τίς ὑπερφυὲς φυλάσσῃ τῶν βαρβάρων μὴ ὑπάρχῃ ἔργα ἀτάσθαλα ποιεῖν ἐστὶν ἔργα τῶν Έλλήνων, Λεωνίδεω γάρ ἀποθανόντος ἐν Θερμοπύλῃ Ἀμαρτίας τε καὶ Ξέρξης ἀποταμώντας τὴν κεφαλὴν ἀνεσταύρωσαν· τῷ οὗ τὴν ὀμοίην ἀποδιδοὺς ἐπαινοῦν ἔξεις πρῶτα μὲν ὑπὸ πάντων Σπαρτιητῶν, αὐτὶς δὲ καὶ πρὸς τῶν ἄλλων Ἑλλήνων· Μαρδόνιον γάρ ἀνασκολοπίασας τετιμωρήσεις εἰς πάτρων τὸν σὸν Λεωνίδην, ὁ μὲν δοκέων χαρίζεσθαι ἔλεγε τάδε, ὁ δὲ ἀνταμείβετο τοίδε· "Ὤ εἰς δὲ Αἰγονήτα, τὸ μὲν εὐνοεῖν τε καὶ προοράν ἄγαμαί σεο, γνῶμης μέντοι ἡμάρτησας χρηστής· ἐξάρας γάρ με ὠφο καὶ τὴν πάτρην καὶ τὸ ἐργόν, ἐς τὸ μηδὲν κατέβαλες παραινεῖν νεκρῷ λυμαίνεσθαι, καὶ ὃν ταῦτα ποίεω, φᾶς ἀμεινὸν μὲ ακοῦσθαι· τὰ πρᾶτε μᾶλλον βαρβάροισι ποιεῖν ἤ περ Ἑλλῆσι· καὶ ἐκείνοις δὲ ἐπιφθονοῦμεν. ἐγὼ δὲ ὃν τοῦτο
\end{verbatim}

\textsuperscript{200} See §III.1 with n. 124 for the ambivalent literarity of punning.

\textsuperscript{201} For the teleology of Aeginetan logoi in Herodotus, see Irwin (2010a), esp. 414–15.
εἴνεκα μήτε Αιγινήτης ἄδοιμι μήτε τοῖς ταῦτα ἀρέσκεται, ἀποχρὰ δὲ μοι Ὑπαρτινήτης ἀρεσκόμενον ὅσια μὲν ποιεῖν, ὅσια δὲ καὶ λέγειν. Λεωνίδη δὲ, τῷ μὲ κελεύεις τιμωρῆσαι, φημὶ μεγάλως τετιμωρήθης, ψυχὴν τε τῶν ἀναρθυμένων τιτύμησοι αὐτῶς τε καὶ οἱ ἅλλοι οἱ ἐν Θερμοπυλῆς τελευτήσαντες. οὐ μέντοι ἐτί ἔχων λόγον τοιοῦτο μήτε προσέλθης ἐμοί μήτε διδομέλευσῃς, χάριν τε ἐστὶ εἰς ἀπαθῆς.

With the Aeginetans at Plataea in the camp was a man named Lampon, son of Pytheas, among the foremost of the Aeginetans, in fact. This man went up to Pausanias with a most unholy proposal; having arrived in haste, he spoke as follows: ‘Son of Kleombrotos, you have produced a work extraordinary in size and beauty, and a god has bestowed on you, as saviour of Greece, a payment of renown greatest of any Greeks we know. And now you must do what remains, to make your name greater still and so that barbarians guard against the idea of doing reckless deeds against the Greeks ever again. After Leonidas was killed at Thermopylae, Mardonios and Xerxes cut off his head and impaled it on a spike. Perform a like return and you will have praise first from all the Spartans and then from all the rest of Greece. For if you impale Mardonios, you will be avenged for your father’s brother, Leonidas.’

This is what Lampon said, intending to gratify him. Pausanias answered as follows: ‘My Aeginetan friend, your goodwill and your forethought delight me, but in your judgment you have erred from what is right. You elevated me on high, and my homeland and my deeds, but then you cast me down to nothing in your advice that I mistreat a corpse, and that if I do so, you say that I will win greater renown. Such deeds are more suited to barbarians than Greeks—and we begrudge this even to them. In this matter I hope neither to please Aeginetans or anyone else who takes pleasure in such actions, and I am content with pleasing the Spartans, performing deeds of reverence and speaking reverent words. Leonidas, whom you bid me to avenge, is, I maintain, greatly avenged—he and all those others who died at Thermopylae—with the countless lives taken here. You should never come to me again with such a proposal or advice, and be grateful that you leave unpunished now.’

Scholars who have considered this text in relation to Aeginetan matters have tended to focus on it for its prosopographical difficulties.202 Is this Lampon, son of Pytheas, to be identified with Pindar’s Lampon, father of Pytheas, or not, or are the two simply related?203
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202 An exception is Irwin (2010a) 414–16.
203 Related but not identical: Hornblower (2004) 219–20 and (2007) 303–4; Flower and Marincola (2002) 244 ad loc. 9.78.1; Hornblower rightly points out that the father of the Pindaric Psalychiad Lampon is stated at Pind. Isthm. 6.16 as Kleonikos; LGPN
Yet Herodotus’ prosopography is more symbolic, rather than striving after historical precision.\textsuperscript{204} He is making a link between victory praise and an Aeginetan name prominently associated with Pindaric victory odes, especially given the potential in Lampon’s speaking name (‘Shining One’) and the association between shining light and fame in Pindar.\textsuperscript{205}

A more nuanced response to Herodotus’ Aeginetan prosopography might be considered, with weaker and stronger alternatives. According to a weaker version, Herodotus is using a familiar and Pindaric name to mark a shift to identifiable epinician terrain, without necessarily picking out the Pindaric Lampon. According to a stronger version, Herodotus is indeed pointing towards the specifics of the Pindaric and Bacchylidean Lampon’s well-known patronage of epinician poets, and also marking Lampon’s praise as about to go awry by deliberately reversing the father-son relationship. Pytheas, son of Lampon, in Pindar and Bacchylides: Lampon, son of Pytheas, in Herodotus.

The benefit of the second stronger version is that reversing the epinician naming sequence also plays on the prominence of family relationships and hierarchies in Aeginetan epinician poetry as features of its assertion of lineage and values through myth and victory catalogues—consider again for instance Nemean 5.43: ήτοι μεταίξασι σὲ καὶ νῦν τεὸς μάτρως ἀγάλλει | κεύνον ὁμόσπορον ἑθνος, Πυθέα. Lampon’s unholy suggestion is thus marked by Herodotus as a basic reversal of praiseworthy Aeginetan traits.\textsuperscript{206} Pausanias’ rejection—for himself, the Spartans, and all Greeks—of Lampon’s suggestion has implications for a hostile reception of Aeginetan epinician values of heritage and heroism that lie behind the Aeginetan encounters of book 8 that we have already witnessed. Nuanced

\textsuperscript{204} Herodotus’ framing introduction, emphasizing Aeginetans twice in relation to Lampon, is itself a sign: Lampon here is ‘an embodiment of his people’ (Irwin (2010a) 415).

\textsuperscript{205} Cf., e.g., Pind. Ol. 1.23, 93.

\textsuperscript{206} And with ἀτάσθαλα marking it out with a specific kind of moral disapproval: cf. Flower and Marincola (2002) 245 ad loc. 9.78.2 for Herodotean connections with characteristics of tyranny (Themistocles on Xerxes, 8.109.3; Otanes at 3.80.4), in addition to the word’s Homeric usage (especially, we might note, of the Odyssean suitors, archetypal abusers of the hospitality for which the Aeginetans are famed).
reconfiguration of Pindaric prosopography imparts a subtlety to Herodotus’ focus on Aegina. It builds into the negative portrayal of Lampon a link back to the alternative in which Aegina’s fame continues to shine through its epinician poetry, despite the eagerness of rivals and later fifth-century foes—principally Athens and Sparta—to undermine her claims, and reject the means through which those claims are asserted.207 It thus picks up and responds to questions about Aeginetan cultural efficacy through time and across space that Pindar has already built in to his own poetics as we have already seen in the earlier discussion of Nemean 5. Herodotus’ historiographical audiences are given a renewed opportunity to reassess Aegina on the back of Herodotus’ own exposure to an original Aeginetan epinician poetic openness.

Let us now turn to Lampon’s rhetoric and its reception by Pausanias. Throughout, there is a specifically Pindaric ambiance, which Herodotus manipulates.

First, Lampon, it is clear, is offering Pausanias a version of epinician praise as victor of Plataea. This kind of praise is already prefigured in the well-known lines of Pindar’s Pythian 1 at 75–8:

75 ἀρέομαι
πάρ μὲν Σαλαμῖνος Ἀθαναίων χάριν
μισθὸν, ἐν Σπάρτῃ δ’ ἀπὸ τὰν πρὸ Κιθαιρῶν
ταῖσι Μῆδειοι κάμον ἀγκυλότοξοι.

I shall win gratitude as my reward from the Athenians for Salamis, and in Sparta for the battles before Cithaeron, in which the Medes of the crooked bows came to grief.

Herodotus, we may say, is thus having Lampon here pick up and play back a version of what that anticipated Pindaric praise of Sparta at Plataea might look like—beyond what we know from the New Simonides, and Herodotus’ reconfigurations of that.208 But Herodotus also folds into such an encomiastic scenario questions about Aegina’s subsequent fifth-century reception too. He implicitly focuses attention on the question why Aegina’s own fame in the Persian Wars had been

207 This develops a point made by Irwin (2010a) 415.
undervalued beyond Aeginetan epinician poetry—even by Pindar himself in the extract from *Pythian* 1. This is especially pertinent in the current Herodotean context given that the most specific reference to the Persian Wars in all Pindar is *Isthmian* 5.43–50, for Phylakidas, who happens to be another of Lampon’s Aeginetan sons:

τοῖσιν Ἀἰγίναιν προφέρει στόμα πάτραν,

diaprepēa νάσον· τετείχισαι δὲ πάλαι

πύργος ὑψηλαῖς ἄρεταις ἀναβαίνειν.

πολλά μὲν ἀρτιεψής

gλῶσσα μοι τοξεύματ᾽ ἐχει περὶ κείνων

κελαδέσαι· καὶ νῦν ἐν Ἄρει μαρτυρῆσαι

κεν πάλις Αἰαντὸς ὀρθωθείσα ναῦτας

ἐν πολυφθόρῳ Σαλαμίς Διὸς ὃμβρῳ

ἀναρίθμον ἀνδρῶν χαλαζάεντι φόνῳ.

For the Aiakidai one’s lips proclaim Aegina as homeland, illustrious island built up long ago, as a tower for lofty achievements to scale. My ready tongue has many an arrow to ring out in their praise. And now in war the city of Ajax could attest that it was saved by sailors: / Salamis, in the gory storm of Ajax, hailing with the carnage of countless men.209

What, then, of Lampon’s actual words here in Herodotus book 9? The first sentence of his speech, before he turns his attention to his recommended act of vengeance against Mardonios, sends us into quasi-Pindaric territory: Ὄ παί Κλεωμβρότου, ἔργον ἔργασταί τοι

ὑπερφυὲς μέγαθός τε καὶ κάλλος,

καὶ τοι θεὸς παρέδωκε ῥυσάμενον

τὴν Ἑλλάδα κλέος καταθέσθαι μέγιστον Ἑλλήνων τῶν ἥμεις ἔδειν.

While the theme of ‘works’ and their fame (or infamy) is clearly a (the?) major theme in Herodotus, the explicit material-cultural metaphor used here cues in, in context, Pindar’s use of materialist metaphor, especially in the opening of poems, whether or not he is directly drawing on the opening of *Nemean* 5, its statues, and its praise of Lampon’s son—though the suspicion is that he might be.210 Another


210 ἔργάζομαι in Pindar: *Nem*. 5.1; *Isthm*. 2.46. ἔργον is frequently used in Pindar to mean ‘achievement’: Slater s.v. a, and can also be used to refer to artworks, s.v. 2. In Herodotus, ἔργάζομαι is only used figuratively in relation to explicit praise of a positive achievement here and in the following eight other instances: 7.53 (Xerxes on past Persian achievements), 7.164 (narrator on Kadmos and Gelon), 8.79 (narrator on Aristides), 8.87 (narrator on Artemisia at Salamis), 8.90 (Xerxes on Ionian ships at Salamis—for the meta-historiography of which, see Grethlein (2009), esp. 207), 9.37
figurative usage here also seems to pick up Pindaric metaphor: in particular, the figurative use of exchange imagery to figure intangible goods granted by gods (or indeed poets). Here we have the quasi-poetic associative syntax of κλέος καταθέσθαι—what Michael Silk would call ‘aural interaction’\(^{211}\)—with καταθέσθαι suggesting some kind of act involving ‘payment’, ‘deposit’, or ‘dedication’, as though fame were a large and beautiful material object.\(^{212}\) The verb is found in Pindar in the context of victor praise at Nemean 7.74–6 (another Aeginetan ode, incidentally).

Why ‘quasi-Pindaric’ territory? Lampon’s claims are typically lyrical in their lavishly hyperbolic nature. Yet the language Herodotus chooses to have Lampon figure the scale of Pausanias’ achievements is in tension with usages elsewhere in Herodotus to characterize other less than praiseworthy ‘achievements’. Specifically, the usage of ὑπερφυές is ambivalent, used elsewhere to figure the magnificent building work of Amasis at the temple to Athena in Sais at 2.175, but also the excessively wicked behaviour of the unnamed Thracian chieftain at 8.116, who gouges out the eyes of all six of his sons for disobedience. Indeed, excess is what gets the better of Lampon’s rhetoric. The Pindaric metaphor of positive recompense in exchange for labours achieved (the ponos-motif characteristic of Pindar but not used for laudandi at all in Bacchylides)\(^{213}\) morphs into the different, and

(narrator on Hagesistratos), 9.45 (Alexander characterizing his own risk-taking), 9.73 (narrator on Sophanes). It is, though, a favourite verb of Herodotus for recounting the various ἔργα μεγάλα τε καὶ θυματά, τὰ μὲν Ἐλληνα, τὰ δὲ βαβυλόνια ἀποδεχθέντα (Hdt. 1 pref.), though these are usually either physical feats of construction or the various crimes or injuries committed or suffered by his protagonists or their victims. The present passage is the only one in Herodotus where the usage of ἐργάζομαι is directly associated with praise (ἐπαινοῦ, 9.78.3). For ἔργον in Herodotus, see, classically, Immerwahr (1960), with 272 for a nuanced treatment of the present passage in relation to the main narrator’s more complex account of Plataea, and 272–3 for brief discussion of monumental metaphor in Pindar; Porter (2010) 472–4 with Philipp (1968) 28–31.


\(^{212}\) Literal usages in Hdt: 5.92, 6.73, 6.118, 8.28, 9.120, two of which are used for payments of money (τάλαντα, 9.120) or dedications of artefacts (ἄγαλμα, 6.118); literal usages in CEG: 18, 35, 40, 45, 66, 137, 301. Used elsewhere in Hdt. to figure κλέος only at 7.220 for Leonidas (as noted by Flower and Marincola (2002) 245 ad loc. 9.78.2), a passage that may itself depend on Herodotean reuse of lyric motifs given, again, the same interactive syntax, and the material-cultural metaphor of Sim. 531.7–9 PMG (F 261 Poltera): μαρτυρεῖ δὲ καὶ Λεωνίδας, ἄρετας μέγας μεγανδριόν | κόσμον ἀεινόν τε κλέος. Cf. Fearn (2013a) 236–8.

\(^{213}\) Cf. most recently on the issue Palaiogeorgou (2010).
more broadly Herodotean thematic of exchange as revenge, as Lampon turns to his recommendation for Mardonios’ treatment. As Pausanias’ response reveals, Lampon’s speech is an object lesson—partly drawn from Pindar—in quitting while you are ahead. It implicitly replays the κόρος-theme familiar from Pindar’s *Pythian* 1.81–4, on καιρός, κόρος, the limits of praise, and ways of restricting audience antipathy:

καιρόν εἰ φθέγξαιο, πολλῶν πείρατα συντανύσαις
eν βραχεί, μείων ἐπεται μόμος ἀνθρώ-
πων ἀπὸ γὰρ κόρος ἀμβλύνει
αιανής ταχείας ἐλπίδας.

If you should speak what is appropriate, stretching out but bringing back together the parameters of all things in short compass, less will be the blame from men that results: for excess dulls keen hopes.214

The structure of the entire Herodotean scene replays what might be learned from Pindar about the limits of praise, and in so doing turns Lampon on his head. Lampon is now transformed from a recipient of Pindaric epinician praise into a rather bad epinician poet. He is a man who has failed rather spectacularly to learn from the master, the implicit ‘wise adviser’. This is in contrast to the way in which Herodotus has himself seemingly continued to draw important lessons from Pindar about nomos, cited as his source so famously as far back as 3.38. For it is a lesson about nomos that Pausanias comes back at Lampon with in his rejection of Lampon’s proposal, and this view is endorsed from the outset by the main narrator in his characterization of Lampon’s logos as ‘most unholy’. In this sense, Herodotus may be implicitly recycling or channelling the harshest kind of rejection of the efficacy of Aeginetan epinician poetry in his framing of the issue of Aegina’s name and status between the Persian Wars and his own time of writing. That is, not even the Aeginetans themselves could learn from the poetry they had commissioned.

Three specific points can be made about the language and phraseology of Pausanias’ response, which all point back to Pindar as an exemplary but ambivalent resource of knowledge and thought.

---

214 Cf. also *Pyth.* 8.29–32, another Aeginetan ode: εἰμί δ’ ἄσχολος ἀναθέμεν | πάσαν μακραγορίαν | λύρα τε καὶ φθέγματι μαλθακώ, | μὴ κόρος ἐλθὼν κνίση.
First, note Pausanias’ form of address to Lampon as Ὦ ξείνε Αἰγινητα. However the tone is to be judged, this address turns the tables on Aegina as a welcome home for guests as so frequently figured in Pindar’s Aeginetan commissions, as well as wryly responding to the kinship theme harking back to where the Aeginetan logoi began in book 5. The hospitable and friends-seeking Aeginetans now get represented by Lampon, a man whose rhetorical etiquette puts at risk the hospitality he himself is being granted, even though he has rather rudely burst in. The outcome of Pausanias’ rhetoric marks Lampon not so much as a friend or guest, but as a stranger and outsider, if not foreigner. Here Aegina’s quest for efficacy in Herodotus is reaching its lowest point.

Second, the remainder of Pausanias’ opening remark to Lampon points to Herodotus’ ambivalent reception of epinician motifs. ἀγαμαῖ figures delight as the natural reaction to good Pindaric epinician song full of kindly intent (cf. εὐνοεῖν). Pausanias’ praise of Lampon’s ‘foresight’ (προορᾶν), by contrast, partly figures Pausanias’ polite insincerity, and also picks up Pindar once again, in advance of a point that Pausanias goes on to make. At Nemean 1.26–7 Pindar associates foresight with good counsel: πράσσει γὰρ ἔργῳ μὲν σθένος, | βουλαῖσι δὲ φρήν, ἐσσόμενον προϊδεῖν | συγγενὲς οἰς ἐπεται, ‘strength achieves through action, and mind through counsel, for those attended by an inborn ability to foresee what will happen’. Lampon’s ‘foresight’ (if that is what it is) is not accompanied by good counsel: as

215 Cf. the options laid out by Flower and Marincola (2002) 246 ad loc. 9.79.1. In my view, the passage reads as though Pausanias begins with mild and slightly embarrased irritation, before becoming a little more agitated as he goes on to give Lampon his lesson.


217 With this focus on xenia, it also forms a natural counterpart to the subsequent ‘gold for brass’ trade in the next section, 9.80, which picks up the famous Iliad 6 encounter between Glauclus and Diomedes (6.119–236, esp. 234–6) and marks a subversion of a different literary xenia-motif, this time an epic one. Whereas in the book 5 logos the Aeginetans sought efficacious contact with others through direct claims to links through mythical kinship, here the discrepancy between the theme of heritage-based xenia-ties in the mythical paradigm and the debased relation with the helots is pointedly grotesque, as well as being a conscious historical non sequitur that, perversely, provides a bogus aetiology for Aegina’s fortunes; cf. Flower and Marincola (2002) 249 ad loc. 80.3; further, Irwin (2010a) 417 with n. 99 and (2010b) 452–3.

Pausanias says, γνώμης μέντοι ἡμάρτηκας χρηστῆς. His response to Lampon hardly fulfils Pindar’s χάριν μισθόν (‘gratitude as my reward’, *Pythian* 1.76–7). Pausanias, it transpires, is a better reader of Pindar than Lampon.

Third, notice Pausanias’ next remark: ἐξάρας γάρ με ὑψοῦ καὶ τὴν πάτρην καὶ τὸ ἔργον, ἐς τὸ μηδὲν κατέβαλες παραινέων νεκρῷ λομαίνεσθαι, ‘You elevated me on high, and my homeland and my deeds, but then you cast me down to nothing in your advice that I mistreat a corpse.’ Here most explicitly Herodotus has Pausanias figure Lampon as a kind of epinician poet, but also replays the ambivalent loftiness of Pindaric epinician persuasion as already pre-figured by Pindar himself. Pausanias’ description of Lampon’s rhetoric reminds us of nothing in Pindar so much as the ‘vertiginous words’, αἰτιων ὅγοι, of Hippolyta and their impact on Peleus at *Nemean* 5.32, as examined in Section II.2 of this chapter. Lampon here is another crypto-Pindaric failed persuader. Pausanias and Herodotus, in their characterization of him in this way, respond in kind to the ambivalently efficacious allure of Pindar’s own poetry. The Pindaric motifs, thoughts, and images endure, but in their reception it is how subsequent speakers revoice their charms that ends up characterizing those speakers as well as the original laudandi, for good or ill—and while Pindar lives on.  

**V. CONCLUSION**

Herodotus and Pindar, taken together, show that the question of the efficacy of Aeginetan poetry and sculpture is an issue that gets to the heart of the distinctiveness of fifth-century Aeginetan culture, and thus of Aegina itself. The question of the broader appeal, beyond

---

219 In essence, Aegina’s fifth-century tragedy is located in the dissonance between their cultural claims and the sense that their cultural efficacy has eroded away through the course of the fifth century down to Herodotus’ time of writing, culminating in their loss of their own homeland and near annihilation: see Irwin (2010b), esp. 375–7. Herodotus’ genius is to figure this through the way their claims to efficacy are set up and transmitted through the ambivalent power of Pindaric poetics, in a way that at least leaves open the prospect for Aeginetan cultural significance to be redeemed. For analogous issues in twentieth-century aesthetic and critical theory, see in particular the self-conscious complexity of Adorno’s aesthetics and his treatment of the Jewish poet Heine’s *Heimatlosigkeit*, sensitively discussed in Garloff (2002); cf. Garloff (2005) 21–41.
epichoric charisma and power, of such texts and artefacts, is being raised in their very essence. The semiotic, religious, aesthetic, cultural, and political complexity of these—as witnessed in poetry, art, and historiography—confirms the sense that these texts’ and artefacts’ ability to make difficult and contestable claims is part of their distinctive essence, if not ultimate efficacy. That Pindar in his Aeginetan work is himself particularly interested in the relation between epinician poetry and contemporary sculpture as means of preserving, projecting, and authorizing specific aspects of Aeginetan culture and religion is confirmed by Herodotus’ specifically material-cultural focus in much of his dealings with Aegina. Herodotus plays out the gloomy ironies of this in his reception of epinician and specifically Pindaric motifs. But he gives just enough space for the original claims asserted by these cultural forms to be recuperated, partly because of the way Pindar’s nuanced sensitivity to poetic material-cultural commemorations helps to shape the historian’s own self-consciousness about the nature of his own commemorative agendas.
Nemean 8 celebrates the Nemean double *stadion* foot-race victory of Deinias of Aegina, as well as of that of his deceased father Megas.\(^1\) The poem is generally well known for its handling of the myth of Ajax, Odysseus, and the *hoplôn krisis*, in lines 23–34. The majority of scholars discuss this mythical aspect primarily via its connection with the surrounding ‘argument’; its contribution to Greek myth or literary history more widely; or its rhetorical relation to *Nemean* 7.20–30.\(^2\) Another prominent treatment focuses on the contextualization of *Nemean* 8’s attitudes to dedicatory and memorializing practice within a New-Historicist scheme uniting ritual, athletics, politics, and poetry within Aeginetan society.\(^3\)

This chapter takes a different tack, attempting to do justice to the whole by having an eye on issues both of lyric voice and of lyric

---

\(^1\) The poem is not securely datable. While Sn-M opts for ‘459 BC?’, it is better to remain entirely rather than hedgily agnostic, particularly given that the Nemean foot-race victories won by the *laudandus* Deinias and his father Megas are only known from lines 16 and 47–8. The dating of the poem has generally relied on highly suspect political readings of the text’s reference to Athens and Sparta at lines 8–12, when this ought to be freely applicable to any point across Pindar’s career (cf. Carnes (1995) 47–8; Burnett (2005) 167–8). The interpretation of the poem offered here does not depend on any specificity of dating within Pindar’s career, though it might be considered prior to Sophocles’ *Ajax* (not itself securely dated, of course); for the latest on this issue, see Finglass (2011) 1–11, 31 n. 91.

\(^2\) e.g. Carey (1976); Miller (1982); Nisetich (1989) 15–21.

referentiality at the heart of Pindaric poetics. The focus is Pindar’s sense of the materiality of the world. A theoretical engagement with Pindar’s language and imagery of physical contact and vision is used to explore the relation that *Nemean* 8 establishes between lyric poetry, the specificities of material culture, and questions of Aeginetan cultural contextualization. Pindar’s lyric voice invites scrutiny of and speculation about the relation between its own nature and status and the contexts and things it seems to be able to conjure up for its audiences and readers.

Discussion begins with the proem. The opening configuration of the literarity of desire provides an entry point to broader questions about contextualization and the construction of meaning that *Nemean* 8 frames. Focus then shifts onto the encounter between

---

4 While Carey (1976) rightly eschews biographical readings, he claims that “[Pindar’s] aim is to show the victor what his victory means *sub specie aeternitatis*” (37); cf. Hornblower (2004) 342, with Carey (1995) 91–2 citing Arist. *Poe. 1451a36–7* in support of the notion that absence of detail relating to victories in Pindar makes victories paradigmatic for human achievement in general. However, the applicability of the Aristotle passage to Greek lyric poetry is shown by Payne (2006) 160 and Payne (2007a) 7–9 to be highly problematic because of its lack of interest in the way non-narrative lyric poetry constantly foregrounds the immediacy of the speaking voice, at every point of reception; cf. Rancière (2004) 10–11 following Genette (1979). The ever-present intensity and subjectivity of Pindar’s specific claims (in which there is more at stake than simply the status of ongoing philological discussions of the scope of the Pindaric ‘T’) are reinstated alongside generality. Reception issues—in the negotiation of the *senses* of both specificity and generality—are factors built into the poetry as itself a thing to be (re)created by audiences of whatever remove from those original circumstances. Cf. Phillips (2016) 5 and esp. 19: “[I]n the case of Pindar’s epinicians,… deixis, self-referential discourse, and contextual references encourage an imaginative engagement with the situations the poems project.”

5 In this sense, I make a break with previous contextualizing readings of Aeginetan poetry (including some of my own) which tend to, or risk, read(ing) the relation between poetry and context as relatively unproblematic, whereby reference to context provides symptomatic solutions to the poetry, that poetry is championed implicitly for what it can tell us about culture and context rather than about itself, and ultimately context rather than poetics is what is valorized. This is not at all to say that cultural contextualization is a scholarly misadventure, but that we ought to start with understanding the poetry on its own terms before we can hope adequately to say meaningful things about culture. On such issues of historicity and contextualization with Pindar, see Payne (2006) 162 and particularly Payne (2007a) 12.

6 My focus here on the constructedness of desire rather than the fully realizable possibility of its ultimate or organic contextualization sets me apart from much canonical work on eros and Greek lyric poetry: see, for instance, Gentili (1988) 72–104, or Calame (1992) 9, the latter deliberately arguing against (Foucauldian) subjectivity in favour of relatively straightforward structuralist contextualization. For more recent views of the reasons behind Foucault’s lack of attention to archaic lyric or
the poem’s ‘I’ and the Aeginetan hero Aiakos. This then leads into a broader treatment of the role of visual and haptic metaphor and thematics in the poem. This is interpreted as a reflection on epinician poetry’s potential to grant special access: to the mythical, to ritual, and to heroes; to the deceased and to the past; to social and cultural context.

_Nemean_ 8 reveals a major concern with investments of emotional energy in the bigger questions of fame, memory, historical contextualizability, and time itself, as things to attempt to gain mastery over. Whether or not mastery over such things is possible depends upon the positions occupied by audiences and readers through time, who take responsibility for their own interpretations of Pindar’s ever-present lyric claims and experiments with the form.

I. YOUNG LOVE: PINDAR’S TOUCHING OVERTURES

_Nemean_ 8 begins as follows:

"Ὥρα πότνια, κάρυξ Ἀφροδίτας
ἀμβροσίαν φιλοτάτων,


7 ‘Investment of emotional energy’: relatable to Freudian psychoanalytical Besetzung/‘cathect’, and discussed at Mousley (2013) 15 with reference to the relation between texts, their consumers, and the worlds they conjure up and/or inhabit: ‘As contrasted with the disabling over-investment of emotional energy in an object or person denoted by the term “cathexis” in the context of psychoanalysis, literature may … be thought of as a positive kind of cathexis, albeit one that may mutate into idolatrous obsession… The positive work of cathexis that literary works perform should not be taken to mean, however, that literary works never represent the deadness of our connections to the world.’ While Pindar is not a writer of twentieth-century literary modernism (the subject of Mousley’s discussion), thinking in these ways about Pindar can be liberating too, since the idea that the relation between literature, literature’s objects, and us is not by default bridgeable may provide fresh insights into Pindar’s claims to referentiality and our emotional investments in them, and help us to firm up our thinking about the nature and significance of the poetry on its own terms. See also Harman (2012) 195 on object-oriented criticism: ‘All literary and nonliterary objects are partially opaque to their contexts, and inflict their blows on one another from behind shields and screens that can never entirely be breached.’ On the narrative opacity of literature from the perspective of the philosophy of literature, see Lamarque (2014), esp. ch. 8, ‘Thought, Opacity and the Values of Literature’; further discussion in Chapter 4 §II.2.
ἁτε παρθενηΐοις παιδῶν τ’ ἐφίξισα γλεφάροις,
τὸν μὲν ἡμέρως ἀνάγκας χερσὶ βαστά-
ζεις, ἔτερον δ’ ἐτέραις.
ἀγαπᾶτά δὲ καίρῳ μὴ πλαναθέντα πρὸς ἔργον ἐκαστὸν
tὸν ἀρείων ἔρωτον ἐπικρατεῖν δύνασθαι,
oi καὶ Δίος Αἰγίνας τε λέκτρον
ποιμένες ἀμφεπόλησαν
Κυπρίας δώρων.

Lady Youth, herald of Aphrodite’s ambrosial acts of love, settled on the eyelids of maidens and boys, some you clasp with compulsion’s gentle hands, but others with hands of a different nature. It is desirable in each act one undertakes not to wander from what is right but to be able to gain mastery over loves that are more noble. / Such were the loves that attended on the bed of Zeus and Aegina as shepherds of the gifts of the Cyprian. (Pindar, Nemean 8.1–7)

As has already been witnessed with Nemean 5, Pindar can pose interpretative questions with the openings of his poems. In the case of Nemean 8, there is a seeming lack of any degree of encomiastic, contextual specificity. However decentralised the opening of Nemean 5 is,8 it is not quite as removed from the specificities of the context of the laudandum as the present poem appears to be. The poem begins, via its generalities, with a slow build-up towards the mythical background to Aegina and its cults, to be discussed in Section II. But why are these opening generalities presented as they are, and what place to do they have within the developing themes of this poem? Why, indeed, an erotic focus?

### I.1 The Construction of Love

First, the peculiarity of what Pindar’s lyric poetry is able to do with ‘love’ as a topic should be noted. A principal feature of erotic discourse that is highlighted in theoretical discussions is its ultimate drive towards specificity. According to Roland Barthes:

Love’s atopia, the characteristic which causes it to escape all dissertations, would be that ultimately it is possible to talk about love only according to a strict allocutive determination; whether philosophical, gnomic, lyric, or novelistic, there is always, in the discourse upon love, a

---

person whom one addresses, though this person may have shifted to the condition of a phantom or a creature still to come. No one wants to speak of love unless it is for someone.9

One of the claims made by erotic lyric poetry to specificity is through its reframeability. Erotic lyric enables individual performing/listening/reading subjects to construct their own erotic specificities out of its generalities. It is the sense of tradition as an ever-present that perennially (re)configures erotic discourse.10 Indeed, erotic expression may represent the ultimate lyric statement, both in the intense particularity of its subjective framing and via lyric’s dependency upon the general, the generic, and the generalizing.11

As we will see, Pindar is demonstrably engaged, even here, with lyric literary history. Yet he eschews usage of δηὖτε, and evades any such specificities of erotic subjectivity in this poem’s opening. The partial exception is the foregrounding of his own subjectivity as an individual voice and purveyor of ‘arresting truth claims’.12 Yet what is the nature and content of these truth claims regarding Youth, Aphrodite, and

---

9 Barthes (1979) 74 (French orig. (1977) 88), emphases original.
10 Cf. Kennedy (1993) 65, discussing Barthes and Roman love elegy: ‘there is a lover’s discourse and we construct ourselves as amorous subjects within it’.
11 This aspect of lyric was first highlighted by Schelling in his The Philosophy of Art: ‘Das lyrische Gedicht ist überhaupt Darstellung des Unendlichen oder Allgemeinen im Besonderen’ (‘The lyric poem as such is the portrayal or representation of the infinite or universal within the particular’, Schelling (1856–61) V.640/trans. (1989) 208)—though his further claim there that with Pindar, ‘So geht jede pindarische Ode von einem besonderen Gegenstand und einer besonderen Begebenheit aus, schweift aber von dieser ins Allgemeine ab’ (‘Hence, every Pindaric ode takes as its point of departure a particular object and a particular event, yet strays from this point into generality’) is insufficiently nuanced to allow for examples such as Nemean 8. One particularly noteworthy finding of the conference ‘Textual Events: Re-Thinking Poetics in a Performance Culture’ held in Oxford in March 2015 was the pressing need to articulate lyric’s nuanced tendency to oscillate between the general and the particular, with archaic erotic lyric’s frequent use of δηὖτε emblematic of this. Cf. Carson (1986) 118–20, esp. 118, 119: ‘The lover in Greek poetry views with singular candor and a degree of irony his own subjection to time. He sees himself pinned in an impossible double bind, victim of novelty and of recurrence at once. There is one very clear sign, throughout the Greek lyric poets, that these authors were concerned with the perversities of time. It consists of a single word which itself presents, in microcosm, the temporal dilemma of eros. It is the adverb δηὖτε; ‘...Dē places you in time and emphasizes that placement: now. Δέute intercepts “now” and binds it into a history of “thens.”’ Also Mace (1993). Many thanks indeed to Mark Payne for further discussion of ideas here.
12 ‘Arresting truth claims’: Payne (2006) 160; compare my earlier treatment of the opening of Nemean 5; also Culler (2015) 309: ‘Lyrics mount challenges to orthodoxies but can also, in modernity as in antiquity, offer memorable apothegms that put on
erotic experience, and how, if at all, do they fit? Pindar short-circuits the potential construction of a future series of erotic subjectivities at least along the lines offered by archaic erotic lyric. Instead, erotic experience is discussed in gnomic terms with no mention of particularities or individual erotic experiences or encounters (at least for mortals). This is, for instance, a very different articulation from, say, Ibycus fr. 287 PMGF or Anacreon fr. 358 PMG,13 or Sappho fr. 1 V for that matter, in their expressions of internal erotic subjectivity. An intermediate position in Pindar between this epinician offering and the erotic subjectivities of earlier lyric is represented by his sympotic encomium for Theoxenos, fr. 123 Sn-M. That text bears some similarities with the opening of Nemean 8. But there the generality is limited to the opening line, before the poetic ‘I’ engages with the specifics of Theoxenos’ erotic allure, with the whole balanced by the μὲν and δὲ syntax:

Χρῆν μὲν κατὰ καιρὸν ἐρώτων δρέπεσθαι, θυμὲ, σὺν ἄλλικα.
τὰς δὲ Θεοξένου ἀκτίνας πρὸς ὄσσων μαμμαρυζοίσας δρακεῖς
ὁς μὴ πόθῳ κυμαίνεται, ἔς ἀδάμαντος
5 ἦ σιδάρου κεχάλκευται μέλαιναν καρδίαν
ψυχρὰ φλογὶ.

One must pluck loves in proper season, my heart, and at the proper age. But any man who sees the rays flashing from Theoxenos’ eyes and is not tossed on the waves of desire, has a black heart forged of adamant or iron in a cold flame. (Pindar fr. 123.1–6 Sn-M)

In that case, even the opening line is specified and particularized to some degree by the inclusion of the apostrophe to the heart.14 In Nemean 8, by contrast, the erotic generalities continue over seven lines, before segueing, not into the projected particularities of any mortal erotic experience, but into the foundational Zeus–Aegina
display alleged truths, provide material for reflection, and are repeatable in appropriate circumstances. Lyrics are good to think with—as Lévi-Strauss said of myths."

13 For interesting contextual discussion of the ideology and presentation of Eros in Anacreon, see Williamson (1998).
14 See Hubbard (2002) for full treatment of the Theoxenos poem, including discussion at 256–60 of the nature of the I-speaker there. That is, of course, another poem where the potential for biographical fictionality has absorbed critical responses from antiquity on.
liaison instead. This is not to say that Pindar’s stance here is not interrogative, since his poetic ‘I’ is still predicated upon the existence of an implied set of ‘you’s. But the interrogative relation does not, at least openly, represent the internals of an erotic scenario, or rather, any direct sense of an engaged erotic presentness.\footnote{15 Presentness rather than dramatized personal consciousness or dramatic monologue/narrative: Culler (2015), esp. 294–5 (with Pindar) and (2008), developing Culler (1985a) and (1981), esp. 149, and emphasizing both lyric’s special temporality and its tendency to destabilize, via allusion and communicative shifts, fixed notions of empirical frames or personal narratives; see also §III. For more on Pindaric temporality, see also Chapter 3. Pindar’s ‘reciprocal “you”’: Payne (2006) 161 n. 3.}

However, these opening generalities are not without at least some resonances of particularity, beyond the foregrounding of the subjectivity of the claims made by the poem’s voice. For, embedded in these statements, are references back to the internal expressions of mortal erotic subjectivity in earlier lyric. Pindar eschews the central explicit articulation of any specific interpersonal relations, but at the same time refers back to the lyric tradition in which erotic subjectivity was itself first foregrounded, and teases us with the discrepancy.

The physicality of the presence of erotic divinities, and the seductive power of the gaze, features of line 2, ‘settled on the eyelids of maidens and boys’, are motifs commonly found in archaic erotic lyric.\footnote{16 The latter idea again reworked in Pindar fr. 123 Sn-M for Theoxenos: again, Hubbard (2002), esp. 266–72.} See, in particular, the possibilities presented in the following:

\begin{quote}
Ἀφροδίτα μὲν οὐκ ἔστι, μάργος δ’ Ἑρως οία (παῖς) πάισδει, ἀκρ’ ἐπ’ ἀνθή καβαίνων, ἢ μή μοι θίγης, τῶ κυπαιρίσκω.

It’s not Aphrodite, but savage Eros playing like the child he is, alighting on the flower-tips—please don’t touch them!—of the galingale.\footnote{17 The topos of a light, playful Eros associating himself with the lightest of things in his own likeness is developed and exploited further most famously in the speech of Agathon in Plato’s \textit{Symposium}, esp. 195d–6b.}

(Alcman fr. 58 PMGF)\end{quote}
Eros again gazing meltingly with his eyes from under dark brows tosses me with his varied enchantments into the boundless nets of Cypris. How I tremble at his onset, as a champion horse still bearing the yoke in old age unwillingly with swift chariot goes to the race.

(Ibycus fr. 287 PMGF)

The phrase ‘of maidens and boys’ in line 2 of Nemean 8 may be read metatextually as a gesture towards the lyric tradition of love poetry, directed at both genders.\(^{18}\) The attractiveness of the female object of desire in both Alcman and Sappho,\(^ {19}\) as well as the pederastic lyric of the symposium associated with poets such as Ibycus and Anacreon, are both figured. Additionally, the alliterative collocation παρθενηΐοις παίδων, when sounded sequentially, is first readable/audible as ‘girlish of boys’ before the following disjunctive postpositioned ‘and’, τ’, is read/heard (thus ‘of maidens and of boys’). If audiences are struck as much by the initial possibility of collocation as by the finally realized disjunction, they may be directed to Anacreon’s blurring of the distinction between youths of the two sexes. For there is a possible nod towards fr. 360.1 PMG, Anacreon’s ο ναί παρθένιον βλέπων, ‘o boy with girlish glance’. There the alliterative collocation marked, for that poet, the textual, sexual, and thus cultural appropriateness of the connection, and of the blurring of differentiation, in a poem that explores erotic roles and their reversals.\(^ {20}\)

To summarize so far, Pindar begins with an apostrophe to Hora, a seemingly deified personification, Youth. He then speaks in very general terms about the nature of the relation between youth and sexual desire, before drawing a general lesson of sexual morality from it, in lines 4–5. This lesson is then applied to the mythical/divine liaison between Zeus and Aegina. At the same time, Pindar points to the striking intensities of erotic subjectivity figured in the lyric tradition, without explicitly foregrounding any specific or directed erotic subjectivity for his own voice.

\(^{18}\) For metatextuality in lyric proems, see Danielewicz (2001), though, as we will see, the erotic metatextuality of the proem of Nemean 8 presents a complex example since it is not clear on a first view what the point of the literary positioning is here.

\(^{19}\) And elsewhere in Pindar the adjective παρθενηΐος only features in his Parthenia, fr. 94b.34 (in addition to fr. dub. 333a.14).

\(^{20}\) See Goldhill (1987) 11, within a broader discussion of Anacreon, whose poetry ‘manipulates with playful delight the uncertainties of erotic language and narrative’ (18).
I.2 Erotic Contextualizability?

This opening has caused some puzzlement. What has it got to do with the victor, let alone the rest of the poem?  

The opening apostrophe is a frequent element of the epinician ode. Generally it has a clearly perceptible relationship to the victor or to the poet’s celebration of the victory. In the present case, the reason for the apostrophe is not made clear, but if, as the scholiast suggests . . . , Deinis was ὥραῖος [youthful], as the victor of O.9 is said to be . . . , the connection did not need to be spelled out.  

In support, Henry cites the ancient scholia as well as a discussion by Peter von der Mühll, who suggested that, though it is unknowable whether Pindar was actually in love with his poetic subjects, he probably was. Irrespective of whether it is wrong to think like this (though it is now certainly unfashionable), this style of interpretation interestingly succumbs to Pindar’s opening enticements. The proem invites such biographical readings precisely because of the oddity of its erotic generalities and lack of any mention of Deinias’ particular nature or achievements. These commentators have implicitly

---

21 For further detailed discussion of the issues posed by Pindaric apostrophe, see Chapter 3.

22 Henry (2005) 73 ad loc. 1–5. Note also Bury 146: ‘A bright prelude, invoking Ἡόρα, the maytime of life,—closely associated with the sweet and bitter uses of love,—is in keeping with the youth of Deinis and meant perhaps to turn his thoughts from the grave of his father to the advancing hours.’ Carey (1976) 26 appears hedgy: ‘No doubt Pindar, like most of his audience, was sexually attracted to boys, but the frequency of such compliments suggests that they are to be regarded rather as a traditional motif of aristocratic poetry, an heirloom from Anacreon, Ibycus, Theognis.’ Race (1990) 103 n. 50 terms the opening of the poem a ‘cultic hymn’; yet this terminology seems unhelpful in context.

23 Σ’ Pind. Nem. 8.1a (iii.140 Dr): Ὡρα πότνια, καροὶ Αφροδίτας: συντάττει το προοίμιον ὣ Πάνθαρος εἴς τὸ τῆς ὥρας ἄνθος τοῦ νυκτηρίου, εἴς ἐπικομιστικῶς τῶν πατρίων ἐφάπτεται, λέγων τὲν Ἀἴγιναν δὲ ὥραισιματος ὑπὸ Διὸς ἀνηρπᾶσθαι (“Lady Youth, herald of Aphrodite”: Pindar composes the proem with reference to the flower of youth present in the victor, and then encomiastically applies himself to aspects of the victor’s homeland, speaking of how Aegina was carried off by Zeus on account of her youthfulness’); Von der Mühll (1964) 172 on fr. 123: ‘Natürlich ist möglich, daß Pindars glühender Sprache persönliche Zuneigung zu Theoxenos zugrunde liegt, aber wir wissen es nicht.’

24 Indeed, the poem only mentions Deinias once, in line 16, and does not describe him explicitly except as victor; the victor’s father Megas receives more attention: line 44–5, in addition to line 16. The poem’s encounter with Megas is discussed in detail in §III.2.
figured themselves as biographical consumers of Pindaric suggestive-
ness, rather than as interrogators of the mechanics of Pindar’s nego-
tiation with lyric’s communicative possibilities, or of any consequent
questions of subjectivity.25

Why might it matter that Pindar has alluded, rather standoffishly,
to the subjective intensities of earlier lyric configurations of desire,
for girls as well as for boys, and, potentially for girlish boys? It is
because of the subsequent assertion of a moral attitude towards what is
appropriate in matters of love.26 As a preliminary, line 3 asserts the—
paradoxical—variability of love’s dealings with (masculine) erotic
subjects: ‘some you clasp with compulsion’s gentle hands, but others
with hands of a different nature’. The expression is paradoxical since,
whatever the particular whim of the erotic divinity, the force of
compulsion is guaranteed.27 Again, in the juxtaposition of ἡμέροις
and ἀνάγκας, ‘gentle’ and ‘compulsion’, the lyric tradition asserts itself,
via Bacchylides’ γλυκεῖ ἀνάγκα, ‘sweet compulsion’ (fr. 20B.6),28 and
the tradition of oxymoronic ‘Eros the bittersweet’ reaching back to
Sappho.29 Then, lines 4–5 state that ‘it is pleasant in every act not to
wander from what is right but to be able to gain mastery over loves
that are more noble’. Our desire to read specifics into the erotic
generalities again invites us to construct some kind of biography.
Can we, perhaps, conceive of a scenario in which Pindar, as a bio-
graphically identifiable individual, might be articulating his own feel-
ings and insecurities about the appropriateness of being attracted to a
youthful victor such as Deinias? Is this, for instance, intended as

25 Cf., e.g., the historicist frustration of Augustus Boeckh with Nem. 8: ‘Perquam
molestum est quod de tempore quo scriptum hoc carmen eximium, nihil traditum
exstat in Scholiis, quandoquidem subtilior carminis interpretatio tota fere pendet ex
hac quaestione’ (‘The fact that nothing survives in the scholia about the date when this
exceptional ode was written is thoroughly irritating, since the subler interpretation of
the ode depends almost entirely upon this question’, Boeckh (1811–21) ii.2.440,
26 He goes on to use the paradigm of Zeus and Aegina as, for Aeginetans at least,
the perfect benchmark.
27 As, for instance, Helen learns in no uncertain terms in her dealings with
Aphrodite in Iliad 3.
28 For further discussion of Bacch. fr. 20B and its own indebtedness to the lyric
tradition, see Fearn (2007) ch. 1. Maehler II.328–9/(2004) 246–7 ad loc. 6–7 misses the
nature of the oxymoron there in its relation to the twin forces of Aphrodite and
Dionysus governing sympotic activity.
29 Eros the bittersweet: Sappho fr. 130.2 V; in general, Carson (1986).
advice to Deinias about negotiating the transition from being a \textit{pais}, and a sympotic \textit{erōmenos}, into being an \textit{anēr} and choosing a wife for himself?\textsuperscript{30} Other scenarios may, equally, present themselves. These are obviously wild speculations. Yet they are the kinds of speculation that the text might be thought to invite.\textsuperscript{31}

Indeed, the poem tells us not to wander—\textit{καιροῦ μὴ πλαναθέντα}, line 4. But wandering off course, into new, strange, or previously unimaginable circumstances, is precisely what the erotic discourse of lyric continually flags as its selling point, since this is what being in love is actually like, lyric claims. Getting carried away, as it were, is what it is all about. See, for instance, the following: tossed on the waves of desire (\textit{πόθῳ κυμαίνεται}, Pindar, fr. 123.4, cited previously in Section I.1); being a horse at the races (Ibycus fr. 287 \textit{PMGF}, again cited earlier in Section I.1); or indeed like Helen, the paradigm for being led astray (already famously flagged in \textit{Iliad} 3, but made a central theme of lyric discourse by Sappho fr. 16 \textit{V}). Erotic discourse is always, inevitably, about displacement and dislocation; narratives

\textsuperscript{30} Further associations in Pindaric myths between athletic prowess and pederasty or marriage: e.g. Pelops/Poseidon in \textit{Olympian} 1; Telesikrates and Alexidamos in \textit{Pythian} 10; other parallels at Carey (1976) 26.

\textsuperscript{31} On a further note, I found myself pursuing the same kind of questions when encountering the reading of the poem’s opening by Maurice Bowra, at (1964) 169–70. See in particular the following: ‘The theme of love has wider aspects than these personal manifestations of it, and Pindar sees it as a power which dominates the festal celebrations and is indissolubly connected with them. What men feel on such an occasion is in fact a powerful form of love, suited most happily to youth and furthered by a divine power at work in it… Pindar anticipates Plato in regarding love as a force which drives its votaries to high achievements and inspires lover and beloved alike to effort and success. When he stresses this at the beginning of a poem, he puts into words what his audience feels about the nature of a young man and of the wide range of hopes which it prompts for his future. He knows that such hopes will be fulfilled in different ways, and that for some they will not be easy.’ From a modern perspective it is impossible to disconnect Bowra’s wistful and languorous eroticism here from Bowra’s own well-documented sexual/intellectual/pedagogical values; indeed, his Pindar magnum opus represented a culmination of his own aesthetic and personal vision. Bowra’s biographer (Mitchell (2009) 96) points out that ‘[t]he link between his preferred Greek poets and aristocratic values was undeniable’, quoting a letter of the late 1920s in which Bowra asserts Pindar’s pre-eminence: ‘more sublime than any poet in the world, sublime by sheer poetry without any artifice or even emotion than true aesthetic rapture… he liked a lot of things one likes—breeding and manners and splendour… The races were not like Doncaster (or Naas) but like a Yacht Race in Edwardian days at Cowes… Antique snobbery is hard to recapture, but it seems terrific ever to have made poetry out of it.’
that wander.32 Pindar acknowledges this in line 4, yet paradoxically urges that what is desirable is that we stick to our goals and not stray off—without specifying what staying on course, rather than straying off or getting carried away, might be, or how we might recognize the difference.33

As such, this opening uses a lesson about the coordinates of sexual morality, which is general, decontextualized, and recontextualizable rather than specific in its applicability, as a perfect way in to deeper issues of epinician contextualizability in play, in the tension between the general and the specific. There are broader methodological stakes at issue in our desire to construct contextualizing scenarios and schemes on the back of Pindar’s lyric opulence. Pindar’s text is highly manipulative of its audiences/readers, and reconfigures the literary history of erotic desire subtly to flag the deeper issues involved in entering into any encomiastic scenario. ‘[W]ithout desire there can be no beginning at all, no setting out on the journey.’34

I.3 Sight, Touch, Desire, Imagination

One particularly noteworthy feature of Pindar’s language in this opening is the association of desire with both sight and physical contact: sitting on eyelids, ἐφίζοισα γλεφάροις, line 2; taking by the hand, χερσὶ βαστάζεις, line 3. Even the language of shepherding in line 6, with another harmoniously alliterative juxtaposition (ποιμένες and ἀμφεπόλησαν), might allude to the practical physicalities of sheep-fostering—nudging in the right direction, and so forth.35 Yet the actualization of these erotic physicalities is ultimately deferred. Pindar decentres the erotic, moving it away from the mortally specific and from explicit erotic engagement. Even when we arrive at Zeus and Aegina, the physicality of their union is itself replaced by the suggestiveness of the shepherding metaphor.

32 Cf., e.g., Quint (1993) for wandering narrative and the complex place of romance within epic discourse. For kairos as not exclusively temporal here, see Wilson (1980) 184–5.

33 Many thanks to Dan Orrells for helpful discussion of issues here in the language of wandering.

34 Fowler (2000a) 217, concluding an essential discussion of the memory, ancient textuality, monumentality, and the construction of meaning; see further §II.5.

35 The latter point suggested to me by Dan Orrells.
Pindar expresses the intractability of desire, in spite of our best efforts to gain mastery over it, in lines 4–5. We have already learned that the conferment of desire in the world is out of our hands. So there is a striking circularity in the notion that taking control of our position as desiring subjects—for whatever value-driven reasons—is itself something to be desired. This ironic erotic bind is predicated on the contingency of our own situatedness as desiring subjects, in whatever undertaking we are involved (Pindar’s πρὸς ἔργον ἐκαστον). Moreover, in addition to contingency, the figuring of desire’s own mastery of its subjects through metaphors of physical contact is crucial as a way in to the broader thematic of Nemean 8. Rather than being tangential, this opening establishes interpretative coordinates for what follows: the nature of and prospects for contact with the things we desire to access, gain mastery over, understand; indeed, the reconstructability of context itself.

And where better to begin a discursive engagement with such questions than with the nature of that which underwrites the very significance of those terms: desire. We have already seen how expressions of love and desire may represent the ultimate lyric statement, in both their intense particularity and their generalizability. In emphasizing these lyric qualities here with this striking opening, Pindar flags the fundamental strangeness of lyric’s seeming ability to negotiate the gap between the very general, the particular, the specific, and the (artificially) spontaneous. By attempting a kind of magisterial objectivity, yet implicitly reminding us of these particularities, Pindar also sets up the broader issues involved in making sense of his lyric enterprise. How do we particularize and contextualize? How to make sense of Pindar’s worlds?

36 The senses of both καιροῦ, loosely translatable as ‘what is right’, and ἀρείόνων, ‘better’, remain markedly unclear in their applicability.
37 Contingency: Payne (2006), esp. 161–2 for the usefulness of a pragmatist methodology when working with Pindar; also Fowler (1994). On the unspecific applicability of the expression cf. Carey (1976) 27: ‘In its context πρὸς ἔργον ἐκαστον is an odd expression; though ἔργον is not in itself inapplicable to sex, the whole phrase suggests an import aiming beyond the purely erotic.’
38 Cf. Kennedy (1993) 66–7 for an influential discussion of the subtlety of Ovidian attitudes to amor. See also Fowler (1994) 245: ‘Love cannot help but be a fiction, but it is a fiction by which we live: and it is this role as a supreme fiction which makes it a paradigm for human culture in general.’
It is not simply formally significant for the poetic intratextuality and structure of *Nemean* 8 that Pindar’s interest in the language of physical contact can be traced throughout the text from the opening onwards. For what is at stake here, and which Pindar is figuring, is the very nature of the poetic enterprise. What claims to significance, both in particular and in general, both within and beyond the contextual grasp of specific audiences and individual points of reception, as the text’s consumers, does Pindaric poetry make? Does it matter how much, or how little, we can understand about the cultural specificities his poems seem to be interacting with in their figurings of them? Pindar’s ‘arresting truth claims’ matter fundamentally, because they are intrinsic to the nature of the entire poetic project.

Here we may profit from Roland Barthes’s analysis of Balzac’s *Sarrasine* in *S/Z*. Barthes disrupts the distinction between supposedly classic ‘readerly’ writing that plays things straight, and a more avant-garde ‘writerly’ literarity which transfers responsibility onto audiences and readers in the construction of significance. An analysis that ‘opens the story up, presenting it as an astute resourceful reflection upon its own codes and the signifying mechanisms of its culture’ may allow fresh insights in the study of Pindar. Barthes’s own articulation of the complexities of his ‘*texte pensif*’ could also apply equally to what we have read as the coy guardedness of the opening of *Nemean* 8:

For if the classic text has nothing more to say than what it says, at least it attempts to ‘let it be understood’ that it does not say everything: this *allusion* is coded by pensiveness, which is a sign of nothing but

---

40 Cf. Bowra’s gushing but passively awestruck praise of Pindar as ‘sublime by sheer poetry without any artifice or even emotion than true aesthetic rapture’ cited at n. 31.
42 Culler (2002) 73 = (1983) 87, discussing Barthes on Balzac. As Culler also points out there, Barthes’s analysis in *S/Z* has the unexpected outcome of subverting the polarities that structure literary histories. A similar point is made in a different context by Mousley (2013) 11: ‘Literary texts themselves often show little respect for period concepts... Literary history is so full of anachronisms that it begins to look as though anachronism is more the rule than the exception. Literary anachronism... is unsurprising, however, because if it is true that literary works explore what it is to be human, then the likelihood is that their explorations will resonate with subsequently named “isms” that themselves name different kinds of human interest and concern.’
itself: as though, having filled the text but obsessively fearing that it is not incontestably filled, the discourse insisted on supplementing it with an et cetera of plenitudes. Just as the pensiveness of a face signals that this head is heavy with unspoken language, so the (classic) text inscribes within its system of signs the signature of its plenitude: like the face, the text becomes expressive (let us say that it signifies expressibility), endowed with an interiority whose supposed depth compensates for the parsimony of its plural. At its discreet urging, we want to ask the classic text: What are you thinking about? but the text, wilier than all those who escape by answering: about nothing, does not reply, giving meaning its last closure: suspension.43

It is here that we may locate the significance of the opening of Nemean 8. It begins by inviting us to be conscious that we are constructing sense as we go along. Application of Barthes’s model offers a sensitive approximation of what the reception of a poem like Nemean 8 might amount to across space and through time. If we are to speak of function at all, it should perhaps be located here, in the foregrounding of the creative play of the imagination, via the (re)performativity and endless reframing inherent in the transmission process. And if we need to talk of Pindar’s cultural significance, it is best grounded here. Foregrounding the strangeness of lyric articulations of subjectivity becomes, at least in part, a vehicle for the framing of the cultural and aesthetic subject within the ancient Greek world—a point which we have seen articulated in different ways with Nemean 5 in Chapter 1. Pindar’s peculiar magnanimity allows us all to at least imagine specific times, places, activities, thoughts, and desires, in spite of our inability—now permanent—ever to experience any of them authentically. And the richness and expressive subtlety of Pindar’s lyric language and voices are a prime mover in all this. We desire to gain mastery over Pindar’s text, to understand the things to which it refers. But if we choose to read Pindar as more ‘writerly’ than ‘readerly’, then we will not need to defer to a ‘mastery of meaning’ as his alone to control, but something we strive to construct for ourselves as responsible producers of meaning, in our desire to comprehend.44

II. CONTACTING AIAKOS

Following the opening lines on love and desire, the poem continues with a section in which Pindar raises the profile of, and the stakes involved in engaging with, ‘contact’. The poem moves on to dwell on the heroic pre-eminence of Aiakos, and here the I-speaker makes the bold assertion that he is in direct contact with Aiakos himself, as his suppliant:

\[
\text{ἔβλαστεν δ’ νῖός Οἰνώνας βασιλεύς}
\]
\[
χειρὶ καὶ βουλαῖς ἁριστος. πολλά νῦν πολ-
λοί λετάνευον ἤδειν-
\]
\[
\text{ἄβαστι γὰρ ἐρώων ἂντι περιαπιταόντων}
\]
\[
ἡθελον κείνον γε πείθεσθ’ ἀναξίαις ἐκόντες,
\]
\[
o’ τε κραναῖς ἐν Ἀθάνασιν ἁρμοζον στρατόν,
o’ τ’ ἀνὰ Σπάρταν Πελοπημάδαι.
\]
\[
ικέτας Αιακοῦ
\]
\[
σεμνῶν γονάτων πόλιός θ’ ὑπέρ φίλας
ἀστῶν θ’ ὑπέρ τῶν ἀπομακρυνόμενων
\]
\[
Λυδίαν μίτραν καναχηδὰ πεποικιλμέναν,
Δείνιος δισσῶν σταδίων
καὶ πατρός Μέγα Νεμεαίον ἁγαλμα.
\]

and there came to flower a son, the King of Oinona, best in might and counsels. Many a time many men begged to behold him, for unbidden the pick of local heroes wanted willingly to submit to his lordship, / both those who in rocky Athens put together their host, and those in Sparta, descendants of Pelops. A suppliant, I am clasping the hallowed knees of Aiakos, on behalf of his city and his people here, bringing a crown of Lydian fabric, embellished with whistling notes of the pipes, a Nemean ornament for the double *stadion* races of Deinias and his father Megas. (Pindar, *Nemean* 8.7–16)

Throughout the fifth century in the decades preceding the Athenian annexation of the island as a cleruchy at the start of the Peloponnesian War, Aegina claimed heroic and ritual pre-eminence within the Saronic region, if not more widely, via a special claim to Aiakos, grandfather of Achilles. One strand of the mythical tradition developed a special significance for Aiakos and Aegina through the story of a drought that brought the leaders of Greece to Aiakos to intercede with Zeus on their behalf. This myth is one among a large range of Aiakid myths alluded to or narrated in Pindar’s Aeginetan
commissions.\textsuperscript{45} Significantly, it is also independently attested in local Aeginetan sculpture. According to Pausanias, the scenes sculpted in relief on the entrance to the Aiakeion in the main urban centre on the island depicted the envoys coming to Aiakos:

\begin{quote}
\textit{ἐν ἐπιφανεστάτῳ δὲ τῆς πόλεως τὸ Αἰακεῖον καλοῦμενον, περίβολος τετράγωνος λευκοῦ λίθου.

ἐπειραγμένοι δὲ εἰσὶ κατὰ τὴν ἔσοδον οἱ παρὰ Αἰακῶν ποτε ὑπὸ τῶν Ἑλλήνων σταλέντες, αἰτίαν δὲ τὴν αὐτὴν Αἰγινήταις καὶ οἱ λοιποὶ λέγοντες. αὐχμός τὴν Ἐλλάδα ἐπὶ χρόνων ἐπίεζε καὶ οὐτὲ τὴν ἐκτὸς ἱσθμοῦ χώραν οὔτε Πελοποινησίοις δεν ὁ θεός, ἐς ὁ ἔσ Δελφοὺς ἀπέστειλαν ἐρημομένους τὸ αἴτιον ὁ τι ἐἰγ καὶ αἰτήσοντας ἁμα λύσιν τοῦ κακοῦ. τούτοις Ἡ Πυθία ἐπὶ Δία ἰλάσκεσθαι, χρήναι δὲ, ἐπικράτουσι σφίσιν, Αἰακὸν τὸν ἱκετεύσαντα ἔλαι.

οὗτως Αἰακὸν δεσμομένως ἀποστέλλουσιν ἀφ’ ἑκάστης πόλεως· καὶ ὁ μὲν τῷ Πανελλήνῳ διὶ θυσίας καὶ εὐξάμενος τὴν Ἐλλάδα γῆν ἐποίησεν ὑπεθαγωγεῖσαν; τῶν δὲ ἔλθοντων ὡς αὐτὸν εἰκόνας ταῦτας ἐποίησαν οἱ Αἰγινήται. τοῦ περίβολον τὸ ἐντὸς ἐλάιαι περύκασαν ἐκ παλαιοῦ και βωμός ἐστιν οὐ πολὺ ἀνέχων ἐκ τῆς γῆς· ὡς δὲ καὶ μνήμα οὕτος ὁ βωμός εἰγ Αἰακὸν, λεγόμενον ἐστιν ἐν ἀπορρήτῳ.

In the most conspicuous part of the city is the so-called Aiakeion, a square enclosure of white stone.

Wrought in relief at the entrance are the envoys whom the Greeks once dispatched to Aiakos. The reason for the embassy given by the Aeginetans is the same as that which the other Greeks assign. A drought had for some time afflicted Greece, and no rain fell either beyond the Isthmos or in the Peloponnese, until at last they sent envoys to Delphi to ask what was the cause and to beg for deliverance from the evil. The Pythian priestess bade them propitiate Zeus, saying that he would not listen to them unless the one to supplicate him were Aiakos.

And so envoys came with a request to Aiakos from each city. By sacrifice and prayer to Zeus Panhellenios, he caused rain to fall upon the earth, and the Aeginetans made these likenesses of those who came to

him. Inside the enclosure ancient olive trees grow, and there is an altar not very high off the ground: that this altar is also the tomb of Aiakos, is passed on as a secret. (Pausanias 2.29.6–8)

The discussion in this section has two aims. The first is to set out the nature of the relation between *Nemean* 8 and the ritual and artistic context of the Aiakeion shrine. The second is to build on the findings of the previous discussion in Section I, to explore the meaning of the relation between Pindar and Aeginetan hero-cult within a broader consideration of lyric referentiality and Pindaric epinician poetics. Section III will then move on to consider how the opening sixteen lines of the poem fit within the poem’s broader themes.

The Aiakeion shrine was a prominent feature of the urban topography of the island in Pindar’s day, well known both to locals and to a Panhellenic audience. Two other Pindaric victory odes, *Nemean* 5 and *Olympian* 13 appear to refer to this monument. The first, as discussed in Chapter 1, identifies the Aiakeion as a place for Aeginetans to dedicate victory crowns:

\[ \piροβυροισαι δ’ Αιακοῦ \\
\text{άνθεων ποιάεντα φέρε στεφανώ-} \\
\text{ματα σὺν ξανθαῖς Χάρισσιν.} \]

and bring to the entrance of Aiakos’ shrine the grassy crowns of flowers, in the company of the fair-haired Graces.

(Pindar, *Nemean* 5.53–4)

The second, a Corinthian commission, alludes to Aegina’s fame as a centre for regional athletics with a synecdochic reference to the fine walls of the sacred grove dedicated to the family of Aiakos within a catalogue of Oligaithid athletic successes: *Αιακιδαὶ εὐερκὲς ἄλσος*, ‘the well-walled grove of the Aiakidai’ (Pindar, *Olympian* 13.109), thus famed beyond Aegina as a place of significance.

It is generally accepted that in its particular use of the drought myth *Nemean* 8 is also making some kind of reference to the artistic portrayal of the embassy scene on the reliefs still visible for Pausanias

---

46 See further Currie (2005) 58, with additional references nodding to the practice elsewhere.

47 The reading of Fenno (2005) 305, who sees this as ‘a recognizable periphrasis’ for the Aiakeia festival, is less convincing. Fenno’s figurative interpretation leaves the choice of vehicle unmotivated, and it is difficult to see how such a periphrasis makes the reference ‘recognizable’ (for whom? why?); allusion to the Aiakeion would seem more economical.
many centuries later. In fact, we will see that *Nemean* 8’s interaction with the Aeginetan Aiakeion is a striking way of framing, articulating, and evoking ritual experience. Further claims of this sort may be deemed to founder on a lack of evidence for the exact appearance of the Aiakeion and its reliefs in Pindar’s day, given that it seems no remains have survived.\(^{48}\) However, Pausanias, in conjunction with the other Pindaric evidence cited above, may provide some telling clues about the architecture, design, and topography of the sanctuary. Further, latest findings about the artistic and ritual mechanisms of votive reliefs will provide useful insights. These will help us to understand the work that Pindar’s poem may be doing, and prompt further questions about the relation between art and text, both within this particular ritual context and for Pindaric poetics more generally.

### II.1 Contextual Connectivity

A natural response of Pindarists who encounter this passage of *Nemean* 8, and factor in Pausanias’ view of the Aiakeion reliefs, is to see Pindar’s chorus implicitly alluding to the myth of the drought as a way of figuring their own performance as an act of supplication. Parallels between Pausanias and Pindar, if they are noted, serve to strengthen the likelihood that the Aiakeion reliefs would have existed in Pindar’s own day.\(^{49}\) Yet no further comment is made on the potential consequences of any ritual interconnection or interaction. It is important that we go further, and attempt to answer some deeper questions about art, ritual, and lyric contextualizability that are prompted by this case.

\(^{48}\) It has been thought that a substantial fragment of a relief recovered from the Kolonna hill archaeological site in Aegina town (Aegina Mus. 752: Parian Marble, height 1.115 m) might come from the Aiakeion: Felten (1984) 27; *Alt-Ägina* II.2: 82–3, 126, 128, with plate 43 no. 57; Walter-Karydi (2006) 44–5; Athanassaki (2010) 279 n. 67; cf. Fearn (2010b) 185 n. 13. This now seems unlikely. Though the scale of this relief fragment is impressive, it is difficult to make sense of the two overlapping chariots within the context of the myth of the delegation to Aiakos. It would seem better to agree with Polinskaya (2013: 132) that this fragment might belong to some greater martial scene from heroic myth from another monument in Aegina town.

\(^{49}\) Wilamowitz (1922) 406–7; Athanassaki (2010) 280; such an approach finds precedent in the contextualizing historicism of the Pindaric scholia, e.g. Σ Pind. *Nem.* 5.94ε (iii.100 Dr) for προθύροισιν δ Αιακοῦ (*Nem.* 5.53) as a reference to the Aiakeion. Cf. Carey (1976) 29 for the relation between the heroic myth and the performing chorus here, though without reference to the Aiakeion.
• In lines 8–12, Nemean 8 ‘refers to’ the Aiakeion reliefs. Then, in lines 13–16 (and especially 13–14), we have the supplication to Aiakos. What does this connection mean? What account should be given of Pindar’s creation / re-enactment / representation / evocation (again, terminology is tricky) of this?

• How do we explain this reference? What should it even be called, and why might that matter?

• In what sense, and on what grounds, can the voice of the text claim to be ‘clasping’ Aiakos’ knees? What does this claim imply for the way epinician poetry may be modelling both aesthetic and ritual experience? Why, indeed, talk about ‘modelling’ experience?

• What can be said about the nature of, and similarities and differences between, victory odes as choral lyric poetry and votive reliefs as religious art?

• How might an investigation of these questions help improve our understanding of the nature of victory odes, both in terms of genre and poetic form and in terms of their participation within, or at least attitudes towards, social praxis?

As an example of the genre, Nemean 8 may illustrate well how the striking communicative dynamics of Pindaric victory odes thus provide a useful opportunity to investigate basic cognitive issues about central fifth-century forms of religious and cultural expression and representation.

First we may ask what label to apply to what Nemean 8 seems to be doing with the Aiakeion in lines 8–12. What name should be given to this kind of reference? We cannot say that we are dealing with a full-blown ecphrasis of the Aiakeion reliefs. This is partly perhaps because of the anachronistic geopolitical slant in the pointed reference to exclusively Athenian and Spartan leadership willingly volunteering subservience to Aiakos.50 And, most significantly, it is because Pindar eschews any formal ecphrastic markers or directly artistic details.51

However, the sense of contact with Aiakos, taken in conjunction with the foregoing mythical exposition, does suggest an engagement. Audiences or readers are oriented, whether explicitly or more

50 Discussed at Fearn (2010b) 184–6; the present discussion is an extension of a point made there about the place of Nemean 8 within a range of discourses of Aeginetan religious experience; for political anachronism here, see also Carey (1976) 29.

51 Discussed in detail further below in §II.8.
incompletely—depending upon individual audience knowledge—towards Aeginetan ritual practice. ‘Ecphrastic gesturing’ is the proposed label for this—the theoretical rationale for this is explained later in this section. What should hold our attention at this stage, though, is the way that Pindar highlights sight—through the verb ἰδεῖν (line 8)—as the goal of the heroic delegates’ mission to Aiakos. It is striking that this whole section is framed by a desire to see, whether satisfied or not, as a means of establishing contact with the hero. What this means in the context of a victory ode remains to be understood, though we should note straight away the continuation of the thematization of desire set up in the proem, as discussed earlier in Section I.

II.2 Votive Reliefs

In order to make further headway, particularly concerning the poem’s I-speaker and his connection with Aiakos, it is worth drawing on recent work on the ritual and artistic efficacy of sculptural reliefs. Verity Platt shows how votive reliefs set up a series of issues—centred on epiphany—concerning the relation between art and ritual for mortal worshippers. Platt sees in their visual representations of encounters with gods and heroes a creative tension between divine presence and divine representation. First, they allow for absorbed mortal encounters with the divine, with worshippers seeing themselves and the god in the image on the relief, as a way of experiencing and articulating their own sense of divine contact. Second, they allow worshippers to engage with the representational qualities of the iconography, enabling them to experience the scenes as representations from mythical or heroic time, which, by being distanced from themselves, also therefore authenticate the power and significance of the particular divinity. In these terms, artistic representation of epiphanic cult provides a framework for real-world epiphanic experience of the divine while at the same time deferring that experience through representational self-consciousness about the constructed artificiality of the way the experience is modelled in sculptural form.\footnote{Platt (2011), esp. 31–76; Platt reapplies and modifies Zahra Newby’s terminology of ‘absorption’ and ‘erudition’ in the discussion of Second Sophistic ecphrastic texts: Newby (2009); ultimately, Fried (1980).}
If this sense of cognitive complexity in the ritual experience of votive reliefs is taken over to the Pindaric text, it is striking that Pindar himself seems to offer a similar duality. In this case, the encounter with Aiakos in heroic time offered in lines 8–10 (framed by the third-person past-tense verbs) comes first. Then, immediately following this, is the ritually absorbed perspective offered by the first-person speaker. It seems, therefore, that Pindar’s text mirrors the mechanics of ritual art rather closely. As we shall see, though, the nature of the I-speaker here adds extra layers of interpretability, especially given that this is a victory ode, and not, for instance, a hymn or prosodion to Aiakos, let alone a piece of sculpture. The claim of direct contact with Aiakos made by the I-speaker of the poem is made as part of a claim to supplication.\textsuperscript{53} This supplication appears to be modelled on the heroic narrative of the neighbouring Greeks’ appeals to Aiakos within the drought myth.\textsuperscript{54} The language Pindar uses in line 8 to figure the mythical Greeks’ appeals—\textit{λιτάνευον}, ‘begged’—fits both epic narrative and (for want of a better term) ‘ritually specific’ lyric.\textsuperscript{55} The mirroring offers the potential for a chain of connections linking individual mortal worshippers and ultimately—via Aiakos—Zeus himself, whose own cult on Aegina was one of the most important in the whole of Greece.\textsuperscript{56} Yet at the same time, and despite the potential force of the juxtaposition of lines 8–10 with what follows, the disjunction between the third-person description of heroic encounter with Aiakos and first-person contact with him is clear. This surely precludes any straightforwardly exemplificatory force for the myth in relation to mortal ritual experience or ritual practice. Again, we are struck by the force of the cognitive duality inherent in the subjectivity of epiphanic experience. It now seems that Pindar’s view is more complex than Pausanias’ own subsequent account of the reliefs on the Aiakeion. Whereas Pausanias privileges erudition,

\textsuperscript{53} Steiner (2001) 264–5 discusses the encounter with Aiakos as follows: ‘[H]ere Pindar reimagines that \textit{hêrôion} [sc. the Aiakeion] in anthropomorphized form and makes his offering as though in the act of supplicating and honouring an image.’ The aim of the present discussion is to add more detail and cognitive nuance to the question of the mechanics of Pindaric ritual referentiality in this poem.

\textsuperscript{54} Again, see n. 49 for the views of Athanassaki (2010) and Carey (1976).


\textsuperscript{56} See n. 45.
taking an illustrational, heroic-narrative approach to his reading of the votive reliefs, the second half of Pindar’s version of supplication, where the I-speaker’s endlessly repeatable present-tense contact with the hero is foregrounded, adds the dimension of mortal absorption—or at least a representation of it—missing from Pausanias.\(^{57}\) This whole section of the poem, then, provides a richer modelling of some kind of ritual experience.\(^{58}\)

Before addressing ourselves to the question of the nature and scope of the Pindaric first person in the passage under discussion, it is worth pausing to consider briefly the issue of poetic representation. It is worth remembering that Pindar’s victory ode does not offer any neutral or unmediated access to ritual practice. This is partly because, as a lyric poem, Nemean 8 is not a description. Nor should it be deemed to be bound by interpretative strictures embedding poetry, of whatever kind and however occasional, inextricably within a specific set of social or cultural practices. Among choral lyric genres, victory odes have, or at least are assumed to have, a rather less direct connection with ritual practice than other genres such as paeans. Yet in both genres issues of poetic voice and the identification of the I-speaker are often highly complex.\(^{59}\) When, therefore, the I-speaker of Pindar’s Nemean 8 speaks of clasping Aiakos’ knees in supplication, this evocation of ritual experience needs to be seen as itself a representation of something else: a poetically autonomous preservation or celebration; a model of ritual practice the ultimate, though deferred, goal of which is efficacious contact with the hero.

\(^{57}\) Again, the language of ‘absorption’ and ‘erudition’ is indebted to Newby (2009); cf. Platt (2011). For the lyric present, including with Pindar, see now especially Culler (2015) 283–95, particularly 294–5.

\(^{58}\) In this sense Currie (2005) 61 risks being overschematic in classifying the reference to ‘heroes’, ἡρώων, in line 9, as a non-religious usage; this also invites the further question of what the boundaries between the religious and the non-religious are with Pindar’s victory odes—an issue tackled later in §II.6.

\(^{59}\) Among a long list of significant discussions, Lefkowitz (1963), (1991), (1995); Carey (1989a); Goldhill (1991) 144–5; Morgan (1993); D’Alessio (1994); Schmid (1998); Kurke (2005); Currie (2013). In general, in Currie’s terminology, I would certainly see myself in the ‘flux’ camp. Moreover, the entire rationale of the ensuing discussion is that the identification of an I-speaker in a single instance—in this section of Nem. 8—can be creatively ambiguous and even multivalent. Cf. Goldhill (1991) 145: ‘[I]f there remains an ambivalence or variety in the use of the first person in the epinikia, it is not just a (regrettable) lack of clarity on the poet’s part.’
To turn now to the Pindaric first person in this section, we will see how, here too, the text offers another way of figuring the cognitive contradictions implicit in ritual subjectivity. In line 14 the Pindaric I-speaker offers the poem itself as a votive, made on the citizens’ behalf: socially and ritually representative, and exemplary. Yet the relation between the text’s I-speaker and the Aeginetan community is also creatively ambiguous. The relation between first person and deixis in line 14—ἀστῶν ὑπὲρτῶν; ἤπτομαι (‘on behalf of these citizens here; ‘I am clasping’)—belie a slippage between successful endeavour uniting I-speaker and community and, alternatively, potential disjunction and remoteness of one from the other. The I-speaker of the text can be taken to be not only the separate, individuated voice of the poet as the outsider, but also the collective voice of the individuals who constitute a chorus in performance and thus form part of the Aeginetan community that Pindar’s poem is praising. Further, the way in which the whole passage is structured around the identification of the I-speaker of the text as suppliant, ἱκέτας (line 13), also plays out a creative ambiguity in this text’s projection of ritual practice. The I-speaker claims to be the representative of the Aeginetan community. Accordingly, the gesture of supplication can be understood as the way in which Aeginetans themselves may structure their own worship of their hero Aiakos, as a ritual reworking of the original mythical supplication of the Panhellenic Greeks to him. On these terms, then, the I-speaker can naturally be thought to self-identify as a member of a performing Aeginetan chorus; indeed, he might even be thought to figure as a victor. Conversely, the I-speaker’s self-identification as a suppliant may mark him out as different: an isolated or remote individual, an outsider, who needs to play the role of suppliant to create a relationship between himself and the Aeginetans. Here we may naturally think again of the encomiastic poetic voice—whether or not we identify that with the historical Theban poet Pindar—using the suppliant motif as a way

---

61 See, e.g., Gould (1973) 93 for this aspect of hiketeia, and its proximity to xenia as a social institution based on exchange and reciprocity. Also Naiden (2006), though the discussion of literary evidence is rather meagre, and Appendix 1a is deficient.
62 For the latest discussion of this issue, see Currie (2013).
of self-consciously framing a relationship with Deinias and his community, as well as commemorating them.63 Consequently, this ambiguity also models the cognitive duality inherent in ritual subjectivity. The I-speaker’s physical contact with Aiakos himself may be thought to be ritually plausible, and in fact confirmatory, as the desired end result of worship at the shrine—thus providing the perfect paradigm for Aeginetan community worship of Aiakos, with the Pindaric voice understood as articulating communal togetherness. Yet any sense that the structure of Pindar’s text could ever offer unmediated physical contact with Aiakos himself is ritually desired but endlessly deferred: here the remoteness of the Pindaric poetic voice arbitrates. That both these options may be valid interpretations of the way the text frames engagement with Aiakos flags up the essential subjectivity of sacred vision that has elsewhere been seen to be expressed, in sculpture, through the representational multiplicities of other ritual reliefs.64

II.4 Architecture for Aiakos

To turn briefly now to the evidence for the topography and design of the Aiakeion itself, we may see these same tensions played out. In Pausanias’ account, note particularly the detail of the white stone used for the square enclosure walls of the Aiakeion, which would be particularly striking within the topography of the town given the highly conspicuous location of the shrine (ἐν ἐπιφανεστάτῳ and λευκῷ λίθῳ, Pausanias 2.29.6).65 Evidence assembled by Jorge

---

63 Cf. other poetic strategies in Aeginetan poetry figuring the relation between outsiders and Aiginetan citizens: e.g. the proxeny motif in Nem. 7 (for which Currie (2005) 340–3 and Fearn (2010b) 196–201). On heightened poetic self-consciousness in Nem. 8, cf., e.g., the claim by Nisetich (1989) 15: ‘Pindar’s feelings about poetry are more dramatically expressed in Nemeans 7 and 8 than anywhere else,’ though this refers to Pindar’s attitude towards Homer via the hoplôn krisis mythology.

64 Platt (2011) 46.

65 Pausanias’ language, figuring the importance and prestige of the location of the Aiakeion at least, echoes the epigraphic language of honorific decrees: ἐν τῷ ἐπιφανεστάτῳ τόπῳ is a common epigraphic formula denoting prestige and distinctiveness; Pausanias may have absorbed some technical language from the material-cultural environment of historical Greece that he has been surveying. Furthermore, this language of highly visible localities could originally also have been connected with the heightened language of the visual within the semiotics of epiphany: see Platt (2011) 134 on the Hellenistic artist Demophon honoured in Lykosoura, with SEG
Bravo and others points to the significance of the colour white in narratives of heroic epiphany, associated with the special radiance of heroes. Accordingly, the gleaming white radiance and prominent visibility of the Aeginetan Aiakeion are special ways of marking out Aiakos’ sacred space as replete with epiphanic potential.

On the other hand, this potential is simply that. Consider the following: the absence of Aiakos from Pausanias’ description of the envoys on the reliefs; that the altar in the shrine was, according to Pausanias, low to the ground as well as doubling as Aiakos’ tomb; that the shrine itself might have had particularly large as well as well-decorated walls (recall Pindar’s evocation εὐφρέκες ἀλσος at Olympian 13.109); and that the interior of the shrine also housed some ancient olive trees. The cumulative effect of these points suggest that access to the interior space, and to Aiakos himself, would, in fact, be delayed, or structurally deferred, by the architecture, design, and content of the sanctuary. Ritual contact with Aiakos might best be thought of as being mediated by the altar/tomb at the heart of the shrine. There does not necessarily need to have been any material depiction of Aiakos—whether in the form of a free-standing sculpture, or as part of the scenes on the reliefs—to have provided a point of contact. On 41.332 line 46; ἐπιφανέστατος is also used to figure gods and emperors in inscriptions.


67 By itself, usage of ἀλσος in the Olympian 13 allusion does not require the presence of trees.

68 Supplication could be achieved though physical contact with either an altar or a sculpture: Gould (1973) 77–8; Plut. Sol. 12.1 (Kylonian conspirators tied to the statue of Athena); Lys. 1.27 (hearth), with Todd (2007) 122–3 ad loc. Hero-cult and tombs: Antonaccio (1995); Ekroth (2002); Platt (2011), esp. 238: ‘[E]pic heroes inhabiting the daemonic sphere are closely tied to mortal experience through the marks they have left on the landscape itself, whether battlefields, heroa or . . . the relics of their actual bones. As the focus of hero cult, these physical traces provide a form of cognitive reliability that, like the relationship between gods and their images, exists in a mutually reinforcing relationship with epiphanic encounter.’ For vivid lyric presentation of the epiphanic appearance of heroes at tombs, cf. Achilles in Sim. 557 PMG (F 277 Poltera), [Long.] De subl. 15.7; Bravi in Bravi and Brunori (2010) 467; cf. Chapter 4 §I. Stroud (1998) 93 and Polinskaya (2013) 134–5 think of an actual statue of Aiakos which Nem. 8 is engaging with, but this is not necessary; cf. Steiner (2001) 264–5 (for which, see n. 53). The discussion in Ekroth (2010) of an early fourth-century Athenian relief (Paris, Louvre Ma 743) depicting Theseus being attended by two figures shows how the broad interpretability of such reliefs interacts with contextualization in the creation of the possibility of cultic experience; while, as a
their own terms, the reliefs of heroic delegations/groups of mortal worshippers coming to Aiakos frame ritual encounters with the interior of the sanctuary in preparatory ways that both celebrate and defer ritual efficacy.

II.5 The Aiakeion as a Lyric Model

The significance of the relation between Pindar’s poetic voice and poetic self-consciousness in this section of *Nemean* 8 now needs consideration. Tensions between proximity/exemplarity versus remoteness and detachment may also fit into a broader Pindaric agenda of compositional self-examination. Scholars are becoming increasingly sensitive to the diverse and elaborate ways in which Pindaric victory odes think about themselves. The temporalities of composition, performance, and reception, and questions about survivability through both reperformance and physical textualization have all become the target of analysis in important recent studies.\(^6^9\) An additional factor in *Nemean* 8 is the way in which the Aiakeion, with its ritually exemplificatory reliefs, might itself constitute a model of physical permanence for Pindar’s commemoration of a particular community—characterized by ritual devotion and athletic prowess—to set itself against, and test its own nature in relation to.\(^7^0\)

At the same time, the text raises serious questions about how ritual experience of Aiakos is to be understood, raising doubts about the real practicability of its ritual model. For the language here is not only ritually specific and mythologically and artistically allusive: it is also highly stylized and heavily figurative.\(^7^1\) Pindar and his chorus create a seemingly private dedication, this relief is very rare, it perhaps provides the best parallel for what the Aiakeion relief, at least in part, may have looked like; see also Klöckner (2010).


\(^7^0\) See in general Uhlig (2011), esp. 25–7.

\(^7^1\) A less sensitive or less nuanced perspective might say that Pindar’s poem is at least one remove from ritual experience of Aiakos; but that begs the question of what such experience itself might consist in, as a thing out there in the world to be discovered through Pindaric literary expression. This kind of articulation would underestimate the extent of the cognitive issues surrounding the relation between literature and religion. Cf., e.g., Feeney (2004) 18: “A weak way of dealing with the problems I have been sketching would be to say that different genres (epic, elegy, didactic, sculpture, and the different genres of ritual in their own right) have
sense in which the poem itself, and/or the performance of it, functions as a poetic version of an actual dedication, a material thing with an allure of its own (note ἄγαλμα, line 16). Yet the exotic headband is Lydian as a reference to the Lydian mode in which the musical accompaniment is played, and is adorned not with tangible embellishments, but with the echoing sounds of musical instruments (καναχηδά, line 15). There is an important sense in which the materialities of Aeginetan ritual practice are working here as the metaphorical vehicle for the commemorative aspects of Pindar’s poem.

The interrelation between poetic metaphor and evocations of ritual in this section of the poem invites serious consideration of how exactly to pin this poem down. What does it really say about, what view does it offer of, Aeginetan ritual? What claims are being made for the status and individuality of the victory ode as a poetic form via the complex use of the lyric ‘I’ and of the Aiakeion together here? Inseparable from the issue of contact—the question of literary referentiality—is once again the issue of desire, specifically in its relation to memorialization. Don Fowler expresses this factor particularly well:

We can only begin from the traces, the ruins and the monuments, but the stories they tell are our own. This is the paradox of the monument: designed as a summation of memory, an omega-point in which is concentrated all the meaning that a culture wishes to preserve, it can only function for the modern interpreter as a blank slaughterhouse wall on which to project the stories back, the starting-point not for memory but for desire. The point at which the lived reality of the imaginary falls into meaning in the symbolic order, the monument is simultaneously the spark that sets in train the modern reader’s hopeless but necessary desire to set off on a journey into that imaginary, mixing memory and desire in the dead land like Eliot’s cruellest April.

Distinctive ways of doing things that refract their objects—in our case, sacrifice—in different ways. But this approach would immediately lay itself open to the criticism that it leaves unexamined the idea that there is an object out there to be refracted in the first place, when in fact mediation and representation and encoding are operative all the way down, on both sides of what we represent as the fence between “life” and “literature”; cf. Leitao (2004), esp. 149. Again, there are basic questions about literary referentiality at stake in the ways we frame these issues.

72 See, e.g., Ford (2002) 120–1; Steiner (1993) 164–5. Steiner (2001) 262 talks of the relation between this imagery and the sculpted wreaths of victory statues, although I cannot agree that the relation is one of exact correspondence.

73 Fowler (2000a) 202; cf. also 211; cf. §1.2 with n. 34.
Questions about desire, access, and the interpretability of memoria-
ization are issues that Nemean 8 continues to figure and thematize.

II.6 Pindar and Ritual?

An additional factor here is the question of the boundaries of ritual. The use of material culture and Aeginetan ritual practice within this poem might, nevertheless, still be deemed subservient to Pindar’s broader poetic strategy, aimed at producing a sufficiently arresting and self-authorizingly distinctive vision of both poetic form and athletic commemoration. This interpretation has some value, but only up to a point. For it would seem crucial now to retain a sense of the extreme density of Pindar’s allusion to Aeginetan ritual practice and ritual art. Indeed, the extent to which this Pindaric ode—at least this section of it—is functionally and cognitively separable from the work that hymns perform is a significant issue.74 In the excerpts below, Platt sets out some important connections between hymnic texts and votive reliefs as alternative articulations of the ambiguities inherent in Greek religious culture:

Through word and image, hymns and reliefs both perform acts of remembering, which record and (re)activate epiphanic encounters located within the realm of mythical narrative, or the ritual experiences of listeners and viewers. In doing so, they help to structure their audience’s engagement with the sacred, presenting narratives or repre-
sentations of divine encounter within the spatial and temporal frames of religious activity that are designed to mirror, anticipate and shape encounter itself. . . .

What is striking about Greek hymns and votive reliefs is not the extent to which they subscribe to or reinforce dominant conventions about the nature and appearance of the gods, so much as their active exploration of the different ways in which the gods can be embodied, seen and represented. Each medium exhibits an interest in both the plurality and unrepresentability of divine eidos, employing poetic or

74 See esp. Platt (2011) 61, citing Bremer and Furley (2001), whose distinguishing feature of hymns, direct address to the gods with the ‘goal of incurring divine goodwill’ (i.3), functioning as ‘the verbally articulated complement to expressive action in religious worship’ (i.4), is insufficient to distinguish e.g. Pindaric paean from Pindaric victory odes in the terms of the present analysis. In fact Nem. 8 is terminologically focused in a way that collapses such distinctions: see ἐπικόμιος ὑμνός, line 50.
visual formulae that signal its potentially metamorphic and elusive nature. Thus while they function as guides to viewing the divine, framing and anticipating epiphanic encounter, hymns and reliefs also draw attention to the complexities and limitations of their representational systems.

This tendency towards ambiguity is due in part to the multifaceted nature of Greek religious culture—the result of a polytheistic system incorporating many different traditions, with a high degree of local variation. But it is also due to the cognitive dilemmas introduced by the theme of epiphany itself. In seeking reliability about the nature of the gods through narrative or representational devices of divine manifestation and its human apprehension, texts and images must also (to be convincing) acknowledge and communicate the elusive, ambiguous nature of such experiences. In this sense, ambiguity is a ‘strategic’ device unconsciously employed to maintain the system’s potency.75

This view of the creative ambiguities within Greek religious representation helps to open out some of the complexities of the relation between art, ritual, and poetic self-consciousness in Nemean 8. The poem does seem to have much in common with the hymnic texts assumed, since the Hellenistic period at least (perhaps under Platonic influence), to have had a more natural place within Greek religious expression.76 However, Pindar’s poem is rather more than simply a ‘guide to viewing the divine’, even when the added nuance of religious representational self-consciousness is factored in alongside the degree of semiotic complexity that comes with Platt’s way of thinking about hymns and religious reliefs. Nemean 8 is performing other work beyond self-consciously modelling Aeginetan ritual subjectivity, though that does now seem one striking aspect. It seems important to attempt to preserve a sense of poetic autonomy: this way the dynamics of text–context relations can be better appreciated. Yet the balance here is a very delicate one. If religion or ritual are essentialized as categories against which for different poetic forms to be played off, the risk of losing what is distinctive about the poetry and the specifics of the contexts it particularizes and celebrates is great. An account of Homeric hymns or Pindaric paeans, say—let alone Pindaric victory odes—as ritual scripts should be resisted, if that means that they become windows

75 Platt (2011) 74, 75.
onto something ulterior that is more ‘real’ somehow, rather than as distinct pieces of literature in their own right.77 Denis Feeney’s view of the interfaces between literature and religion is pertinent here:

The poets’ ways of talking about the gods were always multiple, and therefore always potentially in competition. There was no one frame of mind appropriate to the reception of all the varied forms of literature in which a Greek of the archaic or classical period might hear or talk about the divine...

If literature was always a fragmented field, literature’s overlap with non-literary contexts (themselves not categorisable under any one heading) is also problematic as far as one can go back in Greek literary history. There was no age of Kronos when literarity was not a problem, when belief in ‘art’ and belief in ‘religion’ cohered in a perfect mesh, when one frame of mind could carry you over from a non-literary context to a literary one and then back again...

Yet this organicism is open to serious objections. It is by no means clear that we may view any culture as ‘a historically constructed system of cognition which is coherent, all-encompassing and non-individual’. At a more fundamental level, even basic semiotics tells us that any experience, including religious experience, must be contextualised. Encountering a god in a temple is not the same as encountering a god in a book or a song.78

It might seem natural to suppose that the self-consciousness of this section of Nemean 8 is at least one remove from the ritual embeddedness of texts like Pindar’s Paeans, however complex they are in terms of their handling of such things as myth, community, and poetic voice. Yet those very poetic qualities unite and typify Pindaric individualism across genres, rendering the differences between genres, and differences in terms of points of contact with context in other ways, rather moot.79

For Nemean 8 and victory odes more generally, this may go to show how difficult it is to pin down and differentiate one genre of supposedly relatively secular texts from supposedly more directly

77 Cf. the useful recent discussion by Budelmann (2013) on Alcm. Parth. 1 and Pind. Pae. 9 in this respect.
79 Again, Budelmann (2013) for the complexities of Pind. Pae. 9 in terms of enactment, re-enactment, and mimeticism; also Feeney (2016) 223–4, esp. 224. For a very different take on the relation between victory odes and hymns, see Bremer (2008).
ritually oriented texts such as paeans. This is not surprising, given the fluidity of the concept of genre in a period before developed editorial strategies or formalist prescriptivism. The interrelation between poetic talent, audience expectations, and patrons’ wishes was probably the most important factor that shaped poetic form and an individual poem’s points of contact with cult practice and other key cultural identifiers. Moreover, genre, in any period, is in part best understood as being representational—or, at least for lyric, epideictic—not prescribed by context or by specific performance conditions. And the victory ode, at least in Pindar’s hands, is an incredibly assimilatory form, borrowing and recycling others’ poetic traditions, poetic voices, myths, cults, and social and cultural practices generally.

Yet there are also further issues and corollaries to consider. Partly the challenge is to adopt a position on ritual, or rather the boundaries of ritual, that does justice to the diversity of modes of expression and signification that constitute classical Greek religious experience. It is right to be suspicious—again, with Dennis Feeney—of New-Historicist holistic interpretations of Greek culture as insufficiently nuanced or flexible to do full justice to the autonomy and distinctiveness of individual modes of artistic expression. But it is noteworthy that the most significant exponent of a more sophisticated approach to the interface between ritual and Pindaric choral lyric poetry, in the application of Catherine Bell’s theory of ritualization, comes from the new-historicist perspective of Leslie Kurke, on Pindar’s Paean 6.

Alternatively, a new-historicist application of Bell’s model of ritualization need not be the only one available. For example, Mary Beard, in her discussion of the Roman triumph, argues powerfully that one positive reason for preferring ritualization over ritual is that it allows for narrow definitional problems to be transcended, because

---


of the perspectives of individual participants that constitute the difference between ritual and non-ritual practice.84 Further issues then present themselves if this approach is applied to the articulation of ritual experience in a Pindaric victory ode. What account, for instance, should be given of how such a poem colours any participants or performers as ritualizing ones? An answer will have to do with the dynamics of the presentation of the poetic voice as both present and yet remote.

Before returning again to Pindaric poetics, another perspective on the complexities of the relation between ritual and representation that were possible in this period may be considered. A comparative example from archaic Greece adds further insight into the potential density of the relation between representation and ritual with the poem under discussion. Pausanias discusses a fascinating dedication at Delphi by the citizens of Orneae:

"Ὀρνεάται δὲ οἱ ἐν τῇ Ἀργολίδι πολέμῳ σφᾶς Σικυωνίων πιεζόντων τῷ Ἀπόλλωνι εὐξαντο, εἰ ἀπόσαιντο ἐκ τῆς πατρίδος τῶν Σικυωνίων τὸν στρατὸν, πομπὴν τε ἐν Δελφοῖς αὐτῷ στελεῖν ὀσιμέραι καὶ ἱερεία θύσειν οίᾳ δή καὶ ὅσα ἁρμιθῶν. νικώσας τε δὴ μάχη τοὺς Σικυωνίους, καὶ ὡς σφισιν ἄρ ϊμερας πάσης ἀποδιδοῦσι τὰ κατὰ τὴν εὐχὴν δαπάνη τε ἣν μεγάλη καὶ μείζων ἐτο τοῦ ἀναλώματος ἡ ταλαιπωρία, οὕτω δὴ σόφισμα εὐρίσκουσιν ἀναθεῖναι τῷ θεῷ θυσίαν τε καὶ ιομπήν χαλκὰ ποιήματα.

The citizens of Orneae in the Argolid, when hard pressed in war by the Sicyonians, vowed to Apollo that if they should drive the Sicyonian army out of their homeland, they would arrange a daily procession in his honour at Delphi, and sacrifice victims of a certain kind and number to him. They did indeed conquer the Sicyonians in battle, but as they found the daily fulfilment of their vow to the god a great expense and still greater trouble, they devised the trick of dedicating to the god the sacrifice and procession in the form of bronze figures.

(Pausanias 10.18.5)

This passage reveals the extreme subtlety of archaic Greek dexterity with the relation between representational self-consciousness and ritual practice. Jaś Elsner offers the following reading of the passage, in a discussion of the relation between representation, imitation, and ritual in classical art:

The offering from the Orneatai had an identity with the ritual they had promised; not only did it represent the sacrifice and procession they had vowed, but—so far as the god was concerned—it was that sacrifice and procession... The bronzes from Orneae are not the same as a ‘real’ procession and sacrifice in material terms, but nevertheless are that ritual in the terms necessary to satisfy the god.

The implications of the offering from Orneae are formidable. Much ancient art is blandly labeled ‘votive’ in the handbooks. But if ‘votive’ in its antique context should evoke anything like what the bronzes of the Orneatai at Delphi suggest, then we must radically revise our sense of the power and significance of such offerings. They were not simply works of art, gifts, or tokens of exchange with the gods; they may have carried magical and dynamic religious properties—they may also have been charged ritual objects in their own right.85

And as a piece of religious expression from the sixth century BCE,86 this example from Delphi shows a degree of complexity in the relation between artistic representation and ritual practice that can be countenanced with alternative literary representations of ritual practice in Pindaric poetry, the communicational qualities of which may involve similar questions about both ritual orientation and artistic representation. Moreover, any theoretical perspective that omits factors of artistic individuality and autonomy in the relation between representation and ritual contact may not satisfy. This is particularly so if, in Feeney’s terms, once again, ‘in fact mediation and representation and encoding are operative all the way down, on both sides of what we represent as the fence between “life” and “literature”’.87 For the case of Nemean 8, this includes literature, genre, performance, and ritual practice, all held in a dynamic relation with one another.

A question raised by Jonathan Culler about the ritualistic nature of lyric, beyond any questions regarding the possibilities of its contextualizability, is also worth factoring in:

Insofar as lyrics offer not representations of speeches by fictional characters but memorable writing to be received, reactivated, and repeated by readers, they partake of what I have broadly called the ritualistic... For many of these lyrics it seems important that the reader

85 Elsner (2007) 43.
86 See, e.g., Hall (2007) 183 for a plausible sixth-century geopolitical context for this dedication.
be not just a listener or an audience but also a performer of lines—that he or she come to occupy, at least temporarily, the position of speaker and audibly or inaudibly voice the language of the poem, which can expand the possibilities of his or her discourse. How should one conceive of this ritualistic dimension of lyric and how does it relate to thematic and other generic qualities?88

It is worth taking seriously Pindar’s temporally transcendent evocation, through transmission, of a voice and a sense of context and of ritual practice. Pindaric lyric does not allow us to think of the peculiarities of classical Greek cultures of ritual and memorialization as organic or natural, but as things altogether more rich and fascinating.

II.7 Kleos and Subjectivity

Poetic kleos arbitrates on this dynamic in Pindar’s case: the commemorative drive of epinician poetry is all-embracing. The poetic kleos projected into the future by Pindaric epinician song preserves, in its celebratory mode, the traces of all the cultural practices, myths, and private and public achievements that it chooses to embrace within its ornate structures. And this includes representations of its own performability and potential for ritual engagement: prospectively projected at the moment of composition, enacted in performance, and retrospectively evoked by subsequent performers, audiences, or readers. The result is not, therefore, easily reducible to specific contextual functionality. Rather, it expresses creativity, and, indeed, is expressively useful for the articulation and understanding of ancient Greek subjectivity.

Pindaric victory odes can preserve a powerful tension between ritual engagement/enactment/commitment/absorption on the one hand, and disengagement/metaphor/representational self-consciousness on the other. There is something truly special about the way Pindar’s memorializing kleos in Nemean 8 might be said to both constitute and not constitute a ritual experience, within the broader fabric of this commemorative text. The poetic voice of Nemean 8 projects itself

through time and space in an extraordinary way, affecting performers, audiences, and readers both near and far. It is this communicative power that allows the question of the extent to which *Nemean* 8 was ever part of the ritual experience it seems to represent—Pindar writing in the world versus Pindar writing the world—to resonate: creatively, memorably, successfully.\(^89\)

The temporally and geographically transcendent and experientially reframeable success of Pindar’s evocation of Aeginetan cultural specificities can be accommodated within an account of the contingent nature of Pindar’s claims to knowledge and experience, in the general absence of established or widely accepted systems of knowledge beyond the creative attempts made by individuals, communities, artists, and poets to continuously express and project themselves, their ideas, and their values, in distinctive and original ways.\(^90\)

On these terms, increasing doubts about the sensitivity of historicist approaches to poetic texts may be evaded, in the assessment of the contribution of Pindaric poetry to the constructedness of the imaginative thought-worlds of classical Greece, as an enabler for further thinking about the diverse ways in which Greek cultural frames, including both poetic and visual ones, shaped subjective experience.\(^91\)

Pindaric poetry provides an excellent resource for thinking more deeply about the ways in which classical Greece could begin to come to terms with its immensely diverse social and cultural practices.

---

\(^{89}\) See Connolly (2004) 161, 168 for sensitive discussion of the oscillating relation between texts and the world, in relation to ritual. Moreover, if sacred space is itself ‘ritual practice and not simply where it happens’ (Straughn (2013) 167), then Pindar’s poetic ‘approach’ to the Aiakeion is itself already an extended aspect of that space, rather than being separable from it in any straightforward way.

\(^{90}\) See in particular Payne (2006), esp. 161–2, following Rorty (1989); cf. Fowler (1994); also Silk (1995) 128: ‘Contrast the world of early Greece, where the artist belongs, and the poet is accepted as intellectual and spiritual leader of the community: the world before the sophists began, and Plato completed, the first phase of dissociation.’

\(^{91}\) See Elsner (2007) xvii, following Bryson (1988) 91–2 on visuality. In the present context it might appear that the Elsner/Bryson formulation of visuality is too heavily indebted to the structuralist or anthropological paradigms that Payne (2006) resists. Yet it seems plausible that the concept of visuality (Bryson’s ‘screen of signs’) could be made to fit equally well within a pragmatist outlook of ongoing creative cultural self-invention, according to which that ‘screen’ could itself be reformulated as a contingent and necessarily fractured account of the multiplicity of ways in which individual pieces of poetry and art thematize issues of vision as ways of understanding the world. Cf. Geertz (1972) 28 (quoted by Elsner (1995) 87): ‘Yet because…subjectivity does not properly exist until it is…organised, art forms generate and regenerate that very subjectivity they pretend only to display.’
II.8 Ecphrasis, Deixis, Gesture

To attempt a conclusion about the poetic, aesthetic, and theological mechanisms through which Pindar is able to achieve this extraordinary end result in the encounter with Aiakos, it is worth noting points of contact between theories of ecphrasis, poetic deixis, and epiphany. As so often in Pindar, questions about meaning and reference with poetic utterance are directly associated with issues about the functioning of deixis—a factor here in the formulation ἄστων ὑπὲρ τῶνδα (‘on behalf of these citizens here’) of line 14 of this poem. Deixis is all about the understanding of the basic relation between poetic utterances and their contextualization.92

Deixis and ecphrasis, as literary phenomena, are both at root about different aspects of literary referentiality. See the suggestive remarks by Valentine Cunningham about why literary texts, throughout their history, have been fascinated by art and obsessed with ecphrasis:

Fundamentally, I suggest that thereeness is what’s in question. Writing is always tormented by the question of real presence, by challenges to knowability, by the problematics of truth and validity, the difficulty of being sure about what it might be pointing to outside of itself, by its deictic claims and desires, by what its grammar of pointing, its this and that and there might be indicating, by what if anything is actually made present to the reader when the text says, with Jesus at the Last Supper and the priest at the eucharistic table, Hoc est…, this is… The ekphrastic encounter seeks, I think, to resolve this ancient and continuing doubting by pointing at an allegedly touchable, fingerable, thisness. It lays claim to the absolute thereeness of an aesthetic object, the thereeness writing is (rightly) so doubtful about, and seeks to corral that evident (or claimed) empirical, real, truthfulness for itself and its own doings. It wants the real presence of the made object to rub off, as it were, on its own proceedings.93

92 See, e.g., Felson (2004a) 253 and the range of discussions in Felson (2004b); Danielewicz (1990). However, the extent to which we may be able to come to a definitive view of whether the deixis of lines 13–14 can be understood straightforwardly as ocular deixis as opposed to, say, fictional deixis is itself at issue. Here, as elsewhere in Pindar, the extreme complexity of the relation between imagined context and historical circumstances of performance needs to be factored in; compare the further discussion of Agócs (2012) for important insights here; also Nagy (1994–5).

It is fascinating that, in his articulation of literary texts’ obsessions with verifiability and presence, and their use of ecphrastic encounters to resolve doubts about their own status, Cunningham focuses on the interrelation between deixis and ecphrasis. If these insights are built into the Pindaric mechanisms under discussion, it becomes more natural to feel that evocations of material culture are at home in Pindaric victory odes, rather than being the enemy within. Pindar’s usage of deictic expressions particularly associated with the representation of poetic and compositional self-consciousness is now recognized as a special hallmark of his poetic voice.94 And Pindar’s subtle evocations of and attitudes to art and the monuments of contemporary material culture—termed ‘ecphrastic gestures’ here95—are part of the same general way that Pindaric victory odes are precisely about the extent to which the world of things can be accessed through performance/reperformance/song/text.96 Victory odes are thematizers of enactment.

A broader sense of how haptics, deixis, and specifically lyric mechanisms (including, in particular, frequent use of apostrophe) go hand in hand, as it were, can be shown through further insights from scholars of English literature on the extraordinary capabilities of lyric poetry. In particular, consider the work of Jonathan Culler on Keats’s poem ‘This Living Hand’:

We know too little about apostrophes to assert what actually happens when an apostrophe succeeds, but this poem, whose deictics—‘This living hand, now warm . . .’, ‘see, here it is’—give it the special temporality of apostrophic lyrics, is a daring and successful example of the attempt to produce in fiction an event by replacing a temporal presence and absence with an apostrophic presence and absence . . . The poem predicts [the] mystification [sc. the slippage between imagined and real time], dares us to resist it, and shows that its power is irresistible. It knows its apotropaic time and the indirectly invoked presence to be a fiction and says so but enforces it as event. ‘See, here it is, I hold it towards you.’ This is the kind of effect the lyric seeks, one whose successes should be celebrated and explained.97

95 In part expanding an undeveloped point from Goldhill (1994) 205.
96 Cf. Chapter 1 §1 with n. 28.
The coy ways in which Pindar gestures towards material culture but generally refuses fuller ecphrastic articulations of it are tied up with how Pindaric lyric negotiates presence and absence, proximity and transcendence, in the creation of a sense of subjectivity for the consumers of his poems. This, above all, seems to be what makes Pindar such a powerful, yet slippery, cultural icon. If there is a lyric function here—if the question of what Pindaric lyric actually does to achieve its long-lived and successful ability to stay with its consumers is delved into more deeply—it can be located in the ways Pindaric lyric involves its consumers in the play of the text and in the reconstruction of context on the back of such immersive experience of its lyric games though the creative play of the imagination. Here lyric subjectivity goes hand in hand with the nods towards the visuality of contemporary art that Pindaric lyric incorporates within itself, as a vehicle for framing the cultural and aesthetic subject in the ancient Greek world.

The methodological beginnings of this chapter can now be recapitulated, with Roland Barthes’s fascinating discussions in S/Z, and the sense in which such ‘writerly’ texts enjoin their consumers to engage in the desiring quest for mastery over meaning. Additionally, the usefulness of the concept of gesture can be considered through engagement with Barthes’s later work, where the concept features as an extension of his earlier thinking concerning ‘reality effects’. See the following discussion, as a useful point of entry to Barthes’s thinking:

‘What is a gesture?’ asks Barthes. ‘Something like the surplus of an action. The action is transitive, it seeks only to provoke an object, a result; the gesture is the indeterminate and inexhaustible total of reasons, pulsions, indolences which surround the action with an atmosphere.’ Is gesture a kind of communication? Perhaps, but in what we might call a weak sense of the term. In linking gesture to notions of indeterminacy and inexhaustibility, Barthes wishes to, in turn, avoid linking gesture initially to a

and now, the moment of reading, the moment of responding to the text’s plea, invitation or exhortation. It casts a mimetic spell that attempts to present the reality and sincerity of the speaker’s plea, yet simultaneously shows its artificiality. To identify in some fashion with the speaker, we have to live out the fiction and remain in a perpetual moment of possibility.’ See also Culler (2015) 211–43 more generally on lyric apostrophe, and for further discussion, Chapter 3 on Pythian 1.

98 Barthes (1974) (French orig. 1970); cf. §1.3.
99 Many thanks to Mark Payne for putting me onto late Barthes on gesture.
notion of communication whereby meaning is isolatable as a one-directional—perhaps also one-dimensional?—relation... [A]rt's materials are, in fact, a huge part of its gestural quality, the materials as a glimpse, or even manifestation, of the rawness, the primality, of art. Again, for Barthes, this 'return' to the materials of art is not so much a move toward aestheticism as it is precisely a move toward the dislocation of meaning, an opening of possibility. 100

This articulation of the semiotic possibilities opened up by Barthes's view of artistic gesturing provides an opportunity to further explore, in a positive way, the perceived coyness of the Pindaric attitude to a real world of material things. It invites deeper consideration of how the Pindaric attitude is bound up with questions of accessibility and indeterminacy, opening up a panorama of interpretative possibilities for audiences and readers of Pindaric poetry to situate themselves in in response.

Use of the concept of dislocation of meaning here may recall the Russian Formalist theory of defamiliarization, which has been put to important use in recent work on classical and Hellenistic Greek poetics, in the interrelation between close reading of poetic language and broader social and cultural frames. 101 The advantage of thinking with Barthes on gesture rather than with defamiliarization—despite its many other attractions as a way in to thinking about the special ways in which poetic language can absorb the attention of its consumers—is that, with Pindaric ecphrastic gesturing, there is not even the sense that, in all cases, Pindaric attitudes do shed new light for readers or audiences onto worlds of things that they are already familiar with. For it cannot be assumed that audiences removed in time and space from imaginable contexts of first performance or initial reception would necessarily have any firm ideas about the specific monuments, or religious, cultural, or social practices, to which Pindar is gesturing. If thinking about gesturing in these terms opens up a world of possibilities without predetermining the semiotics of subsequent encounters with Pindaric lyric, then so much the better, for a fuller and richer sense of the ways in which Pindaric lyric, in its own inimitable fashion, provides a very playful 'screen of signs' through which consumers of Pindaric poetry can encounter and understand: one which, in the present case, allows for

a diversity of reactions to and a diversity of knowledge about Aeginetan material culture and religious practice. In addition, this approach to Pindaric ecphrastic gesturing rescues the concept of ecphrasis from an account of archaic and classical poetics according to which the authors in this period might not generally have had a fully realized or articulated attitude to the world of material things.\textsuperscript{102}

II.9 The Epiphanic Voice

Finally, epiphany may be brought back into the relation between \textit{deixis} and ecphrasis, through consideration of the epiphanic potential of the voice of Pindar’s own poem.\textsuperscript{103} A useful point of departure is Andrew Ford’s view of the epiphanic qualities of the traditional poetic voices of Homer and Hesiod:

\textit{Thespis aoidê} . . . is our access to a past in which every detail has the right, by the mere fact of having existed, to be mentioned, to be heard again on earth. The poetry of the past, to be adequate to that enormous past, must be a fluent, continuous voicing that goes beyond the speech of any other powerful speaker. The poet’s ‘divine human voice’ is not an oxymoron or ventriloquism but an epiphany: divine knowledge appears in sound and presents to human senses a world not otherwise apparent. This sound, the body of the poet’s voice, is the substance of the heroic world in all its presence; in it the human account of the past and the divine perspective upon it, as far as they can, appear together on earth.\textsuperscript{104}

Pindar’s own poetic voice is heavily dependent upon both Homer and Hesiod for its authority and rationale—not only for its access to and presentation of heroic myths, but also for Pindar’s ability authoritatively to highlight, preserve, and potentially authenticate an enormously diverse knowledge of and access to cultural traditions, as well as a vast variety of rhetorical and didactic perspectives on them.\textsuperscript{105}

\textsuperscript{102} See, for instance, Bruss (2010), who, despite his hedgy title, does conclude by talking about ‘fits and starts’: ‘aborted impulses and shy intimations toward ecphrasis’ (403). Pindar is neither abortive nor particularly shy, but coy, savvy, nuanced: exploratory.

\textsuperscript{103} By this I mean rather more than Pindar’s so-called ‘bardic first person’ (for which, see Lefkowitz (1991) 6–7; Currie (2013)).


\textsuperscript{105} For an overview, see, e.g., Carey (1995); see also, e.g., Carey (2007) 199–200 on Homeric authority in Pind. Isthm. 3/4.36–45. More work remains to be done on the
Pindar’s voice speaks from the void, seemingly unmediated. Yet, at the same time, it is only able to find its voice through the text’s ultimate point of delivery, ‘realized anew at the point of reception’,\(^{106}\) whether originally via Aeginetan choral performance, or through the course of its subsequent reception history.\(^{107}\) This voice certainly lacks the elaborate foregrounding of relations with the Muses familiar from Homer and Hesiod.\(^{108}\) Yet it gains its distinctive force through the multiplicitous potential of its address, and here its qualities can be particularized in lyric terms. The best current accounts of the lyric voice emphasize most particularly how lyric poetry sets up questions about the interpretability of its own modes of address.\(^{109}\)

If both the performative ‘potential energy’ of Pindar’s poetic voice and the sense that his lyric voice is able to break through to its


\(^{106}\) To appropriate Martindale (1993) 17 on textual meaning. See also the suggestive comments in Martindale (1993) 29–34 (‘Recovering Dialogue’).

\(^{107}\) Again, see D’Alessio (1994), esp. 117: ‘[T]he image of the \textit{persona loquens} is the result of a complex construction whose understanding involves the comprehension of the particular communicative strategy chosen each time by the poet. He is an authoritative voice speaking to and/or on behalf of a community to which he may or may not belong.’ This is cited, within a broader discussion of D’Alessio’s important formulations of the first person in Pindar, and of the \textit{ἀοίδιμος προφάτας} of \textit{Pæ.} 6, at Kurke (2005) 88 n. 25. The present discussion of \textit{Nem.} 8 investigates the way the ritual framing of the encomiastic function of this poem explores, rather self-consciously, the contours of this sense of community-belonging, as well as access to the heroic world through ritual and song.


\(^{109}\) See in particular Culler (2015) 8, and ch. 5, esp. 199–200: “Directness” seems a primary value for many scholars of Greek literature, who frequently emphasize that the archaic lyric was addressed to its audience as part of a public ceremony… The existing corpus, though, certainly challenges the idea that the Greek lyric is characteristically framed as direct address to the audience that would have heard it… Even Pindar, maker of ceremonious odes, whose public victory odes have the undeniable social function of assembling a community around its champions, almost never addresses the citizens of the city of the victor… This surprising failure of Pindar’s odes to address the audiences makes one wonder whether there may have been, unbeknownst to us, some generic rule against addressing the citizens, since otherwise it would seem such an obvious thing to do in odes of this sort. Is it to facilitate reperformance in a wide variety of contexts that the odist declines to address a specific audience?”
consumers with a seemingly unmediated directness are taken seriously in the case of *Nemean* 8, the endlessly reperformable ‘I’ of Pindar’s text may replay the sense of deferral and desire inherent in epiphanic ritual experience at Aiakos’ shrine. This adds one further dimension to the way in which evocation of experience of Aiakos at his shrine is firmly enmeshed within this poem’s concern with questions about accessibility and desire.

Indeed, there may be an epiphanic quality to the way Pindar’s poem foregrounds its own self-fulfillingly authoritative I-speaker. The I-speaker conjures up from the void this ritual vista, and this sense of direct contact with the hero Aiakos, as well as allowing it to be recycled through time and space as unique and memorable testimony to the victor’s achievements as well as his cultural surroundings. *Nemean* 8 provides a self-consciously celebratory model for epiphanic encounters with Aiakos as potentially direct and unmediated, while at the same time flagging up the remoteness of that same prospect of direct contact. This is relatable to the victory ode as poetic form here in *Nemean* 8 through the quasi-athletic quality of the evocation or modelling of wreath dedication in lines 14–16, which allows a further degree of specification to the question of accessibility, or indeed restriction of access. Not all audiences or readers are or can be victors, but Pindar is at least projecting a sense of what it might be like to be one.

The cognitive complexity of ritual experience of hero-cult is being paraded for the Aeginetan patron and audiences, as well as being aesthetically rearticulated and remodelled in terms of temporal and contextual access to the original events, individuals, and culture being commemorated in this victory ode. Representational complexity, ritual subjectivity, and poetic self-consciousness are all highlighted through the commemorative thrust of Pindaric *kleos*. Pindar’s poem is able to endlessly present and re-present a vision of Aegina, which celebrates its culture both generally and specifically. A major mechanism in this construction of a vision is the poem’s negotiation with the artistic and theological efficacy of the Aiakeion shrine, and with the shrine’s connection with both athletic celebration and supplication.\(^\text{110}\)

\(^{110}\) And then asylum-seeking, for which, see in particular Plut. *Dem.* 28; Polinskaya (2013) 154–5, with our Pind *Nem.* 8.13, along with Σ Pind. *Nem.* 5.17b (iii.91–2 Dr) and Isocr. 9.14 for *hiketeia* of Aiakos in the myth of the drought; Sinn (1993); Schlesinger (1933). The reuse of *Nemean* 8’s combination of supplication and haptics
III. ATTITUDES, VISIONS, MATERIALITIES

Nemean 8 is perhaps best known for three reasons: the poem’s rehabilitation of Ajax in lines 21–34;¹¹¹ the figuring of epinician poetry as a stone monument in lines 46–8;¹¹² and the closing claim about the mythical prehistory of encomiastic poetry in lines 50–1.¹¹³ How does the remainder of the poem, including these aspects, further develop questions of access and desire set up in the opening parts?

A particular feature of the poem as a whole, and not just in the encounter with Aiakos, is its systematic use of haptic diction. Use of ἅπτομαι and cognates is heavily marked. In addition to ἅπτομαι in line 14, we have ἅπτεται in line 22, ἐφαπτοίμαν in line 36, and προσάψω in line 37. By itself, this build-up is particularly noteworthy.¹¹⁴ Taken together with the poem’s wider use of the language of vision and bodily gestures, it may indeed be the poem’s most distinctive feature.¹¹⁵

by Sophocles in his dramatization of the motifs in Ajax (ἱκέτης ἐφαψαι πατρός, line 1172, Teucer to Eurysakes) realizes precisely this point about the success of Pindar’s evocations to transcend any original contextual specification—in this case allowing their reframeability within a rather different Athenian discourse of heroic myth and cult. For broader use of Pindar in Soph. Ajax, see Hubbard (2000); Ajax and lyric in general: Nooter (2012) ch. 1.

¹¹⁴ In fact, Nemean 8 accounts for four out of a total of eighteen instances across the six cognate verbs in Pindar; in only two other poems is there a higher frequency than scattered examples, with two instances each (Ol. 9 and Pyth. 3): ἅπτομαι, Ol. 3.43; Pyth. 3.29, 10.28; Nem. 4.3, 8.14 and 22; Isthm. 3/4.30; ἐφάπτω, Ol. 1.86, 9.12 and 60; Pyth. 8.60 (for the context of which, see the Coda to this chapter), 9.11; Nem. 8.36, 9.47; περάπτω, Pyth. 3.52; προσάπτω, Nem. 8.37; συνάπτω, Pyth. 4.247; συνεφάπτομαι, Ol. 10.97. The example of Ol. 9.12 (οὕτω χαμαιπετέων λόγων ἐφάψεαι, ‘you will lay hold of words that will not fall to the ground’) is interpreted by Pavlou (2008) 544 as a sign of Pindaric occasion limitation: ‘hitting the mark’ as the specification of an original contextual directedness of Pindaric praise as against the generalizability and lack of specific applicability of an Archilochus. The thrust of the present argument, however, is to see in Pindaric haptics a negotiation, for audiences, between the specific and the general, and there is no reason to orient Ol. 9.12 towards a reading bound in by occasional specification.
¹¹⁵ Bury 155 ad loc. 37 draws attention to the close proximity of ἐφαπτοίμαν, 36, and προσάψω, 37, but discusses them within a rather loose articulation of the poem’s engagement with medical imagery (cf. 147–9). It is possible that medical imagery features in this poem, particularly as a vehicle for the discussion of consolation, memory, and loss (with notable analogues with the language and themes of Pyth. 3,
This final section will, then, explore the visual and haptic poetics of *Nemean* 8 as the principal mechanism through which Pindar explores big questions of contact or accessibility, in four different aspects. First, encomiastic and heroic temporalities and the accessibility of the realm of heroic myth via poetic language. Second, access to Aeginetan contextualization in the family circumstances of the victor. Third, the prospects for credible memorialization of the victor, his father, and their island’s culture. Fourth, the contribution of these issues in highlighting the nature of lyric discourse itself.

III.1 Haptics, Gesture, Epic Rhetoric

In lines 19 and following Pindar turns directly to praise as a topic for discussion. The problem of envy and the difficulty of the encomiastic task are made explicit. Here are lines 19–23:

> ἵσταμαι δὴ ποσσὶ κούφοις, ἀμπνέων τε πρὶν τι φάμεν.
> πολλὰ γὰρ πολλὰ λέλεκται, νεαρὰ δ᾽ ἐξευ-ρόντα δόμεν βασάνῳ
> ἐς ἐλεγχων, ἄπας κύδυνος· ὅφον δὲ λόγοι φθονεροῖσιν,
> ἀπτεται δ᾽ ἐσλῶν ἄει, χειρόνεσσαι δ᾽ ὅν κρίει.
> κεῖνος καὶ Τελαμώνος δάψεν νῖόν,
> φασγάνῳ ἀμφικυλίσαις.

I stand on light feet, drawing breath before uttering any word. Many things have been spoken in many ways; and to find new things to put to the touchstone for testing is entirely a risk. Words are a delicious especially towards the end of *Nem. 8*). But these usages can be more fully integrated into the poem’s broader interest in bigger questions about lyric poetry’s ability to grant access to a world of things beyond its own confines. For the soothing and ‘quasi-physical’ effect of poetry in Pindar, see Harriott (1969) 123–4 on the collocation of θέλξαν and ἁπτόμεναι at *Nem.* 4.1–5; cf. Willcock (1995) 94–5 on lines 1–8; Willcock (1982) 3–4, 5–6.

116 In some important respects this discussion will also prefigure some of the issues addressed in detail in Chapter 3 concerning the relation between myth and history in *Pythian* 1.

117 As discussed in Miller (1982), developing Bundy (1962) 40. In what follows, I will not, however, be offering a Bundyist analysis, and will also be seeking to challenge Miller’s suggestion (119) that the poem can also be interpreted as ‘a kind of dramatic monologue’. In §§I and II we have already seen that there are major problems with configuring the Pindaric lyric persona as a stable phenomenon, and additional factors will be considered here. Cf. also n. 15.
delicacy for the envious, and envy grabs at the successful—though it has no quarrel with lesser men. Envy it was that devoured the son of Telamon even, rolling him around on his sword.

First, language and envy. The language of touching features prominently here, in ways that link in clearly with what has gone before, as discussed in Section II, but also in ways that are new and markedly different in tone and effect. First, language is a ‘delicious delicacy’ for the envious, line 21. Envy itself then becomes metaphorically alive as the subject of the same haptic verb, ἁπεταί (‘grabs at’, line 22) that figured the I-speaker’s contact with Aiakos in line 14. The haptics that previously figured a relation between devotion to hero-cult and praise are now perverted. As Greg Nagy shows, the language is now, at least in part, grotesquely animalistic. The dining metaphor set off by ὄψον, and carried through by ἁπεταί, culminates in δάψεν. Envy as consumer becomes no mere human luxuriating in extravagance—perhaps like a victor relishing his success, we might be drawn to imagine—but is implicitly figured, and transformed into, a wild beast or specifically a dog. ‘In effect, then, the language of praise poetry presents the language of unjustified blame as parallel to the eating of heroes’ corpses by dogs.’

118 ‘Attacks’: Miller (1982) 115; ‘fastens on’: Race (Loeb), though the vividly and specifically haptic sense should be retained, following Homeric precedent; see further Nagy (1979) 225–6, discussed below in note 119, whose translation, ‘grabs at’, along with ‘devoured’ for δάψεν (line 23) I follow.

119 Nagy (1979) 225–6 misses the initial force of ὄψον: not simply ‘meat’. ὄψον, as the cooked accessories to base αἵτος, comes to be an ideologically charged space and potential marker of luxury and extravagance (Davidson (1997) 20–6, with, esp., Pl. Rep. 2.372a–e). While in Athens ὄψον particularly denoted fish, and whether or not Pindar’s Aeginetans were similarly obsessed with fish-eating (as an extensively sea-faring people this seems highly likely), the point of Pindar’s usage here is to emphasize the ghastliness of the disparity between the high-end food on offer (ideologically freighted in close conjunction with ἐσλῶν, line 22) and the nature of the creature that figuratively desires it. Cf. Most (2003) 139, according to which the present passage is one among a number of Pindaric examples that tell us that envy is not entirely unwelcome as a companion to success, but rather a ‘perverted, ugly but indispensable ally’; Sanders (2014) 39.

120 Nagy (1979) 226, with dining parallels for ἁπεταί from Hom. Od. 4.60 and 10.379, and, of a predatory dog using its teeth, Il. 8.339 (simile figuring Hector’s dogged assault); for δάψεν of animals, Hom. Il. 23.182 (Achilles’ preference for Patroclus’ body to be devoured by fire rather than dogs), cf. 22.339 (κατα-). See also Nagy (1979) and 224–6 for other images of gluttonous consumption: Bacch. 3.67–8; Pind. Pyth. 2.55–6; cf. Philippides (2009) 12–13; Brown (2006); cf. Chapter 4 §II.1.
Pindaric metaphor is, however, capable of sustaining more than one interpretation at once. Michael Silk also shows how the destructive sense of δάψεν redevelops the Iliadic imagery of weapons, culminating in the debased physicality of Ajax’s demise, φασγάνῳ ἀμφικυλίσαις (‘rolling him around on his sword’, line 23):

δάψεν is unspecific... ‘Destroyed’, though, like what? Like fire (πυρὶ δαπτέ μεν Il. 23.183? Like animals (λύκοι... ἔλαφον... δάπτουσιν Il. 16.159)? In fact, as φασγάνῳ irresistibly suggests (especially as the syntax of the noun is momentarily equivocal), like a stabbing weapon: δορὺ... ὁ τοιχρὸ δάψει (Il. 13.831). And the complementary link: stab of envy leads to suicidal stab: the causal sequence is enforced strongly—and, along with it, the subtle notion of this self-destructive envy chasing its own tail (the choice of the idiomatic turn of phrase by which ‘envy’ is subject of ἀμφικυλίσαις is felicitous in the extreme); and at the end of it all, the actual stroke of the suicide itself is conveyed, thanks to the energizing force of δάψεν, with a dramatic power.121

The imagery of both food consumption and violent weaponry operates here, given Silk’s valuable observation about the syntactical juxtaposition of δάψεν and φασγάνῳ. In context, both interpretations are highly appropriate, as Nagy and Silk show in their different ways.

Within the broader thrust of Nemean 8, the haptic imagery here redirects negatively the positive possibilities opened up by the earlier interest in contact with the world of myth. The structuring of both access to and the text’s attitude to Ajax’s demise via Pindaric haptics provides a vivid immediacy. Yet this is a different way of figuring the access to the heroic from that offered earlier in the myth of Zeus and Aegina and the gesturing towards Aiakos and the Aiakeion.

The vividness of Pindar’s choice of haptic metaphors continues throughout this section of the poem. First there are the wrestling metaphors used for Ajax’s death. Most explicit is φόνῳ πάλαισεν, ‘wrestled with a gory demise’, line 27, an expression that suits Ajax’s nature as a wrestler in the epic tradition122 and also his status as an Aeginetan athletic exemplar. The expression may also invite retrospective (re)interpretation as wrestling metaphor of the expression φασγάνῳ ἀμφικυλίσαις in line 23. The physicality of the phrase figuring Ajax’s claimed oblivion that was the result of his defeat in the

---

hoplòn krisis, λάθα κατέχει ἐν λυγρῷ νείκει, ‘held down by oblivion in grievous conflict’, lines 24–5, may also be interpreted in haptic terms, given that ἐν λυγρῷ νείκει is not only appropriate to wrestling but may also follow Homeric characterization of wrestling as itself ‘grievous’ (παλαισμοσύνης ἄλγεινής, Iliad 23.701).

Beyond such wrestling imagery, haptic/gestural metaphor is also detectable in the text’s attitude towards lies and deception in the moral to draw from Ajax’s undeserved defeat and death. The triumph of deception in receiving rewards it does not deserve is so figured in line 25: μέγιστον δ’ αἰόλῳ ψεύδει γέρας ἀντέταται, ‘the greatest privilege is extended to shifty lies’. This is mirrored and picked up in lines 32–4, which close this section of the poem:

έχθρα δ’ ἄρα πάρφασις ἢν καὶ πάλαι,
αἰμύλων μύθων ὀμόφοροις,
δολοφραδὴς, κακοποιῶν ὀνειδοῖς.
ἀ τὸ μὲν λαμπρὸν βιάται,
τῶν δ’ ἀφάντων κύδος ἀντείνει σαθρόν.

But hostile persuasion existed long ago too, wily words’ travel companion: contriver of deception, evil-doing disgrace. It violates the illustrious, but extends to the obscure a glory that is rotten.

Ring-compositional use here of ἀνατείνω, literally ‘stretch up / out’, the language of gesturing, of stretching out the hands, is another perversion via metaphor of physical actions elsewhere understood positively in Pindar, including, in this case, prayer.123 Here, ultimately, kleos and the transmission of renown are marked as fundamentally gestural. In context this again marks a point of continuity with, but also marked reversal of, the language of haptics and gesture associated with the heroic and the divine in the earlier stages of the poem.

Before we move on to Pindar’s interest in haptics, vision, and temporalities in the final triad of the poem, we need to consider more deeply the lyric rationale behind this articulation of Ajax, his demise, and its causes and consequences. In particular, we need to account for the peculiar intensity of the language through which the myth is articulated.

123 Of hands: Pind. Ol. 7.65; esp. Isthm. 6.41, within Aiakid myth, Heracles’ prayer to Zeus (following Homer closely: Uhlig (2011) 98); also used in Pindar of lifting one’s head (the baby Heracles, Nem. 1.43); and of hoisting sails (Nem. 5.51). The two examples in Nem. 8 are the only fully figurative uses in Pindar.
Pindar’s use of gestural and haptic metaphors in this section is a sign of two things. First, the heavily figurative expressions here foreground the self-aware literary opulence of lyric that is essential to its identity as a special kind of poetic form. Second, and more particularly, such figurative language is the outward sign of a deeper and more allusive way in which Pindaric lyric is able here to reconfigure the relation between past and present through its special temporal status. The insistence of Pindaric haptics and gesturing here is a specially foregrounded articulation, the promotion of a sense of a deeply felt attitude towards the events of the heroic world. The lyric voice, through the force of its figuratively expressive diction, gets bound up in, and draws us into, the world of epic characterization and epic rhetoric.

This whole section is bookended by a focus on the rhetorical articulation, via the language of gesture, of a very strongly felt attitude towards honours and heroic renown. The double usage of the language of gesture with ἀνατείνω in both lines 25 and 34 connects two fundamental Iliadic concepts. γέρας (‘privilege’) and κῦδος (‘renown’, relatable to κλέος) come together to shape that poem via the experiences and attitudes of its principal character, Achilles, and attitudes of others to him. The disgusted attitude of the voice of Nemean 8.25–6 to the Danaans’ offering of privileges to lies in awarding the arms of Achilles to Odysseus is a replay of, and grants us a kind of access to, the ulterior Iliadic disgust of Achilles at his own treatment by those same Danaans. The first expression, μέγιστον δ’ αἴολω ψεύδει γέρας ἀντέταται, turns around, replays, and extends the Iliadic Achilles’ hostile attitude towards being robbed of his γέρας. In particular, it reconfigures the connection that Achilles makes in his great speech in Iliad 9 between being deprived of his prize and being deceived.

124 See esp. Culler (2008) 205: ‘Lyric is the foregrounding of language, in its material dimensions, and thus both embodies and attracts interest in language and languages—in the forms, shapes, and rhythms of discourse.’
125 νῦν δ’ ἐπει ἐκ χειρῶν γέρας ἐλετο καὶ μ’ ἀπάτησεν, ‘and now he [Agamemnon] has taken my prize from my hands, and deceived me’, II. 9.344. On Achilles’ rejection of verbal deceit, at least in part targeted at Odysseus, see Taplin (1992) 68–72; cf. II. 9.375. We might also note that the metaphorical conjunction of deception and force in πάρφασις . . . το μὲν λαμπρὸν βιάται, lines 32–4, itself finds Homeric precedent, with Pindar recasting the projection by Menelaus of what might subsequently be claimed of him in his dealings with Antilochus in the funeral games, II. 23.575–8: μὴ ποτέ τις εἰπησιν Ἀχαιῶν χαλκοχιτώνων· | Ἀντιλόχον ψεύδεσσι βιασάμενος Μενελάος | οἰχεσται ἱππον ἀγών, ὅτι οἱ πολλὶ χείρονες ἔσαιν | ἱπποι, αὐτὸς δὲ κρείσσων ἀρετῇ τε βίη τε. Cf.
The latter expression, κῦδος ἀντεῖνει, refers back to and reconfigures the overall structuring of the narrative of the Iliad in Zeus’ conferral of glory to either side through the Iliad’s own gestural metaphor of ὀρέγνυμι, ‘stretch out [of hands]’; hence ‘bestow’.\textsuperscript{126}

Furthermore, the collocation of κῦδος and σαθρόν, ‘a glory that is rotten’, also flips around and extends the Iliadic and specifically Achillean concept of κλέος ἀφθιτον, ‘glory that will not wither’ (Iliad 9.413). The tradition and transmission of a negative view of Ajax in favour of Odysseus, which Pindar is constructing, paradoxically and cleverly reconfigures the relation between withering and decay. The result is not to deprive Odysseus of κλέος at all, but continually to preserve an underserving fame marked by rot as a figure of moral degeneracy rather than degeneration into oblivion.\textsuperscript{127} Pindar is not, of course, able to deny the ongoing κλέος of Odysseus, but is able to flag the paradoxical and contrary nature of epic κλέος.\textsuperscript{128}

Within this haptic structuring of lines 25–34, the attitude implied by the language of lines 28–32 is pertinent:

\begin{verbatim}
ἡ μᾶν ἀνόμοια γε δάοισιν ἐν θερμῷ χρόϊ
ἐλκεα ῥήξαν σελεμιζόμενοι

ὑπ’ ἀλεξιμβρότῳ
λόγχᾳ, τὰ μὲν ἄμφε Αχϊλεϊ νεοκτόνῳ,
ἀλλ’ ἐν πολυφθόροις ἁμέραις.
\end{verbatim}

In fact, unequal were the wounds that they tore into the warm flesh of foes with succouring spears when driven back, over Achilles newly slain, and in other struggles in those murderous days.

This defence of Ajax’s honour and setting of the record straight in favour of his heroic valour are, in their rhetorical configurations,
again alignable to pre-existing Iliadic rhetorical structures, and to one in particular. Again, we are drawn towards the Achilles of Iliad 9, and his own indignation at his treatment by Agamemnon, especially lines 321–7. The phrase ‘bloody days’ there in line 326, ἠματα δ’ αἰματόεντα διέπρησσον πολεμίζων, ‘and passed through bloody days in battle’ is picked up by Pindar with ἐν πολυφθόροις ἁμέραις, ‘in those murderous days’. Again, Pindar fleetingly puts us in contact with the Homeric Achilles, conjuring up the rhetorical tone of his rejection of Odysseus and the other Danaans via a nod towards a uniquely Achillean metaphor.129 The speaker’s attitude towards time past reconfigures Achilles’ attitude towards his own previous days on the battlefield, as a way of expressing Ajax’s successive prowess subsequent to Achilles’ own death. This cross-temporal merging adds further depth to the nature of the speaking voice and its point of view in this entire section.

The framing of this whole section of Nemean 8 sets it up as a deeper engagement with Homeric language, rhetoric, and thematics, and indeed the deeper structures of epic’s control of fame. Pindaric lyric here implicitly, yet boldly manipulates Homeric structures of thought and language and offers its own reconfigurations. Pindar has been somewhat deceptive in his own way, of course. For the more we are absorbed by the depth of his indebtedness, the less likely we are ultimately to succumb to a straight reading of the doubts the text raises about novelty and originality as the first entry point to the Ajax myth, in lines 19–21.130 Moreover, we may, of course, transfer these concerns about the nature of epic κλέος onto Pindar’s own memorializing interests.

The figurative personification of the abstraction that performs this perverted act of gesturing, namely ἐχθρὰ πάρφασις, ‘hostile persuasion’, presents the attitude of a speaker against an enemy foe, shaping that voice as a semi-mythological protagonist, an upholder of correct standards in the face of their subversion by a bitter enemy across time. The attack on πάρφασις in lines 33–4, αἰμώλων μύθων ὀμόφοιτος,

130 Nem. 8 approaches the relation between lyric, Homer, and deception a little less explicitly than in Nem. 7.20–3 (where, of course, Homer is discussed), but no less significantly for an understanding of the deeper themes and ideas being explored in the present poem.
δολοφραδής, κακοποιόν ὄνειδος, ‘wily words’ travel companion, con-triver of deception, evil-doing disgrace’, is expressed here in the nominative. Yet it has the ring of those Homeric expressions, often but not always uttered in the vocative, by means of which epic characters pile abuse on foes or objects of opprobrium.131 Parallels might include Achilles’ attacks on Agamemnon in Iliad 1, particularly οἶνοβαρές, κυνὸς ὃμματ’ ἔχων, κραδήν δ’ ἐλάφοιο (‘drunkard, with a dogs eyes, but a fawn’s heart’, Iliad 1.225), or Diomedes’ attack on Paris, τοξότα λωβητήρ, κέραι ἀγλαέ παρθενοπίτα (‘archer wretch, with lovely locks, ogler of young girls’, Iliad 11.385). Other egregious examples would include Melanthius’ attack on Eumaeus and Odysseus together, πὴ δὴ τόνδε μολοβρόν ἄγεις, ἀμέγαρτε συβότα, | πτωχὸν ἀνηρὸν, δαιτῶν ἀπολυμαντήρα, (‘where, miserable swineherd, are you taking this this greedy guts, this irksome beggar, ruiner of feasts’, Odyssey 17.219–20), and Helen’s stark self-characterization at Iliad 6.344, δὰ εἰμι ἐμεῖο κυνὸς κακομιχάνοο κρυοέσσης (‘brother-in-law of me, bitch, evil-scheming, chilling’).132

The very use of πάρφασις is itself indebted to the epic as well as Hesiodic tradition. The most obvious example is in the Dios Apatê, where πάρφασις features in the list of abstracts which Hera has at her disposal from Aphrodite’s girdle, at Iliad 14.216–17:

ἔνθ’ ἐν μὲν φιλότης, ἐν δ’ ἴμερος, ἐν δ’ δαιστύς πάρφασις, ἦ τ’ ἐκλειψε νόον πύκα περ φρονεόντων.

In it are sex, desire, and sweet talk—persuasion, which steals the wits even of the sound of mind.

Elsewhere in the Iliad and Odyssey, though, παρφάσθαι is used neutrally as a marker of practical persuasion.133 In Hesiod’s Theogony the participle form παραφάμενος is associated with the positive ideal of

131 Pindar perhaps might be thought to be aping the Homeric ‘expansion aesthetic’ (cf. Martin (1989) ch. 5, with reference to Achilles specifically) in appropriating such phraseology. If the rhetorical prowess of the Iliadic Achilles is, at least in part, a figure for the poetically expansive competitiveness of Homeric poetry, Pindar’s appropriation of epic heroic subjectivity is itself a subtle and highly sophisticated example of poetic self-fashioning, positioning, and authority. Cf. Uhlig (2011) 93–100.

132 Notable as both self-directed and as appropriating for herself an adjective, κρυοέσσης, elsewhere used of war, Iliad 9.64, cf. 9.2, 5.740: Helen figures herself as war’s embodiment. See also, e.g., Priam’s abuse of his remaining sons at Il. 24.253–64, esp. 253 and 261–2.

133 Hom. Il. 12.249; Od. 2.189; Od. 16.286–7 = 19.5–6 (subterfuge against the suitors).
just moral authority: a marker of winning argument in μαλακοῖσι παραφάμενοι ἐπέκεισιν, ‘persuading with words of blandishment’, as part of the ideal of kingship (Theogony 90). Other forms are used elsewhere in the Iliad as an expression of positive dealings between people.134 Here in Nemean 8, however, as elsewhere in Pindar, the usage marks insincerity and lies.135 This discrepancy of signification highlights broader issues of interpretation that this section of Nemean 8 generates. How is Pindar able to disavow the positive aspects of πάρφασις handed down by the tradition? And how is he able to sustain this view of the starkly deceptive qualities of representation, yet carry on in an enterprise itself marked by a strong sense of its own representational and potentially deceptive qualities? How is he able, indeed, to be so confident with the denigratory association between rhetoric and Odysseus given the continued existence of the Odyssey?136 What of the sense in which Odysseus’ own style of rhetoric is itself very much like that of Pindar’s own poetics?137 The view offered in this chapter of how Pindar’s poetic self-consciousness engages with questions about literary referentiality, and the relation between truth, deception, credibility, and pleasure hopefully helps to shed new light on this issue. The issue of poetic communication is recast as one which projects, and figures within itself, the potential energy of vastly diverse receptions and revivifications of Pindar’s lyric voice. Different possibilities for contextual understanding and encomiastic specification are thus opened up across time, not closed down. As Olympian 1.33–4 itself tells us, ἁμέραι δ’ ἐπίλοιποι | μάρτυρες σοφώταται, ‘days to come are the wisest witnesses’.

To specify a sense for a word we depend on context. Yet one of the peculiarities of Nemean 8, as an example of lyric’s wider epideictic

134 Hom. Il. 11.793 =15.404; 24.771–2 (Helen on ‘Hector’s fatal kindness’: Taplin (1992) 115–20, esp. 120).
135 Elsewhere in Pindar, all of insincerity or lies: παρφάμενεν, Ol. 7.66 (of forsweearing oaths) and Pyth. 9.43 (Apollo’s teasing speech); παρφαιμένα, Nem. 5.32 (Hippolyta’s false rape narrative, itself notably marked as ποιητόν, ‘constructed’ via extended materialist metaphor: see Chapter 1 §II.2).
136 No one, for instance, is going to attempt to claim with any seriousness that the Aeginetans, on the evidence of Nemeans 7 or 8, rejected either the Odyssey or the wider epic cycle—again, lyric assertions are typically hyperbolic. As we have already seen, however rotten Odyssean κλέος is, it is allowed to continue nonetheless.
137 Cf., e.g., Pind. Nem. 7.20–3 on Homer’s deceptive charms (esp. σοφία δὲ κλέπτει παράγοισα μύθοις, 23); cf. Chapter 1 §II.2 with Pind. Ol. 1.28–34.
complexity, is the way that its speaking voice is very difficult to stabilize and contextualize. It makes both bold and general claims about the mythological tradition and the treatment of Ajax, while at the same time implicitly figuring itself as a biased protagonist within that tradition. We might see this, in fact, in the ambivalent potential of ἐχθραπάφασις. The phrase may be a quasi-formulaic generalized marker of enmity as the essential property of persuasion. But we may then also be drawn to consider the adjective as a negative particularization of a more generally neutral concept that is otherwise acceptable or indeed praiseworthy: an attitude, a partis pris, a focalization. The adjective ἐχθρά invites interpretation and demands contextualization (who is speaking here, and how?), but immediate solutions are not forthcoming. The genius of Pindaric lyric here is to turn in on itself and refer back to its own lyric authority and heritage as the only firm context available.

The cross-temporally negative force of πάρφασις is emphasized though this mechanism of access granted to particularly heightened forms of epic rhetoric. What seems most important is that the granting of such access is what shapes a sense of Pindar’s own lyric voice(s) as ever-present, a figure for lyric longevity and endless recontextualization.

Pindar’s association here of rhetoric and deception is a strong provocation, inviting consumers of the lyric ‘I’ to try on its claims. The subtle magnanimity of Pindaric poetics here is to allow us to see that persuasion is rooted in subjectivity and dependent upon perspective: that whether we ultimately believe such hyperbolic interventions in the mythological tradition is up to us. Yet it is the absorbing quality of these interventions, their own lyric πάρφασις, that makes their claims unforgettable, paradoxically both despite and by virtue of their lack of ultimately objective credibility.

The nature of the claims about πάρφασις work hand in hand with, and are picked up by, the poem’s closing claim about the prehistory of encomiastic poetry. The claim of line 32 that hostile persuasion

139 Cf. Detienne (1996) 79–87 for Pindaric unease about the relation between speech and reality, with Nem. 8 as an example. Rather than a matter of ‘unease’, Pindaric poetics finds the relation empowering and constitutive of its epinician powers.
Yes indeed, hymns of celebration existed long ago, even before the strife between Adrastos and the Cadmeians.

The lines that end this poem leave the claim hanging, providing no further assistance for interpretation, let alone verification. In his most extended discussion of this passage, Nagy states that “The built-in conceit of Pindaric choral lyric poetry, that its praise collapses the distinction between heroes of the past and men of the here and now, accentuates the occasionality of his medium.”

Rather than accentuating the occasional, however, this hyperbolic claim to knowledge, this claim to be able to access the mythological past in some way, fits in with the broader boundary-crossing exemplarity of the lyric voice of this text. It is verbal immediacy, shaped by haptics, by gesturing, and by epic narrative and characterization, that provides the backup to this final challenge.

Pindar’s lyric referentiality steers us towards the epic tradition and the voices and attitudes of both epic characters and the Homeric narrator, all reconfigured. There is, it now appears, no prospect of a positive outcome for a view of the lyric voice in Pindar, from Nemean 8 at least, according to which it can be adequately explained as any one coherent thing. This, in particular, is where the analogy drawn so often between epinician lyric and oratory seems to miss the mark: Nemean 8 is neither a ‘dramatic monologue’ nor a consistent or coherent rhetorical argument. It is a poem, and its contours are constantly shifting, constantly reconfiguring the positionality—both literary and social—of its speaking voice.

Seemingly free to move in and out of context with abandon, and to access the realms of myth, the heroic, and objective truth ulterior to mortals, it leaves us flailing in its wake, enjoying what we can understand from these extraordinary poetic exploits. The potential of

---

the Pindaric lyric voice to transcend boundaries—including, as we will see, mortal ones—provides audiences and readers with an ultimate paradigm. But it is one that, however much we may desire to, we may never ultimately be able to match. The lyric ‘I’ is ever-present, charged with a reperformative energy, given voice by any consumer of the text, whether poet, victor, performer, audience member, or reader.143 Pindar here makes a final self-authorizing statement about lyric articulations of accessibility, referentiality, and temporality, and its own deceptive-cum-magical claims to be able to break through otherwise unbreachable boundaries.144 And Pindar leaves us in a state of desiring—wanting more.

The enjoyment of experiencing the poetic qualities of lyric is to be absorbed into an extraordinary space predicated on creative play with subjectivity and positionality, while at the same time being constantly made aware of the artificiality of that space. In this sense, it should perhaps not surprise that this view coheres quite well with that offered by art historians on the functionality of ritual reliefs, as discussed earlier in Section II.2, and that Pindar’s evocation of the Aiakeion in *Nemean* 8 through ecphrastic gesturing is part of the same lyric phenomenon.

**III.2 Past and Future, Monumentality and Memorialization**

At the start of the final triad the poem changes direction again, and reverses the negative rhetoric of deception, shame and reproach in the

---

143 This view stands against much contemporary discussion of the personal voice in Pindar and other archaic lyric poetry (cf., e.g., D’Alessio (1994), or Currie (2013)). Yet I find it truer to the poetic qualities of Pindaric lyric (cf., again, Schmid (1998)), and more in tune with broader comparative thinking about the distinctive qualities of lyric poetry. Cf. Barchiesi (2007) 150, in a discussion of Horace (and cf. Barchiesi (2000)), cited by Culler (2015) 120: ‘Lyric can tentatively (transhistorically) be defined as a *first person utterance whose performative conditions are reconstructed by a “re-performing” reader*, who typically positions himself somewhere in a continuum whose extremes are a generic voice and some individual idea of the author’; Payne (2007a) 8; also Culler (2015) 294–5. Cf. n. 4.

144 Cf. Ford (2002) 142 on *Nem*. 8.50–1: ‘A singer’s history of song enhanced the occasion by giving the ephemeral event an anchor in past greatness and positing future repetitions.’
paradigm of Ajax. The text now responds to the earlier gestural and haptic language with more haptic diction, spun positively:

35 εἴη μή ποτέ μοι τοιούτων ἢθος,
Ζεῦ πάτερ, ἀλλὰ κελεύθοις
ἀπλάεις ζωᾶς ἐφαπτοῖμαν, θανὼν ὡς παισὶ κλέος
μὴ τὸ δύσφαμον προσάψω. χρυσὸν ἐνχοῦ-
tαι, πεδίον δ’ ἐτεροὶ
ἀπέραντον, ἐγὼ δ’ ἀστοῖς ἀδὼν καὶ χθονὶ γυνὰ καλύψαι,
aἰνέων αἰνητά, μομφὰν δ’ ἐπισπείρων ἀλιπτροῖς.

May I never have such a nature, Father Zeus, but may I stick to the simple paths of life, so that in death I may not fasten onto my children a fame of ill repute. Some pray for gold, others for land without limits, yet I pray to find favour with townsfolk until I cover my limbs with earth, praising things praiseworthy and casting blame on the wicked.

(Nemean 8.35–9)

Scholars have generally read these lines as the biographical-cum-rhetorical fictional presentation of a coherent and authoritative praise persona identifiable with Pindar/the poet, while the lines are also occasionally seen as especially appropriate to the circumstances of the victor. Within the present discussion, we should note the continuation of the haptic diction in both ἐφαπτοῖμαν, ‘stick to’ and προσάψω, ‘fasten onto’, in consecutive lines. Furthermore, ἢθος (‘nature’) is highlighted, which, rather than marking the biographical, retrospectively confirms the poem’s focus on attitudes and point of view.

Here haptics are brought in as a way of figuring attempted control over morality and fortunes (stickling to the path of the simple life), over what the future may hold in store, and over fame. κλέος, the ultimate guarantor of lyric’s power to be ever-present, itself now gets drawn into the haptic language of accessibility, as something objectifiable and physically attachable onto others, as with κῦδος in line 34. Who speaks these lines, as we have seen, has caused some difficulty. A third possibility might even be added to the victor/poet

---


146 A wish that picks up the desire not to wander off course projected in line 4 discussed earlier in §1.2, but is similarly unspecific and unparticularized.
question: the victor’s father—especially given the language of sons which might make sense in the context of the relationship between Deinias and Megas, and of the reference to death.\textsuperscript{147} As a supplement to the victor/poet issue, this is not intended as a solution, but as one further symptom to highlight the tendency of the Pindaric voice to evade attempts to pin it down coherently. The ultimate arbiters to judge who speaks these lines, or simply to enjoy them, are the consumers of Pindar’s language through time and space. The scholarly desire to pin Pindar down is entirely understandable, but worth contextualizing within that wider appeal of lyric’s peculiar communicational prowess.

The passing references to death and burial in lines 36 and 38 (\textit{θανών; χθόνι γνῶα καλύψαι}) set up a further coup as the poem draws to its own close, with lines 42–5. These lines reward close scrutiny:

\begin{quote}
χρεῖαι δὲ παντοῖαι φίλων ἀν-
δρῶν· τὰ μὲν ἀμφὶ πόνοις
ὑπερώτατα, μαστεύει δὲ καὶ τέρψις ἐν ὁμοιοίς θέσθαι
πιστῶν. ὦ Μέγα, τὸ δ’ ἀντίς τειν ψυχὰν κομίζαι
οὗ μοι δυνατῶν κενεών δ’ ἐλπίδων χαῖνον τέλος.
\end{quote}

The needs of friends are manifold; and while the greatest urgency comes in duress, pleasure too strives to set before the eyes what is trustworthy. O Megas, bringing you back to life / is not possible for me—that is a conceited goal of aspirations lacking substance.

Discussion here focuses on the following aspects: the life and death of Megas; positionality of the lyric voice; contextualizability and access; sight, truth, and credibility.

First, we are presented with a gnomic truth claim about friends in need. These are generalizable, but are they also particularizable in reference to the circumstances of Deinias? Second, we receive a statement about vision and credibility, set against general toils unspecified. We then move straight to the apostrophe of (the deceased) Megas; the impossibility of bringing him back to life.

First, friends in need have varied concerns, and especially so in moments of exertion or difficulty, τὰ μὲν ἀμφὶ πόνοις: exertions associated encomiastically in Pindar with athletic achievements requiring praise, or conversely, with other difficulties which athletic

\textsuperscript{147} Not to mention Aeginetan epinician poetry’s specific fascination with what I termed ‘supplementary victors’: Fearn (2010b).
achievements and the recompense of Pindaric poetry can dispel.\textsuperscript{148} Generalizable, clearly: but specifiably directed at Deinias? As yet, the poem has not revealed that Deinias’ father is dead, of course. So lines 42–3 are a tease—seemingly generic and possibly even banal, yet with potential to signify something more specific. Once we hear that Megas is indeed dead, the needs may be specified as the desire of Deinias that his father still be alive—as long as we understand that we perform this act of interpretation out of our own desire to add specificity to, and create a context for, Pindar’s lyric claims. The ‘needs’ of line 42 then correspond to the desire of lines 4–5 as discussed earlier in Section I. Again, Pindar is naturally drawing us to particularize while making us wonder about our limitations in attempting to do so.

Desire is then reconfigured explicitly as a visual and aesthetic issue: \( \muα\sigma\tau\epsilon\upsilon\varepsilon\, \delta\varepsilon\, \kappa\alpha\, \tau\epsilon\rho\phi\omega\, \epsilon\nu\, \omicron\mu\mu\mu\alpha\sigma\iota\, \theta\varepsilon\sigma\theta\alpha\iota\, \pi\iota\sigma\tau\omicron\omicron\omicron, \) ‘pleasure too strives to set before the eyes what is trustworthy’. This expression balances pleasure against the unspecified troubles or exertions previously declared, and also implies a tension between the contextual specificity of encomiastic lyric, tied to the needs and requirements of individual victors, times, and spaces, and the aesthetic requirements of a wider focus. Aesthetic appeal may strive for credibility, but may not necessarily achieve it. \( \muα\sigma\tau\epsilon\upsilon\varepsilon\, \delta\varepsilon\, \kappa\alpha\, \tau\epsilon\rho\phi\omega, \) ‘pleasure too strives’, adds a sense of detachment and distance, a move away from the intensity of personal circumstance gestured towards with \( \tau\alpha\, \mu\epsilon\nu\, \alpha\mu\mu\iota\, \pi\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\iota\sigma\iota\omicron. \) The aesthetic requirements of lyric, as both a contextual and contextually transcendent form, reframe the particularity of desire, and draw attention to the broader relation between pleasure, credibility, and ultimately, truth that Pindaric poetry itself foregrounds. Pindaric authority is asserted and ultimately guaranteed through aesthetic effects, but the relation between persuasion, lyric aesthetics, and truth is far from straightforward—as the Ajax paradigm already showed. Indeed, Pindar generates lyric authority here by raising the very issue of the relation between aesthetics and truth, via vision. It is the pleasure of the striving that seems to matter, rather than the achievability of some ulterior objectivity. Pindar again provides a basis for a pragmatic, constructivist picture of truth, grounded in the perspectives and subjectivities of audiences and readers whose

\textsuperscript{148} e.g. \textit{Ol.} 11.4; \textit{Nem.} 4.1–3, following Hes. \textit{Theog.} 55; Carey (1995) 88–9.
responses are already in part prefigured in the self-portrayal of the lyric ‘I’.  

Truth and credibility are taken further in the lines that follow. Immediately after the word πιστόν, ‘the credible’ at the start of line 44, Pindar moves on to apostrophize Megas, whom we already know as Deinias’ father from line 16. The poem artfully manipulates knowledge (or lack of knowledge) of context once more: when they hear Megas being addressed, do audiences or readers know whether he is dead or not? Those who do not know the Aeginetan context, or indeed the particulars of the family situation, might assume that Megas is alive, only for the words that follow to shift their views. We realize, of course, that Megas is indeed dead only from the words following the unexpected apostrophe: τὸ δ’ ἀδύτοις τεαν ψυχὰν κομίξαι, ‘bringing you back to life’, yet ought to be surprised by the turn of phrase. Megas’ death is confirmed with a carefully ordered syntax that holds up the extraordinary, indeed unbelievable, idea that Pindar might be bringing Megas back from beyond the grave through some act of spectral conjuring. This is, of course, unbelievable and extraordinary, not πιστόν. But at the same time, Pindar’s apostrophe ὦ Μέγα, ‘O Megas’, through its very being, might be thought to presume, or even perform, that exhumation, or at least make redundant the boundary between life and death. This is the power of the lyric apostrophe: momentarily to disrupt notions of the temporal other than the ‘now’ of lyric time; to create a sense of an event, while at the same time denying that very possibility through the artfulness of the conceit so articulated; to (re-)enact a sense of desire and control. The end of the stanza mid-sentence, serves as a cliffhanger. This is

149  See again §I.3 with n. 37 and §II.7 with n. 90, with Payne (2006); Fowler (1994).
150  Parallels for this scenario might be the summoning of Echo to reach beyond the grave to the victor’s father in Hades at Ol. 14.20–4; or the (disastrous) abilities of Asclepius at Pyth. 3.55–7, which the present example may be drawing upon. Cf. Bury 147–9 for (a somewhat overstated and anachronistic) discussion of medical imagery in Nem. 8. See also Steiner (2001) 148 for discussion of Nem. 4.89–90, where the victor’s deceased grandfather Euphanes is projected as singing in Hades in celebration of another dead relative.
151  Cf. Culler (2015) 215–16: ‘[T]o apostrophize is to will a state of affairs, to attempt to bring into being by asking inanimate objects to bend themselves to your desire—as if apostrophe, with all its rhetorical fragility, embodied an atavistic casting of spells on the world.’ Also Culler (2015) 187. In many respects, the momentary conjuring up of Megas here has affinities with the contact with the hero Aiakos earlier. Cf. also §II.8, with Culler’s discussion of Keats’s ‘This Living Hand’.
another lyric tease, a perfect coming-together of lyric form and sense, with the negative predicate deferred into the first line of the final epode in line 45: οὐ μοι δυνατόν, is not possible for me’. Pindar even seemingly jokes that the expectation—which the poem had itself raised by crossing the strophic boundary in this way—was itself a pointless hope (for whom? Pindar himself? Deinias?): κενεάν δ’ ἐλπίδων χαῦνον τέλος, ‘a conceited goal of aspirations lacking substance’, the impossible dream.152 It was, of course, a pointless aim, once we get to line 45, and its reassertion of the credible. Yet the lyric artifice of the entire sentence offered—at least momentarily—the alternative possibility. The tensions between life and death and between the credible and the incredible involve a degree of self-consciousness about the nature of memorialization itself. What exactly is memorialization; what are its boundaries, its limits?

This issue is pursued further in Pindar’s next move, which is explicitly to mix together verbal and visual memorializations through the celebratory ‘stone of the Muses’ that can easily be erected, lines 46–8:

σεῦ δὲ πάτρα Χαριάδας τ’ ἐλαφρόν 
ὑπερεῖσαι λίθον
Μοισαϊῶν ἐκατὶ ποδῶν εὐωνύμων 
δίς δὴ δυνών.

But for your homeland and for the Chariadai it is light work to erect a stone of the Muses, in honour of two twice-famous pairs of feet.

Deborah Steiner interprets as follows:

Pindar erects a lithos by way of musical sêma for the dead Megas and his still-living son… Statues, funerary and honorific both, supply a particularly ready source of paradigms and foils as eulogists set about this task of creating parallel and kindred “sites” for the propagation of glory.153

I build on Steiner’s reading, by contextualizing lines 46–8 within the broader lyric structures of the poem, and by exploring more deeply the exact nature of the claim made by the speaker here.

It is easy to get carried along by the claim of these lines, but if they are investigated more closely, they become more interesting,

152 With χαῦνον here perhaps a marker of lyric’s negative potential to produce overindulgent expectations on the back of praise.

and perhaps less convincing. If we accept that Pindar’s poem now becomes that ‘stone monument of the Muses’, then we automatically accept the conceit of Pindaric metaphor and its flagrant deconstruction of the difference between material and poetic forms of commemoration. Pindar here has replaced one incredible impossibility (the resurrection of Megas), flagged as a pointless aspiration in the previous line, with something of his own the credibility of which is heavily reliant on the boldness of the metaphorical assertion. The text constructs its own monumentalization, but in a subjective way entirely dependent on its own consumption by audiences or readers. Moreover, the monumental metaphor now introduced pushes further the sight metaphor used in lines 43–4 to figure the issue of credibility. No one is going to be able to see Megas back from the dead, but by the same token no one is going to see, literally at any rate, any such stone monument created by Pindar.154 In fact, Pindar takes further the ekphrastic gesturing of Nemean 8 discussed earlier in Section II.8, with a paradoxical application of it to his own poetics. He gestures towards monumentality, but only as part of a poetic conceit according to which readers and audiences enjoy precisely not being able to envisage any such physical thing.155 Here if anywhere we can feel a poet deeply immersed in a world of material monuments, and able to enjoy the rich poetic possibilities offered. What we enjoy now is the striving to see, in full knowledge that we have no prospect of seeing anything, and enjoying acceptance that Pindar’s claim is not itself literally credible. The gnomic assertion of lines 44–5, made about vision, rather than aural κλέος—μαστεύει δὲ καὶ τέρψις ἐν ὀμμασίθεσθαι πιστόν, ‘pleasure too strives to set before the eyes what is trustworthy’—is now cashed in in full.

Audience enjoyment of striving after the credible is manipulated in the self-consciousness of two assertions in particular made by the

154 Here compare Steiner (2001) 148–9, her reading of the related passage at Nem. 4.79–81 where Pindar raises a stela whiter than Parian stone on the victor Kallikles’ behalf. Steiner claims that ‘[t]he efficacy of this poetic monument, and its superiority to the marble grave marker on which the conceit draws, depend precisely on the creation of a work that not only has still greater visible radiance than the physical artifact, but also possesses the voice that the fashioned stone necessarily lacks’. Steiner here is lured to read Pindar’s imagery literally, and is unable to account for the oddity and indeed impossibility of Pindar’s work literally to claim any visible radiance whatsoever.

155 Pindar is thus doing rather more here than simply claiming the superiority of poetry over sculpture, as claimed, for instance, by Svenbro (1976) 191.
lyric voice. First, the word used to mark the erection of the monument, ὑπερεῖσαι, literally ‘prop up / push up from underneath’, is another haptic usage, figuring the process of monumentalization / memorialization as very much a hands-on activity. We enjoy the conceit in the literal absence of any visible bodily activity. Second, we might wonder about the choice of phraseology together with the use of ἐλαφρόν in ἐλαφρόν | ὑπερεῖσαι λίθον, ‘light work to erect a stone’, lines 46–7. This expression can clearly be unpacked as figuring the suitability of Deinias and Megas as subjects for epinician memorialization. Yet the metaphorical expression is worth investigating more deeply. The materialist expression, along with the use of ἐλαφρόν, has a fascinating literary pedigree that refers back to Homer once more. And recognition of an evocation of Homer here invites further reappraisal of two issues already discussed in detail: not only the positionality of the lyric voice, but also lyric temporalities.

The particular phrasing of the claim that it is easy to lift a stone draws on, and rewrites, a particular trope of Homeric discourse. It borrows from the Iliad those occasional moments in the heroic fighting where the great figures of myth are able to wield stones and rocks that would be impossible for men of the current era. In particular, note Hector at Iliad 12.445–50 in the culmination of the Teichomachia:

"Ἁκτωρ δ’ ἀρσάξας λάαν φέρεν, ὃς ῥά πυλάων ἑστῆκε πρόσθε, πρωμόν παχύς, αὐτάρ ὑπέρθεν ὁὔς ἐγὼ τὸν δ’ οὐ κε δύ’ ἀνέρ δύμου ἀρίστω ῥηϊδίως ἐπ’ ἀμαξάν ἀπ’ οὐδεσ ὀχλίσειαν οἶοι νόν βροτοί ἐλε’ πο δὲ μιν ράε πάλλε καὶ οἶος τὸν οἰ ἐλαφρὸν ἔθηκε Κρόνου πάις ἀγκυλομήτεω.

Hector picked up and carried a stone that stood before the gates, thick at the base, and sharp at the top. Two men, the best in a community, could not have easily levered it onto a wagon from the ground, such as mortals are now; but he brandished it, easily, all by himself; the son of Kronos of the crooked counsels made it light for him.157

The question of memorialization and monumentality with Nemean 8 is implicitly connected with the shifting nature of the lyric voice. This

156 Σ Pind. Nem. 8.79a (iii.148 Dr) glosses the verb with ἀναστηρίζειαι and ἰδρύσαι. At Nem. 4.81 θέμεν is used.

157 For discussion of this passage in the context of Iliad 12, a section of the poem particularly concerned with distance and perspective, see Clay (1999) 47–60; other
voice now appears able to make its claim about the ease of monumentalization by aligning itself with and indeed aping the abilities of Homeric heroes. Homeric resonance draws us to consider the poetic voice afresh, by drawing us not only to see the heroic conceit, but also to consider a further self-consciousness within it, concerning time and epic distance. The Homeric expression that accompanies these rock-lifting heroic feats, ὁ δὲ νῦν βροτὰ εἰς ἵπποι, ‘such as mortals are now’, famously exposes the gulf in time between the world of heroes and the receiving world of ‘now’. The lyric voice claims to collapse that difference by raising the possibility that we ourselves can access its worlds for ourselves. Nemean 8 has already provided us with a sense (at least) of accessing Aiakos. Its voice then modulated itself and provoked audience responses by immersing itself within the rhetoric and attitudes of Homeric heroism, allowing us to try on for ourselves heroic attitudes from mythological time, especially via the immediacy of Pindaric haptics. So now the poem, by evoking both a world of material culture and a world of epic heroic physicality, invites us to consider the ability of the lyric voice to transcend the mortal boundaries of time and physical ability established by epic.

We then need to ask what this contributes for the memorializing prospects of this poem. Pindaric memorializing authority is generated out of an implicit sense that its poetics is predicated on a voice which is itself capable of being understood as heroic, able to claim that it can accomplish in poetic ways things that otherwise test the bounds of ordinary mortality and credibility. The subtle lyric dramatization of this well-known Homeric narrative trope invites the further consideration that the objects of Pindaric commemoration/monumentalization are themselves, in a sense, heroic: exemplary, but also potentially remote and inaccessible except through particular poetic, or indeed sculptural, means. The poem invites these thoughts about commemoration and time by connecting the monumentalizing gesture with the self-conscious temporalities of Homeric epic, and thus becomes, once more, creatively self-conscious about its own referentiality and temporality. It invites its consumers to test what, if anything, they know examples: Diomedes, Hom. Il. 5.302–4; Ajax, Il. 12.378–83; Aeneas, Il. 20.285–7. For an important discussion of references to material objections within the memorializing obsessions of Homeric epic, see Grethlein (2008); also Griffin (1980) 1–49.

about the victor, his family, and his homeland against the things about them that we are granted access to by Pindar. It raises the broader question of precisely what memorializing encomiastic poetry can do—to what extent are its claims credible or at least testable; how much about the victor and his circumstances can it in fact memorialize, and how? And it also invites scrutiny, once again, of the question of the relation between sculpture and poetry as forms of memorialization.

The deeper claim being made here about the self-consciousness of the encomiastic voice supplements a straight reading of the lines according to which the poet is stating the poetic and monumental commemorative suitability of its laudandi in an Aeginetan context. The foregrounding of the mechanisms through which Pindar creates this sense of the contextual invites scrutiny of the stakes involved in actually accessing it, musing on lyric referentiality and contextualizability. The poetic aesthetics of such foregrounding is essential to the openness of Pindaric poetics to its own consumption both in and out of context.

The visual focus of lines 43–4, picked up again in lines 46–8, ties in thematically with the bigger issues raised by Nemean 8’s attention to questions of accessibility. Especially important are two aspects in particular. First, the use of vision and desire in the religious experience of Aiakos as a means of conceptualizing the encomiastic project, the question of Aeginetan religious contextualizability and intelligibility, and the nature of the lyric speaker. Second, the way that the poem begins by relating sight and desire in the opening few lines. This visual focus is a sign of the significance of attitudes towards the visual as a lyric mechanism. As discussed throughout this book, this is a rejoinder to those who read Pindar as either hostile to the world of art and material culture, or implicitly competitive with or

---

159 Gorgias in the Encomium of Helen takes the issue of the relation between τέρψις and πίστις, and poetic language, a stage further: see Hel. 5, where Gorgias also juxtaposes the terms, but emphasizes that τέρψις and πίστις may work to mutually exclusive ends. By claiming there that aesthetic pleasure need not have anything to do with credibility or knowledge, Gorgias, in what is itself a kind of Pindaric break-off, takes a stage further the possible disconnect at least suggested by Pindar here. Cf. Hel. 16–19 for sight, desire, and language. See further Wardy (1996) 32–3, 46–9; Halliwell (2011) 278–81. Much further work remains to be done on the relation between Gorgias’ Helen and its lyric antecedents.
assimilatory of it on pragmatic grounds relating specifically to contemporary trends in patronage. Pindar once again should be seen as an inhabitant of the material and visual world of fifth-century Greece: a poet, no less than his sculptor contemporaries, hard at work in forging ideas about the visual, and shaping ancient consumers’ senses of subjectivity as a result.

Pindar sees the importance of linking visual thinking and the memorializing drive of his encomiastic agenda. By constantly pausing with gnomic interjections to assert claims about the world and how it might be perceived, Pindaric lyric asserts itself on the imagination and attitudes of its consumers. Memorialization becomes then not so much a straight reconstruction of a given encomiastic moment, time, or space, but a mechanism by which audiences and readers are allowed to project their desires. They are allowed in, to create for themselves their own sense of those moments and their inhabitants so artfully gestured towards. They respond to, and experience for themselves, the attitudes so evoked by the lyric voice: however closely aligned, in time, space, or ideology, such points of receptions might be.160 Lines 43–4 raised questions about the relation between aesthetic pleasure, sight, and credibility that are essential to the subjective interpretability and visual consumption of physical monumentality, especially in the fifth century with increasingly naturalistic sculpture and the concomitant rise in athletic statue-commissioning.161 Now that Pindar has turned his hand to appropriating physical monumentality, these questions of interpretation are reframed and absorbed into lyric self-consciousness through its own literary, and literary-historical, manoeuvrings. One result is that Pindaric lyric provides fresh insights into fifth-century Greek visuality. An external world of material culture and physical monumentality provided a poet like Pindar with a rich thought-world in which to raise questions about the nature of subjective responses to things which both were and were not familiar to the worlds of his audiences across time and space, and thus to foster both aesthetic and cultural subjectivity.

160 Cf. again Fowler (2000a) 202, quoted in §II.5.
The final closural motif of the poem is the hyperbolic claim about the prehistory of encomiastic poetry, existing before the time of the Seven against Thebes. The final two lines 50–1 appear at first glance to stick out, unmotivated, and are not generally considered as part of the broader thematic focus of the poem, except as a counterpart to line 32. Now, though, that we have seen how the poem flows by virtue of the richness of the positioning and temporalities of the lyric voice, these lines make perfect sense as the ode’s parting gesture. Pindar’s final self-authorizing, yet extraordinarily bold and, of course, unverifiable claim is the final coup in a poem about access, temporality, and verifiability, and the deceptive-cum-magical lyric business of surmounting these factors. Here is the assertion of the encomiastic epigone, projecting the κλέος presupposed by claimed knowledge of age-old ἐπικώμιος ὑμνος; a composer of poetry for patrons in specific contexts, yet also with an eye on wider and future receptions beyond particular contextual circumstances. The proclaimed ability of the lyric voice easily to transcend boundaries (between mortality and heroism, between life and death, between contexts; also, of course, between poetry and sculpture) provides Pindar’s consumers with a set of paradigms that they are unlikely ever to match. Yet the figured relation between accessibility and desire is what creates the sense of subjectivity for Pindar’s audiences, inviting both curiosity about the lives and worlds of his patrons—‘landscapes of predilection’—and scrutiny of the various cultural and aesthetic issues so raised.

162 For a different reading of the closure of Nemean 8, see Maslov (2015) 1–4 and 318–20. While Maslov’s discussion is right to highlight the challenge posed in interpreting this closure, his proposition that the text refers here to the Epigonoi rather than the original Seven as a way of figuring the poem’s own epigonic status as literature rather than as pre-literary folk art is problematic, not least because of the text’s brevity in referring to Adrastus’ involvement with Theban strife.

163 The wonderful expression of Roland Barthes discussing the uncanny draw of landscape photography, and citing work of another well-known lyric poet in support: ‘For me, photographs of landscape (urban or country) must be habitable, not visitable. This longing to inhabit, if I observe it clearly in myself, is neither oneiric (I do not dream of some extravagant site) nor empirical (I do not intend to buy a house according to the views of a real-estate agency); it is fantasmatic, deriving from a kind of second sight which seems to bear me forward to a utopian time, or to carry me back to somewhere in myself: a double movement which Baudelaire celebrated in Invitation au voyage and La Vie antérieure. Looking at these landscapes of predilection…’ (Barthes (1982b) 38–40, italics original).
Throughout this chapter we have seen Pindar’s shifting focus, from erotics, to ritual and ritual monuments, to mythology and Homeric discourse, through to death, achievement, and memorialization in both material-cultural and poetic terms. What I have sought to emphasize throughout is the shifting nature of the poetic voice, free to move around at will and to engage, delight, and puzzle with its boundless energy to tease us about its status, point of view, attitudes, and access. Haptic metaphors and evocations of and ecphrastic gestures towards worlds of material things invite us in, allowing us to construct the memorial for Deinias and his family for ourselves as creative consumers of Pindar’s unstable lyric poetics.164

CODA: THE ALCMAEON ENCOUNTER:

PYTHIAN 8.56–60

I want now to turn more briefly to a notorious passage in Pindaric criticism, lines 56–60 of Pythian 8. The findings of the previous discussion of Nemean 8 in this chapter will be brought to bear on the latest thinking on this passage. Here are the lines, first set out in isolation:

χαίρων δὲ καὶ αὐτὸς
Ἀλκμᾶν στεφάνοισι βάλλω, ῥαίνω δὲ καὶ ὑμνῷ,
γείτων ὅτι μοι καὶ κτέανων φύλαξ ἐμῶν
ὑπάντασεν ἑντὶ γὰς ὄμφαλον παρ’ ἀοίδιμον,
μαντευμάτων τ’ ἐφάψατο συγγόνοισι τέχναις.

60

And I too am glad to pelt Alcmaeon with garlands, and to shower him with song, since as a neighbour to me and guardian of my possessions he met me on my way to the famous navel of the earth, and laid hold of prophecies through his inherited skills.

Since the origins of Pindaric scholarship witnessed in the scholia these lines have caused great difficulty.165 The basic problem is how to account for two things, taken together. First, the identity of the

164 Cf. Fowler (2000a) 211: ‘the essence of the monument is paradoxically its lack of monumental stability, the way in which it is constantly reused and given new meaning, and therefore its inability to offer a return rather than a new journey’.

165 Σ’Pind. Pyth. 8.78a, 82, 83a (ii.214–15 Dr): chorus imitating the victor, and his relation to a local cult of Alcmaeon; Σ Pyth. 8.78b (ii.214 Dr): Pindar crowns Alcmaeon because Amphiaras has a shrine near Pindar’s house; see Lefkowitz (1975) 179–84.
speaking voice. Is it Pindar, or Pindar or his chorus projecting the attitude of the victor (or, indeed, someone else)? Second, how is the encounter with Alcmaeon to be explained—and according to what articulation of any cultic contextualization, whether in Thebes, on Aegina, or somewhere else entirely?

On the first point, the statement by Giambattista D’Alessio seemed to encapsulate the situation: ‘We have no clue about who was met by the hero on his way to Delphi.’ On the second too, twentieth-century scholars generally conceded defeat: Wilamowitz’s ‘So wird diese Stelle wohl immer unverstanden bleiben’ pretty much sums things up. Pindar’s audiences, apparently, would have known, but we are simply left to guess.

Thomas Hubbard has forcefully attempted to convince us that Pindar himself is speaking here, and that he is referring to his own home in Thebes, and to a nearby cult of, not Alcmaeon, but rather Amphiaras. Hubbard re-endorse one of the interpretations offered by the scholia. Hubbard’s solution seems, as he claims, to solve a number of the difficulties of the passage. Yet his answer surely founders on Pindar’s syntax, even in spite of the support from the scholia. It seems impossible to agree with Hubbard that the ‘neighbour’ of line 58 is not Alcmaeon of the previous line but rather Amphiaras.

William Slater’s two warnings, first, ‘that we have no external evidence for Pindar’s religiosity’, and second, ‘that we have no personal reminiscence in Pindar at all’, seemed to have gone relatively unheeded. Slater, pace Hubbard, is not interested in the business of creating an Aeginetan cult of Alcmaeon so much as to emphasize the major dangers of biographical criticism. As Slater says, while in the passage ‘[Pindar appears] to give thanks to a neighbouring deity’,

168 Carey (1981) 160: ‘The original audience can have had no doubts; they knew the facts, whatever they were. We can only weigh the probabilities.’
169 Hubbard (1993); endorsed by D’Alessio (1994) 136 n. 60.
174 Slater (1971) 141; cf. 142, dismissing Bowra (1964) 54 (who claimed: ‘It is clear that Alcmaeon had a shrine near Pindar’s house in Thebes’): ‘no such thing is clear or even probable’.
‘we are not in a position to say exactly who had the vision’.\textsuperscript{175} This is precisely correct. The remainder of this discussion will show why—not as a scholarly dead end, but actually as a way of further elucidating Pindar’s power and value.

A significant more recent advance in interpreting the passage has been made by Bruno Currie, in part of a broader discussion of the first person in Pindar.\textsuperscript{176} Here Currie’s key insight is picked up, and developed in line with the present discussions of the heroic encounter with Aiakos in \textit{Nemean} 8.

Currie’s most important realization is that Pindar’s statement here involves the ‘generic’ rather than the ‘specific’:

\begin{quote}
It is no so much specific facts that matter… as generic facts… In other words, it is not so much what is actually known (whether for an original audience or for us) that matters as what is knowable or deducible (for an ancient audience, primary or secondary, or to ourselves).\textsuperscript{177}
\end{quote}

Here, though, I would suggest that talk of ‘facts’ (rather than, for instance, ‘claims’) is unhelpful, given what we have already seen of the way that both \textit{Nemean} 5 and \textit{Nemean} 8 frame attitudes or possible experiences.\textsuperscript{178} Currie’s preference for limiting the passage to the victor Aristomenes as speaker is motivated in part by a questionable desire to keep Pindar as neat and easily interpretable as possible, even as Currie is right to worry about references to ‘the personal experience of the poet’.\textsuperscript{179} In neither case—whether we think that the passage relates, in whatever way, to the poet or to the victor—might it make sense to think of the lines as factually descriptive or even factually allusive. The passage is a projection of a kind of experience, and not, straightforwardly if at all, a reference to an event that has taken place.

\textsuperscript{175} Slater (1979) 69.
\textsuperscript{176} Currie (2013) 244–5, 258–63, 267–8.
\textsuperscript{177} Currie (2013) 259; cf. 260: ‘The statement, “I pelt Alkmaion with garlands and besprinkle him with song,” does not uniquely identity the victor as the speaker as it can readily be applied to the poet or chorus; but it is also applicable to the victor’; ‘This generic fact…’.
\textsuperscript{178} Cf. §I.1 and n. 12 of this chapter, with Payne (2006) 160 (‘arresting truth claims’); Culler (2015) 309 (‘alleged truths’).
\textsuperscript{179} Currie (2013) 262: ‘We should… be troubled by the assumption of a cryptic reference to a personal experience of the poet here, given the availability of a less cryptic interpretation’ (with a reasoned endorsement at n. 113 of Bundy (1962) 35).
Currie’s discussion of the alternative view, according to which the speaking voice belongs to the poet, is perhaps a little over-literal. Currie asserts: ‘Here Pindar will have to be assumed to have been journeying to Delphi to watch the athletic contests. This assumption, though possible, is not easy, as the epinician poets do not standardly present themselves as personally attending the games.’

This solution seems to underestimate the framing of the very possibility of such experiences by the lyric voice of Pythian 8 (and Pindar’s epinician poems more widely, to continue one of the themes of this chapter and Chapter 1), in the lives and imaginations of anyone receiving such poems. It is to the eternal credit of the victor Aristomenes that his Pythian victory allows the poem to make these extraordinary claims. To reduce the poem’s claims to what is conceivable for the victor himself risks underestimating Pindar, even if reading in the victor’s experience is, in part, what some audiences and readers have made it their business to do in entering into Pindar’s interpretative space.

Let us consider now the issue of framing itself. First, in order to try to fully understand the Alcmaeon encounter, we need to consider it within its wider narrative context. It forms the end of a sequence in Pythian 8 that moves into myth from the consideration of how the victor Aristomenes exalts his clan’s status:

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha\xiων \ δε \ πατραν \ Μειδυλιδαν \ λογον \ φερεισ, \\
τον \ ου\nuπ \ ποι' \ Οικλεος \ παις \ εν \ οπταπυλοις \ ιδων
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\nuιντος \ Θηβαιος \ αινιξατο \ παρμενοντας \ α\chiμα, \\
οποτ' \ απ' \ Άργεος \ ηλυθον \\
δευτεραν \ οδον \ Επιγονοι, \\
οδ' \ ειτε \ μαρμα\nuενον\nuν
\end{align*}
\]

\[“\text{φυνα} \ το \ γεννα\nuιν \ επιπρεπει\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\epsilon\kappa \ πατερων \ παισ\iota \ λημα, \ θαεομαι \ σα\fieλ \ \\
\text{δρακοντα} \ ποικιλον \ αι\nuθας \ Άλκμαυν' \ επ' \ άσπινος \\
\text{νομι\nuωντα} \ πρωτον \ εν \ Κα\nuδμου \ πυλαις.
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\deltae \ κα\mbox{\textmu\nu}ον \ προτερα \ παθα \\
\nu\nu \ \text{αρειονος} \ ενε\xetαι
\end{align*}
\]

\[180\] Not that thinking metaphorically here is likely to help much either. Cf. Instone in Verity (2007) 164 ad loc. Pyth. 8.56–60: ‘It seems best to interpret Pindar as (a) adopting the rhetorical strategy of representing himself as the victor..., (b) speaking metaphorically’, though he does not explain how interpreting the passage as metaphorical speech would work. Instone is onto something, but his terminology has insufficient explanatory power.

\[181\] Currie (2013) 262.
What is clear from reading the passage as a whole is the tension between connectedness and disjunction, clarity and unclarity. We know that Amphiarraus is the speaker in the mythical section, since this is bookended by speech phraseology that identifies him clearly: ποτ’ Ὅικλεός παῖς, 39, subject of ὁδ’ εἶπε, 43; τοιαῦτα μέν ἐφθέγξατ’ Ἀμφιάρηος, 55–6. What is left, by contrast, most unclear, is the identification of the lyric voice that sets up the myth from line 38, and the identity of αὐτός in line 56.

Here again is an interpretative challenge, the like of which we have already seen with the opening of Nemean 8, as discussed at the very start of this chapter, where Pindar thematized the very question of accessing the world of its speaker(s) and its/their referents. It is likely
that justice will only be done to passages of this nature if they are allowed to resonate on their own terms. There is a frequent tendency in Pindaric criticism to tame the language by explaining it, and diagnosing it, rather than to let it sing by itself.¹⁸² In relation to the present *Pythian* 8 passage, see most recently the statement of Lina van ‘t Wout: ‘I will propose an interpretation of Pindar’s report on the encounter in which we can avoid the unsatisfactory conclusion that the poet hints at a prophecy only to provoke his audience to drift off into a reverie about its possible content.’¹⁸³ Such a ‘reverie’ is precisely what Pindar’s language very often sets off, including in the history of scholarship—though we might put it slightly less pejoratively.¹⁸⁴ And if poetry cannot help to foster a creative imaginary, then part of its fundamental allure has perished.¹⁸⁵

In fact, Amphiaraus’ words and the epiphanic experience of the lyric voice are paralleled in ways that open up rather than close down the interpretative options. We may note how καὶ in line 56 provides a parallelism between the rejoicing lyric voice and the general purport of Amphiaraus’ speech,¹⁸⁶ and build on this sense of a connection.

The specification of Amphiaraus’ speech as ‘riddling’ (*αἰνίξατο*, 40)¹⁸⁷ provides a paradigm for the interpretative difficulty in the parallelism that the poem sets up between Amphiaraus and καὶ αὐτός in line 56. If the speaker of line 56 is not immediately assumed to be the victor Aristomenes, that should not automatically lead to the conclusion that the speaker is somehow Pindar himself, the real-life man, and his real-life experience.¹⁸⁸ Such a line of inquiry would

---

¹⁸⁴ The specifics of Van ‘t Wout’s contextual interpretation make it a revision of Hubbard’s (1993) original arguing for specific relation to Theban cult, with some neat footwork to overcome the problems in Hubbard. Invitation to the audience to reconstruct Pindar’s experience at the Theban Amphiaraion (Van ‘t Wout (2006) 16) is one possible interpretation, but it is not the only possible one given the obvious lack of specificity in the text; drilling down into contextual explanation does not resolve the issue of the text’s own artifice or, indeed, the relation between that artifice and the desire to contextualize it.
¹⁸⁵ I explore further in Fearn (forthcoming), in reference to Alcaeus, the creative tension fundamental to much lyric poetry between a desire to get beyond into a contextual space and a desire to be captivated by the lyric artifice itself. On text-context, cf., again, Felski (2015) 159–60, quoted in Chapter 1 §III.1.
underappreciate the role and range of the lyric voice. It would also underappreciate the complexities of how poetic texts, as well as material culture, frame the subjectivities of hero-cult.

One might, of course, want to reconstruct the speaker’s role as exceptionalistic, asserting a kind of epiphanic experience not granted to others. But even so, Pindar is too canny to let us see directly that he must be referring us to a specific space, for instance a cult in Thebes, or indeed Aegina. It is in fact a scholarly eagerness to pin down Pindar contextually in this passage (rather than to consider the tension between contextualizability and lyric artifice) that has caused the majority of interpretations to founder. Pindar’s choice not to specify context for the epiphanic encounter is a strength, not a weakness to be contextually corralled.

Furthermore, the lyric voice here is a figure constructed through poetics, one whose access to heroes and myths authorizes others’ religious experience. We saw in Section II.3 of this chapter how Nemean 8 does this through the role of ἱκέτας (‘suppliant’, line 13). Here in Pythian 8 the same phenomenon is operating, in the encounter with Alcmaeon, and with Amphiaras providing an empowering paradigm for the role of the speaking and riddling voice.

We may also note how in line 59 Pindar’s choice of the word ἀοίδιμον (‘sung of’/‘celebrated in song’, almost ‘created in song’) figures the epiphanic landscape as something constructed, part of the imaginary created through song—not something that can be experienced in the raw, as it were. That does not make the statement potentially any less authoritative. It may, in fact, be a reference to the way the earlier hymnic tradition, of which Pindar is himself a natural offshoot, had constructed and authorized religious experience at sites like Delphi, from the archaic period. Moreover, the use of ἀοίδιμον may pick up and endorse line 299 of Homeric Hymn to Apollo and its

189 Cf. §II.3 of this chapter, discussing one possible interpretation of the contact with Aiakos in Nem. 8.
190 Cf. Lefkowitz (1977) 213: ‘Let’s discard…explanations of this passage that depend on determining the geographical location of Alcmeon’s shrine, and look instead at the way the poet describes the encounter to see what he means by it (it’s fair to assume that if he wanted us to be able to find the exact spot where Alcmeon met him he could have told us more explicitly . . . ).’
191 Cf. Currie (2013) 262; also 261.
192 Cf. Martin (2004) 354 with n. 31. Also Chapter 1 §III.1 with n. 131 for Amphiaras as a poetic/prophetic model in Pindar.
aetiology for the Delphic temple, Apollo’s new home and site for mortal worship of him, ἀοίδημον ἔμμεναι αἰεί, ‘to be sung of forever’.193

Let us consider now the role of vision in the passage. As we will see, the passage generates part of its interest through the way the emphasis on Amphiaraus’ viewing in the myth provides some kind of framing device for the nature of the epiphanic encounter with Alcmaeon.

Alcmaeon’s riddling speech works in direct parallel to his visual experience of the Epigonoi. Note the emphasis on sight and clarity of vision in the passage: ἴδων (‘as he saw’, 39), ἐπιπρέπει (‘stand out’, 44), θαέομαι ἱσαφές (‘see clearly’ 45). And if Lina van ’t Wout is correct that Alcmaeon’s vision is itself a prophetic vision of the Epigonoi and not a posthumous experience of the second siege of Thebes by a long-since deceased Amphiaraus subsequently present there as a hero,194 then the parallel with the imaginative experience of the poetic voice in lines 56–60 is even more striking.195 The contrast between the clarity of vision and the projection of things seen that are not visible to anyone else—and note that no one else is in fact mentioned in the myth as his addressee—is triply important for the present interpretation.

First, it provides an even more empowering paradigm for subjective epiphanic cult experience, framing the oscillation between verifiable presence, on the one hand (marked by clarity of experience, direct contact with the heroic), and, on the other, absence.196 The authoritative poetic assertion of Alcmaeon’s epiphany jars with the basic poetic intractability of lines 56–60, as precisely not giving us a full explanation of how, why, where, who, or what.

Second, lines 44–7 are an ecphrasis of Alcmaeon’s shield and its blazon. It is this ecphrasis that constructs and creates the doubleness of the heroic encounter in the first place, given how ecphrasis as a literary phenomenon already exposes texts’ basic but unsatisfied desires to see and reach in and touch materialities that are ulterior to them.197 The communicative power of Pindar’s ecphrasis here is at least two removes from the texts’ own audiences—embedded in Amphiaraus’ mythical vision, embedded in Pindar’s myth. The lesson

193 Cf. Pind. Pae. 6.6 (D6 Rutherford) for Pindar’s use of the word to figure the poetic voice in a Delphic paean.
196 See again Platt (2011); §§II.2 and II.6 of this chapter.
197 Cf. Cunningham (2007); II.8 of this chapter for further discussion of the relation between ecphrasis and lyric deixis.
that Pindar communicates—the power of inborn talent—is clear to see from the flow of the whole passage beginning in line 38. But what is as, if not more, important about it is the mechanisms through which the idea is conveyed—the nature and power of Pindar’s myth-making as part of his projection of epiphanic experience. In fact, we may note how the ecphrasis of Alcmaeon’s shield serves to defer actual description of Alcmaeon himself, except insofar as his location is specified (at the gates of Cadmus, line 47). This is in line with the ways archaic hymnic texts defer the actual description of divine form through ecphrastic language, while also still authorizing divine presence.198

Third, the very fact that Alcmaeon’s words are not addressed to anyone in particular in the myth provides an important positional paradigm for the ever-present authority of the lyric voice of lines 56–60. They remind us of how lyric’s own quest for presentness is an essential part of its ongoing rearticulation. See Jonathan Culler here:

If we think of the time of enunciation, of the lyric attempt to be itself an event rather than the representation of an event, this changes the perspective on the lyric present, as well as much else. Lyrics have a variety of strategies for framing fictional elements—fictional speakers and represented events—and bringing them into the lyric present, which is a present of enunciation. Ever since Pindar and doubtless before, lyrics have been constructed for performance, with an iterable now: not a timeless now but a moment in time that is repeated every time the poem is read.199

Alcmaeon’s claims asserted into a seeming mythical void are voiced in this poem by its recipients, and provide authority for the ever-presence of the lyric ‘I’ of the Alcmaeon epiphany section.

Fundamentally, what matters here is not whether we can pin down a shrine of Alcmaeon in any particular locality, but that Pindaric epinician poetry finds itself able to create the very idea of a cultic experience in the first place. This is done through controlled poetic mechanisms—the positionality of the poetic voice, mythological structures, and ecphrasis—that reveal the subtle significance of the interactions between poetics, vision, material objects, and epiphany.

199 Culler (2015) 294–5. Cf. §1.1 of this chapter, with n. 15; the further potential of lyric temporalities is discussed at greater length in Chapter 3.
Pindar’s Alcmaeon is thus projected as being ‘everywhere’. See Verity Platt, discussing the Delian section of the Homeric Hymn to Apollo:

As a sacred text, the hymn draws upon representation’s uncanny power to suggest simultaneous presence and absence in order to convey the fact that, although gods may be ‘here’, framed and shaped by human structures of worship, they are also ‘everywhere’. The hymn’s poetics do not, therefore, rely upon a single concept of art’s power to make the absent present; rather, they employ strategies of vivid narration and description—of enargeia—which project a sense of divine presence in specific terms, while acknowledging the necessary insufficiency of a model of presence that must speak to the specificity of human experience.200

As discussed previously in Section II.6 of this chapter in relation to Nemean 8, Pindar makes epinician odes into a powerfully assimilatory poetic form. He borrows and reuses hymnic motifs to generate a special allure for his works, as well as to preserve at least a sense of ritual practice, or—as here—to project of the idea of ritual experience into the future to go alongside the memorialization of the victor Aristomenes, with the aim of mutual benefit.

Pindar is also participating in a wider set of cultural modes of representation in his articulation of epiphany, including material-cultural ones. This is especially marked in the gestures in line 58 towards at least the idea of locational specificity, and interrelation between hero and mortal subject in more material terms (γείτων, ‘neighbour’; κτεάνων, ‘possessions’; notice also the haptic metaphor of line 60, ἐφάψατο).201 Again, we would do well not to skew the interpretation of this potential interrelation before it has begun by alleging a Pindaric antipathy to material-cultural modes of representation. It would seem more natural to consider epinician poetry’s neutrality and potential interactivity as a cultural resource alongside other artistic, material-cultural resources for presenting/representing hero-cult.

Augustus Boeckh was the first scholar to conjecture that the Alcmaeon encounter (for Boeckh, between poet and hero) could

201 The metaphorical physicality of Alcmaeon’s oracular power may also work in creative tension with the sense that Alcmaeon is not generally known for oracular power—though this does nothing to invalidate the creative potential of what Pindar is doing in validating and projecting such a role for Alcmaeon. See further Van ’t Wout (2006) 12–13.
have taken place through the mediation of a cult statue or shrine that did not have to be specifically located in Thebes or Aegina—the poet could have encountered Alcmaeon at any stage during the journey to Delphi.\textsuperscript{202} While this solution is still too literal-minded to form a proper part of the present discussion, it does help to remind us not only that the very idea of heroic epiphany emerges through these kinds of creative cultural resources, but also that a specific Aeginetan or Theban cult contextualization is unnecessarily prescriptive.

Again, Pindar’s text seems to be providing a modelling of ‘a guide to viewing the divine’ (Platt’s view of part of Greek hymnic functionality).\textsuperscript{203} Yet in this instance—and unlike with the Aeginetan Aiakeion in \textit{Nemean 8}—there is the possibility, or indeed likelihood, that Pindar has no specific sanctuary space in mind at all with lines 56–60. On these terms, \textit{Pythian 8} serves as a creative resource for the articulation of any epiphanic experience, and thus for the very foundation of hero-cults themselves.

This outcome is also hugely empowering for the memorializing potential of \textit{Pythian 8} as an epinician poem. For the way Pindar frames heroic experience and relates it, however closely, to the victor Aristomenes (whether or not we choose to read lines 56–60 as projections of the victor’s encounter) further elevates Aristomenes’ renown. It creatively involves the victor in and memorializes him as part of the projection of hero-cult. There is world-creating potential embedded in this passage of \textit{Pythian 8}.

\textsuperscript{202} Boeckh (1811-21) ii.2.314–15, esp. 315: ‘Iam vero in eo itinere sive Thebis sive alio ex loco, ubi tum versatus est, Delphos facto poeta \textit{forte devenit} ad Alcmaeonis statuam vel delubrum aliquid’; ‘Haec mea de hoc loco coniectura est; neque tamen nego, qui Alcmaeonem Thebis Pindari vicinum dixerit, non posse refutari: sed nostrum quoque coniecturam non arbitror commodis argumentis convinci posse’ (italics original).

\textsuperscript{203} Platt (2011) 75, cited and discussed in §II.6 of this chapter.
Pindar’s *Pythian* 1 has found a central place in questions, both general and specific, about the relation between epinician poetry and politics. A variety of treatments have focused, with seemingly increasing specificity, on the relation between Pindaric praise and the precise circumstances of Sicily under the tyrants in the early decades of the fifth century. Pindar’s epinician poetry, of course, provides important evidence for the regimes in Sicily during this period, and I do not disagree with the need for scholarly investigation of the historical significances of Sicilian patronage. Yet if we turn back to the text to scrutinize the precise detail with which Pindar orients us towards his subject, fresh nuances can be revealed, and points of broader cultural significance can be made.

This chapter will show how Pindar uses a variety of literary devices and techniques in *Pythian* 1 to open up his encomiastic subject—Hieron, Pythian victor and founder of the new city of Aetna—to detailed scrutiny. The particular focus will be the poem’s uses of ecphrasis; scrutiny of mortal and divine temporalities; questions of lyric framing; hymnic and theogonic language and allusion; and the interface between lyric and history. Because of the central connection established between ecphrasis and the foregrounding of lyric voice, questions of framing and perspective will be significant throughout.

Pythian 1 thus marks a high point in Pindar’s deep consideration of the relation between poetic form and political engagement.

Approaching this poem in these ways involves pushing back against some recent historicizing trends in Pindaric scholarship. If we focus our attention on the arresting nature of Pindaric language, imagery, and lyric framing, then a reading may be produced that pays fuller attention to the ontological status of the poetry in all its richness without either detaching that from political factors or reducing it within a broader historicist-functionalist account.²

Pindar’s Pythian 1 poses particularly acutely the theoretical question of what to make of the relation between poetry and history. The kleos-driven trans-temporality of encomiastic memorialization that is central to epinician authority is generally considered to back up Aristotle’s point in the Poetics that history is concerned with specificities and actualities whereas poetry is concerned with generalities or

² Cf., for the philosophy of art history, Benjamin (2015) 3–4: ‘While, for example, a given work’s iconography can be contextualized and the work’s location within a given historical domain can be adumbrated such that a work’s possibility then flows from either a certain conception of patronage or a specifically determined milieu that the work is then taken to evidence, such possibilities define in advance a specific conception of work. In all such instances what continues to insist is the work’s already completed nature. Within this set of parameters, the work of art documents . . . [S]uch an approach, while important in its own right, fails to satisfy the requirements for a philosophy of art in which art is thought of in relation to history. Moreover, while works of art document, the complete identification of art’s work with the process of documentation involves a set of arguments that are predicated on stemming art’s inherent capacity to work beyond the hold of any determined context. The identification of these limitations needs to be understood as a philosophical claim about the nature of the art object as well as about art’s history. The latter is the locus of philosophical thought and is determined by the relationship between the temporality proper to a philosophical thinking of art’s history and the related conception of object and thus work of art . . . The movement beyond the complete determination of work by context identifies the presence of a potentiality that is integral to art’s work. Moreover, it is a potentiality whose release depends upon the process of relationality.’ Benjamin’s view is related to the Derridean perspective on deferral and iterability in ways that chime well with the refreshing position on lyric adopted by Culler (2015). Compare also Felski (2015), esp. ch. 5, “‘Context Stinks!’” (expanding on Felski (2011)), for the urgent appeal to literary critics to move beyond diagnostic criticism whereby texts are assessed, judged, and even valued according to their specific orientation towards, or critique of, specific contexts. It is entirely understandable why so much recent work on Pindar (including, indeed, my own) has been driving at the contextual. Yet we can also revel in Pindar’s lyric generosity: a more open cultural value inherent in the aesthetic claims to ongoing attention, including ours, that his lyric literarity expresses, in which what ‘context’ comes to mean is more than simply diagnostic.
possibilities. My aim here, however, is to show how engagement with the encomiastic subject in *Pythian 1* raises the very problem of the relation between poetry, history, time, and memorialization. This is an issue that is revivified at every point of the poem’s reception because of the potentially limitless diversity of receptions that Pindar’s poetic authority opens up for itself. The lyric voice is actualized and specified in the process of every new act of performance or reading, and this bestows on the relation between time, commemoration, and the specifics of a victor’s historical circumstances a vigorous dynamism. Traditional takes on epinician poetry risk overlooking or suppressing this relation in their emphasis on the original historical situations rather than the poetic mechanisms through which such circumstances are not only evoked but also framed and scrutinized.

Hymnic structures, ecphrasis, and lyric apostrophe serve to disrupt lyric rootedness in original historical and ideological circumstances by juxtaposing them with, or interweaving within them, alternative temporalities and temporal continuities, and alternative arresting subjects of attention. In particular, the ecphrastic and hymnic qualities of the poem’s treatment of the golden lyre and its transcendental effects, and the ecphrasis of the eruption of Mount Etna, set up the poem’s self-consciousness about praise and history in important ways. The poem becomes a reflection on the victory ode itself, as an amalgam of heroic and/or divine myth and human historicity and agency. It is also, at the same time, a meditation on the nature of and prospects for power, both lyric and political.

Irrespective of our own views about what Hieron may or may not have been like as a human being, the majority of scholarship on this poem tends to read it as straightforward political endorsement. We should not, however, support a return to unreconstructed New-Critical formalism in response. Leslie Kurke singles out Race’s ‘superlative vaunt’ as her prime vehicle for understanding tyrannical

---

3 *Poe*. 1451a36–b5: endorsed most recently with Pindar by Morgan (2015) 7. However, this is to miss the ways in which the encomiastic voice of epinician poetry is itself a marker of subjectivity, point of view, and specificity, rather than generality.

self-representation in Pindar. Yet ‘superlative vaunt’ remains one among a wide range of subjective interventions that the poetic voice makes in *Pythian* 1 that invite our attention, and that work both with and against one another.

New-Critical approaches to Pindar tended to seek unity in the diversity of poetic expression by finding a consistent theme or train of imagery throughout. A very different approach is that of Peter Rose, which sought to relate Pindaric aesthetics and politics in a different way from Kurke’s, but which did not have the opportunity to engage with the latter given some of its points of contact. For Rose, the aesthetics of Pindar’s poetics is also a site of ideological conflict:

The inner logic . . . leads both to the fervent realization of aristocratic ideology in image, structure, argument, and to the transcendent negation of that ideology in its celebration and demonstration of the poet’s mastery of access to a realm of being free of pain and guilt, full of sensuous gratification, and quite beyond the limited reality of the Greek ruling class. Indeed, it is in the end a moot point whether the net effect of the poem is more a celebration of their power or his.

Historicizing in this sense includes a full acknowledgement of the poet’s ideological function without reducing his poetry simply to a partisan political message. The pleasure that Pindar’s poetry offers is neither apolitical nor a sort of seductive honey smeared on the cup rim to hide the bitter wormwood within. The pleasure of form both contributes to the effectiveness of the ideology and calls attention to its limitations by evoking a realm of gratification that transcends the power of those who rule the poet’s world.

In what follows a reading is attempted that is closer to Rose’s than to Kurke’s, though with its own characteristics and distinctive focuses of attention. The ways in which *Pythian* 1 makes an issue of its own interpretability are linked together with questions of temporality, transcendence, and transmission embedded in it. The starting point here is the poem’s intricate and extended opening—including the

---

6 An exception here would be Michael Silk’s approach, which is much less reductive, but generally eschews political interpretation: see Silk (1995) and esp. (2007) and (2012).
8 Rose (1992) 182–3, discussing *Pythian* 10; in some ways Rose’s approach was foreshadowed by that of Fitzgerald (1987).
ecphrasis of the eruption of Mount Etna—and the stakes involved in interpreting it. *Pythian* 1 demands to be taken seriously as a challenging experimental investigation of the interaction between aesthetics and ideology: the poem provides a space for their seductive and potentially disruptive interaction.⁹

I. UNITY AND COHERENCE

Older New-Critical readings sought out unity in ways that now seem at odds with more nuanced recent approaches to the characteristics of lyric structures. One notable discussion of *Pythian* 1 began as follows:

Pindaric criticism has been characterized by the attempt to establish principles of unity in the individual odes, and in this search *Pythian* 1 has seemed to present little difficulty. The image of the lyre occurs at the beginning and again at the end of the poem, and its import—the echoing of divine harmony in the governance of the city Aetna—is clear. Yet the lyre is not, in point of fact, a unifying element, for it does not make the poem ‘one’; the majority of verses cannot be explained in terms of it. In order to avoid drawing the unpleasant and improbable conclusion that Pindar is incoherent…¹⁰

Traditional interpretations found the unity they sought, but at the expense of the way the text frames its language. With Pindar’s apostrophes in particular, this means the identity and subjectivity of the poetic voice, and associated issues of space and time. This is a

⁹ Here I follow Eagleton (1976) 181: ‘the “aesthetic”—textual production—becomes a crucial, overdetermined instance of the question of those real and imaginary relations of men to their social conditions which we name ideology’; further, 185: ‘Literature is a peculiar mode of linguistic organization which, by a particular “disturbance” of conventional modes of signification, so foregrounds certain modes of sense-making as to allow us to perceive the ideology in which they inhere…The text is a theatre which doubles, prolongs, compacts and variegates its signs, shaking them free from single determinants, merging and eliding them with a freedom unknown to history, in order to draw the reader into deeper experiential entry into the space thereby created’. With Pindar, as Rose (1992) 151–2 and 154–8 already pointed out, Bundyst readings (of whatever kind) have in a sense sidestepped bigger poetic-cum-ideological (rather than simply rhetorically functionalist) complexities that Pindar offers up.

¹⁰ Skulsky (1975) 8.
poetry, after all, that relies on the spatio-temporal transcendence granted by poetic fame (κλέος) to achieve its goal of spreading the patron’s name as far and wide as possible. If we reverse the critical trope and prioritize disruption instead, we may be able to tease out more precisely not only what the poem says but how it structures its thought and communicates it. Insightful here is the work of Jonathan Culler, observing that one of the characteristics of lyric poetry is the continually disruptive power of the lyric voice:

To emphasize as I have apostrophic address, which presupposes an animated world that might be asked to act or refrain from acting, is implicitly to link lyric to magic, the enchantment of the world—a world inhabited by sentient forces, a world before the flight of the gods. But it was poets who made that world, poets who gave the Greeks their gods. Society is always confronted with the problem of how matter is endowed with spirit or meaning, and poetry is one of several forces that at once makes this happen and explicates it—our sciences, for instance, explore how matter can be sentient, how spirit can arise from an organism of flesh, blood, and bone. Call it religion, science, poetry, or ideology, we find ways to imbue a world of forces and magnitudes with meaning, direction, action. Lyric is bolder, more abrupt and disjunctive, in its treatment of the world; it displays more openly its figuration, its rhetorical positing, in lieu of argument or demonstration.11

Apostrophe’s disruptive presence is particularly significant in the case of Pythian 1, where the presence of specific historical material ripe for delineation in narrative form is a marked and in fact unusual feature of the poem within Pindar’s œuvre. We can also link Pindaric apostrophe with questions of vision, ecphrasis, and visuality with Pythian 1 because of the text’s unusual structuring and presentation of thought, and framing of questions of signification and interpretation through a foregrounding in visual terms. And ecphrasis is, as we shall see, itself a literary device that formally marks disruption.

11 Culler (2015) 351; cf. Culler (1981) 149. See also, on Horace, Lowrie (1997), esp. 26, with Culler (1985b); Pearcy (1998): ‘Thus Lowrie turns the old question of unity on its head. The problem for lyric, it seems, is not lack of coherence, but coherence, and the pull of narrative toward it.’ See also Bloom (1979) for lyric’s disjunctive struggle with aesthetic form; theoretical contextualization at Jackson and Prins (2014) 266–75.
Before we come to the use of ecphrasis in *Pythian* 1, an issue throughout the poem is the degree to which attention is drawn to its own strategies of framing for its praise of Hieron. In this section, I focus on the poem’s opening, and specifically the way it raises questions about alternative conceptualizations of time, and formal and ideological questions about the relation between Pindaric praise and the Greek literary tradition. *Pythian* 1 opens with its celebrated proem:

Χρυσέα φόρμιγξ, Ἀπόλλωνος καὶ ὠπλοκάμων
σύνδικον Μοισᾶν κτέανον· τὰς ἀκοῦει
μὲν βάσις ἀγλαίας ἀρχά,
πείθονται δ’ ἀοιδοὶ σάμασιν
ἀγγειοχόρων ὀπόταν προοιμίων
ἀμβλολὰς τεύχη ἐλελιζομένα.

Golden lyre, rightful possession of Apollo and the violet-tressed Muses! Listening to you is the step that is the beginning of festivity, and singers obey your signs whenever you fashion, with your vibrations, the openings of preludes that lead the dancing.

(*Pythian* 1.1–4)

The opening grants access to a divine musical realm in the first two lines, with the lyre as a divine attribute, but then blurs the distinction between mortal and divine space. A tantalizing vagueness frames the lyric performance, in both time and space, and with the identity of both singers and dancers remaining unspecified—whether they be mortal or divine, or both.  

Additionally, there is a sense here that lyric as a cosmic force is creating its own autonomous time—musical time—through its lyric rhythms, its own beat. Furthermore, with


13 Here again I am drawn to an observation made by Schelling in *The Philosophy of Art*, where Schelling appears to have the opening of *Pythian* 1 in mind: ‘Demjenigen nun, wodurch der Weltkörper in sich selbst ist, und die Zeit in sich selbst hat, entspricht in der Kunst, sowohl sofern sie Musik als redende Kunst ist, der Rhythmus. Da Musik sowohl als Rede eine Bewegung in der Zeit haben, so würden ihre Werke nicht in sich geschlossene Ganze sein, wenn sie der Zeit unterworfen wären, und sie nicht vielmehr sich unterwürfen und in sich selbst hätten. Diese Beherrschung und Unterwerfung der Zeit = Rhythmus.’ (‘In art to the extent that it is music or verbal art, rhythm corresponds to that whereby a cosmic body is self-contained and possesses its
the all-powerful lyre calling the shots to singers with its ‘signs’ (σάμασιν, line 3), the poem raises the question of signification with lyric music without answering the question of what the signs mean within its own construction of temporality. Consideration of other ways in which lyrically self-aware encomiastic poems begin brings home just how unusual and freighted the opening of Pythian 1 is. Compared with examples from Bacchylides, the vivid, yet dislocating effect of the temporal stasis of performance conditions is a good deal more complex than the self-conscious projections of performance conditions found in extant sympotic encomia. Additionally, opening apostrophe of the golden lyre has a defamiliarizing, jarring, and even experimental quality, flagging a central issue concerning the relation between mortal and divine realms and the poetic terms and temporalities through which they can be engaged with. We are reminded of hymnic forms of address, but with a subject of apostrophic address that is a symbolic object rather than a mortal or divinity. The identity and specification of this object serves as a marker of lyric self-consciousness as well as of transcendental lyric authority.

The text then moves on to firmly establish the significance of Apollo and Zeus. The scene of divine music is modelled on the opening of the Pythian section of the Homeric Hymn to Apollo, lines 182–206, which sets out Apollo’s lyric powers. The text then moves on to reveal further details of an Olympian tableau, before the segue into the punishment and imprisonment of Typhon and the own internal time. Since both music and speech are characterized by movement in time, their works would not be self-contained wholes if they were subject to time, and if they did not rather subject time to themselves and possess it internally. This control and subjugation of time = rhythm, Schelling (1856–61) V.636/trans. (1989) 205). Again, thanks here to Mark Payne. Other discussions of time in Pindar include Kromer (1976) on Ol. 10; Miller (1983) on Nem. 4.33–43; Nünlist (2007); Grethlein (2011) on Pyth. 9.

14 Bacch. fr. 20B.1–3 and fr. 20C.1–7 (the latter of which celebrates Hieron’s chariot-racing along with Aetna and may be a paired commission together with Pythian 1). For further discussion, see Budelmann (2012), esp. 176–80 and Fearn (2007) 39–42.

15 Cf. Culler (2015) 242: ‘A specific effect of apostrophic address is to posit a world in which a wider range of entities can be imagined to exercise agency, resisting our usual assumptions about what can act and what cannot, experimenting with the overcoming of ideological barriers that separate human actors from everything else.’

16 See also Schroeder (1922) 4; Krischer (1985); Morgan (2015) 311–12 (though my interpretation differs markedly).
volcano ecphrasis. Intertextual detail cues us in to Zeus’ supremacy in Hesiod’s Theogony:

5 καὶ τὸν αἰχματάν κεραυνὸν σβεννὺεις
αἰενὰν πυρός, εὐδεὶ δ’ ἀνὰ σκά-
πτω Διὸς αἰετός, ὁκεῖ-
an πτέρυγι’ ἀμφοτέρωθεν χαλάξαις,
ἀρχὸς οἰωνῶν, κελαινῶπιν δ’ ἐπὶ οἱ νεφέλαν
ἀγκύλῳ κρατί, γλεφάρων ἀδὸ κλάι-
θρον, κατέχενας· ὦ δὲ κνώσσων
ἀγρὸν νῶτον αἰωρεῖ, τεαῖς
10 ῥπαίοι κατασχόμενος. καὶ γὰρ βια-
tάς Ἀρης, τραχεῖαν ἀνουθε λιπῶν
ἔγχεων ἀκμάν, ἰαίει καρδίαν
κόματι, κήλα δὲ καὶ δαιμόνων θελ-
γει φρένας ἀμφὶ τέ Λατοῖ-
da σοφία βαθυκόλπων τε Μοισάν.
οἴσσα δὲ μὴ πεφίληκε Ζεύς, ἀτύζονται βοάν
Πειρίδοιοι ἀιόντα, γὰν τε καὶ πόν-
τον κατ’ ἀμαιμάκετον,
15 ὰς τ’ ἐν αἰνὰ Ταρτάρῳ κεῖται, θεῶν πολέμοις,
Τυφών ἐκατοντακάρανος· τὸν ποτε
Κιλικίων θρέβην πολυνύμμων ἀντρον· νῦν γε μάν
ταὶ θ’ ὑπὲρ Κύμας ἀλειρκέας ὤχθαι
Σικελία τ’ αὐτοῦ πιέξει
στέρνα λαχνάεντα· κίων δ’ οὐφρανία συνέχει,
νυφόσσ’ Αἴτνα, πάνετες χιόνος ὀξείας τιθήνα-
tὰς ἐρεύγονται μὲν ἀπλάτου πυρὸς ἀγνόταται
ἐκ μυχῶν παγαί· ποταμοὶ δ’ ἀμέρασιν
μὲν προχέοντι βόου καπνοῦ
αἶθων· ἀλλ’ ἐν ὤρφασιν πέτρας
φοίνισσα κυλινδόμενα φλόξ ἐς βαθεί-
αν φέρει πόντου πλάκα σῦν πατάγω.
20 κεῖνο δ’ Ἀφαίστου κρουνοῦς ἐρπετὸν
dεινότατος ἀναπέμπει· τέρας μὲν
θαυμᾶσιν προσιδέσθαι,
θαύμα δὲ καὶ παρεόντων ἀκοῦσαι,
όνον Αἴτνας ἐν μελαμφύλλοις δέδεται κορυφαῖς
καὶ πέδω, στρωμνα δὲ χαράσσοισ’ ἀπαν νῦ-
tον ποτικεκλιμένον κεντεῖ.

And you quench the warrior thunderbolt of ever-flowing fire. The eagle of Zeus sleeps on the sceptre, relaxing his swift wings on both
sides, / king of birds, and you have poured a dark cloud over his head, a sweet lock for his eyelids. In his slumber he raises his supple back, restrained by your gusts. And violent Ares too, leaving aside his spear and its harsh point, warms his hearth in deep sleep: your power enchants the minds even of the gods through the skill of the son of Leto and the deep-girdled Muses. / But all the things that Zeus has not loved are bewildered when they hear the cry of the Pierians over earth and unyielding sea: even the one who lies in grim Tartarus, enemy of the gods, hundred-headed Typhon, whom once a Cilician cave of many names reared. But now the sea-girt cliffs beyond Cumae, and Sicily, crush his shaggy chest. A heavenly pillar constrains, snowy Etna, all-year nurse of stinging snow. / From her depths erupt purest streams of unapproachable fire: rivers in daytime pour forth blazing streams of smoke; and in the darkness crimson rolling flame carries boulders crashing to the flat of the ocean. That monster is what sends up the most dreadful streams of Hephaestus. A wondrous portent to behold, and a wonder to hear of, even, from those present: / how he has been bound beneath the dark-wooded peaks and flats of Etna, and his bed, scraping his whole back, spurs him as he lies upon it. (Pythian 1.5–28)

The use of the unusual word κῆλα to characterize the sounds flying from the lyre in line 12 picks up the passage in Hesiod’s Theogony where Zeus’ lightning and thunderbolt, his κῆλα, symbolize his triumph over discord in the universe. Zeus is at the height of his powers during the battle against the Titans:

τόσσος δοῦπος ἔγεντο θεῶν ἔριδι ξυνιότων.  
σὺν δ’ ἀνεμοῖ ἐνοσίν τε κονιήν τ’ ἐσφαράγιζον  
βροντὴν τε στεροσῆν τε καὶ αἰθαλὸντα κεραυνόν,  
κῆλα Διὸς μεγάλου, φέρον δ’ ἔαχην τ’ ἐνοσίν τε  
ἐς μέσον ἀμφοτέρων ὀστίος δ’ ἀπλήστος ὀρώρει  
αμερδαλέης ἔριδος, κάρτευς δ’ ἀνεφαίνετο ἔργον.

So great a din there was as the gods clashed in strife; and in addition the winds magnified the thunder, lightning, and smoking bolt, great Zeus’ weapons, and carried the noise and shouting of both sides together. The din that rose from the terrible conflict was immense, and it was a powerful action that was displayed.

(Hesiod, Theogony 705–10)17

17 For the sense of κῆλα here, see West (1966) 355 ad loc.: ‘manifestations of divine power’.
We may also be reminded of the involvement of Apollo in the opening of the *Iliad*, where his destructive κῆλα are the vehicle for the delivery of plague into the Greek camp at Troy at *Iliad* 1.53 and 383. Finally, the volcanic ecphrasis is itself built around the Hesiodic conquest of Typhoeus (*Theogony* 861–7), providing a link between the two parts of the opening.

These intertexts are all foundational. Both Hesiod’s *Theogony* and the *Homeric Hymns* establish worship of gods by defining their timai and furnishing them with aetiological foundation myths; *Iliad* 1 in its own way further emphasizes the gulf between gods and mortals and validates Zeus’ ultimate supremacy. These texts are, in this way at least, analogous to *Pythian* 1, a poem that is as much about a foundation of a new city as it is about Hieron’s chariot-racing at Delphi, the site of Apollo’s own foundational triumph over disorder in the *Homeric Hymn*. Hieron is (finally) introduced in line 31, as ‘famous founder’, κλεινὸς οἰκιστήρ, before Pythian victor. This intertextual authority for Hieron’s power in Sicily has been stressed in the most recent work on this topic. It is one clear way in which Pindar asserts Hieron’s prestige and significance.

Yet more remains to be said, especially with reference to the fit between divine and mortal realms, and divine and mortal temporalities, which the intertextual interactions raise as an issue. It is importantly correct to see Pindar’s hymn to the lyre as a reconfiguration of theogonic origin narratives. It encapsulates a view of Hesiod’s *Theogony* from a position when Zeus’ successes have all already been achieved. Indeed, Pindar modifies the Hesiodic description of Zeus’ weapons so that the weapons now belong to the lyre, with κῆλα shifted to having an effect on, rather than belonging to, the gods: κῆλα δὲ καὶ δαιμόνων όγλαξ φρένας (‘your power enchants the minds even of the gods’, line 12). Word order initially resumes the Theogonic

---

18 Cf. Simpson (1969) 455; already noted by Σ Pind. Pyth. 1.21a (ii.11 Dr); Cingano (1995) 332 ad loc.
20 Race (1990) 100 n. 37 notes the ecphrastic quality of Pindar’s transformation of the hymn without further comment.
21 In particular Morgan (2015) 316. For the colonizational and foundational parallelisms in the *Homeric Hymn to Apollo*, see Malkin (2000).
23 In respect of the visual nature of this scene, parallels with numismatic evidence are tantalizing given the presence of Zeus and his eagle on some of Hieron’s coinage and in the opening of *Pythian* 1; but problems of chronology and with the very partial
status quo before reversing it, with δαίμόνων poised between κῆλα and φρένας but syntactically confirmed as to be taken with object rather than subject.²⁴ And Ares is no longer, as in the Homeric Hymn, joining in the dancing. He is now overcome instead with a deep sleep suggestive of the erotic lyric of Alcman and Sappho connoting a locus amoenus. Lines 11–12 appears to present a combined appropriation of Alcman’s Ἐρως μὲ δηντε Κύπριδος ἡκατί | γλυκὺς κατείβων καρδίαν ἰαίνει (‘Thanks to the Cyprian, Eros once again pours sweetly down and warms my heart’) and Sappho’s evocation of an erotically charged deep sleep (κῶμα) in a Cretan grove.²⁵

We are, here, drawn to imagine a divine temporality after the climactic, ‘epoch-making’ events of the Theogony and the Hymns.²⁶ The peacefulness of the divine realm is made manifest through a shift from language of extreme divine aggression to language figuring the effects of a metaphorically weaponized music on the minds of gods no longer in need of their weapons because their successes have all been achieved. This is emphasized in the perfect form of πεφίληκε (has not loved, and still does not) in line 13. Zeus’ triumph is on-going, with divine ease defined by victories achieved in the past that continue to resonate into and serve to define the timeless present.

Hesiod’s poetic persona in the Theogony has been termed by Eva Stehle as ‘the Panhellenized celebrant of Zeus’ order’, whose source of authority provides ‘a unitary, synoptic vista’.²⁷ It is easy and tempting to appropriate this and apply it directly onto Pindar’s poetics. Indeed, implicit in the unitarian approaches to Pindar is a tendency to read across from Hieron to Zeus.²⁸ The analogy risks

nature of the numismatic evidence make the issues too intractable for further headway, despite the bold attempts made by Dougherty (1993) 85–8; cf. Morgan (2015) 311 and 61–9; Nicholson (2016) 243, 255. The most important discussion of the problems of Hieron’s Aetnaean coinage in context remains Boehringer (1968); see also Kraay (1976); Rutter (1997); Rutter (1998); Rutter (2000). Many thanks to Clare Rowan for discussion with me of the numismatic obstacles.

²⁵ Alcman fr. 59a PMGF; Sappho fr. 2.8 V. Cf. Barker (2003).
²⁶ ‘Each hymn describes an epoch-making moment in the mythic chronology of Olympus and, as such, inaugurates a new era in the divine and human cosmos’: Clay (1989) 15; also Clay (2011) for the representation of a critical time in the development of Zeus’ cosmos in the Homeric Hymns.
²⁷ Stehle (1997) 208; 207.
²⁸ Especially now Morgan (2015) 316; 345. Segal (1998) 12–13 is perhaps more suggestive, if rather allusive, on this: ‘[the golden lyre’s] moral force extends from the
becoming an equation—one according to which Hieron’s power virtually is divine through Pindar’s own endorsement. We can, however, enrich our interpretation by playing closer attention to the question of temporalities that the opening raises. We can do this by focusing on the tenses of the verbs in the opening 28 lines of the poem before the segue into consideration of Hieron. Present- or perfect-tense verbs are prominent throughout, and continue from the hymnic opening into the volcano section. We have ἀκούει (‘listens’, line 2), πείθονται (‘obey’, line 3), ἀβεννύεις (‘quench’, line 5), εἴδει (‘sleeps’, line 6), αἰωρεῖ (‘raises’, line 9), ταινεῖ (‘warms’, line 11), θέλγει (‘enchants’, line 12), μή πεφίληκε (‘has not loved’, line 13), ἀτύζονται (‘are bewildered’, line 13), κεῖται (‘lies’, line 15), πιέζει (‘crush’, line 19), συνέχει (‘constrains’, line 19), ἐρεύγονται (‘erupt’, line 21), προχέοντι (‘pour forth’, line 22), φέρει (‘carries’, line 24), ἀναπέμπει (‘sends up’, line 26), δέδεται (‘has been bound’, line 27), and κεντεῖ (‘spurs’, line 28).29

This attention to tense constructs an eternal ‘nowness’ of time, the ever-present, marked initially with the indefinite clause ὁ πόταν… τεύχῃ (‘whenever you fashion’, line 4) denoting musical performance, and it suggests two things. First, it marks out this whole section of the text as narratologically separate: as ahistorical, transcendentally musical, immortal, ever-present, ongoing, but potentially separate from Hieron’s historicity. The continual vivification of a sense of presence and spontaneity is a crucial marker of lyric poetry, as Jonathan Culler has most recently emphasized.30 The lyric ‘now’ is itself an enunciative marker rather than a representation of an event. This section of Pythian 1 seems to go out of its way to stress its presentness, disrupting the encomiastic flow of the poem before it has even begun. It delays praise of Hieron until after an abrupt transition and prayer to Zeus in lines 29–30, eschewing any straightforwardly encomiastic opening frame by radically expanding upon typical

sovereignty of Zeus to the rule and new foundation of Hieron and includes the poet’s own mastery and mimetic renewal of the world-order through song.

29 Within these entire lines the only aorist main verb, θρέψεν, marks the Cilician origin of Typhon (lines 14–15), emphasized by ποτε and contrasted strongly by νῦν γε μᾶν.

encomiastic opening strategies.\textsuperscript{31} This is particularly striking in an epinician poem in which, highly unusually for Pindar, there is a prominent focus, later on, on historical narrative in the evocation of the wider geopolitical and military successes of Hieron. The opening sets up, but also requires interpretation within, the poem’s broader temporal and historical concerns.\textsuperscript{32}

Second, presentness also serves as an ecphrastic marker. More specifically, ecphrastic texts use present tenses to create a sense of the supposed directness of access to what they appear to be describing, inspiring what W. J. T. Mitchell termed ‘ekphrastic hope’.\textsuperscript{33} It is important that the ecphrasis of the volcano eruption in lines 21–8 is already set up by the eternally present temporality of the opening hymnic section. It is clear from the remainder of Pindar’s epinician work that sustained explicit narration-cum-description of a particular historically verifiable natural phenomenon such as we have in Pythian 1 with the volcano is highly unusual. The continuation of the sense of presentness into the volcano ecphrasis marks out the entirety of the opening sections up to Hieron’s introduction as particularly demanding of interpretation.

One option is to fold this atemporal narratological distinctiveness into the politics of Hieron’s will to power, as, in effect, a specifically totalitarian poetics. Analogies with twentieth-century Fascist constructions of ahistorical temporality suggest themselves immediately.\textsuperscript{34}

\textsuperscript{31} Again, parallels with sympotic encomia are instructive: in those cases, opening references to the lyre serve as part of the encomiastic strategy foregrounding the addressee, but with Pythian 1 the praise/hymn of the lyre itself expands so far as to outgrow such structuring.

\textsuperscript{32} Cf. Phillips (2016) 148, noting a conflict between ‘the transcendental, continuous nature of the present as experienced by gods and the temporality of its signification, which occurs as part of a chain of discrete significations’.

\textsuperscript{33} Mitchell (1994) 152–4; cf. Bartsch and Elsner (2007) i–ii. This is paralleled in the way epic similes in Homer use tenses—often present tenses—to create a sense of presence: see esp. Bakker (2001) 22: ‘The present tense and the augmented aorist do not express, as “gnomic” tenses, the common knowledge; they pertain to the image and its presence in the performance, as it is visualized and perceived by the poet and his audience… The present tense and the augmented aorist in the similes evoke, indeed presuppose, presence.’

\textsuperscript{34} Cf. Arthurs (2012) 4 on Italian Fascist conceptions of time: ‘This vision championed the historic over the historical; that is, it celebrated fascism as a self-actualizing maker of history, rather than the product of diachronic historical development’; Fogu (2003) 11 for Fascism’s ‘ensemble of mental icons in which the historic essence of fascism was imagined and from which it was projected into the visual and ritual representations that aimed at making the past present’; also Antliff (2002) 162 for
In these terms, the relation between Zeus’ supremacy and Pindar’s lyric foundation story for Hieron would be historic rather than historical, with Hieron an ideological agent of change, in charge of, rather than at the mercy of, his own destiny. This may indeed be an articulation of Hieron’s expectations, and indeed his agenda, though we cannot reach beyond the text to anything ulterior for support of this view.35 And, as we will see later, the poem elsewhere offers very different configurations of Hieron’s relation with time.

Furthermore, there are additional resonances within the intertextual cues to hymnic material that the poem’s opening has provided. The Homeric Hymn to Apollo and Hesiod’s Theogony are transformed by Pindar into something else, the hymn to lyric music and song. First, the way that line 12 figures lyre’s musical sounds as κῆλα and sets out their impact also marks Pindar’s lyric rearticulation of theogonic and hymnic foundations on its own terms. This exploits a potential tension within the hymnic and theogonic tradition between the authority of the gods and the power of music itself as a universal force.36

Pythian 1 is also able to interrogate the hymnic tradition itself, before it even reaches the nature of its encomiastic subject proper, Hieron himself. The opposing counterpart of those texts’ access to divine power and ease is their attitude to mortality. In the Homeric Hymn the detail that Pindar does not repeat is the content of the song being sung. In Pindar, the singers of line 3 serve as obedient subjects to the lyre’s ‘signs’ (the first sign of power dynamics in Pythian 1 reconfigures the political as aesthetic and musical). Yet we do not hear (about) what the singers sing, unless by implication it is Pindar’s own poem, as a self-fulfilling enactment. Particularly if that is the implication, though, we ought to take seriously the juxtaposition of epinician and hymnic evocations of performance, and consider the potential significance of those ‘signs’. The signification is double: not

Fascism’s alternative epic, transcendent timescale. See also Mitchell (1986) 97 citing Robert Weimann for the potential political dangers of aesthetic space marked off from historical time: ‘[T]he loss of the temporal dimension means the destruction of the specific narrative effect, namely, the representation of temporal processes’, and thus ‘the ideological negation of self-transforming reality, the negation of the historicity of our world’.

only divine ease, but also the utter wretchedness of mortals. *Homeric Hymns*, by definition, not only serve to emphasize divine origins and authority but also authorize and manifest, across time through reperformance, the gulf between gods and mortals essential for the identity of both.\(^{37}\) It would seem unwise to claim that we should only take from the Homeric hymn those elements that appear to conform or fit, rather than the hymn’s discursive thrust understood as a whole.\(^{38}\) Pindaric lyric expression is grounded in a rangy referentiality and an ability to project and preconceive its own valency in other contexts and circumstances. It opens up for consideration big questions of mortality and divinity raised by temporal factors and a self-consciousness about poetic memorialization and projection through time and space. One chief accomplishment, then, of the opening of *Pythian* 1 is to open up the question of the relation between the limits and boundaries of poetic form and the limits and boundaries of the poem’s encomiastic subject.

The focus on lyric music itself in *Pythian* 1 voices a systematic tension between order and chaos, mortals and immortals, and between poetic independence and transcendence and the historical rootedness of political ideology. This is expressed in political and poetic terms, via questions about the scope and scale of mortal power, and the scope and scale of the poetic texts that accompany it. There is a basic tension between foundational parallels between hymnic and lyric ideologies on the one hand, and the disjunction between hymnic motifs and mortal praise on the other. Poetry for tyrants represents the limit case for the genre of epinician poetry.\(^{39}\) *Pythian* 1 explores these limits and plays on them substantially, by foregrounding from

\(^{37}\) Again, Clay (1989) 15; 55. It is also worth comparing here the opening of Bacchylides 5, which as Race (1990) 184 has shown, presents Hieron in remarkably divine terms through the hymnic nature of the address. This however, does not mean that we should interpret that poem as elevating Hieron to a divine status, partly because of the markedly gloomy mortality of the poem’s myth of Meleager and Heracles, and partly because of the paradoxical stress on Hieron’s mortality in that same opening hymnic section (*αἴ τις ἐπιχθονίων*, line 5): again, the positioning of Hieron is an issue open for scrutiny.

\(^{38}\) Cf. Morgan (2015) 312. It is not so much that ‘epinician brings gods and men closer together; thus an evocation of the miseries of men would be inappropriate’ (Morgan (2015) 312 n. 11, with Krischer (1985) 493), but rather that epinician poetry exploits precisely what it is to be human and powerful through systematic comparison and contrast with the mythical, the heroic, the natural, and the divine.

the outset questions of structure, signification, and coherence. Pindar then raises this issue with particular prominence in the volcano ecphrasis that forms a key part of this extended opening.

III. ECPhRASIS, SIGNIFICATION, AND ‘THE IRRUPTION OF TIME INTO PLAY’

The vivid presentness of the opening lines sets up the move into ecphrasis with the narration-cum-description of the eruption of Mt Etna. This ecphrasis pushes much more overtly the issue of the relation between mortal and divine realms and temporalities, and questions about the relation between lyric time and historical time. Interpretation was established as a theme at the outset in the musical ‘signs’ (σάμασιν, line 3) whose immediate sense was left unclear. Now, the volcano ecphrasis is used to thematize interpretability explicitly, through visual and aural framing.

Line 26 summarizes the volcano eruption as a wondrous τέρας (portent), either for people to see for themselves, or to hear of from others (τέρας μὲν θαυμάσιον προσιδέσθαι, θαύμα δὲ καὶ παρεόντων ἀκοῦσαι). The question of what the ecphrastic portent means is implicated in questions of visual and aural experience that relate not only to the volcano, but also to the poem, as we shall see. The text then slips into providing Typhon’s imprisonment as a mythological aetiology for the ongoing eruptive power of the volcano. Yet Pindar does not resolve how to interpret this as a portent, a sign for the future. The text leaves this question open, preferring to move swiftly on with a jarring asyndetic transition into prayers. These prayers tentatively gesture towards the future in different ways that do not themselves provide straightforward answers to the questions posed by this ecphrasis.40

Pindar’s volcano is emblematic of, and a figure for, the problem of interpreting Pythian 1 in relation to its encomiastic subject Hieron. Pythian 1 makes the issue of interpretability central to its concerns not simply because of the very rarity of full-blown ecphrasis in

Pindar.\textsuperscript{41} For ecphrasis itself is an interrogative zone within literary texts, carrying within it a self-consciousness about the connections with wider literary/formal-cum-ideological contexts. As Don Fowler rightly noted, ‘any relationship we posit is inevitably an uneasy one. Precisely because the correspondences and contrasts are figured, the interpretation of them cannot be simple or clear: there is room for disagreement. We are consciousness, not only of a desire for integration but of a resistance to it.’\textsuperscript{42} Moreover, ‘precisely because ecphrasis represents a pause at the level of narration and cannot be read functionally, the reader is possessed by a strong need to interpret.’\textsuperscript{43}

In our case, ecphrasis is located within a poetic form which is essentially enunciative, epideictic, figurative, disjunctive, recreative, and framed by subjectivity, rather than within a predominantly narrative-realist style of poetry such as is represented in the epic, hymnic, and theogonic traditions.\textsuperscript{44} If \textit{Pythian} 1 were a predominantly narrative form, interpretative questions would concentrate around narrative framing and focalization.\textsuperscript{45} Here, while there is no narrative framing, the description of the volcano still inscribes focalizations within itself as a self-conscious marker of, and way in to, its own interpretability. And in so doing, it raises questions about its fit within the broader lyric structures of the poem.

In one formal sense, the position of the ecphrasis emphasizes how the text is flagging up the issue of historicity and temporal rootedness,\textsuperscript{46}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{41} Here, set-piece narration/description of a natural landscape rather than of an artwork. Ecphrasis rather than ‘ecphrastic gesture’ as explored in Chapter 2.
\item \textsuperscript{42} Fowler (1991) 35; Bartsch and Elsner (2007) ii.
\item \textsuperscript{43} Fowler (1991) 27.
\item \textsuperscript{44} For lyric, the general thrust of Culler (2015). For the realist poetics of epic, however contrived, e.g. Auerbach (1956); Silk (1987) 57–69; though see Feeney (1991) 5–56 for the additional challenges to realism that epic poetry often posed; also Graziosi and Haubold (2005) 35–43 for the differing takes on narrated temporalities in the Homeric and Hesiodic traditions.
\item \textsuperscript{45} For framing and focalization as essential concerns for classical studies of ecphrasis after Fowler (1991), see Goldhill (2007) 1.
\item \textsuperscript{46} In the landscape and geopolitics of Hieron: the geographic coverage of Typhon’s imprisonment, from Etna to Cumae, maps the geography of Hieron’s military and colonizing successes, on which, see, e.g., Kirkwood (1982) 132 ad loc. 18–20; Morgan (2015) 317–20; Athanassaki (2003) 121. Aristophanes may have had his eye on \textit{Pythian} 1 when figuring Paphlagon’s monstrous power base at \textit{Equi}. 74–9; elsewhere Aristophanes appears to pick up the Bacchylidean image of the monstrous Cerberus (\textit{καρχαρόδοντα κύν’}, Bacch. 5.60) to figure his persona’s heroic challenge to Cleon at \textit{Pax} 754.
\end{itemize}
while deferring further delineation of its own historicity and occasion-
ality. As part of the sustained opening structures of Pythian 1, the
volcano forms a barrier between the transcendentally powerful music
of the first lines and the movement towards human historicity that
begins with mention of Hieron himself in line 31.

The use of ecphrasis in a lyric poem seems almost paradoxical
and contrary, in that ecphrasis marks a rupture in an overarching
and otherwise relatively uninterrupted narrative context, something
that Pindaric victory odes (with the partial exception of Pythian 4)
eschew. The question of historical temporality and historical narra-
tive will be discussed in greater detail later in Section IV. What we can
say for now, though, is that by using ecphrastic technique, Pindar is
tantalizing us with the prospect of a narrative approach to the relation
between encomiastic poetry and historical particularization. This is a
literary response, within lyric’s own temporal space, to the challenges
and pressures posed by Hieron’s grand narratives of power, colon-
ization, and military prowess.

The ecphrasis communicates, in part, the wonder of Hieron’s
Sicilian foundational geography. On a deeper level, the wondrous
response, together with its portentousness, figures responses to Pindar’s
own poetry as something both inherently rooted in original contexts
and as something transmitted far beyond them. The poem that contains
the ecphrasis is itself not only a thing to be experienced audiovisually in
performance, but also something to be spoken about and consumed in
scenarios at at least one remove from original specificities of a context of
first performance. The ecphrasis and the poem together project them-
selves into the thought-worlds of consumers both near and far in both
time and space.47 This exploits the tension in the positionality of lyric
voice between contextualization and de- or recontextualization that is
central to lyric as a form. The ecphrasis in fact collapses the distinction
between visual and aural signs, as a perceptual figure for the uncertain
interpretative possibilities that the poem opens out as a view of its own
reception.

47 This seems preferable to the interpretation of Athanassaki (2009b) 250 with
n. 26, opting to read the deictic reference to τὸῦ ὄρος (‘this mountain’, line 30) as a
demonstrative indicating the speaker’s spatial vicinity, according to which Pindar
slowly zooms in on the Sicilian place of first performance. Deixis here (both ocular
and fictional) is a way of expressing not only presence but also absence and distance,
and is in tune with the way ecphrasis and deixis, when considered together, work more
generally to raise questions about proximity and access: cf. Chapter 2 n. 92.
That the eruption, and Pindar’s ecphrastic description of it, is ‘wondrous’/‘a wonder’, (θαυμάσιον; θαύμα) is taken for granted in its own reception, as set up in line 26. But in opening up scrutiny of both visual and verbal/aural receptions, the ecphrasis also raises the question of its focalization, and thus interpretation: who sees; who hears; who wants to interpret, and how?

Wonder as a doubled response might be thought to find a compliant and organic fit within the encomiastic poetic context; readings and interpretations both near and far would thus coalesce with positive functionalist effectiveness. Yet initial wonder at both the volcano and Pindar’s lyric achievement across time and space serves to open out interpretative diversities through reception, inviting scrutiny of the gaps within that spatio-temporal breadth. Moreover, any talk of encomiastic poetic context rests on uncertain ground given that the narrative-encomiastic structure of the surrounding frame has yet even to be determined. Elision of ecphrastic wonderment at the erupting volcano with wonder at Hieron’s achievements is not, in fact, something the text makes it at all easy for readers or audiences to achieve. It might even be that explicit foregrounding of interpretation, and of description and the problem of narrativity, in this example is what made this ecphrasis, and the poem that encloses it, so frequently reworked or alluded to. The nature of audience

---

48 This is already in line with the archaic and classical cognitive dilemma of the interpretability of natural phenomena, as discussed by Haubold (2007) in reference to Herodotus, and set up in Graziosi and Haubold (2005) ch. 3 in reference to epic: are such natural phenomena accountable in terms of their belonging to a particular historicity, or are they a timeless, ahistorical manifestation of the structure of the universe? ‘In other words, natural events like earthquakes and thunder challenge observers to decide what kind of events are unfolding in front of their eyes’: Haubold (2007) 237. Within the scope of the present discussion, this question of temporalities shows just how useful the volcano ecphrasis is for Pindar in this poem.


50 Picked up at [Aesch.] PV 363–9; allusion especially marked in Roman literature, from Lucretius, Virgil, and Livy onwards: Lucr. 6.639–702; Virg. Georg. 1.466–73, with Serv. ad Virg. Georg. 1.472, with Livy 116 fr. 47; Virg. Aen. 3.570–82, with Thomas (1999) 283; Ov. Met. 15.340–55; [Virg.] Aetna; Luc. Phars. 1.545–7; Aul. Gell. 17.10; also [Long.] De subl. 35.4, with Hunter (2012) 177–8; for fascinating recent discussion of the pseudo-Virgilian Aetna poem, see Payne (2014). The identity of the monster buried beneath the mountain was a well-known Hellenistic zetema, highlighted by Callimachus: cf. Call. Aet. fr. 1.33–6 Harder with Harder II.81 ad loc. 1.35–6. There also remains the suspicion that Thucydides draws attention to Pindar and his
response and reception is a systematic issue for praise poetry, and is particularly marked in this poem. The ecphrasis flags up the relation between proximity to versus separation from Hieron’s Sicily, in a way that preconfigures the conditions of the poem’s own broader reception, including beyond Sicily’s shores.51

Ephrastic technique thus makes a significant contribution to Pindar’s formal and conceptual experimentation in *Pythian* 1. In an important broader discussion of ecphrasis on the back of the shield of Achilles in *Iliad* 18, Mitchell makes the following observations:

Achilles’ shield illustrates the imperial ambitions of ekphrasis to take ‘dominion everywhere’. These ambitions make it difficult to draw a circle around ekphrasis, to draw any finite conclusions about its nature, scope, or place in the literary universe. Ekphrasis resists ‘placement’ as an ornamental feature of larger textual structures, or as a minor genre. It aims to be all of literature in miniature . . . Ekphrasis is one of the keys to difference within language (both ordinary and literary) and . . . it focuses the interarticulations of perceptual, semiotic, and social contradictions within verbal representation. My emphasis on canonical examples of ekphrasis in ancient, modern and romantic poetry has not been aimed at reinforcing the status of this canon or ekphrasis, but at showing how the ‘workings’ of ekphrasis, even in its classic forms, tends to unravel the conventional suturing of the imagetext and to expose the social structure of representation as an activity and a relationship of power/knowledge/desire—representation as something done to something, with something, by someone, for someone.52

With *Pythian* 1, the account of the reactions of wonder at the volcano are what ‘unravels’ Mitchell’s ‘imagetext’. The awe-filled reactions figure receptions of the poem itself through time and space and thus fulfil the supremely grand achievements (not simply ambitions) of lyric power as foregrounded in the poem’s cosmic opening. But they also draw attention to the interpretative and situational differences that such reactions are inevitably freighted with behind the immediate wonderment, flagging the synthetic nature of Pindar’s act of representation. The ecphrasis raises the question of poetic interpretation that is writ large across the expansive, and indeed hyperbolically

---

52 Mitchell (1994) 180.
cosmic, scope of Pindar’s poetics here. It also anticipates in a different way the self-consciousness later in the poem about the relation between Hieron’s strategic successes and the conditions of state-sponsored patronage for a military poetics beyond Sicily’s shores.  

II.1 On Interpreting Portents

Given that the eruption is categorized as a portent, we are now permitted to enquire how such natural phenomena are themselves interpreted as portents. Moreover, portents of what, assuming that natural phenomena, understood as divine or mythological manifestations, require and often receive further interpretation beyond simple mythological description such as we get here? Portents are a locus of interaction between mortal and divine realms. This is what is at stake in these lines, and again, they build on the interpretative issues raised in the slippage between mortal and divine lyric performance scenarios opened up by the poem at its beginning. Questions of audience investment are also at stake, since questions about the significance of the volcano may matter more or less depending on how ecphrastically engaged a viewing/reading of the volcano eruption is going to be. Ecphrastically ‘hopeful’ readers/viewers will perhaps feel the need for interpretation of the portent more pressingly than those who are more ecphrastically ‘fearful’ or more sceptical, self-aware about the paradigmatic status of the ecphrasis, its reality effects rather than access-granting ability. By using full-blown ecphrasis rather than gesturing more coyly towards material phenomena or artworks, as in Nemean 8 discussed in Chapter 2, Pindar adds a fresh intensity to the kinds of questions involved in presenting and interpreting the encomiastic project. Pythian 1 not only raises the same issue of proximity to and contact with contextual encomiastic circumstances, but also goes further by explicitly flagging the reception issues built into explicit preconceived mapping of audiences both close at hand and removed in time and space.

53 Lines 75–80, discussed in §IV.
Ecphrases and portents both require careful interpretation and mortal reception. As Walter Burkert observed, divination of signs is bound up with the vicissitudes of interpretation:

For humans, with their wide and unspecific capacities of perception, the question is, and always has been, how to judge the relevance and meaning of particular signs, how to distinguish regular sequences from pure coincidence, how to sort out what is meaningful within the vague and poorly delimited sphere of concomitant perceptions. We automatically do this all the time through our sensory apparatuses, as does any living being within the faculties of its own cognitive system. Looked at in this way, divination is nothing ‘divine’ but rather an accumulation of experiences about the relevance and meaning of signs.\footnote{Burkert (2005) 31–2.}

Ecphrases and portents also resist integration into narratives, and mortal religious frameworks, respectively. The ambivalence of the literary tradition towards the interpretability of natural phenomena as portents can be shown by three examples. First, Odysseus’ stringing of the bow that sings like a lyre at the culmination of Homer’s \textit{Odyssey}, with Zeus thundering favourable portents overhead, may provide an empoweringly positive epic paradigm:

\begin{quote}
\begin{greek}
\textit{ὣς ἄρ} ἐφαν μνηστήρες· ἀτὰρ πολύμητις Ὁδυσσεύς, αὐτίκ’ ἐπεὶ μέγα τόξον ἑβαστασε καὶ ἰδε πάντη, ὡς ὅτ’ ἀνήρ φόρμιγγος ἐπιστάμενος καὶ ἀοιδῆς ῥηιδίως ἐτάνυσσε νέω περὶ κόλλοπι χορδήν, ἠμαί ἀμφιτερωθὲν ἐνστρεφὲς ἐντερον ὦν,

\textit{ὡς ἄρ} ἀτερ σπουδῆς τάνυσεν μέγα τόξον Ὁδυσσεύς. \\

dεξιτερῆ ἄρα χειρὶ λαβὼν πειρήσατο νευρῆς· ἥ δ’ ὑπὸ καλὸν ἀεισε, χειλάδιν εἰκέλῃ αὐθήν.

\textit{μνηστήριν} δ’ ἄρ’ ἀχος γένετο μέγα, πάσι δ’ ἄρα χρώς ἐτράπετο. Ζεὺς δὲ μεγάλ’ ἐκτυπε σήματα φαινὼν·

\textit{γῆθησαν} τ’ ἄρ’ ἐπείτα πολύπλας δῖος Ὁδυσσεύς, ὅττι ρά οἱ τέρας ἤκε Κρόνου πάις ἀγκυλομῆτεω·
\end{greek}
\end{quote}

So spoke the suitors, but wily Odysseus forthwith grasped the great bow and examined it in detail, as when a man skilled in lyre and song easily stretches the string over a new peg, making it taut at both ends with finely twisted sheep gut—so without effort Odysseus stringed the great bow. He held it in his right hand, and tried the string: it sang sweetly under his touch, like a swallow in voice. But upon the suitors
came great grief, and all their faces changed. Zeus thundered loud, showing forth his signs. Then much-enduring godlike Odysseus rejoiced, that the son of crooked-counselling Kronos had sent him an omen. (Homer, Odyssey 21.404–15)

Second, the Homeric Hymn to Apollo may also provide a positive model for Hieron, if a divine reception is projected onto the interpretation of the volcano’s portentousness, read as a continuation of the divine perspective from the opening of Pythian 1. In line 302 of the Hymn, the snake Python which Apollo kills as the first part of his colonizing-cum-foundation of Delphi is marked as a τέρας, a baleful thing for mortals to encounter, but which turns out to signify a positive future for the eponymous sanctuary:

\[\text{ἀγχοῦ δὲ κρήνη καλλίρροος ἐνθα δράκαιναν} \\
\text{κτείνειν ἄναξ Δίως νίς ἀπὸ κρατεροῖο βιοίο} \\
\text{ξατρεφεά μεγάλην τέρας ἄγριον, ἢ κακὰ πολλὰ} \\
\text{ἀνθρώποι έρδεσκεν ἐπὶ χθονί, πολλὰ μὲν αὐτοὺς} \\
\text{πολλά δὲ μῆλα ταναύποδ’ ἐπεὶ πέλε πήμα δαφοινόν.}\]

And nearby was the fine-flowing spring where the lord, son of Zeus, drew his mighty bow and slew the snake, a bloated, great, monstrous portent that caused much harm to the men in the land, both to themselves and to their tender-shanked flocks, for it was a most bloody blight. (Homeric Hymn to Apollo 300–4)\(^{56}\)

Alternatively, however, Pindar himself reveals, in another lyric genre, a very different way of constructing a τέρας and of responding to it. Pindar’s Paean 9 raises the spectre of wars and civil unrest as possibilities in store, potentially but uncertainly signified by a solar eclipse.\(^{57}\) See in particular:

\[\text{Ἀκτίς ἄελιον, τί πολύσκοπ’ ἐμῆσαο,} \\
\text{ἀδέματος ὑπέρτατον} \\
\text{ἐν ἀμέρα κλεπτόμενος; (τί δ’ ἔθηκας ἀμάχανον ἰσχύν}\]


\(^{57}\) In subsequent allusions to Pindar’s volcano ecphrasis in Roman poetry, the Etna eruption becomes a figure for civil war: cf. n. 50. It would require special pleading to argue that Pindar foreshadows these texts’ specific interpretations, since careful attention to the language and imagery of Pythian 1 in relation to their structuring within the whole reveals that Pindar opens up the options rather than channelling readers, as if with twenty-twenty hindsight, into one particular line of interpretation. Yet to deny the poem’s potential prefiguring of this kind of reading would itself be too limiting and prescriptive.
Beam of the sun! What have you contrived, observant one, mother of eyes, highest star, in concealing yourself in broad daylight? Why have you made helpless men’s strength and the path of wisdom, by rushing down a dark highway? Do you drive a stranger course than before? In the name of Zeus, swift driver of horses, I beg you, turn the universal omen, lady, into some painless prosperity for Thebes . . . / Do you bring a sign of some war or wasting of crops, or a mighty snowstorm beyond telling, or ruinous strife or emptying of the sea on to land or frost on the earth or a rainy summer flowing with raging water, or will you flood the land and create a new race of men from the beginning?

(Pindar, Paean 9.1–20, A1 Rutherford)

In *Pythian* 1 Pindar chooses to authorize none of these interpretative options, by leaving his τέρας dangling as a mythological, phenomenological, and textual wonder. In some ways this is analogous to the handling of the island of Delos as a wondrous τέρας in Pindar’s first *Hymn* (fragment 33c line 3), where the interpretability of Delos opens out into alternative mortal and divine, and somewhat dizzying, perspectives on her, perhaps articulating traditionally hymnic divisions between mortal and divine realms and modes of experience. Yet here in *Pythian*

58 For some further discussion of *Paean* 9, see Budelmann (2013) 85–7, who importantly flags the complexity of that text’s relation to performance contextualization.
1, in an epinician poem, we may again feel the pressures of generic form and contextualization at their very limits. Pindar positions himself within a tradition containing a variety of alternative takes on the signification of portents without vouching for any of them, because of the atypical formal structuring that is involved in positioning ecphrasis within encomiastic lyric.59 The fit between portent, ecphrasis, and lyric frame raises the interpretative stakes considerably for Pythian 1.

We may also note the poem’s coyness about the extent to which the erupting volcano and the foundation of its city namesake are related, whether in positive or negative terms.60 Given the encomiastic context of Hieron’s new city, we might have expected the poem to play up in more straightforwardly positive terms the relation between the volcano and Hieron’s circumstances: yet it does not. Pindar uses the ecphrasis to draw our attention to potential links between natural forces, cosmic forces, and Hieron’s landscape without explaining

59 Iliadic examples of τέρας are somewhere in between the Odyssean and the paeanic and relatable to Pindar’s hymnic use, in the narratologically complex ways that a narrator not only offers a view of portents’ significances but can also focalize the reactions of mortals lacking the same level of access to the divine. See in particular II. 4.73–86: in that case the mortal interpretation of the τέρας as negatively ominous is along the right lines, though its understanding is partial, lacking knowledge of the precise divine motivations and mechanisms, and although the main narrator notably resists differentiating between Trojan and Greek mortal reactions, meaning that there is a degree of dissonance between mortal and divine levels.

60 If, indeed, the sequence of events is this way around. The matter is historically complex since neither event is objectively datable to a specific year in the 470s. See further Boehringer (1968) 71–2; Morgan (2015) 56–7. If the new city of Aetna was built on the back of the need to refound Katane after a major volcanic eruption, the claim that the failure of sources to mention this sequence of events represents anti-tyrannical bias does not sit well with Pythian 1’s failure to clarify the relation, and in any case lacks historiographical subtlety. Luraghi (1994) 340 argues for the foundation of the cult of Zeus Aitnaios in the new city as apotropaic in the aftermath of the recent eruption. The pragmatic view offered by Cingano (1995) 14–15 of the possibility of continuing spectacular minor eruptions after a main event is sensible and may be right, but is probably not a viable answer to the divergence in the sources for the date of the eruption (Marmor Parium, FGrH 239 A 52—479/8 BCE; Thuc. 3.116—476/5), which should be accounted for on the sources’ own terms. This is particularly so in the latter case, where the symbolism of the parallelism between a famous volcanic eruption and the military and political events of 426/5, as the culmination of the tumultuous third book (in particular the juxtaposition between stasis at Corcyra, recurrence of plague at Athens, and increasing Athenian involvement with Sicily), is surely the point, irrespective of the datable historicity of the eruption: cf. Hornblower (1991) 495 ad loc. Thuc. 3.88.4; an implicit poetic-cum-political parallelism at least as much as an attempt to provide accurate historical dating, despite Thuc. 6.3.3, with Hornblower (2004) 188; cf. Hornblower (2004) 104 n. 74.
their relation within the scheme of nature, myth, history, and memorializing poetics that is being laid out before us.\textsuperscript{61}

While we have already explored to some extent the oddity of the presence of ecphrasis within a predominantly non-narrative poetic form, we can move on to a stage to consider in more detail how exactly \textit{Pythian} 1 positions the ecphrasis within itself. In lines 29–40 the text suddenly changes mood in the process of specifying the poem’s encomiastic circumstances. In these lines, the text expresses hopes for Hieron’s continued success, yet frames them with prayers first to Zeus and then to Apollo that sound at least cautious, if not doubtful or defensive. And it is only here that we finally receive first mention of, and praise for, Hieron and his achievements:

\begin{quote}
\footnotesize
\textit{εἴη,} Ζεὺς, τίν εἴη ἄνδανεν,
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\footnotesize
\textit{δός τούτ’ ἔρεπεις ὄρος, εὐκάρπτοιο γαῖ-}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\footnotesize
\textit{ας μέτωπον, τοῦ μὲν ἐπωνυμίαν}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\footnotesize
\textit{kλεινός οἰκιστήρ ἐκύδανεν πόλιν}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\footnotesize
\textit{γείτονα, Πυθιάδος δ’ ἐν δρόμῳ κά-}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\footnotesize
\textit{ρυξ ἄνεειπέ νιν ἄγγέλ-}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\footnotesize
\textit{λων Τέρμωνος ὑπὲρ καλλινίκου}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\footnotesize
\textit{ἀρμασι, ναυσιφορήτοις δ’ ἄνδράσι πρώτα χάρις}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\footnotesize
\textit{ἐς πλόον ἀρχομένοις πομπαίον ἐλθεῖν}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\footnotesize
\textit{oὔρον- ἐοικότα γάρ}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{61} Here it may be useful to consider the concepts of history, memorialization, and nature in relation to one another, as interrogated in the work of Hannah Arendt. For Arendt, poetry and historiography cover the same temporal territory in the same theoretical fashion, in their conceptualizations of mortal memorialization in the interrelation between the immortalities of nature and history. See Arendt (\cite{Arendt1954} 2006) 48: ‘The concern with greatness, so prominent in Greek poetry and historiography, is based on the most intimate connection between the concepts of nature and history. Their common denominator is immortality. Immortality is what nature possesses without effort and without anybody’s assistance, and immortality is what the mortals therefore must try to achieve if they want to live up to the world into which they were born, to live up to the things which surround them and to whose company they are admitted for a short while. The connection between history and nature is therefore by no means an opposition. History receives into its remembrance those mortals who through deed and word have proved themselves worthy of nature, and their everlasting fame means that they, despite their mortality, may remain in the company of the things that last forever.’ Yet \textit{Pythian} 1 and its creation of a rupturing but eternal volcanic presence seems to add nuance to the power of the relation between different modes of temporality that Arendt is otherwise right to emphasize as an ancient Greek concern. Hieron’s memorialization in \textit{Pythian} 1 elevates him into the same eternal company as both the mythically monstrous Typhon and the natural mountain that suppresses him.
καὶ τελευτᾷ φερτέρου νόστου τυχεῖν. ὁ δὲ λόγος ταῦταις ἐπὶ συντυχίαις δόξαν φέρει λοιπὸν ἐςσεσθαι στεφάνου νῦν ἔποισ τε κλυτὰν καὶ σὺν εὐφώνως θαλίαις ὀνυμαστάν.

Let it be, Zeus, yes let it be our role to please you, who haunt this mountain, brow of a fertile land, whose eponymous neighbouring city was glorified by its illustrious founder, when at the Pythian games the herald proclaimed its name in announcing it on illustrious Hieron’s behalf, gloriously victorious / with his chariot. For seafaring men embarking on a voyage the first blessing is that a favourable wind should come, since it is reasonable that at the end a better return home will also be achieved. And the saying in the current circumstances carries the expectation that in the future the city will be famed for crowns and chariots and renowned as a home for harmonious festivities. Lycian Phoebus, lord of Delos, lover of the Castalian spring on Parnassos, may you willingly take these things to heart and make this a place flourishing in its inhabitants. (Pythian 1.29–40)

Such prayers are built on an implied but not stated interpretation of what the eruption signifies on the mortal plane, beyond its explicit signification in the text as the marker of Typhon’s ongoing torture beneath. They require careful consideration in relation to the ecphrasis and the questions it invites. The will of Zeus and Apollo is itself a matter of scrutiny. The construction of the interface between historical events, natural phenomena, and divine plans becomes an interpretative trope and a matter of reception through time and space thanks to both the poem’s inherent lyric κλέος and its foregrounding of Typhon’s imprisonment as a portent. Even as a nascent element in a chain of ship-of-state imagery made explicit later in the poem, the analogy of seafaring men hoping for a favourable wind as increasing the likelihood of a successful return journey is an uncomfortable parallel for Hieron’s successes and the inscrutability of the gods’ future for him. Only a most optimistic interpreter of signs might suggest that favourable winds in the present were a positive indication for the future. Indeed, the obvious adducible mythological
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paradigm is Agamemnon’s Trojan mission from Aulis. Favourable winds in the present should provide something rather less clear-cut than reasonable expectations for the future about the reliability of the weather for the return and of the gods who control it. That prominent mythological paradigm for the seafaring and favourable winds is itself attended by interpretation of omens. So once again, the interpretation of signs may be in play. And we may then wonder about the quality of interpretation suggested by the possible presumptuousness of the view of the future in ἐοικότα γάρ | καὶ τελευτᾷ φερτέρον νόστου τυχείν (‘since it is reasonable that at the end a better return home will also be achieved’, lines 34–5). We may also wonder about the openness of its focalization, and about the heaviness of the foregrounding of the application of the paradigm to Hieron’s circumstances in the lengthy expression ὁ δὲ λόγος | ταύταις ἐπὶ συντυχίαις δόξαν φέρει | λοιπὸν ἔσσεσθαι (‘And the saying in the current circumstances carries the expectation that in the future’, lines 35–7). Lines 29–40, bounded as they are by prayers to gods, once again emphasize mortal fragility. They set up Hieron’s achievements as paradigmatic on the back of a looming volcano in whose symbolism there lie potential danger and threat as well as rather tentative signs of a positive future. These are connected within a poem the interpretation of which is itself open to the future, as projected symbolically by the ecphrastic fame of that volcano. The surface of the text looks hopefully, if ultimately rather uncertainly, forward into the future, straining against credibility in the face of what seems potentially threatening or dangerous.

With its focus on Apollo in lines 39–40 Pythian 1 now arcs back to the Homeric Hymn to Apollo in an intertextual ring composition, as others have noted, particularly in the geographic movement of Apollo from the east to Delos and Delphi. In the context of the present prayers, this emphasizes again the theme of distance and separation

63 Well known from Homer’s own nostos-epic the Odyssey as well as from the Iliad with Calchas, as reported by Odysseus, at ll. 2.299–332 (for which, see Taplin (1992) 87–8), and perhaps especially relevant given that Homer’s Aulis is another story about origins and the interpretation of signs. Such themes are developed even more acutely in tragedy, notably in Aeschylus’ Agamemnon; cf., in a different but related setting, Soph. Phil. 779–81, with Schein (2013) 241 ad. loc. (Neoptolemus’ ‘vague and ambiguous’ prayer for safe passage for himself and Philoctetes; also Jebb (1890) 128 ad loc.); Homer’s Aulis is already treated with suspicion by a competitive Hesiod at WD 650–3, discussed by Graziosi (2002) 169–70. For a different view of the Homeric-cum-mythological resonance here in Pythian 1, see Kurke (1991) 46–7.

between gods and mortals. One effect of the extraordinary syllepsis of line 40, with τιθέμεν governing both mental and practical divine favour, may be to stress divine inscrutability. The boldness of the parallelism between ταῦτα νόω and εὐανδρὸν τε χάραν accentuates the mortal impossibility of recognizing with certainty whether divine favour has either been assented to in principle or actually carried out. The practical effects of divine favour may be as impossible to detect in practice as divine goodwill itself.

Another effect of the use of prayer here is that the poem invites scrutiny of the interstices within the text’s foregrounding of its own lyric artifice. The poem draws attention to the multifaceted potential of its own interpretability by voicing projections of responses to its own assertions. The scholia offer a fascinating interpretation here: ἐπειδὴ περὶ τοῦ Τυφώνος λόγον ἐκίνησε καὶ τὸς τιμωρίας αὐτοῦ διεξήλθων, ὃσπερ φόβῳ διατεθεὶς πρὸς τὰ διηγήματα κατεύχεται τὸν Δία ἐχειν εὐμενη, ‘after recounting the story of Typhon and detailing his punishment, as if affected by fear at the narrative he prays to Zeus to be favourable’.65 William Race responds to this by saying ‘[o]ne of the ways in which Pindar maintains an oral, impromptu quality in his poetry is by appearing to react to his own statements, as if he were hearing them—like a listener—for the first time’.66 Yet it is possible to go further by building in a more nuanced treatment of the role and significance of point of view in the formation of such an audience-like attitude. The ‘now’-time of the prayers and attitudes to Hieron is only brought to life at the various points of reception that the poem’s artifice thus already anticipates, with no specified origin for the prayer.67 Encomiastic experimentation allows the poetry to explore the limits of credibility and a paraenetic-cum-encomiastic rhetoric by projecting uncertainties, worries, and concerns, as well as celebrations, as potential receptions of its own artifice. Its ongoing and repeatable immediacy makes the circumscribed historicity of its initial conditions of patronage and first performance subject to its own

65 Σ Pind. Pyth. 1.56a (ii.15 Dr). Cf. Fränkel (1975) 458: ‘The god of the mountain is enthroned over his defeated and tormented adversary; the warning picture of what happens to those who “are not loved by Zeus” evokes in response the impassioned prayer to Zeus: “Permit us to be pleasing to thee.” By “us” Pindar means men in general, but particularly the inhabitants of the new city.’
66 Race (1990) 42.
67 ‘Our role’ in my translation is an attempt to convey the nuanced generality implicit in the impersonal optative construction of the Greek in line 29.
conceptions of time and space. These opening forty lines of the poem emphasize structural discontinuity and semantic ruptures through formal plays on generic (in)determinacy, and combined use of ecphrasis, lyric apostrophe, and controlled use of verbal tense. They invite scrutiny of semantic gaps within the encomiastic project, seemingly almost before it has even properly begun.68

There is more at stake, too, in the relation between poetic structure and the encomiastic project. The aesthetic qualities of lyric structuring, imagery, metaphor, intertextuality, and symbolism in the opening of Pythian 1 intersect directly with bigger questions about the ideology of poetic form. Not only are rupturing and discontinuity central to both lyric and ecphrastic poetics, but they are also at issue in reception theory and by extension bigger theoretical questions about the interrelation between poetics and politics. They raise issues about temporality and thus historicity, at issue most acutely in encomiastic lyric, where lyric aesthetics and politics come so closely together. If, as Culler has argued, the apostrophic triumphs over the narrative with lyric, then narrative sequences have to be transformed on lyric terms in order to acquire their significance, made subject to the de- and retemporalizing forces of the lyric present. ‘[N]othing need happen because the poem itself is to be the happening.’69 In the terms of reception theory, there is a basic rupture between occasionality and aesthetics. And this is an issue that, I suggest, is thematized throughout Pythian 1 from the outset. While, according to Hans-Georg Gadamer, the relation between textuality and occasionality is not something that is necessarily eruptive or marked by discontinuity—the irruption of time into play—70—the ways in which Pindar here, uniquely within the
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69 Culler (1981) 149. This is in tension with an ahistorical totalitarian aesthetics (see n. 34). Alternatively, though, the opening of Pythian 1 might best exemplify the expansively empowered projection of Pindar’s tyrannical brand of epinician lyric beyond the scope and control of individual patrons made subject to its powers.

70 See Gadamer ([1960] 1989) 147: ‘It is important to recognize that what I call occasionality here in no way diminishes the claim of such works to be artistic and unambiguous. For that which presents itself to aesthetic subjectivity as “the eruption [better ‘irruption’: orig. Einbruch— with the additional dangerous connotation of “burglary” or “break-in”] of time into play”, . . . is in fact only a subjective reflection of the ontological relationship that has been developed above. A work of art belongs so closely to what it is related to that it enriches the being of that as if through a new event of being.’ Further expanded upon at 497: ‘Occasionality must appear as a meaningful element within a work’s total claim to meaning and not as the trace of
epinician corpus, structures and marks the juxtaposition of lyric and history seem particularly to highlight discontinuity and rupturing as a major theme and concern. Occasionality and the politics of historicity are, ultimately, only understandable and accessible here on poetic terms. And Pythian 1 seems to be going out of its way to stress the interstices between lyric and historical constructions of the natural and mythological realms through the poetics of temporality and ecphrasis. Use of ecphrasis in Pythian 1 brings out into the open, and raises the stakes even further for, issues about point of view, referentiality, contextualizability, and reception that we saw being raised in Nemean 8 in Chapter 2. This realization offers a significant new account of Pindar’s contribution to Greek sociopolitical analysis, representing a freshly nuanced and open view of the question of the relation the particular circumstances that are, as it were, hidden behind the work and are to be revealed by interpretation. If the latter were the case, this would imply that it would be possible to understand the meaning of the whole only by re-establishing the original situation. If, however, occasionality is an element of meaning within the work itself, then the reverse is the case, namely that understanding the meaning of the work also makes it possible for the historian to experience something of the original situation into which the work speaks.

71 Cf. Gadamer (1997) 120–1 for further commentary on the relation between the creative process and its interpretation through time as figured as a volcanic eruption, with reference to Paul Celan’s poem ‘Word-Deposit’; cf. Aquilina (2014) 84. The juxtaposition between Gadamerian hermeneutics and Derridean deconstructive rupturing is well explored in Marder (2010), esp. 320 (cf. Marder (2015) 329–31); ultimately, whether we see disruption in Pythian 1 as something that we grudgingly tolerate or revolutionarily valorize is itself a question that can only be answered by individuals’ own interpretations of the text’s lyric complexities. My sense is that this text’s butting up of lyric temporalities against historical ones marks an affirmation rather more than a simple tolerance of rupturing, as broadly thematic, fertile, and experimental.

72 Here again Gadamer is relevant, since he has his eye on Pindar explicitly: ‘Pindar’s poems of victory, a comedy that is critical of its age, but also such literary phenomena as the odes and satires of Horace are thoroughly occasional in nature. The occasional in such works has acquired so permanent a form that, even without being figured or understood, it is still part of the total meaning. Someone might explain to us the particular historical context, but this would be only secondary for the poem as a whole. He would be only filling out the meaning that exists in the poem itself’: Gadamer ([1960] 1989) 147. Gadamer has already been cited by Pindarists (cf. Krummen (1990) 1: Gadamer ([1960] 1989) 146–7 as the inscription to the book’s introduction), but here I extend beyond that kind of approach to Pindar occasionality by showing how the poem’s textuality draws attention to questions about ideological particularization and historicity within a range of temporalities, and the consequential interpretative and ideological stakes in play, thereby opening out both Gadamer’s ‘occasionality’ and ‘total meaning’.
between power, aesthetics, and cultural identity for consumption within Greece in the early fifth century.

III.2 Volcanic Noise

One further way in which the volcano ephrasis makes a significant impression on audiences and readers, throughout the poem’s reception history, is through its onomatopoeic artistry. In what Mark Payne terms ‘involuntary mimesis’, the text makes us reperform the ever-present, un-lulled, noise of the volcano.\(^{73}\) It reminds us of Typhon’s eternal presence as well as imprisonment, and modifies our own performative subjectivity, absorbing us into Typhon’s dangerous power when we may think we are simply standing by as wondering observers or listeners.\(^{74}\) Consider in particular the mimetic onomatopoeia of lines 21–4 in context:

\[
tάς ἐρεύγονται μὲν ἀπλάτου πυρὸς ἀγνόταται
eκ μυχῶν παγάει ποταμοὶ δ’ ἀμέραισιν
μὲν προχέοντι ρόιν καπνοῦ
αἰθοῦν· ἀλλ’ ἐν ὀρφνασιν πέτρας
φοίνισσα κυλινδομένα φλόξ ἐς βαθεῖ-
αν φέρει πόντῳ πλάκα σὺν πατάγῳ.
\]

25 κεῖνο δ’ Ἀφαίστου κρονοὺς ἐρπετῶν
deινότατος ἀναπέμπει·

From her depths erupt purest streams of unapproachable fire: rivers in daytime pour forth blazing streams of smoke; and in the darkness crimson rolling flame carries boulders crashing to the flat of the ocean. That monster is what sends up the most dreadful streams of Hephaestus. \(\text{(Pythian 1.21–6)}\)

The imposing mimeticism of sound here also represents Pindar’s trans-temporal reconfiguration of Hesiod’s original articulation of Typhoeus’ noise at \(\text{Theogony 829–35:}\)

\[
φωναὶ δ’ ἐν πάσῃν ἔσαν δεινὴς κεφαλῆς,
pαντοῖν ὄπ’ ἵεσαι ἄθέσφατον· ἄλλοτε μὲν γὰρ
φθέγγονθ’ ὡς τε θεοῖς συνίεμεν, ἄλλοτε δ’ αὔτε
tauύρου ἐριβρύχεω μένος ἀσχέτου ἔπαι σιν ἄγαύρον,
ἄλλοτε δ’ αὔτε λέοντος ἀναιδεά θυμὸν ἔχοντος,
\]

\(^{73}\) Payne (forthcoming).

\(^{74}\) The latter the reading of Morrison (2012) 131, for example.
There were voices in all the dreadful heads, emitting all sorts of noises indescribably, for sometimes they spoke as if to the gods so they could understand, then again produced the noise of a bellowing bull, untameable in might and proud in voice, then again of a lion with shameless heart, then again like puppies, wondrous to hear, and then again, they would whistle, and the great mountains echoed beneath.

Pindar’s volcano carries through and continues, in its own wondrous mimeticism, the dangerous yet similarly somehow wondrous chaos embodied by Typhoeus’ own originally mimetic cacophony. The volcano ecphrasis is perhaps even more threateningly rupturing, in that it marks an eternal threat to our own subjectivity, rather than simply constructing us as responders to and interrogators of it. In the Theogony the noise is first characterized as inarticulate in its limitlessness (ἀθέσφατον, 830), before being mimetically articulated by Hesiod’s own text in the following four lines in the explanatory clause. In Pindar, the volcanic noise has already consumed us when it reaches its points of reception and revocalization. We voice that wondrously chaotic noise at the same time that we voice the wondrously lyrical poetry that imitates it and makes us imitate it.

In these terms this is also the ultimate poetic reductio of ‘ekphrastic hope’. In fact, this is the aural equivalent, in ecphrasis’s problematic
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77 Payne (forthcoming), with Pyth. 1.24: ‘[A]lready in antiquity Etna is the classic site for such anxieties insofar as the mountain lays claim to the human witness for its own self-realization. Its wondrousness undoes object relations and plunges the human subject back into a childhood world of involuntary mimesis in which this destructured post-subject performs the behaviors of the directing nonhuman entity automatically. As the phenomenal remainder of Typhon, Etna is a reminder of what the end of the Olympian regime would feel like. Direct mimesis in Etna poetry mimes the loss of mastery over phenomenal experience that is the subjective equivalent of the ‘Titans’ threat to the cosmic order. Instead of thinking the mountain, we are thought by it.’ Many thanks to Mark Payne for sharing with me this important reading.

and disruptive potential, of the dangerous visual power of the Medusa as explored by Shelley in his poem ‘On the Medusa of Leonardo Da Vinci in the Florentine Gallery’, discussed by W. J. T. Mitchell:

If ekphrasis, as a verbal representation of a visual representation, is an attempt to repress or ‘take dominion’ over language’s graphic Other, then Shelley’s Medusa is the return of that repressed image, teasing us out of thought with a vengeance. Shelley’s own voice and text, however, seem designed to deconstruct, not just the repression of Medusa, but the genre of ekphrasis as a verbal strategy for repressing/representing visual representation.\(^7\)

\[\textit{Mutatis mutandis},\] these semiotic issues can be applied to the situation with Typhon and Etna in \textit{Pythian} 1. The endlessly recurrent image of the Medusa becomes, here, the endlessly recurrent ‘sonic boom’ of the volcano, carried along by the ριπαί (‘gusts’ as well as ‘shafts’, line 10\(^8\)) of \textit{Pythian} 1’s own lyric music. The sounds produced by Typhon’s belching out of flames, lava, and boulders, stay with us, are voiced by us, and change us.\(^8\) And these disruptive forces serve as the ultimate reference point for the text’s concerns elsewhere with flames and forging as political symbols for tyrannical rule—for good or ill, in different times and places.

Section IV will investigate temporalities in further detail. In this section we have seen the extent to which questions about the volcano ecphrasis, in its structural and semantic position within \textit{Pythian} 1, are already central to the poem and the construction of its significance.

\textbf{IV. TIME FOR PRAYERS}

William Race has paid particular attention to \textit{Pythian} 1’s interest in prayers. He lists a total of seven in the middle three triads, the highest

\(^7\) Mitchell (1994) 173.
\(^8\) Cf. Cingano (1995) 331 ad loc.

Not even Longinus could resist the onomatopoeic mimeticism of the passage, which he himself repeats in evoking it at \textit{De subl.} 35.4: οἴδε τῶν τῆς Αἴτνης κρατήρων ἀξιωθαυμαστέρων νομίζομεν, ἃς αἱ ἀναχοι πέτρους τε ἐκ βυθὸ καὶ ὀλὸς ὅχθους ἀναφέροντι καὶ ποταμοῖς ἐνότε τοῦ γγενοῦς ἐκείνου καὶ ἀυτομάτου προχέουσι πυρός. Further discussion at Phillips (2016) 74.
concentration in any extant ode. Prayers begin in the immediate aftermath of the volcano ecphrasis with lines 29–40, as we have already seen. They then continue intermittently, culminating in the long prayer to Zeus the fulfiller in lines 67–72.

These prayers produce a number of effects. First, they emphasize the disruptive, disjunctive nature of the poem, resisting sustained historical or mythological exposition. Second, they serve to emphasize the different temporality in which the poetic voice exists when set against Hieron’s achievements. Often, indeed, they serve to emphasize time and eternity as important thematic concerns of the poem. Third, they provide implicit continuities with the hymnic opening and its instantiation of Zeus’ supreme power, and continue to assert the gap between mortal and divine realms. This is a gap that the poem’s opening initially appeared to blur, and a gap that Hieron’s nature might also have the potential to close up.

From line 41 onwards, the poem now pays particular attention to Hieron and his own historicity, while at the same time interspersing praise of Hieron’s achievements with subjective interventions by the poetic persona. Couched in the form of prayer, these interventions express an eagerness to project Hieron’s claims beyond historically determinate confines. First, in lines 46–51, we have a neat juxtaposition between memory and forgetfulness, serving as a marker of the shift of temporalities:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{εἰ γὰρ ο ἀν χρόνος ὀλβον μὲν οὐτω} & \\
\text{καὶ κτεάνων δόσιν εὐθύ-} & \\
\text{νοι, καμάτων δ’ ἕπιλασιν παράσχοι·} & \\
\text{ἡ κεν ἀμώσειεν, οίας ἐν πολέμοις μάχαις} & \\
\text{Τλάμοιν ψυχᾶ παρέμειν, ἀνίχ’ εύρί-} & \\
\text{σκοντο θεών παλάμαις τιμάν} & \\
\text{οίαν οὔτος Ἐλλάνων δρέπει} & \\
\text{πλουτόν στεφάνωμ’ ἀγέρωχον. νῦν γε μᾶν} & \\
\text{τὰν Φιλοκτήταο δίκαν ἐφέσων} & \\
\text{ἐστρατεύθη·} & \\
\end{align*}
\]


83 The crossover of the strophe break, marking an opposition between forgetfulness and memory, provides another nod towards Hesiod’s Theogony in the construction of the Muses as both daughters of Memory and the forgetting of pains (Theog. 53–5).
May the whole expanse of time continue to direct blessings and gift of possessions, and provide forgetfulness for troubles. / He may, by contrast, of course, recall the kinds of battles where he stood strong with steadfast heart, where they found, thanks to the gods’ doing, an honour that no other Hellene reaps, a lordly crown on riches. And even now, following the ways of Philoctetes, he went out on campaign.

(Pythian 1.46–51)

Here we see the optatives παράσχοι and ἀμνάσειεν framing Hieron’s achievements in an undefined future perspective. Slippage and confrontation between different kinds of time is further emphasized. Hieron’s historical time in the ‘there and then’, set out in past-tense verbs (παρέμειν; εὑρίσκοντο; ἐστρατεύθη) is set against a Panhellenic present in line 49 (οἵν οὔτις Ἑλλάνων δρέπει, ‘that no other Hellene reaps’). Hieron’s historicity is, from the poetic perspective, a question of past time revivified on lyric terms. The sense that temporalities are in a state of flux is further emphasized here in the jarring use of the aorist ἐστρατεύθη with νῦν (‘even now . . . he went on campaign’).

‘The whole expanse of time’, ὁ πᾶς χρόνος, can be understood as a further expression of Hieron’s own proximity to divinity in trans-temporal terms. Yet time here is also predicated on the projection of Pindaric lyric κλέος, which is what arbitrates on the memorability and longevity of Hieron’s achievements. The very statement of that temporality is what is set against the exposition of Hieron’s own historical narrative, with the latter even temporally disrupted by the poem’s own sense of ‘now’. The poem eschews detailed exposition of mythological paradigms, preferring instead to structure its significance, in these lines onwards, through the interplay between lyric exposition and Hieron’s historical narrative.

84 The ‘superlative vaunt’, as classified by Race (1987) 139 n. 4, following Bundy: see n. 5 of this chapter. Yet this ought not to be isolated from its literary context to sum up Pindar’s attitude to tyrannical poetics. It is clear from Pindar’s use of tenses here that temporality is at issue, and that temporal perspectives are being thematized through their juxtaposition.

85 Though the precise point of the Philoctetes paradigm remains obscure (again, the allusiveness of the contextual referentiality is tantalizing: compare the discussion in Ch. 2 §1 of the opening of Nem. 8), it is perhaps better now not thought to relate biographically to Hieron’s alleged gallstones/gout (Σ Pind. Pyth. 1.89ab (ii.17–18 Dr); e.g. Gantz (1974) 146). An alternative historical interpretation is Hieron’s appropriation of the symbolism of Philoctetes from the rival state of Croton, as part of his geopolitical strategy in Magna Graecia and the Tyrrhenian Sea: see further Maddoli,
sense of continuity with the volcano ecphrasis as a device that draws attention to issues of spatio-temporal differentiation in the interpretation of Hieron and his landscape in and out of context.

The poem’s next turn to narrative is in the exposition of the ktistic prehistory of the Dorian tribes. Pindar sets out the constitution of Hieron’s newly founded city of Aetna:

60 ἄγε ἐπειτὶ Αἴνιας βασιλεὺς φιλιον ἐξεύρωμεν ὕμνον·
τῷ πόλιν κεῖναν θεοδμάτῳ σών εὐερείᾳ
Ὕλλιδος στάθμας Τέρων ἐν νόμοις εἰκτισσε· θέλοντι δὲ Παμφύλου
καὶ μᾶν Ἡρακλείδαν ἐγγονοι
ὀχθαίς ὑπὸ Ταύγετον ναώντες αἰ-ei μένειν τεθομισθεν ἐν Αἰγίμυῳ

65 Δωρείδης. ἔσχον δ’ Ἀμύκλας ὀλβιοί
Πινδόθεν ὀρνύμενοι, λευκοπώλων
Τυνδαρίδαν βαθύδοξοι
γείτονες, ὃν κλέος ἀνθησεν αἰχμᾶς.

Come then, let us find a loving hymn for Aetna’s king, / for whom Hieron founded that city with god-built freedom according to the laws of Hyllos’ ordinance. They desire, descendants of Pamphylos and the Heraklids, dwelling beneath the crags of Taygetos always to remain within the institutions of Aigimios, Darians. They claimed Amyklai, happy men, rising from Pindos, deeply renowned neighbours of the Tyndaridai and their white horses; the fame of their spear has burst into flower.  

( _Pythian_ 1.60–6)

This passage is generally interpreted as promoting a sense of timeless continuity with the mythological past and the Dorian foundation of Sparta. Accordingly, Hieron is elevated onto the same heroic level.86 It is right that Pindar offers up a mytho-historical sense of mainland-Greek Dorian timelessness, in projecting and celebrating the fame of Sparta and its Dorian tribal structure, with the poem also stating that Hieron’s newly founded city of Aetna is built in its image. What, however, the poem does not say is how Hieron’s new construction is meant to merge with this traditional mainland-Greek construction of Dorian identity, beyond copying its statutes. The subject of θέλοντι

---

(‘they wish’, 62) is not, as we might expect, given its position right at the start of the next clause, the citizens of Hieron’s new city, but instead the Doriasts, whose identity is predicated on a mainland-Greek landscape which they inhabit. They wish to remain Doriasts forever, within a Spartan landscape. The relation between lines 60–2 and 62–6 is thus precarious. We may feel the pull of Hieron’s colonizing desire for his new city, but the timeless force of mainland-Greek Dorianism asserts its own identity most strongly because of, rather than in spite of, Hieron’s appeal to and appropriation of it. This also has the potential to lay bare the artificiality of Hieron’s colonizing geopolitics for the new city of Aetna. 87 Pindar juxtaposes timeless mainland Dorianism with Hieron’s own construction of a city in its image, without fully vouching for their merging. And thus, once again, Pythian 1 uses the issue of temporalities to raise questions about Hieron and his new city at the same time as celebrating them. It complicates the issue of Hieron’s self-presentation by opening up for scrutiny the relation between lyric narrative and historicity. The narrative of the ongoing eternal temporality of mainland Doriasts sits uneasily against Hieron’s foundational Dorian claims. Pindar also seems keen on geographical parallelisms in this poem, 88 which stress acts of foundation as part of a broader interest in origins. Apollo’s location on Mt Parnassos (line 39) cues in the ktistic narrative of the Homeric Hymn, and mentions of Mt Taygetos and Mt Pindos (lines 63 and 66) are signposts on the map of the Doriasts’ journey to their new home. 89 These sit against the poem’s earlier ecphrastic concern with Mt Etna: audiences and readers are invited to compare and contrast, while explicit exposition is resisted.

This treatment of narratives of colonization might be said to relate to the delicacy of colonial advertising, in the context of the recruitment and arrival of settlers from the mainland (to replace those original inhabitants of the region whom Hieron had resettled elsewhere). 90

88 In addition to the well-known section correlating Hieron’s military successes with Salamis and Plataea, lines 71–80.
89 Though the location of Mt Pindos is uncertain, despite, e.g., Slater s.v. (with Pind. Pyth. 9.15). Firm and unique association of the name Pindos with the Smolikas massif in north-west Greece seems (despite BA 55 A2) to be insecurely testified until modern times. See further RE Pindos 1. For difficulties with the territorial and temporal definition of the region Doris, see Rousset in CPCInv. 674–5; cf. Hall (1997) more generally. See also BA 55 C3 for the polis Pindos/Akyphas located in the mountains between Parnassos and Oite, in Doris north-west of Phocis.
90 Diod. Sic. 11.49.1–2.
Such an argument will, though, remain a historical projection on the back of Pindaric lyric structures in the absence of sufficient corroborative historical evidence. It is these poetic structures that project the claims of Hieron’s colonizing act into such places as Sparta, and delicately frame assertions of similarity and assertions of difference.\(^91\) It is on these terms that *Pythian* 1 is a paradigmatic text for fifth-century colonization, rather than when interpreted as eliding difference in favour of continuity and convergence.\(^92\)

The text now moves on to consider the existence through time of the kingship that Hieron’s new foundation has engendered at Aetna, and in turn, what such government requires, is threatened by, and is celebrated for. In order to do this, the poem once more turns to prayer:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Ze} \upsilon \text{ téleis}, \alpha \iota \varepsilon \iota \varepsilon \iota\, \text{δ} \iota\upsilon\iota \tau \iota \iota \iota\tau \upsilon \iota \tau \iota \iota \iota\upsilon \iota \tau \iota \iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota\iota \iota
\end{align*}
\]

Zeus Fulfiller, ordain that such a fortune for citizens and kings by the waters of the Amenas should forever be the true account of mankind. For it is with your help that a man who is ruler can instruct his son, and in honouring his people can turn them towards harmonious calm. I beseech you, assent, son of Kronos, so that, pacified, the Carthaginian, along with the Etruscans’ war cry, might stay at home—having witnessed the ship-lamenting violence off Cumae, / such anguish they

\(^{91}\) Cf. Hall (1997) 38, discussing this passage, for ‘the notion of kinship’ here (his italics).

\(^{92}\) See also the opening of Pind. *Nem.* 9 for the same issue handled differently, in the projection of double contexts of performance (Sicyon and Aetna) and the journeying between them: cf. Hubbard (1992) 80–1. That the Pindaric poetics of Hieron’s Sicily was well-known for its ktistic focus is, further, shown by the destructive parody of Pindar from the Athenian democratic perspective of Aristophanes’ *Birds*: cf. Ar. *Av.* 925–30 and Pind. fr. 105ab within *Av.* 904–57; Martin (2009), esp. 93–5 and 101–4.
suffered, overwhelmed by the ruler of the Syracusans, when he hurled their youth from their swift-sailing ships into the ocean, dragging back Greece from grievous slavery. (Pythian 1.67–75)

The prayer form again interrupts narrative flow, marking a break with the previous verses on the Dorians, and it also provides an opening frame for historical reference. The prayer to Zeus here may refer back to and pick up the prayer to Zeus in line 29 which, as we saw earlier, might be considered as a projected response to the volcano ecphrasis. Alternatively, we can consider it another new interruption that helps to constitute this text’s dynamic attitude to the framing of praise. Lines 67–71 provide a parallel with the Dorian genealogy (see in particular τοιαύταν...αἰσαν, ‘such a fortune’, lines 67–8) and project it into the future for eternity (αἰei), but only on Zeus’ terms, and according to men’s future reception of Hieron’s politics. It is the ἔτυμον λόγον ἀνθρώπων (’the true account of mankind’, line 68) that arbitrates here (with ἀνθρώπων gesturing towards Homeric projections of posthumous renown).93 It is also the case that a chief mechanism by which such a positive account can be fulfilled is through Pindar’s own poetry as λόγος ἀνθρώπων—neither, necessarily, limited to the views and attitudes of Aetna’s citizens and kings of line 68, nor controllable according to any more detached or neutral perspective. Moreover, the poetics of the claim defer to Zeus rather than instantiating the objective truth of the account in any straightforward way. In this sense there is an implicit tension between the poetic claim for the future and the poetic frame through which that claim is projected. There is also a parallel uncertainty about the extent to which the poetic voice can hope to achieve truth in the eyes of posterity in its own claims for Hieron, especially given what we already know of the self-conscious artifice of Pindar in relation to truth, adornment, and praise.94 The effect is to emphasize once again mortal uncertainty and potential frailty in relation to grand claims about eternity, claims that the poem sets out as one of its main themes from the outset. The extent to which Pindar’s account is true is only a question that is projected sub specie aeternitatis in the sense that every performance or reading of Pythian 1 revivifies this prayer and makes it interrogative. Lyric poetry, especially that of Pindar’s complexity,

93 Classically Helen at ll. 6.358.
94 Cf. Chapter 2 §III.1 with n. 137, with reference to Pind. Nem. 7 and Ol. 1.
does not straightforwardly admit of narrative fictional interpretations of its poetic 'I' according to which we are permitted to enter into the poet's world understood as different from that of our own. As Mark Payne has convincingly argued, Pindaric poetics is a good deal more interesting, and less limiting, than this. On these terms, Pindar anticipates and invites scrutiny of Hieron at the precise moment that the poem praises him, through the structure in which that praise is transmitted and revoiced.

We might also pay close attention to how the poem draws us to consider the relation between internal and external geopolitics in these lines. The prayer for hereditary monarchy following the model provided by the Doriens closes with the focus on internal civic harmony in line 70. Yet it projects this as something to be aspired to rather than already achieved (δάμων γεραιών τράποι σύμφωνον ἐς ἡσυχίαν, 'and in honouring his people can turn them towards harmonious calm'). We may be a little concerned by the poem's seeming lack of endorsement of civic harmony for Aetna as something already achieved by the relation between Hieron's

95 Cf. Chapter 1 n. 64 and Chapter 2 n. 15 with Payne (2006), esp. 161 with n. 3 for Pindar's reciprocal 'you's.
96 Translators occasionally gloss over this issue: Nisetich, for instance, translates 'leading them in the harmonies of peace', ignoring the force of ἐς. Commentators tend, in not recognizing the framing of the reference to harmony, to be a little too ready to link Aetna's political harmony, as already achieved, with the harmony projected in the poem's opening, and contrast it with external threats that are, thankfully, pacified by the Deinomenids: e.g. Cingano (1995) 353–4 ad loc. 70 (with hesychia referring to external peace); cf. Kirkwood (1982) 136 ad loc. 70–2. While by no means as extreme and foreboding (the implied absence of hesychia does not necessarily indicate the current presence of stasis), these lines carry with them a similar kind of rhetorical and political dynamic as we find at Aesch. Eum. 976–7, where the chorus of Furies pray that the newly instituted city of Athens will be free from civil strife: τὰν δ' ἀπληστων κακῶν μῆποτ' ἐν πόλει Στάσιν | τᾶδ' ἐπεύχομαι βρέμειν. One of the reasons why the parallelism is suggestive is that in both examples, mutatis mutandis, we might have expected the authority of the lyric voice to have sought to close down this possibility rather than to open it up. With tragedy, there is the possibility, at least, that the democratic structures of choral culture, including the notion of stasis as signifying positioning within choral performance (cf. Wilson (2000) 315 n. 42), might regulate, or at least open up as a democratic issue for discussion, the relation between choral culture and the spectre of civil strife. In the case of epinician poetry, consideration of hesychia as a political ideal not as yet perhaps achieved is projected onto audiences and consumers who cannot, explicitly, overlap entirely with the members of the political community that the poem is concerned to both celebrate and discuss.
foundation of the city and his cultural and geopolitical prowess.\textsuperscript{97} The poem might, then, be inviting us again to scrutinize the prospects for the internal politics of Hieron’s Aetna, rather than to automatically assume that praise proclaims Aetna’s already perfect functionality. This is a political and historical work in progress, only fully analysable in the \textit{longue durée} of lyric reception, not a paradigm already achieved. In this sense, this section of the poem sets up what follows in lines 81–100, where the balance between political and poetic good order, and tyrannical advice, become major topics.

The poem moves on with asyndetic swiftness in line 71, with another prayer to Zeus, to assent to the wish for the external military threats to disappear, and for their noise to be checked. Once again, Pindar uses a prayer for the future to frame historical narrative in praising Hieron’s successes. It is interesting, moreover, to note how Pindar uses sight here (\textit{id\'on}, 72) to figure the reaction to the Etruscans’ defeat at Cumae. The use of sight again raises questions about response and interpretability. Generally the subject of \textit{id\'on} is taken to be the Carthaginians and Etruscans, who might learn from previous defeats (focalized from a moralizing perspective that is not theirs, through \textit{nav\'si\'sto\'sou\'ν \'i\'b\'r\'u\'ν}), and therefore stay at home and not threaten Sicily again. Another alternative worth consideration is that the subject of \textit{id\'on} is not the Carthaginians or Etruscans, but Zeus himself.\textsuperscript{98} If the subject of the verb is the Carthaginians or Etruscans, the assertion is that they should learn from what they saw inflicted upon them by Hieron at Cumae, and interpret it as a marker of their inferiority. By the same token, the text’s way of framing Hieron’s successes as a prayer opens up the possibility that

\textsuperscript{97} Including, by implication, the existence of this very poem, which from the outset set great store by an opposition between divine harmony and hostility as governed by the Muses’ power (lines 1–2 and 13–14).

\textsuperscript{98} Not generally considered as an option by commentators, but syntactically possible. I have marked the ambivalence in the text here by using a dash in the translation of line 72 rather than a more usual comma. Cingano (1995) 355 ad loc. 72 notes the synaesthetic effect of \textit{\'a\'l\'a\'l\'a\'t\'a\'s} as subject of \textit{id\'on}. One further alternative for the subject of \textit{id\'on} might be the \textit{persona loquens}, identified in \textit{\'i\'sa\'s\'o\'ma\ial}, though this would necessitate either first-hand experience of the sea-battle, or a moralizing imagination of it in the mind’s eye. If this latter reading is chosen, then this section would mark a continuation of the issues of visualization and accessibility already set up with the volcano ecphrasis, now with an added moral force to the evaluation of the potential gap in outlooks and perspectives between primary focalizer and narrated foes.
Hieron’s foes might draw different lessons from their defeats, and not share the perspective according to which their actions are characterized as hubristic. If, by contrast, the subject of ἰδων is Zeus, then Pindar gestures towards an Olympian overview of men’s toils in war familiar from Homer’s Iliad, but does not grant us full access to Zeus’ perspective or response, even given our earlier access to how he has dealt with cosmic disorder. On this reading, the focalization of ναυσίστονον ὕβρις (‘ship-lamenting violence’, 72) is not securely Zeus’ either.\textsuperscript{99} While the content of lines 72–80 do good work in expatriating conflict from Sicily, the complexity of their framing continues the possibility that Carthage and the Etruscans may not stay at home but instead put Hieron’s own home at risk. The security of the perspective of the moralizing focalizer of these lines is far from certain, as a result of the lines’ framing. Furthermore, the parallel framing of these lines with appeals to Zeus (line 67 and 71) juxtaposes internal and external forces suggestively. Just as Aetna’s political future is something to be worked out, so too external military threats may yet be not finally resolved.

The next move that the text makes is to celebrate Deinomenid successes in Sicily. It juxtaposes them with Athenian and Spartan achievements in the Persian Wars, and also frames them through reference to possible compositional options open for encomiastic poetry beyond Sicily’s shores:

\textsuperscript{99} These lines of interpretation are not those generally considered by scholars of this poem most keen to draw out and emphasize parallels between the defeat of Hieron’s external foes and Zeus’ suppression of chaos in the universe as typified by Typhon. The text, it is clear, does indeed provide parallels to support this line of interpretation: in particular, the repeated language of suppression (ἐχῇ, line 72, mirroring κατασχόμενος, line 10, and συνέχει, line 19, and foreshadowing κατέχει, line 96.) Cf., e.g., Gantz (1974), esp. 148; Skulsky (1975), esp. 30; Kirkwood (1982) 125–6; Cingano (1995) 19–20. Nevertheless, the richness of Pindar’s lyric structuring in \textit{Pythian} 1 is the key to an even broader range of interpretative possibilities. The issue here is the potential for overdetermination in the poetic richness which makes interpretation difficult, not a lack of sufficient contextual evidence to resolve the issue: from a different perspective, cf. Fowler (1990) 52, studying the complexity of focalization in Virgil. Segal (1998) 125 is as usual subtly suggestive: ‘If the Lyre shows the cosmic order in its achieved, exemplary status, an eternal model pervading the world in the form of music, the Typhos myth shows that order as process, coming into being through the Olympian ruler’s struggle to suppress the refractory violence that still lingers in the world. The former operates through the paradigmatic axis of the ode, the latter along the syntagmatic axis as we see the moral order realized in time, from Typhos to the noisy battle cry of the Etruscans and Carthaginians at Cumae.’
I shall win gratitude as my reward from the Athenians for Salamis, and
in Sparta for the battles before Cithaeron, in which the Medes of the
crooked bows came to grief, and also for having paid the tribute of a
hymn to the sons of Deinomenes by the well-watered fields of Himera,
which they received for their valour, the enemy foe defeated.

(Phythian 1.75–80)

Again, Pindar’s choice of frame for his praise is significant, and has a
double edge. The poem projects Hieron’s achievements across the Greek
world in ways that open him up to audiences beyond the geopolitical
circumstances of Sicily, by explicitly lining up Sicilian patronage along-
side the prospect of state-sponsored patronage from Sparta and Athens
for Persian Wars poetry. This section explores anew the relation between
Hieron’s Sicily and mainland Greece, by putting pressure on the pros-
pect of parallelism between Hieron’s (and his relatives’) Sicilian achieve-
m ents and ambitions and those of the mainland Greek states of Athens
and Sparta.100 As Lucia Athanassaki rightly points out:

The poetic statement is cast in such a way as to privilege a different
angle, namely the different preferences of different audiences. In light of

100 A related issue is the rationale for this choice of Greek states. While Sparta fits
within the general Dorian thrust of this section of the poem, the choice of Athens and
particularly the exclusion of Aegina from honours at Salamis is noteworthy. One
factor is that Pindar is gesturing towards previous and/or projected compositions
celebrating Athenian and Spartan achievements in the Persian Wars, implying the
supra-contextual prowess of encomiastic poetics. See, e.g., Pindar’s Athenian dithy-
rambs, some of which allude to prowess in the Persian Wars, with Fearn (2013b); cf. a
number of Simonides’ compositions, including the Plataea elegy, other contemporary
elegy (on which, see, e.g., Morgan (2015) 338–9), or even Athenian tragedy such as
Aeschylus’ Persians, esp. given the possibility that it was reperformed for Hieron in
Syracuse: see Garvie (2009) ix–xvi and lii–liv. Another factor is Pindar’s decision to
simplify the picture of mainland Greece against which to set Hieron’s Sicily, whether
or not this marks an early stage in the subsequent denigration of Aegina and
accusations of Medism levelled at her. For Herodotus’ view of Aegina, Athens, and
Salamis, see Irwin (2010a) and (2010b).
the Panhellenic aspirations of epinician poetry the introduction of the parameter of audience preference for certain topics shows the flip side of the coin. It serves a reminder that the appeal of song is conditional, subject to local bounds. In terms of narrative aspect, the different appeal of different topics to different audiences is presented as a single event.101

This has important ramifications for the place of Pythian 1 as historical evidence for the Persian Wars. The projection of different audience preferences and perspectives on contemporary military success reveals the tensions inherent in the representation and construction of Panhellenism itself as an idea. This is because of rather than in spite of the structures of a famous text that might at first glance seem to be straightforwardly celebrating that idea. Jonathan Hall has pointed out how lines 71–80 sit uneasily against the projection of Hieron’s specifically Dorian continuities in Sicily, and are difficult to read as the promotion of a sense of Hellenic consciousness. Nor can lines 71–80 easily be used as evidence for the same, because of the degrees of difference in perspective that these lines imply. In this sense, Pythian 1 is in the vanguard of the construction of fifth-century consciousness about the fissures within the idea of Greekness analysed so memorably by Herodotus some decades later.102 And once again, we can see the framing of Hieron’s historicity opening up the fissures and ruptures in his self-presentation, in what is the literary pinnacle of that self-presentation.

These lines frame Hieron’s military achievements alongside, and project them according to the conditions of, other circumstances of patronage. They are also highly significant because of how such

---

102 See further Hall (2004) 48–9 with Hdt. 7.166 and Diod. Sic. 11.24 (pace Morgan (2015) 339–40). With the relation between Pindar and Herodotus, this has to be tempered by the exclusion of Aegina from the picture in Pythian 1: cf. n. 100. Hdt. 7.166, πρὸς δὲ καὶ τάδε λέγουσιν, ὡς συνέβη τῇς αὐτῆς ἡμέρης ἐν τῇ Σικελίᾳ Ήλληνας καὶ Ἡρώνα ἠμέλκαν τῷ Καρχηδόνιον καὶ ἐν Σαλαμῖν τούς Ἐλλήνας τὸν Πέρον, modifies in its own way Pindar’s carefully framed perspective by repeating but not personally vouching for (cf. Dewald (1987) for the technique and its implications) the Sicilian projection, and, ironically, also indeed occluding Hieron. Herodotus’ statement cannot be used as evidence (pace How and Wells (1912) ii.201 ad loc.) to support the claim that Persia and Carthage were themselves allied, even in conjunction with the evidence from Diodorus or Aristotle (Poe. 1459a); the truth inherent in Herodotus’ statement follows the truth in Pindar, in terms of foregrounding the significance and challenges of alternative perspectives in the construction of Greek identity.
framing cashes in and makes more specific the questions of time and space that were set up and thematized earlier through ecphrasis. Questions about perspectives on Hieron’s volcanic landscape and what it might signify now become explicit political and poetic issues about the relation between different national/polis-outlooks, guaranteed by the ease with which Pindar’s poetics of patronage straddle inter-polis and trans-temporal boundaries. Pythian 1 uses the volcano ecphrasis within the poem’s prolonged introduction explicitly to foreground issues about spatio-temporal perspectives and lyric/narrative framing, and then uses prayer as a framing device to continue to push these issues throughout what follows. In these lines on Pindaric fame, the temporalities of encomiastic lyric (including its temporal paradoxes\textsuperscript{103}) frame, and open other potential perspectives on, the interpretation of Hieron’s own fame and historical narrative.

V. TENSIONS

Lines 81–92 now pick up lines 67–70, on the prospects for good governance of Aetna. They explore the tensions, both political and

\textsuperscript{103} \textit{αἱρέομαι} is future (Dawes’ accepted conjecture for unmetrical \textit{αἱρέομαι}) but in performance and reception may figure poetic fame and commissions as already achieved, and sits jarringly in context against references to events—Salamis; Plataea; Himera—already in the historical past (cf. κάμον, 78; ἔδεξαντ’, 80) in comparison with Hieron’s Pythian victory and foundation of Aetna. Compare this with the complexities of tense in lines 46–51 discussed earlier in this section. For the issue of ‘first-person futures’ in Pindar, see Bundy (1962) 21–2; Slater (1969); Pelliccia (1995) 317–34; D’Alessio (2004); Uhlig (2011) 23–6; Budelmann (forthcoming); from a different perspective, Culler (2015) 186–243, esp. 226: ‘The fundamental characteristic of lyric…is not the description and interpretation of a past event but the iterative and iterable performance of an event in the lyric present, in the special “now”, of lyric articulation.’ On Culler’s terms, the presence of the future here—whether or not it also picks up actual, realized commissions from Sparta or Athens—causes praise of Sparta and Athens to be iterated from within this poem, though in ways that add depth to Bundy’s originally formalist perspective. χάριν | μισθόν (76–7) may articulate ambivalence between reference to actual commissions as paid for and Pythian 1’s own praise of Sparta and Athens as paid back in kind with the projected and non-material figuring of reciprocity as gratitude rather than actual remuneration within a specific historical moment of patronage. For an alternative interpretation, see Kurke (1991) 228.
poetic, within the tyrannical project and its praise, and the dangers that have the potential to impinge:

If you speak what is appropriate, stretching out but bringing back together the parameters of all things in short compass, less will be the blame from men that results: for excess dulls keen hopes, and what citizens hear weighs down men’s hearts in secret, especially in relation to other men’s successes. And yet: since envy is a more powerful force than pity, do not give up your noble ways. Govern the people with justice. Forge your tongue on an anvil of truth. / Even a trivial spark will start a blaze if it flies out from you, who are steward of many—and many will be your reliable witnesses, for good or ill. Abiding in flourishing spirits, if indeed you like always to hear pleasant things said about you, do not founder too much in your spending. Unfurl your sails to the wind like a helmsman. Do not be deceived, friend, by shameful profits.

(Pythian 1.81–92)

As these verses unfold, the delicacy of tyrannical poetics is exposed as the limit condition for mortal praise. The lines raise explicitly the risk of private citizen grievance, as a result of excess. Excess can only be partially tempered, if at all, by relative brevity and by finding the right way, or right time, or correct understanding of temporal scope, in...
which to speak (line 81).\textsuperscript{104} But envy is a more powerful force than pity (the potentially authoritarian force of \textit{κρέσσον}, lacking ethical connotations, is often played down in translations).\textsuperscript{105} So, the need for both political and poetic control and the reining in of the possible extent of one’s powers (poetic/generic as well as political) is then put to one side. The responsibilities of ruling with supreme power take over, with a shift to the concomitant benefits of tyrannical largesse (which naturally include the commissioning of victory odes). This is on the back of the continuity of favourable reports about Hieron, line 90: \textit{εἴπερ τι φιλεῖς ἀκοὰν ἄδειαν αἰεὶ κλύειν}, ‘if indeed you like always to hear pleasant things said about you’. This sentiment is deliciously poised between a lyric rearticulation of Iliadic heroes’ concern with their own \textit{κλέος} and the negative inverse of \textit{κλέος} in the tyrannical obsession with knowing what others think as part of a form of control whose structuring reinforces the separation between tyrant and subjects.\textsuperscript{106}

The use of the second person in the apostrophe \textit{καιρὸν εἶ φθέγξαιο} here (‘if you speak what is appropriate’, line 81) blurs the referentiality of the statement. It serves as a reminder for the poet about his own craft, and as advice about political rhetoric directed at Hieron as addressee. In addition, it is more generally recontextualizable and reconfigurable, for consumption by audiences beyond Hieron and even Sicily, for reflective contemplation of both politics and poetics. The nature of address is also dynamically poised between the articulation of political specificity and temporally separate voicing of poetic

\textsuperscript{104} For \textit{καιρὸς} as figuring an understanding of what is appropriate in a range of circumstances, cf. Barrett (1964) 231 ad loc. Eur. \textit{Hipp.} 386–7. These circumstances can be understood to include temporal ones according to the word’s earlier association with time in line 57.

\textsuperscript{105} Cf. Slater s.v. This is therefore a paradoxical and unsettling statement that belies the problematic relation between envy and tyranny—cf. Hdt. 1.99 (Deioces); 3.80.4 (Otanès on the vices of monarchy)—and would therefore amplify but also modify Glen Most’s view of Pindar’s striking articulations of envy in such passages: Most (2003) 138–40, according to which, ultimately, Pindar’s songs control their own interpretability by imposing their views in spite of the envy of others. Translating \textit{κρέσσον} as ‘more powerful’ may increase the ambivalence of the question \textit{cui bono}: the poem is too coy to state outright whose perspective this is, and the relation between envy and authoritarian control is more open than is usually assumed here. Herodotus appears to have followed Pindar here closely at Hdt. 3.52.5 (Periander and Lykophron); cf. Kurke (1991) 221 with n. 47.

\textsuperscript{106} Tyrants: e.g. Hdt. 1.99–100 (Deioces), with Dewald (2003) 27–8; also Arist. \textit{Pol.} 1313b11–16 for Hieron’s own secret police.
introspection. Here too, then, the question of the nature of address explores the tension in encomiastic poetry between immediacy of contextual specification and lyrical concerns with reception potentially dissociable from immediate conditions of patronage. A similar point, though without the potential for a construction of poetic introspection, is provided by line 92, μὴ δολωθῆσ, ὦ φίλε, κέρδεσιν ἐντραπέλοις, ‘Do not be deceived, friend, by shameful profits’. The vocative ὦ φίλε together with the second-person δολωθῆς explicitly flags the question of distance in the relationality between lyric voice and addressee. It invites, in part, consideration of a potentially exceptionalist relation between the historical praise poet and Hieron, based on friendship and trust. Yet the lack of specification for the identity of the ‘friend’ evoked by the address also creates a kind of centrifugal energy for the statement, granting it at least the possibility of transcending the specificity of Hieron’s politics, and therefore potentially creating out of Hieron’s situation a broader ethical, political, and economic paradigm for any revocalizations of Pythian 1 to pass on to their own addressees, in a way that draws them in to the message in a friendly way.

Scope represents the major challenge of Pythian 1, both poetically and politically. It is systematically explored throughout, in Pindar’s juxtaposition of poetic forms and different and at times jarring conceptions of temporality, both via ecphrasis and subsequently through framing devices. This tension is given particularly emphatic expression in lines 81–2 by means of the metaphorical πολλῶν πείρατα συντανύσαις ἐν βραχεῖ, ‘stretching out but bringing back together the parameters of all things in short compass’.107 Indeed, the striking compound συντανύσαις—itself a hapax—adds the extra tension of stretching apart and at the same time stretching together. Even at the lexical level Pindar is self-consciously stretching and straining,

---

107 Tensions: in stringing bows and lyres, following the analogy made famous in Heraclitus B 51 DK, οὐ ἐυνιᾶσιν ὅκος διαφερόμενον ἐνωτίω ὀμολογεί, παλίντροπος ἀρμονίη ὅκωστὸν καὶ λύρης; also implicit in Odysseus’ triumphant stringing of the bow in Odyssey 21, another text in the background of Pythian 1, as we have seen. See further Fränkel (1975) 377 with n. 14, 483, 497–9 for Heraclitean unity of opposites—esp. Apolline positive and negative energies—in Pindar; cf. Hubbard (1985) 90–1 for an interpretation of the opening fourteen lines of Pythian 1 following the Heraclitean dialectic. Cingano (1995) 357–8 ad loc. 81–2 reads συντανύσαις as a weaving metaphor (cf. Σ Pind. Pyth. 1.157bd (ii.26 Dr)), with Hom. Il. 23.761; 13.358–9; also Steiner (1986) 54.
with the invention of a verb that further intensifies the tension inherent in the sense of the root τανύω. Keeping the limits or parameters in check is the essence of writing a victory ode for a mortal man rather than a hymn for a god. The poem self-fulfillingly confirms an affirmative answer to the poetic side of the matter of καιρός, even as it foregrounds its potential to exceed mortal encomiastic bounds. Yet the answer to whether Hieron can handle this appropriate use of words, or power, or time in the political arena, is another matter. The tension between the apprehension of καιρός in both poetic and political spheres lies at the heart of the complexity in the structuring of vision, focalization, language, and temporalities (poetic/divine/natural/historical) in Pythian 1, and its foregrounding of ruptures, both in the world and within the structures of lyric.

Ultimately, indeed, καιρός is one further way of figuring the subjectivity of point of view. The question of who is to judge what is appropriate, and what their perspective might be, is an issue that Pythian 1 has been open about from the volcano ecphrasis onwards, an issue implicit in questions of lyric transmission and reception. Lyric self-consciousness about tension, harmony, and coherence runs very deeply through the subjective poetics of lyric praise.

108 The addition of συν- may also mark the attraction of the metaphor of weaving (and therefore song—in general Steiner (1986) ch. 5) into the semantic field of bows and lyres and their stringing/construction by bending together, as an expression of the complexity of Pindaric tyrannical poetics. For the direct interrelation between lyres, weaving, and poetic self-awareness in Pindaric metaphor, see esp. Pind. Nem. 4.44, ἐξύφαινε, γλυκεῖα, καὶ τὸ ἀντίκειται, φόρμιγξ, | Λυδίᾳ σῦν ἁρμονίᾳ μέλος πεφιλημένον (cited by Snyder (1981) 195, with Sapph. frs. 99.4 L-P (= Alc. 303A.4 V) and 102 V).

109 πείρατα as ends, but also essential points: Hom. II. 23.350. See also Bergren (1975), esp. section B, ‘Fundamental Meaning and Semantic Range’ for the general sense ‘determinants’. In Homer elsewhere the term is used to figure physical boundaries, as well as ropes. Boundaries of the world: II. 8.478, 14.200, 301, Od. 4.563, 9.284, 11.13; rope: Od. 12.51, 162, 179. The term is also used metaphorically of death in Homer: see further McLaughlin (2005) ch. 3, within a broader analysis of the multiform Homeric metaphors figuring life as a journey punctuated by various landmarks. If the Homeric way of figuring death as an end point is also active, here again is a sign that Pythian 1 muses on the lyric’s potential mastery of time, and the delicacy of the relation between mortal and divine frameworks, in negotiating Hieron as a subject.

110 Cf. Fitzgerald (1987) 10: ‘The pivotal moment within confusion that presents a graspable configuration of events is the form in which . . . Pindar . . . casts[s] the human approach to divinity. For Pindar, this configuration is called kairos, and it is the human agent’s apprehension of kairos that heals the rift between divine and human power.’ See also Wilson (1980) 182–3 and 183–4.
VI. REVELATION AND AUTHORITY

The reception of Hieron himself, within positive and negative paradigms of tyrannical κλέος, gets figured towards the poem’s close as an act of interpretation via revelation:

ὀπιθόμβροτον αὐχήμα δόξας
ολον ἀσοιχομένον ἀνήρον δίαιταν μανύει
καὶ λογίοις καὶ ᾠδιδοίς.

The posthumous acclaim of fame alone reveals the way of life of men who are gone to and through recorders and singers.

(Pindar, Pythian 1.92–4)

Here ‘the authority of prophecy’ is provided by the verb μανύει, ‘reveals’, in line 93. As part of the broader engagement with Apollo, signs, and the divine, this verb then figures Pindar’s own trans-temporal poetic message as, in its own way, Apolline, polysemous, and quasi-oracular. Pythian 1 arrogates to itself a Delphic relation between mortal subject and the divine in requests for information about the future, as an appropriate way of negotiating the ambivalences

111 Lefkowitz (1976) 124. In the three other Pindaric instances, μανύεω is connected with either Apollo or Hermes. At Ol. 6.52 the verb is used to mark Aiptos’ revelation of news from Delphi about the Apolline parentage of Iamos; at Nem. 9.4, the victor Chromios ‘reveals’ a song for Apollo and Artemis in the context of an evocation of the Sicyonian Pythia; and at Isthm. 8.55a Achilles ‘shows’ the way to Hades to his Trojan victims, in the fashion of Hermes psychopompos. In the Homeric Hymn to Hermes (lines 254, 264, 364, 373) the verb and cognate μήνυτρον mark a site of conflict between Apollo and Hermes over revelatory power and status. Most famously in later fifth-century literature, Delphic oracular μήνυσις marks Oedipus’ tragic, Apolline, and (self-) revelatory trajectory in Sophocles, from OT 102 (ποίουγ αρ ανήρ θήνε μηνύει τύχης) to OT 1384 (τοιάνδ’ εγὼ κηλίδα μηνύεις ἐμήν). For knowledge and the revelation of signs in OT, cf., e.g., Segal (1995) ch. 6; for alternative views of Sophocles’ view of Apollo’s role, see Parker (1999), esp. 26; Cairns (2013a), esp. 127–30.

112 This is a technique related to, but also different from, the way in which Pindaric paens construct the poetic persona as quasi-vatic: Pindar Pae. 6.6 (D6 Rutherford), with Rutherford 307 and n. 4 and fr. 150; Kurke (2005) 88, with D’Alessio (1994) 125. On Pindaric self-consciousness about obscurity, cf. Ol. 2.83–6. The account by Maslov (2015) 188–201 of Pindar’s ‘mantic poetics’ is deficient in a number of respects, especially given that no account is there made of the contribution of revelatory religious discourse to the present poem. His argument (191) that ‘[t]he poet would have nothing to gain from assimilating himself directly to a mantis, seeing that the seer’s claim to truth in the fifth century BCE was so contested and his access to the divine so clearly incomplete’ fails to convince: the present discussion argues that it is precisely the polysemy of mantic attitudes to time and interpretation that makes seercraft an empowering model for the lyric voice in Pindar.
of Hieron’s nature and prospects in the process of his memorialization. Hieron’s fame will be ensured, but what he signifies is open.

These lines also mark out a space for Pindar’s brand of epinician κλέος within Greek literary history, and with a sideways glance across to other contemporary memorializing trends. The datives in λογίοις καὶ αὐδοίοις (‘recorders and singers’, line 94) are generally interpreted as straightforwardly instrumental (‘by means of’); yet the text is less clear-cut. The use of ὅν, ‘alone’, in this discussion of the power of fame cues in perhaps the best-known of all Muse invocations, where the Homeric narrator calls upon the Muses to provide him (μοι, indirect object) information in the absence of mortal knowledge:

ṇαγ ὅφει ἥατε ἀστε, πάρεστε τε, ἰστε τε πάντα,
ὅμεις δὲ κλέος ὅν ἀκούομεν, ὁδέ τι ἐδομεν.

Tell me now, Muses, with your homes on Olympus—you are goddesses, you were there, you know everything; yet we only hear the rumour and know nothing. (Homer, Iliad 2.484–6)

Pindar situates himself in a tradition within which poetic inspiration is figured in terms of double motivation. Poets authoritatively narrate and create, and, at the same time, Muses also provide information.”113 The operation of both instrumental and objective senses of the datives is active in an expression of poetic creativity that is both autonomous (the instrumental interpretation) and reliant on knowledge received from an ulterior source (datives as indirect objects).114 This emphasizes the extent to which the poetics of the poem are built on both

113 This sense of poetic double motivation is a feature of both the Iliad and Odyssey: see De Jong (1987) 45–53, with Lesky (1961); also Phemios at Od. 22.347–8, with De Jong (2001) 539; cf. Chapter 2 n. 108. While the Hesiodic relation to the Muses is differently configured, it can still be considered within the framework of double motivation; see Clay (2003) 51–2 for the collaborative relation between poet and Muses in Hesiod.

114 The scholarly debate on line 94 is centred around whether the datives are objective or instrumental: Cingano (1995) 361–2 ad loc. 94, with Calabrese De Feo (1987) and other discussions going back to Heyne; cf. Kurke (1991) 47 and Luraghi (2009) 452 n. 62. Yet the datives can be creatively interpreted as working in both ways. Fowler in EGM II.xvii talks of the boldness of early Greek mythography in banishing the Muse and eschewing poetic features, but the evidence for this is relatively scanty, and it may be that Hecataeus was relatively unusual and ground-breaking in his approach to literary authority; certainly, if the (admittedly later) authority of Herodotus is anything to go by, poetic, and indeed epic influence might have been very strongly felt in early prose mythography.
mortal creativity and mortals’ lack of clear access to the workings of the divine. This has the advantage over the straightforward instrumental interpretation of adding fragility to the interpretative qualities of the encomiastic project of setting out the natures of historical personalities. The dynamic potential of interpretation is, again, an issue that the poem has flagged throughout, especially through the ecphrasis. ‘Beholding’ and interpretation of uncertain signs are crucial counterparts in Pindar’s essentially mortal confection.115

Moreover, in these lines Pindar reveals his interest, once again, in questions of temporalities, and the relation between history and poetics. The mention here of singers as well as other kinds of experts in the memory industry in ‘recorders and singers’ (λογίοις καὶ ἀοιδοῖς)116 also emphasizes the extent to which Pindar muses on time itself. How can it be conceptualized in language, via whatever memorializing strategy? What are the tensions between historical time and poetics, across the media that are used to situate and celebrate historical circumstance? What are the challenges of fitting historical personalities and events into much broader trans-temporal poetic (or indeed more widely literary) superstructures?117 These questions go hand in hand with

115 On revelation and ‘beholding’ in modern poetic theory, cf. Mousley (2013) 139–42, esp. 139: ‘Transferred to the context of literature, the poet in his or her role as bard, vates, visionary, soothsayer or prophet likewise commands our attention on the basis of the promise that something of significance and/or value may be revealed to us.’

116 For the terminological separation of logioi and aoidoi, see Cingano (1995) 361–2 ad loc. 94, critiquing Calabrese De Feo (1987) 29–38 for resolving an encomiastic inconsistency in Pindar’s addition of logioi by arguing in favour of hendiadys here. Despite the difficulties with Calabrese De Feo’s solution, the fact that she raised the problem of consistency and coherence is itself significant: she was right to be concerned about the juxtaposition of different memorializing traditions here, within a Pindaric poetics that appears (at first glance, at any rate) generally to privilege poetic kleos over any other vehicle. See further useful discussion in Lucarghi (2009) 452–5, with Scodel (2001) 124–6; for an alternative view, see also Nagy (1987) 181 (and Nagy (1990) 221–4), though with critique by Connor (1987) 259–60. Plausible candidates for such logioi might include the likes of, esp., Hecataeus of Miletos (see West (2011) 64) and, perhaps, Hellanicus (we might expect Hieron to be interested in important names across the memory industry, including not just encomiastic poets like Pindar and Bacchylides). If, as seems likely, Antiochus of Syracuse (On Italy; Sicelica) is too late, we may still wonder about the existence of ethnographic/political prose writing about, or in, Sicily before him; see in general EGM II.632–6. See also, conveniently, Fowler (2006) Appendix for a list of Herodotus’ predecessors, including Charon of Lampsacus (fl. c.450) whose works included ‘Foundations of Cities’: EGM II.641–3.

117 We might also note the stark self-conscious emphasis on writing and literarity in Hecataeus fr. 1, for which now EGM II.678: ‘The next words, τὰδε γράφει, confirm the written nature of the book; the formula even throws this writtenness into relief.
Pindar’s choice of historical tyrants (Phalaris and Croesus) against which to test Hieron’s nature and credentials, rather than mythological figures.\footnote{The choice of Croesus seems partly motivated by the paradigm he established for the magnificence of his dedications at Delphi (cf. Bacch. 3, with Cairns (2010) 65–7); but in the broader poetic context of Pythian 1, the use of both these historical paradigms fits with the broader interface between poetics, historicity, and time. It might also be said that within the broader Persian Wars contextualization provided elsewhere by the poem (lines 75–8), the choice of a Lydian paradigm might sit rather uncomfortably against the claim made elsewhere for Hieron’s superlative Greekness (line 49). Again, the poem is testing the limits of the encomiastic form through its butting up of lyric frames and historical specifications.} \textit{Pythian} 1’s fascination with poetic structuring, ecphrasis, and framing is a sign of experimentation with the interaction between form and content in response to the encomiastic and historical challenges set up by Hieron’s circumstances.

\vspace{1em}

\noindent \textbf{VII. NOISE REVISITED}

In this penultimate section, let us turn our attention once again to the issue of sound. The nature of sound, and its interpretation, is a factor that this poem frequently draws attention to. Sound is something that the lyre and the Muses produce, sounds that tranquillize, or pacify, or...
civilize: the power of the golden lyre’s sounds in lines 1–6; the cry, βοάν, of the Muses in line 13; the implied civilizing significance of lyric music indicated at the poem’s end as the counterpart to Phalaris’ infamy.

Yet the lyric voice as projected in reception also produces—and continues to reproduce—those noises and cries that we might have hoped not to hear at all, or ever again. We have already heard how the poem hopes, at least, that the Etruscans’ war cry will be pacified, no longer to resonate within Hieron’s Sicilian environs (lines 71–2); and we have explored already the mimeticism of the volcano and its implications. The mimeticism of volcanic noise is one significant articulation of sound among others, making the interpretation of sound a complex issue. Other noises are those of chaos and disorder impinging upon and potentially disrupting the harmony of Hieron’s universe, and the noises of eternal damnation and of torture. While the transcendental sounds of the golden lyre figure the nature of Pindar’s own lyric voice, that voice also incorporates within it other sounds that stay with us, and haunt Hieron’s reception.

We will see here how the relation between fire and noise provides a framework for the interpretation of the latter. The relation of fire to noise is emphasized in the volcano ecphrasis, and is recapitulated towards the poem’s close. Throughout the poem the use of fire imagery as a symbol of creativity, force, and power has a double edge. Zeus’ power is symbolized in lines 5–6 by the eternal elemental force of the fire in his thunderbolt, something which lyric music is able to quench like supernatural water in a forge. And in lines 86–8, Pindar uses the image of forging and fire to symbolize the creativity of tyrannical rhetoric as a political force and resource, but also as a potential danger:

\[
\text{ἀψευ-} \\
\text{δεὶ δὲ πρὸς ἄκμοιν χάλκευε γλῶσσαν.} \\
\text{εἰ τὶ καὶ φλαύρον παραιθύσσει, μέγα τοι φέρεται,} \\
\text{πάρ σέθεν, πολλῶν ταμίας ἔσσι πολλοὶ} \\
\text{μάρτυρες ἀμφιτέροις πιστοί.} \\
\]

Forge your tongue on an anvil of truth. / Even a trivial spark will start a blaze if it flies out from you, who are steward of many—and many will be your reliable witnesses, for good or ill.

Here the density of Pindar’s metaphor first develops the association between political rhetoric and the creativity of bronze metalworking
(whether for artistic or athletic purposes\textsuperscript{119} or for military purposes in the manufacture of weapons). Then it goes further to develop the power of any potential sparks that fly off from Hieron’s work in the process. This latter image builds on but substantially reworks a Homeric simile figuring Agamemnon’s military prowess in his \textit{aristeia} at \textit{Iliad} 11.155–9:

\begin{quote}
\textit{ὡς δὲ ὅτε πῦρ αἰδηλοῦ ἐν ἀξίλῳ ἐμπέσῃ ὕλῃ, πάντῃ τ’ εἰλυφών ἄνεμος φέρει, οἳ δὲ τε θάμνοι πρόρυζοι πάπτουσιν ἐπευγόμενοι πυρὸς ὀρμῆ: ὅς ἄρ’ ὑπ’ Ἀτρείδῃ Ἀγαμέμνονι πῖπτε κάρηνᾳ \textit{Τρώων} φευγόντων.}
\end{quote}

As when destructive fire falls upon parched woodland, and the wind carries it everywhere, whirling it along, and the bushes all succumb utterly to the onrush of the fire; just so did the many Trojans fall in flight under the hands of Agamemnon son of Atreus.

Given this poetic background, we are invited to ponder the similarities and differences now. In the Iliadic image the flames that cause a forest fire are an image for Agamemnon’s raging battlefield prowess against the Trojans. Here in \textit{Pythian} 1, the idea of a spark as carrying destructive potential is a dangerous and threatening notion for Hieron himself as well as for others whom his power threatens or controls. Nevertheless, the image of leadership carries through from Agamemnon to Hieron and is potentially flattering to the latter. But the implications are now also rather different and paraenetic rather than straightforwardly celebratory, given the new implication that Hieron’s fire-like power will make its mark on those at home, and his power will be judged accordingly. The intertext with the landscape of Iliadic simile also provides a link back to the eruption of Etna within the wooded landscape of Sicily in the ecphrasis,\textsuperscript{120} also marking a potentially unsettling point of comparison between Hieron and Typhon, the source of Etna’s volcanic flows.

\textsuperscript{119} Cf. \textit{χαλκοπάραον ἀκονθ’} (athletic metaphor for encomiastic prowess), line 44. In the present context we might also note the aesthetically creative aspects to totalitarian ideologies, for which, see, e.g., Fowler (1995) 251–3 (picking up Benjamin (1968, orig. 1936) on totalitarian aestheticizations of politics), whose discussion of Arist. \textit{NE} 1122b29–33 and 1122a34–5 can be read interestingly alongside the use of Aristotle on \textit{megaloprepeia} made by Kurke (1991) 169–70 and 187. Cf. Morgan (2015) 343.

\textsuperscript{120} Cf. \textit{Αἴτινας ἐν μελεμφύλλοις… κορυφαῖς}, line 27.
The figuring of Hieron as ‘steward of many’ potentially also picks up Zeus’ Homeric configuration. It reworks the earlier configuration of Zeus’ supreme power in war, but now on a mortal level with mortal significance for the relation between ruler and ruled, and with potentially unsettling significance within the political arena and beyond, explicitly stated with πολλοὶ | μάρτυρες ἀμφοτέροις πιστοῖ, ‘and many will be your reliable witnesses, for good or ill’. πολλοὶ continues the ‘many’ (πολλῶν) of Hieron’s dominion, but also anticipates the ‘recorders and singers’ of lines 92–4 and the closing alternative paradigms of Croesus and Phalaris.

The connections between fire, power, creativity, and politics lead inexorably to the sounds of torture and tyrannical oppression, which are located in Sicily’s past with the tyrant Phalaris, but projected into the future by the onomatopoeia of Pindar’s text, once more:

\[
\text{τὸν δὲ ταύρῳ χαλκέῳ καυτῇρα νηλέα νόν }
\text{ἐχθρὰ Φάλαριν κατέχει παντα φάτις,}
\]

Hostile words restrain Phalaris everywhere, he intent on cruelty, the burner with the bull of bronze. (Pythian 1.95–6)

Note the careful composition, starting with its ringing tricolon of paired sounds. τὸν...ταύρῳ, χαλκέῳ καυτῇρα, and νηλέα νόν are then picked up by the harsh, double-guttural κατέχει which itself picks up the sound of ἐχθρά. The sounding of Phalaris’ name is enveloped, and balanced against the resonating disgust inherent in the vocalization of another sound pair, παντα φάτις. Furthermore, though, the performed mimeticism of these lines not only articulates disgust at Phalaris’ nature, but also projects and repeats the sounds of the torture, especially given the tradition that the instrument of torture was itself a grotesquely macabre mimetic artwork. The hostile

---

121 Cf. Hom. Il. 4.84 and 19.224 for Zeus as steward of war for mankind, Ζεὺς, ὃστ’ ἀνθρώπων ταμίης πολέμου τέτυκται. See Brock (2013) 26 for brief discussion of political stewardship imagery.

122 πιστοὶ here again may be ambivalent: ‘reliable’ in the sense ‘faithful’ and ‘loyal’ to Hieron, or more widely ‘credible’ in their assessments of him? While ἀμφοτέροις in line 88 is vague, it is difficult to agree with the heterodox interpretation of Maslov (2015) 219, seeking to remove the possibility of any sense of discontent against tyranny from the expression. Cf. Cingano (1995) 359–60 ad loc. 88; Phillips (2016) 153.

123 See Call. Aet. frs. 46–7 Harder with Harder II.375–6 ad loc. Call. Aet. fr. 46.1; SH 252. In this sense, Pindar’s mimeticism with Phalaris may recall an original mimeticism in the same way as the mimetic volcano recalls Typhoeus’ originally Hesiodic mimeticism. Callimachus’ use of Phalaris in the Aetia seems itself to be not
words that are said to repress Phalaris also interpellate us with the horror in the very articulation of our lyric subjectivity. The bronze metalwork of Phalaris’ bull represents a more explicit artistic counterpart to the bronze dedications by Croesus at Delphi that underlie the immediately preceding line 94 (and compare the very different feel of Bacchylides 3.57–66), but are not drawn explicitly to our attention. Repression is itself thematized in this poem, rather than controlled. Its performatively mimetic lyricism means that the repressed may break in, given the opportunity.

The upshot with this mimetic sequence is that Pythian 1 seeks to confer κλέος on Hieron, but the variety of frameworks within which such κλέος is projected means that the powerful symbolism of those other things too is also transmitted through time. The volcano ecphrasis, and the concomitant use of lyrically imitated noise, disrupts man’s—here both a poet’s and a tyrant’s—control over time. Man’s place in the history of the world, a world ultimately controlled by the gods who are the original owners of lyric music (lines 1–2), is not secure. Encomiastic lyric poems necessarily manipulate historical temporalities, but the consequent reconfigurations of those temporalities mean that they do not necessarily conform with or map easily back onto the historicities which the powerful may wish to control.

VIII. CONCLUSION: MONSTROUS TIME

How Hieron fits into time is an issue in this poem that has not received the degree of attention it deserves, given its complexity and fascination. This chapter has attempted to address this. Time also only a reaction to Pythian 1 (Harder II.371) but also a revivifying reception of Pindar’s original mimetic projection.

125 As Simon Schama recently put it, in his opening response to the structuring of a chronological tour of British history through poetry (‘We British: Foundation Stones’, BBC Radio 4, National Poetry Day, 8 October 2015), ‘It’s enormously flattering, I think, to history and historians to assume that there is inevitably a kind of poetic strand to the DNA of memory.’ While this might be a gesture back towards Aristotle’s distinction between poetry and history (Arist. Poe. 1451a36–7; cf. Chapter 2 n. 4; this chapter, n. 3), the value of his point for our purposes is the recognition that poetic temporalities and historical chronologies may not inevitably map closely one onto the other, however the former are constructed.
becomes a self-conscious question for the Pindaric brand of encomiastic lyric itself, as a phenomenon both rooted in and not rooted in historical contexts via patronage. This is an issue that was explored in different ways in Chapter 2, but is taken a stage further here. We can think of the volcano ecphrasis, and the use of ecphrasis in Pindar at all, as the exposition of this rupture at the heart of the lyric poetics of patronage, because of the poetic and temporal disjunctions it presents, and continually represents. It is no accident that modern approaches to ecphrasis and reception theory both emphasize disruption as a distinctive aspect, especially when questions of temporality, framing, and perspectives are brought to bear. These questions are explored in multiform ways in Pythian 1, via eternity, posterity, aetiologies of colonization and oppression; the use of both totalitarian and poetic temporalities of the lyrical and divine ever-present; the relation between mortality, immortality, nature, myth, and history; and through mimeticism, and aural and visual subjectivity and reception.

I finish with one final detail on the way the poem relates Hieron to time. For Hieron, earlier on in the poem, the emphasis is on καιρός, the sense of getting a handhold on time. But a god needs to provide this for him:

{oúto ò' Ἡρωνι θεός ἀφθονήρ πέλοι
τόν προσέρποντα χρόνον, ὄν ἔραται καὶ-
ρὸν διδοὺς.}

So may the god watch over Hieron through creeping time and give him the right opportunity for achieving his desires. (Pythian 1.56–7)

The concept of time itself becomes attracted now into the imagistic world of the ecphrasis. The conception of future time as something that is creeping towards (προσέρποντα, line 57) Hieron resonates in this context against the configuration of Typhon himself as a creeping monster (ἐρπετόν) in line 25.126

Pindar elsewhere conceptualized Time (Chronos) as the mightiest of the gods:

{ἀνακτα τὸν πάντων ὑπερ-
βάλλοντα Χρόνον μακάρων

Time, the lord surpassing all the blessed gods
(Pindar fr. 33 = Plut. Quaest. Plat. 8.4.3)

126 Cf. Nem. 4.43 for χρόνος ἐρπον.
Given the hymnic and theogonic context for that quotation,\textsuperscript{127} we might read there a titanomachic pun between Chronos (Time) and Kronos (father of the Titans). While it may be possible to interpret that pun as a way of passing over, while also implying, an alternative theogonic temporality in which the Titans succeeded, here in \textit{Pythian} 1 the relation between divine disorder and time is clearer and more pressing. There is something almost heroic in Pindar’s engagement with time, in the projected hope that divinely sanctioned \textit{kaiρός} may afford men their best, though typically subjective and mortally frail, handhold against it.\textsuperscript{128} Yet lines 56–7, in their symbolic attraction into the language of the ecphrasis, also reveal that \textit{Pythian} 1, very far from expatriating and suppressing all forces of disorder for Hieron, actually shows that time, as something for Hieron to be concerned with, is itself a monstrously intractable force that he must subject himself to and try to find the means to grapple with. On Pindar’s terms, an answer is provided by \textit{Pythian} 1. This is a text that, through its will to fame, endlessly, through time, and carried along with time, restages and repeats that struggle.


\textsuperscript{128} Though not ‘heroic’ in the sense that we should automatically equate with a dissident reading of Pindar: cf. Felski (2015) 191: ‘Talking about the force and the lure of art works need not commit us to breathless effusions or antipolitical sentiments. It can open the way to a renewed engagement with art and its entanglement with social life—in such a way that texts are no longer typecast as either heroic dissidents or slavish sycophants of power.’
This closing chapter rounds out discussion of Pindar through comparative consideration of his two contemporary epinician poets, Simonides and Bacchylides. Chapters I–III have helped to reveal how distinctive and fascinating Pindar’s approach to his own art, and to the realms of visual and material culture, are. Here, we will investigate the approaches taken by his contemporaries, where they may be detected.

In the first part, Simonides’ Danae fragment is discussed in the light of recent critical attention to both Simonidean poetry and aesthetics and Simonides’ place within the history and historiography of ancient visual culture.

In the second part, I attempt to extract from Bacchylides the essence of his distinctive visual style, through discussion of passages from both epinician and dithyrambic poems, in comparison with further passages from Pindar. Bacchylides and Pindar both build on important aspects of Simonides’ aesthetic approach, but with very different outcomes. The chapter concludes with a short visual and material-cultural interpretation of Pindar’s Nemean 10, drawing together some of the strands of the wider discussion.

I. THE DECORATIVE BOX OF WORDS:
SIMONIDES’ DANAE FRAGMENT

It is unfortunate that so little is known of Simonides’ epinician output. Yet the Danae fragment, whatever the genre of the poem
from which it was excerpted, seems the best place to search in his poetry for a distinctive position on aesthetics. We shall see that this fragment has much of value to offer for the present investigation.

As has been noted, the fragment seems to suit well the hugely influential apophthegm relating poetry and painting ascribed to Simonides in the subsequent biographical tradition. According to Plutarch, *De gloria Atheniensium* 3, Simonides’ view was as follows:

\[ο\ Σιμωνίδης τήν μὲν ζωγραφιὰν ποίησιν σιωπῶσαν προσαγορεύει, τήν δὲ ποίησιν ζωγραφίαν λαλοῦσαν. ἂς γὰρ οἱ ζωγράφοι πράξεις ώς γνωμένας δεικνύουσι, ταύτας οἱ λόγοι γεγενημένας διηγοῦνται καὶ συγγράφουσιν.\]

Simonides calls painting poetry that is silent, and poetry painting that talks; for actions which painters represent as happening, words set out and describe after they have happened.

Natasha Peponi, in particular, claims that ‘Danae’s emotive yet highly artificial first-person lament-like lullaby is an outstanding instantiation of a speaking painting.’

The possibility of the derivation of the biographical tradition for Simonides’ aesthetic and art-historical assertions out of Simonides’ own poetry has, however, remained under-investigated by scholars interested in the aesthetic historiography of the statements in Plutarch. The divergent disciplinary interests of scholars combined with the fragmentary tatters of the Simonides that survives have made this understandable.

---

1 Most recently Peponi (2016) 9–12; also *Quaest. conv.* 9.15.11; cf. T101 Poltera; Rosenmeyer (1991) 6 n. 3; also Carson (1999) 46 n. 6; Mossman (1991). Cf. Bravi in Bravi and Brunori (2010) 466–8, though with little elaboration. Poltera 84 n. 153 tends towards a claim, on the basis of earlier witnesses of this biographical tradition—in particular, Pl. *Phdr.* 275d—that Simonides was originally less nuanced than the balanced structure of the opposition between poetry and painting in Plutarch (cf. Hor. *Ars* 361); this, I suggest, would be hazardous given what we know of Plato’s radical reinterpretations of Simonides elsewhere (e.g. in *Prot*). At least one strand of Aristotle’s poetic theory fits within this broader reflective tradition on the relation between poetry and visual art and their representational attitudes to the world: ἐπεὶ γάρ ἐστι μιμητὴς ὁ ποιητὴς ὁ συμμετέχων ἤσπερ μετανοεῖ ἵνα ἔνιον ἄλλοις εἰκονοποιώς, ἀνάγκη μιμεῖσθαι τριῶν ὀντῶν τῶν ἀριθμῶν ἐν τι ἄει, ἢ γὰρ οὐλα ἐστιν καὶ δεικεῖ, ἢ οὐλα εἶναι δὲ, Arist. *Poe.* 1460b8–11, as discussed by Halliwell (2011) 210–11; likewise Gorgias, with Halliwell (2011) 281 on the relation between *Hel.* §§9 and 18: ‘The impact of poetry and visual art exemplifies the general, mind-moulding powers of language/vision, but at the same time transforms the results of those powers from potential “misfortunes” into culturally valuable practices.’

Scholars have tended to assume that Simonides is privileging poetics over painting, as part of a tradition taking us through Plato and Horace, through the Second Sophistic, to Leonardo and ultimately Gotthold Ephraim Lessing. Yet even in Plutarch it might be that the superiority of speech over silence is not so straightforward, given the implication of Simonidean reception in discussions of silence there too. The privileging of poetics over painting may be how the art-historical tradition has understood and appropriated Simonides (and Plutarch). Yet the relation, I will suggest, between poetry and material culture that can be witnessed in the Danae fragment seems far more exploratory and less definitive than this.

The force of Peponi’s important assertion that the statements on painting and poetry attributed to Simonides in the biographical tradition ‘served... as an emblematic instance of the multifaceted visuality of Greek lyric poetry’ can be qualified and redirected. This fundamental and correct claim can be set against her assertion, quoted earlier, that the Danae fragment instantiates the dictum that poetry is a ‘speaking painting’.

First, Plutarch and his contemporaries are reacting to the apophthegmatic tradition. They are not clearly or directly associating themselves in these passages with the claims made by the poetry itself. More strongly, it is the Danae fragment that makes the greatest claim.
and by Simonides directly, to be emblematic for lyric’s visuality. The fragment is a creative construction of, as well as commentary on, that ‘screen of signs’ that subsequently enabled a poet of Pindar’s talents to generate so much power out of the questions involved in lyric’s framings of the world.6

Second, to characterize the Danae fragment as ‘a speaking picture’ is to risk missing the balanced nuance of Simonides’ juxtaposition of art and text in ‘painting as silent poetry / poetry as speaking painting’. The parallelism and opposition between art and text can be seen being explored in the Danae fragment. As Anne Carson and Patricia Rosenmeyer have both shown in different ways, the Danae fragment is as much about what is not visible and what is not said as what is. It is as much about negatives and absences as positives and presences.

In what follows, then, I build on the insights of Carson, Rosenmeyer, and Peponi as careful readers of Simonides, to integrate a reading of the fragment with the broader themes of this book. Simonides’ poetic contribution is directly relevant to the development of classical Greek aesthetic consciousness. The extraordinary artifice of this piece creates a site for the contestation between art and text, verbal and visual. And the box itself, in which Danae and Perseus are not only trapped but also depicted/described/narrated, creates the lyric frame and materialist space for this interaction.

The fragment is discussed under three headings. First, the pseudo-/-crypto-ecphrastic treatment of the opening. Second, vividness. Third, aesthetics and communication.

Here is the Danae fragment in full:7

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{o} & \text{te lár} & \text{naki} \\
\text{en d} & \text{a} & \text{dál} & \text{éa}, \\
\text{ánem} & \text{ó} & \text{te } & \text{m} & \text{n } & \text{p} & \text{n} & \text{é} & \text{on} \\
\text{kínth} & \text{he} & \text{sá } & \text{te } & \text{lí} & \text{m} & \text{n} & \text{a } & \text{d} & \text{é} & \text{mat} & \text{i} \\
\text{é} & \text{reip} & \text{en } & \text{ó} & \text{ík } & \text{a} & \text{diá} & \text{nto} & \text{i} & \text{p} & \text{areiá} & \text{ns}
\end{align*}
\]

6 Cf. esp. Chapter 2 §II.7–8.
7 The text follows F 271 Poltera (rather than PMG 543), except for reinclusion of ‘\text{dte}’ in line 1 (see Bravi (2010) 123); traditional colometry for the epode (see Finglass (2010) 344 and Liberman (2011) 211); and Page’s reading in lines 10–11 (where Poltera reads νυκτι (\text{ ‘d} & \text{a} & \text{m} & \text{p} & \text{e} & \text{i} & \text{ ti } & \text{k} & \text{arà} & \text{w} & \text{te } & \text{d} & \text{ó} & \text{fí} & \text{w} & \text{ta} & \text{th} & \text{e} & \text{i} & \text{s}) - Page (1951) 137–8, disputed by West (1981) 31, though rather flimsily. The decision between these last readings is exceptionally difficult (cf. Hutchinson, who obelizes), and reveals the interpretative predispositions of editors even more readily than usual; I discuss textual difficulties as they arise for the argument.
... when, in the decorated chest, the blowing wind and the seething waters threatened to destroy Danae in her fear. With cheeks not unwet she wrapped her loving hand around Perseus and spoke: 'My child, what woe is mine! / Yet you care not; you slumber, milk-filled, in this joyless timber, bolted with bronze night-shining, stretched out as you are out in the dark-blue gloom. You do not heed the deep spray of a passing wave above your hair, nor the voice of the wind, lying in the purple cloak, pretty face. Yet if to you what is terrible were terrible, then you might turn your delicate little ear to my words. No, sleep on, baby, I bid you; sleep, ocean; sleep, measureless suffering! May some change of mind appear, father Zeus, from you. / If the prayer I utter is bold and improper, forgive me.'

I.1 Ecphrastic Framing

The box that confines Perseus and Danae not only provides the notion of self-containment that allowed Dionysius of Halicarnassus to excerpt and quote the fragment. It also frames the lines and the characters they create in a very particular way. It is worth pausing for
some time to consider this framing, since it has not received the attention that it deserves. The opening words, λάρνακι ἐν δαίδαλεά, ‘in the decorated chest’, not only frame the passage by providing the unusual specification for Danaé’s and Perseus’ confinement. In fact, the words gesture towards an ecphrastic frame for the passage.⁸

They raise the stakes for the relation between artifice and truth, and art and text, in lyric. Once again, choral lyric of this period shows itself interested in ecphrastic issues, but in ways that are more enigmatic than the more direct ways in which epic and other texts ground their ecphrastic narrations/descriptions of artworks.

While Simonides’ chest is not—quite—an ecphrastic marker, it gestures towards such marking in its use of ἐν. In English, we make the natural distinction between ‘in’ and ‘on’. We also naturally accept (given what we know of the myth) that Danae and Perseus are locked ‘inside’ the chest, rather than ecphrastically described/narrated as being depicted artistically ‘on (the outside of)’ it. Nevertheless, it is clear that the phrase λάρνακι ἐν δαίδαλεά has markedly ecphrastic potential. First, note the famous epic pedigree for the ecphrastic use of ἐν, and second, the positive aesthetic descriptor δαίδαλεά, ‘decorated’, which we might call crypto-ecphrastic, as potentially framing the ensuing scene in material terms.⁹ We might even go as far as to suggest that Simonides is here testing the limits of ecphrasis itself. How ‘disobedient’ (on Andrew Laird’s terms, in a discussion of Catullus 64) does an ecphrasis have to be before we cease to consider a passage as ecphrastic at all?¹⁰ Simonides may thus be exploiting the

---

⁸ This addresses a point made by Rosenmeyer (1991) 7 on Dionysius’ strategy of excerption: ‘By quoting out of context, removing any trace of frame other than his own text . . .’ (my italics). In a sense, then, this is a way of circumventing the problem, well discussed in Rosenmeyer (1991) 9–10, of the risk of exaggerating ‘the “literariness” of the piece’: ‘The text as cameo swiftly acquires the status of a precious object, and the missing lines only intensify and increase its value’ (10). While we can do nothing about the lines that are missing, and the impossibility of determining the poem’s genre, we can at least be slightly more sure that treating the text as ‘cameo’ is not simply a product of the text’s fragmentation.

⁹ Classically, for ἐν and δαίδαλ- together, Hom. Il. 18.481–2, αὐτὰρ ἐν αὐτῶι | ποιεῖ δαίδαλα πολλὰ ἱδείμαι πραπίδεσιν, beginning the ecphrasis of the shield of Achilles; ἐν is used a further twelve times between there and 18.607; cf. similar usage of ἐν in Hes. Scut., sixteen times between lines 144 and 216 in the ecphrasis of that shield.

¹⁰ Laird (1993), esp. 19: ‘Disobedient ecphrasis . . . breaks free from the discipline of the imagined object and offers less opportunity for it to be consistently visualized or
relation between frame and content to raise implicit questions about the relation between art and text. Are Danae and Perseus, the content of the ornate box, ‘real’, or are they a crafted artwork? What is the consequent aesthetic status of mythical discourse in lyric?

\( \text{δαιδαλέα} \) may be an ‘Epitheton ornans’, of conventional appearance.\(^{11}\) Yet it is not simply denotative (‘decorated’): it is also connotative (‘decorative’).\(^{12}\) And the decorative nature of the box also, of course, figures the ornate lyric artifice—or is it artificiality?—of Simonides’ own text box. At the same time, it implicitly signals Simonides’ lyric as reaching out to the world of material culture in order to generate its own complex distinctiveness as a decorative thing in its own right. Simonides may be seen to be also exploring the basic question of poetry’s ability or inability to seem like, be like, or communicate like, a material artwork. The question about the content of the box also becomes an issue about the box itself, in relation to the lyric text that frames and contains it.\(^{13}\) It is here, then, in Simonides’ ambivalent questions about poetry and materiality, that we may witness a sign of the aesthetic self-consciousness about art and text that gave birth to the biographical tradition of Simonidean apophthegms about poetry and painting.\(^{14}\)

translated adequately into an actual work of art; he rightly notes that the shield of Achilles in \text{Iliad} 18 is not entirely obedient itself. The presence of direct speech in the \text{ekphrasis} of Cat. 64 is one of the principal markers, for Laird, of its disobedience, and unique in all classical \text{ekphrases}. See further Bartsch and Elsner (2007) ii (with Fowler (1991) 35 in addition to Laird (1993)): ‘There is a sense in which \text{ekphrasis}…is always disobedient: this is its condition of interpretation.’

\(^{11}\) Poltera 503; cf. 498 ad loc. 1; Hutchinson 310 ad loc. 2.
\(^{12}\) Cf. Chapter 1 §II.2 n. 89 with Morris (1992) 3–35.
\(^{13}\) This is in addition to the point already observed by Rosenmeyer that the collocation ‘decorated chest’ sets off a set of early poetic parallels that create ‘a semantic ambiguity between a carved chest of household treasures and a cunningly designed coffin’ in a way that elegantly figures the dynamics of Perseus’ and Danae’s fortunes: Rosenmeyer (1991) 15–16, with, in particular, Hom. \text{Il} 18.413; Bacch. 5.141; \text{Il} 24.795 (Hector’s coffin); \text{Il} 19.380 (again, Achilles’ shield); Hes. \text{Theog.} 575 (Pandora’s veil); Rosenmeyer does not comment on the ekphrastic potential of Simonides’ diction and imagery.

\(^{14}\) The natural question remains of the extent to which Simonides is drawing on and reconfiguring earlier epic or indeed lyric texts’ ekphrastic tendencies. While we cannot know for certain, it seems that Simonides has worked ekphrastic issues into a lyric text in ways that play off against specifically lyric issues in the relation between ornamentation and narrativity. It is quite possible that, beyond Homer, Stesichorean influence may be felt here. While it is most unfortunate, given the paltry remains of Stesichorean lyric narrative, that we have no clear surviving example of a Stesichorean
That Simonides has dangled an ekphrasis before our eyes and yet denied our gratification in consuming anything approaching a full materialist realization of it perhaps tells us that Simonides may be especially cognizant of the powerful potential of the comparison-cum-analogy of art and text. Quite what the thing is that Simonides’ pseudo-/crypto-ekphrastic discourse has referred us to is itself at issue in the framing of the scene. The framing provided by λάρνακι ἐν δαιδαλέα is challenging the premises of its own interpretability as either (or both?) vivid mythical narrative or ekphrasis of an imagined image. What would the difference be, and what difference would it make?15

Ultimately, though, we are dealing not simply with a vivid lyric text, but a text that invites us to scrutinize the tension between its lyrical ornateness, figured in δαιδαλέα, and the possibility of accessing anything ulterior. This is a text that explores the nature of lyric decorativeness, and the unrealizability, as likewise with sculpture or painting, of truly being able to access any reality beyond a naturalistic but illusory surface.

Let us turn now to the ways in which the content of the scene plays out further tensions between accessing and imagining it, and the barriers in the way of a full realization of it ‘in our mind’s eye’.

I.2 Vividness: Language, Imagery, Colour

Natasha Peponi seems fundamentally correct to state that ‘Simonides might have been instrumental in thinking about, and experimenting with, the multiple ways in which descriptive language can enhance the emotional impact of lyric while at the same time enriching the ekphrasis, it might be that Stesichorus himself explores similar questions of framing in the interface between narrative and lyric ornamentation. Beyond the extant fragments, this interface may be traced in subsequent ancient critics’ views both of Stesichorus’ preeminent Homeric qualities and his over-fondness for ornamentation: [Long.] De subl. 13.3; Quint. Inst. 10.1.62; for a different view of Stesichorus’ style, see Hermog. Περὶ Ἰδεῶν 338.19–339.1 Rabe with Hunter (2015).

15 Cf. Bartsch and Elsner (2007) ii: ‘Ekphrasis continues to intrigue us because it draws attention to the interpretative operations we feel compelled to carry out on it when we have ceased to disregard it as automatically devoid of meaning.’ Simonides plays out the interpretative challenge involved in the ekphrastic possibility/impossibility of the frame to begin with.
visual imaginary of an audience. In this section, Simonides’ presentation of the scene is investigated more deeply. We may assume that that the Danae fragment is a paradigm example of the enargeia for which Simonides was so renowned in antiquity. Yet we will see, I hope, that Simonides’ visual imaginary is itself much more than straightforwardly clear to behold. Again—as we saw with Pindar earlier, especially in Chapter 2—we are dealing with the projection of a lyric space in which the question of ‘contact’ is constantly being played out, in the dynamic relation between presence and absence.

Here I exploit the findings of Anne Carson in her discussions of the ways the text evokes both its human subjects, Danae and Perseus, and their surrounds, in positive, negative, and double-negative terms. For Carson, the positive-negative doubleness of the description of the scene mirrors the doubleness in the opposed evocation of the wakeful, alarmed, speaking Danae and the sleeping calmness of the silent Perseus. ‘Simonides has chosen to construct the poem as an alignment of two consciousnesses: one of them is present, active and accessible, to us, the other has vanished inwardly.’ As Carson also penetratingly observes, ‘The interesting thing about a negative, then, is that it posits a fuller picture of reality than does a positive statement’; ‘No other poet of the period manages to deny so much, so well.’

Carson’s example of an expressive double negative from the Danae fragment is οὐκ ἀδιάντοις παρειαῖς, ‘with cheeks not unwet’, line 5. This posits (Carson’s term) some different time and place: a happier time, in which Danae’s cheeks were not wet. Simonides thus draws our imagination away from this scene, whether to her state before, or to add implicit foreshadowing of her subsequent rescue in the myth,

---

17 Classically, [Long.] De subl. 15.7: 557 PMG (F 277 Poltera)—though, perhaps notably, the ‘vision’ of a vision (apparition of Achilles); cf. Chapter 2 n. 68; Fearn (2007) 311 for Simonides and Bacchylides as a vivid lyric pairing.
18 Carson (1992) 57–8 (= Carson (1999) 57). See also Carson (1992) 59 (= Carson (1999) 58–9): ‘The poet’s metaphorical authority puts him in a contrafactual relation to the world of other people and ordinary speech. He does not seek to refute or replace that world but merely to indicate its lacunae, by positing alongside the world of things that we see an uncanny protasis of things invisible, although no less real.’
but also to give it more emotional and implicit contextual depth. It is noteworthy, though, that Simonides does not specify whether Danae’s cheeks are wet with tears, or seawater, or both; the unmentioned tears have an evanescent allure that invites us in but serves to remind us of this text’s linguistic surface, the opaque inaccessibility of this lyric experience.22

This instance of a double-negative, while unique in this fragment, is, however, merely the first in a whole series of negative phrases and privative usages in the text, set alongside words which appear to have privative senses but do not. Next we have ἀωρεῖς (‘you care not’, line 8, formed from ἀ- + ὤρα),23 ἀτερπεῖ (‘joyless’, line 9), and ἀμετρὸν (‘measureless’, line 22).24 Alongside these we also have a (metrical and sonic) juxtaposition of negatives that plays on a doubled, but denied, litotes, as already noted by Rosenmeyer: οὔκ ἄλέγεις | οὐδ᾿ ἀνέμου, lines 13–14.25

The intensified subjectivity of Danae’s own wretched experience of the chest is partly expressed in her reference to it as ‘joyless timber’, ἀτερπεῖ δοὐρατί, line 9. As Hutchinson notes and Poltera implies,26 this creates an opposition with λάρνακι ... δαιδαλέᾳ of the opening lines, in a way that invites a question about narratorial focalization and audience response. The perspectives of the main narrator and Danae are different, and different again from the impassive sleeping Perseus whose own thoughts are undiscernible. Responses to the poem are likely to be coloured by knowledge of the ultimately positive outcome of the myth (they do reach Seriphos—whether or not this outcome was narrated in the complete poem). But the text itself carefully projects the opposing focal poles of figured aesthetic pleasure and joyless despair.

The relation between lyric self-fashioning and mythical subjectivity raises a very significant additional issue. Such positive configuration

23 Or, following Page and Hutchinson, reading ἀωτεῖς, ‘you slumber’, without privative etymology.
24 Also ἀλαμπεῖ, ‘lightless’, if we read with Poltera here.
26 Hutchinson 310 ad loc. 2: ‘a contrast between the civilized luxury associated with this royal object and the wild forces of nature amid which it is surprisingly found’; Poltera 503: ‘Zweifellos trägt es hier seinen Teil zur kontrastierenden Stimmungsmalerei.’
of the λάρναξ as a way of framing the emotional subjectivities of its content raises a further issue about what the appropriate response to Simonides’ own text-cum-box, containing Danae’s and Perseus’ plight, should itself be.27

In this dynamic and insistent play on negativity and positivity, Simonides is not simply gesturing towards opposing sensations in the articulation of opposites. He is also raising the very question of where we position ourselves in the interpretation of negativity versus positivity. How much, or how little, can we see? How much, or how little, do we feel? Our own subjectivities are brought into play as interpreters of the words as well as of the image they at least appear coherently to convey.

The text’s dynamic interpretability is anticipated in the disparity between Danae’s emotional realism and Perseus’ own remote impas-siveness, his sleeping, silent, alleged lack of care,28 in response to their embedded circumstances. Again, as we saw already with Pindar in Nemean 5 in Chapter 1, we have a lyric poem that pre figuraes within and through its own artifice the complexities of its own reception. It is in this communicational opposition, within the pseudo-ecphrastic frame, that Simonides plays out the same questions opened up in the biographical opposition between paintings as silent poems and poems as speaking paintings.

The final ἄμετρον κακόν, ‘measureless suffering’, line 22, figures the vast scale of the forces seemingly opposing Danae and her son, as evoked so powerfully by the fragment’s vivid opening description and use of metaphor (ἐρείπεν, ‘threatened to destroy’, line 5, notably).29 But it also implicitly raises the question of how we can ourselves, as the poem’s consumers, even hope to measure the scope or scale of Danae’s circumstances, given their very figuration in poetic form. The wind itself ‘speaks’ (φθόγγον, line 14) only through the power of

27 It is difficult to agree with Hutchinson 311 (on ὁὐκ ἀδιάντοις παρειάς) that the narratorial perspective is necessarily one of ‘grim detachment’, if we focus attention on the dynamic configurations of aesthetic response in the fragment.

28 Hutchinson 315: “The phrase ὁὐκ ἀλεγ- as a rule implies, not ignorance of the object or incapacity to feel, but a chosen indifference. Danae’s language here treats Perseus almost as if he were conscious and aware; babyhood, sleep, and the situation produce paradox.”

29 On ἐρείπεν, see Hutchinson 311 ad loc. 5: ‘a drastic metaphor of destruction’; Rosenmeyer (1991) 16, with Degani and Burzacchini (1977) 325.
Simonides’ configuration of its force in words, as set out in the opening lines.30

When we come to assess the colours evoked in the fragment, similar issues arise. While the questions are beset by textual problems, the interpretations of scholars in the textual decisions they make serve to illustrate the difficulty of actually envisaging the scene that Simonides appears at first to have so vividly constructed.

We may have no difficulty in envisaging the baby Perseus in his cloak, πορφυρέ κείμενος ἐν χλανίδι, line 15, the regal purple colour of which seems, rather as with δαιδαλέα in line 2, somewhat incongruous in context.31

Yet how are we to interpret the scenario set out in lines 10–11? My preference is to read χαλκεογόμφῳ δε νυκτιλαμπεί, | κυανέωι δνόφῳ ταθείς, ‘this [joyless timber], bolted with bronze night-shining, stretched out as you are out in the dark-blue gloom’, following Page in PMG. Hutchinson remains agnostic, preferring to obelize (perhaps justifiably). Poltera reads νυκτί (τ’ ἀ)λαμπεῖ | κυανέῳ τε δνόφῳ ταθείς, ‘in finsterer Nacht und schwarzem Dunkel liesst du ⟨ausgestreckt⟩ da.’32 Those who read νυκτί (τ’ ἀ)λαμπεῖ are thus certain that Simonides is coherently describing a night-time scene, beyond the lines understood as simply referring to the darkness of the inside of the chest.33

Hutchinson, however, explains ‘dark-blue gloom’ by ‘enclosure in the chest; it would be distracting and confusing for Simonides to mention that the scene occurred at night, and for Danae to regard the night as an unusual source of terror’. He continues:

The νυκτί then will bear some relation to the darkness encountered within the chest . . . νυκτιλαμπεῖ, ‘agleam in the night’, on account of the bronze bolts . . . seems to presuppose an actual night, to attach too much importance to the bolts, and to view the chest from an external perspective. A mixture of light entering from outside with metaphorical

30 As well as implying that Perseus is paying his mother, who is speaking, no attention: cf. Hutchinson 315 ad loc. 13–17.
31 Cf. Hutchinson 316 ad loc. 13–17: ‘The princely child is in an appalling situation, and the luxury is ironically incongruous.’
32 Cf. West (1981), reading νυκτί(τ’ ἀ)λαμπεῖ κυανέωι τε δνόφῳ σταθείς, dismissing νυκτιλαμπεῖ as ’picturesque, but . . . irrelevant’ (31).
33 West (1981) 31: ‘we have no reason to believe that the “night” is a darkness which exists only inside the chest’. Cf. Irwin (1974) 102–3.
light within seems hard to understand from a single adjective, and unhelpful to the rhetoric.\footnote{Hutchinson 313 ad loc. 10–12, against Page (1951) 137–8. \textit{Pace} Hutchinson 307, references to subsequent vase-paintings do not clarify the interpretability of the fragment here, especially if Simonides’ poem is already challenging us to consider how to imagine the scene in visually representative terms, except insofar as the vase-paintings themselves may represent the scene in ways that create different but analogous interpretative difficulties. We cannot, for instance, assume that the Icarus Painter (\textit{ARV}² 697.18), who is said to be the only painter to portray Danae and Perseus in the chest ‘mid-sea’ (Hutchinson 307), is straightforwardly doing this. The \textit{CVA} volume publishing the scene on the lekythos (\textit{CVA Providence, Museum of the Rhode Island School of Design} 1.25) describes it as follows: ‘The chest is decorated with dots and rays, and has claw feet. In the field fly four birds (sea-gulls) in black.’ Yet the lid is open, the claw feet are visible, and the birds appear against the ground of the chest’s lid, not in free space. The \textit{CVA} description thus begs the question of whether the birds in the painted scene on the vase are in fact ‘sea-gulls’ (or rather, shearwaters, given their black colour?) or not: are they ornament (On the vase? On the chest?), or not? Are they at sea, or not? For these kinds of visual questions thrown up by red-figure vase-painting, see esp. Neer (2002) 27–86.}

The courageous efforts of critics to reconstruct the text reveal the great difficulties of the lines here, and my own attempt to make sense of them is self-consciously aware of the parameters of my own interests with this fragment. I limit myself to three suggestions.

First, while \textit{νυκτιλαμπε}ῑ may be ‘picturesque’ (West), its interpretative density seems to suit the paradoxically alluring difficulty of the scene. It seems best to interpret it as an epithet of \textit{δούρατι}, going with (\textit{pace} West) \textit{χαλκεογόμφω}. Yet ‘night-shining’ seems a suitably elaborate, evocative, and yet mysterious usage. The difficulty of assessing the viewing perspective for the light that is shed on the bronze bolts seems, in fact, an attractive consequence, if \textit{νυκτιλαμπε}ῑ is correct, of Simonides’ decision to use an epithet rather than the noun. He perhaps alludes to the moon as light source, and raises the question of how it can be that Danae, from within the blue gloom of the box, can see, or at least speak of, the bolts as lit by (moon)light.\footnote{Cf. Parm. 28 B 14 DK on moonlight: \textit{νυκτιφα}ὲς \περὶ γαλα \λόμε\νον \αλλότριον ϕῶς. Alternatively, if we follow Poltera and read \textit{αλαμπε}ῑ, ‘lightless’, there is marked opposition with how darkness is described, in the next line, as \textit{κυανέω}, ‘dark-blue’.}

Second, the dark blue of the gloom, \textit{κυανέω ϝὔφω}, line 11. The colour is clearly a vivid marker, but the same issue of how to imagine the blueness of the darkness, whether or not of the sky outside,\footnote{Irwin (1974) 102–3.} or...
perhaps, again, implicitly, of the sea, remains. We may also note the earlier ecphrastic usages of the metallic connotation of the word.

Third, \(τῷ δε\) in line 10 allows for the incorporation of deixis, with Danae pointing to her surroundings, and inviting us (and Perseus, who, of course, is asleep) to see. Again, though, Simonides pushes us away as soon as we are drawn in, reminding us, partly via our parallelism with the embedded figure of Perseus, that, ironically, we cannot actually see anything, and not just because of the darkness of the scene.

The vividness of the language appears so inviting, seemingly allowing us access to the specifics of the situation and the pathos of Danae’s plight. The readings of Bowra and Fränkel, both absorbed in the painterly allure of the colour and detail of the scene, but which were critiqued and criticized by Rosenmeyer as ‘romanticising interpretations’, are in fact natural and not entirely anachronistic responses to one aspect of the text’s fabric. But we also need to take as full account as we can of the interpretative counterpart to this seeming vividness, in the recognition that the allure of the lyric language is, at the same time, illusionistic, or even illusory. Simonides is exploiting a basic tension in vivid representation that is a feature of both poetry and visual art, between the sense of being absorbed into another world, on the one hand, and, on the other, being constantly reminded of the artificiality that prevents such total immersion. Yet in so doing Simonides also reminds us here that what we are consuming is self-consciously ornate lyric poetry, not painting.

I.3 Aesthetics, Communication, and Response

As Rosenmeyer brilliantly showed, the fragment is also very much concerned with communication:

37 Hutchinson 314–15 ad loc. 10–12, with, e.g., Bacch. 13.124–5 (κυανανθέϊ...πόντωι); cf. also Bacch. 17.1 (κυανόπρωιρα...ναύς).
38 Cf. Hom. II. 18.564.
39 Rosenmeyer (1991) 8–9, 26; Bowra (1961) 338–9: ‘The chest is a real chest... Simonides... sees all as a real chapter of human experience’; Fränkel (1975) 315–16. Again, Rosenmeyer’s answer that the text’s fragmentary status is what allows such interpretations does not quite get to heart of the text’s plays with vision and imagination; cf. §I.1 n. 9.
The Simonides fragment primarily concerns language, both its power and its weaknesses. The poet sings here about Danae singing about not being listened to. The text crackles with the constant tension of attempts at communication and the apparent futility of human speech or understanding. Messages are sent out into the void, and the intended audience never responds, in word or action, within the confines of the fragment.  

It is therefore natural to read Danae’s speaking presence as a paradigm for mortal subjective experience. Danae moves and speaks but is not physically described (with the exception of her ‘not unwet cheeks’ (5) and ‘loving hand’ (6), which are more to do with emotional characterization). Perseus is, by contrast, through the words of his loving mother. In the process, Perseus is objectified. He is silent and still, and with an alluring external appearance as well as, specifically, a ‘pretty face’ (πρόσωπον καλόν, 16: compare Chapter 1, Section II.1 on Nemean 5.16–18). Perseus is thus implicitly transformed into something of an artwork, and, in comparison with Simonides’ aesthetic apophthegm, thus the embodiment of a silent poem. At the same time, Perseus is a figure of the imagination, created by a virtuoso poet.

There is an important sense in which Simonides is exploring here the relation between lyric’s fundamental subjectivity—its creation and projection of subjective experiences for audiences to adopt and to share—and lyric’s capacity to objectify its memorializations and mythical projections. Simonides may implicitly be seen to be exploring (as well as projecting the exploration of) the conceptual landscape of contemporary Greek aesthetics, according to which both lyric texts and material-cultural monuments can be claimed as ἀγάλματα and as μνήματα.

40 Rosenmeyer (1991) 11. For my reading of Bacch. 15 following on from Rosenmeyer’s observations here on Simonidean lyric communication, see Fearn (2007) ch. 5 esp. §II (citation at 276).

41 Tsagarakis (1977) 110: ‘Danae is the worried mother . . . She talks to [Perseus] as mothers often do . . . Danae’s feelings are human enough to be representative of any “real” mother grieving for the fate of a helpless child.’

42 On φίλαν χέρα, see Hutchinson 311: ‘the loving gesture will add force to the combination of closeness and separation in the speech’; also Finglass (2010) 344, pace Poltera 504 ad loc. 6, who reads φίλαν as possessive.


The relation between Perseus, Danae, and external audiences creates a dynamic configuration of audience subjectivity. Is our reaction to Simonides’ presentation of this myth ironically, and perhaps uncannily, more like Perseus’ than Danae’s, unperturbed as he is by the troubles that are besetting his mother? What is an appropriate response to this lyric creation? That this question is left hanging drives us to reflect upon our own creative engagement with the relation between Simonidean pictorialism and lyric textuality. The text involves audiences through time in the aesthetic consideration of the relative powers of texts and images.

Let us now look more closely at the way Perseus is described by Danae. He is ‘lying in the purple cloak’, πορφυρέ κείμενος ἐν χλανίδι, line 15. The words are strictly unnecessary for Danae—she is saying what she sees—and are directed at us, for our benefit, serving in part as another aspect of the scene’s enargeia. But another aspect worth considering is that the phrase may be another gesture towards ecphrasis. While Perseus is asleep in the robe, the words may also gesture towards an interpretation of Perseus being presented impassively as artistically depicted on it, woven into it. Helen’s weaving and ‘sprinkling’ at Iliad 3.126–8 established purple cloth as a subject for ecphrastic description/narration, as well as a method for generation of enhanced focalizational depth in the framing narrative. We might suspect that Simonides is drawing us to consider that something similar is occurring here too, especially if the opening two lines

Nem. 10.67; Bacch. 1.184, 5.4, 10.11, fr. 20B.5. The dearth of examples of these usages in Simonides himself may well be accounted for by the basic fact that we have far less than fifty identifiable complete lines of extant epinician poetry by him compared with over four thousand by Bacchylides and Pindar combined.

45 Cf. §I.2.

46 Compare also the ecphrasis of Jason’s cloak in Apoll. Arg. 1.720–67, esp. 765–7: κείνους κ’ εἰσάρων ἀκέοις, φειδώδ’ ἐν θυμό, ὡς σφείων ἐπακούσαι | βαξίν, ὃ καὶ δηρόν περ ἐπ’ ἐλπίδι θηήσασι, ‘Looking at them you would be silent, and deceive your heart, hoping to hear some solid speech from them, and you would gaze for a long time in hope’, with Laird (1993) 23 with n. 30, which Laird compares with Pl. Phdr. 275. That passage of Plato is also implicitly critiquing the Simonidean apophthegm on art and text (a detail not picked up by Laird). While Apollonius is engaging in ancient aesthetic debate about art and text by picking up Plato, as well as Homer’s Helen (Jason’s cloak is also, like Helen’s, a διπλακα πορφυρεῖν, 722), and seemingly engaging with the Simonidean biographical tradition rather than with Simonides’ poetry directly (at least so far as we are able to tell), the parallelism is at least highly felicitous.

47 Notably εἴθεν εἴυκε’, ‘for her sake’, Hom. II. 3.128.
of the fragment themselves frame the entire piece para-ecphrastically. The framing chest creates an intricately wrought piece of art or material culture as the site for narrative, characterization, and audience interaction. Line 15 then creates an extra layer of pseudo-ecphrastic signification between us and Perseus.

The line contains no focalization of Perseus, since he is asleep. The colour is all we ‘see’. We hear nothing at all from Perseus or his feelings, and he is implicitly objectified further by implicit association with ecphrasis. Is Perseus no better than a mute and powerless figure wrought in a picture within a picture (on a depicted robe, on a depicted chest)? Or are the possibilities opened up by his very inarticulacy the positive, yet paradoxically absent alternatives to all the pitiable negative realities described/narrated by Danae?

These questions are raised in the next lines as Perseus’ feelings are subsequently, and potentially counterfactually, projected by Danae in lines 17–19:

εἰ δὲ τοι δεινὸν τὸ γε δεινὸν ἢν
καὶ κεν ἐμῶν ῥημάτων
λεπτῶν ὑπεῖχες ὅδας.

Yet if to you what is terrible were terrible, then you might turn your delicate little ear to my words.

This interplay, between the text’s communication of Danae’s fears and her projection of what Perseus’ feelings might be, plays out the same issues through language (and its cognition) as well as vision. How high are the stakes? How ‘true’ are these depictions and projections? Do not Danae’s words further ground the ironic possibility that Perseus’ disengaged reaction is the correct response, in fact, to an ultimately lyric situatedness? Is, then, the ‘ironically incongruous’ cloak he is lying in/depicted on of a piece with the ornateness of the box as a positive, alluring marker of his lyric suitability? While focalization of Perseus is denied, Simonides again posits a world where the opposite of the current state of affairs might be true. And that may be the world of the ecphrastic frame, the alluring lyric textuality, rather than the grim, but also absorbing narrative/pictorial content of that frame.

48 Again, Hutchinson 316 ad loc. 13–17, cited at §1.2 n. 32.
One parallel further reveals how uncanny Perseus’ sound slumber appears. The lines raise the question of what the baby Perseus’ reaction would be like if he were awake. The text plays on the difference between adult and baby cognition, but also makes a virtue of Perseus’ opposition to more natural babyish reactions. Compare Homer’s Astyanax in *Iliad* 6, especially 466–70:

\[ \text{ὡς εἶπὼν οὐ παιδὸς ὅρεξατο φαίδιμος Ἐκτώρ
}\]
\[ \text{ἄψ δ’ ὁ πάῖς πρὸς κόλπον ἔῳξόνοιο τιθήνης
}\]
\[ \text{ἐκλίνθη ἰάχων, πατρὸς φίλου ὃπων ἀτυχθεῖς,
}\]
\[ \text{ταρβήσας χαλκὸν τε ἰδὲ λῶφον ἵππιοχαίτην,
}\]
\[ \text{δεινὸν ἀπ’ ἀκροτάτης κόρυθος νεύοντα νοῆσας.}
\]

So illustrious Hector spoke, and reached out for his child; but back into the bosom of his fair-girdled nurse shrank the baby, screaming, alarmed at the sight of his father, seized with dread at the bronze and the horse-hair plume, nodding terribly, as he thought, from the top of his helmet.

Ironically, Danae is counterfactually imagining the situation of Astyanax, whose focalization of what he imagines as terrible (δεινόν), in reaction to what he sees, is so vividly conveyed by Homeric narrative. Astyanax sees and is terrified: Perseus sees nothing and fears nothing, is sound asleep, and also fails to stir.

Danae comes to recognize the uselessness of her words, ultimately focusing on the virtue of sleep itself. Her words are communicated with the extraordinarily expansive metaphorical force and emotional dynamic of lines 20–2, εἰδὲ βρέφος, εὖ- | δέτω δὲ πόντος, εὐδέτω (δ’) | ἀμετρον κακόν, ‘sleep on, baby; sleep, ocean; sleep, measureless suffering!’\(^49\) There is a sense in which Perseus’ lack of communication speaks for him in this piece, prompting Danae to move on and change her own mood. Perseus’ emotional disengagement again ironically plays off against the lyric self-consciousness of the fragment’s framing. Perseus, who says nothing and feels nothing, and is thus quasi-materially objectified, also becomes, at the same time, as much a model (or perhaps an even better model) for subjective audience consumption of and responses to lyric as Danae. She ends by asking Zeus for forgiveness.

I.4 Conclusion

According to this reading of the Danae fragment, Simonides’ vivid and para-ecphrastic textuality does three things. First, it lures us in with its extraordinarily pictorial vividness. Second, it draws attention to its own artifice and thus reminds us that spellbound absorption into a mythical world is always already in tension with the realization of how such absorption is framed, prompting ensuing questions about interpretability. Third, it figures the vicissitudes of aesthetic response and reception through the projection of attitudes to the relative communicational powers of language, poetry, and visual culture. It implicates these issues within itself, and in the communicational frailties and questions raised by Danae’s language, specifically that addressed to her sleeping, impassive, objectified baby.

Simonides is asking questions about what not only lyric poetry but also visual art can and cannot do, what it can and cannot ‘say’ and be made to mean. He explores the relation between lyric poetry and visual art as comparable varieties of aesthetic experience. Perseus and Danae, and the fragment that frames them, are all ‘inhabiting and exploring’, in their different ways, the interpretative space created by the terminological relation of word and image, according to Tom Mitchell’s formulation of art-historical and aesthetic inquiry:

The very phrase ‘word and image’... is a pair of terms whose relation opens a space of intellectual struggle, historical investigation, and artistic/critical practice. Our only choice is to explore and inhabit this space.50

We might add, though, that the Danae fragment presents a lyric domain whose aesthetic and affective contours substantially expand, from the very outset, Mitchell’s undeveloped metaphor of the spatial. The fragment explores the relation between poems’ claims and hopes to being appreciated as well as consumed, poems’ potential status as aesthetic objects themselves, and poems as frames for the evocation and projection of both the aesthetic objects and the human emotions that they contain and comment upon. Finally, the fragment yet again reveals poetry’s obsession with the thing-ness of things, as well as with the physicalities and emotional agencies of people, as a way of figuring poetry’s own

distinctiveness. Simonides does so in specifically lyric terms, in ways that are not only paradoxical and provocative, but also extraordinary.

II. VISION AND MATERIAL CULTURE IN BACCHYLIDES AND PINDAR COMPARED

We have seen in Chapters I–III the range and depth of Pindar’s approach to the literary manipulation of the status of vision and the material world. In order to add further nuance to Pindar’s distinctiveness here, we will be exploring in this section the similarities and differences between Bacchylidean and Pindaric outlooks.

II.1 ‘Look This Way with Your Mind’

There are moments where Bacchylides shares with Pindar a complex synaesthetic attitude towards the allure of his own poetics. Ode 5, perhaps Bacchylides’ best-known epinician poem, begins with the confident assertion that Hieron of Syracuse ought to look upon his work with particular interest. Consider lines 1–33 and in particular their combination of metaphorical materiality, vividness, and vision:

*Εὔμορφον [Σ]υρακ[οσίων]*

εἰπποδηνήτων στρατα[γ]ε,  
γνώση μὲν [ι]οστεφάνων  
Μοισάν γλυκ[ή]δωρον ἀγαλμα, τῶν γε νῦν  
αἳ τις ἐπιθυμίων,  
ἅρπιῳς φρένα δ’ εὐθύδικ[ο]ν  
ἀτρεμ’ ἀμπαύσασις μερμαν  
δεύρ’ (ἀγ’) ἄθρησαν νόων.  
ἡ σὺν Χαρίτεσσι βαθυζώνοις ὑφάνας  
ἔμυνον ἀπὸ ζαθέας  
νάσου ξένος ὑμετέραν  
ἐς κλυτὰν σέμπει τόλιν,  
χρυσάμπυκος Ὑπερανίας  
κλεινὸς θεράπων ἑθέλει  
δὲ γὰρν ἐκ στηθέων χέων

Fortunate commander of the chariot-whirled Syracusans: you, of any among mortal men, will judge the ornament of the violet-crowned Muses, sweet in its gift, aright. In peace rest your righteous thoughts from their cares. Come, look this way with your mind. With the aid of the deep-girdled Graces your friend, famous servant of Ourania of the golden headband, has woven a song and sends it from his hallowed island to your illustrious city. He wishes to pour his voice from his chest and / to praise Hieron. Cleaving the deep sky with rapid brown wings high above, an eagle, messenger of wide-ruling Zeus loud-thundering, has confidence, trusting in might and strength; other birds cower, calling shrilly in fear. The peaks of the great earth do not hold him back, nor the stormy waves of the tireless sea. In the limitless void he moves his fine-feathered plumage, urged on by the gusts of a west wind: clearly visible he is for men to behold. / So now for me too there are countless paths in every direction to sing of your successes.

Bacchylides provides an impressive combination of a number of interrelating aesthetic elements. We start with language shared between lyric poetry and material culture: the poem is an ἄγαλμα, ‘ornament’, in line 4.52 Hieron is then called upon to ‘look this

52 Elsewhere in Bacchylides at 1.184, 10.11, and fr. 20B.5. For ἄγαλμα in archaic dedicatory inscriptions, see Day (2010) ch. 3 and in particular 85: ‘Epigrams name the
way with [his] mind’, line 8. The patron’s leisured appreciation of Bacchylides’ lyric talent is figured as visual. The spatial referent δευρ’ (‘this way’, ‘here’, line 8) has no concrete actuality, since the act of looking in a particular direction is conceded as metaphor with the culminating, delayed νουμ: ‘mind’ rather than ‘eyes’.53 The alluring fascination of the poem as something (almost) to behold as a quasi-material object is then picked up with the image of the poem as a woven cloth of song (ὑφάνας | ὕμνον, 9–10). This is a well-known and perhaps ancient association,54 and gains significance in the specific aesthetic context that surrounds it here. Aesthetic allure is then transformed with the powerful and abrupt segue into the image of the soaring eagle that illustrates Bacchylides’ claim to poetic authority and fame, as well as figuring the boundlessness of themes for Hieron’s praise. The Kean poet is already κλεινός, ‘famous’, in line 14. The eagle image further implies that Bacchylides is famous for his pictorial vividness of style. The moral that the poetic voice explicitly draws from this image of the eagle is the boundlessness of praise for Hieron, lines 31–3. But the vivid allure of the eagle, clearly visible for all men to behold (lines 29–30), also finds its parallel in line 8, with the call to Hieron to admire in quasi-visual terms the poetic artifice that Bacchylides has created. The eagle analogy enacts the nature of both Bacchylidean fame and pictorial style together.

That materiality, as well as the allure of attractive song, is being figured here is an important sign of what Pindar and Bacchylides have in common. They are willing to share the language of aesthetic allure and vision as a means both of grounding their products in familiar (material-)cultural associations and, through the use of metaphor, of differentiating themselves from them. But here their paths divide. Bacchylides asserts control over the language of vision as a starting point for the vividness of his own narrative, and its communicational claims and, at times, complexities. The language of vision in Bacchylides is ultimately a marker of narratorial prowess. Material-cultural, or indeed, visual metaphor is not used, in general, with the same

---

53 A delay that is marked if this non-concrete use of the verb ἀθρεῖν is unusual. This is the first extant instance in Greek literature of this non-concrete use: Maehler l.89 (with Pind. Pyth. 2.70, which we will turn to presently); Maehler (2004) 112 ad loc.
degree of self-aware attitudinal complexity as we find in Pindar’s epinician poems. As we have seen previously, Pindar tends to use material-cultural or visual imagery to raise questions about the perspective of the lyric voice, and the extent to which that can be realized by audiences in reception. This makes the complexity of the claims about vision or access, in themselves, markedly distinctive and memorable features of his poems. To this extent, Pindar’s outlook has things in common with Simonides’ in the Danae fragment, in terms of the way issues of interpretability are framed through exposure to the clash between or juxtaposition of images and words.55 Bacchylides, by contrast, extracts from Simonides, and probably also Stesichorus before him, a focus on artistic materialism and particularly vision that draws audiences in to his prowess as a narrative craftsman. What is ultimately so arresting and memorable about the opening of Ode 5 is not so much the materialist posturing of the poetic voice. It is the vividness of the eagle’s flight, as a vehicle for expressing a distinctively Bacchylidean stance on the relation between narrative and lyric expression.56 The language of vision and recognition in the encomiastic opening provides an entry point to the poem’s vivid mythological narrative and its own themes of vision and mortal knowledge. This is achieved at the opening of the poem’s myth through Heracles’ response to the heroic ‘apparition’ (εἰδωλον, 68–9) of Meleager, and the narrator’s and audiences’ imagistic configuration of mortality and death through the Homeric-style simile of leaves in line 64–7.57 The

55 Cf. Porter (2010) 455. While all three poets share, to some degree, a materialist poetics, that Bacchylides turns most instinctively to vividness of (generally mythical) narrative rather than to frequent confrontations between material culture and attitudes to poetics (cf. Neer and Kurke (2014) 527) suggests that contemporary developments in the visual arts cannot be a complete explanation for the powerful presence of materialism in lyric poetics of the first half of the fifth century, at least in Pindar and Simonides. The rise and rise of commemorative sculpture does not seem to have forced the encomiastic poets as, as it were, a dying breed to develop new poetic strategies; cf. discussion of the opening of Pind. Nem. 5 in Ch. 1 §§I–II.

56 Materialist poetic images elsewhere in Bacchylides: Bacch. 9.87, Μουσ[αν βαθυζώνων ἄθ]υρμα; 13.223, reading either ν[εόξαντον μίτραν] o[r ν[εόπλοκον δόσιν]; 19.8–9 ὑφαινέ...τι καινόν; cf. n. 52 for uses of ἄγαλμα.

57 e.g. Segal (1998) 263–4; some further discussion of aspects of this poem’s use of myth at Fearn (2012) 325–9. It is clear that Bacchylides’ predilection is for vivid evocation of locations and events, whether mythical or actual. Compare Bacch. 3.15–21 (the alluring gleam of dedications at Delphi), 5.37–49 (Pherenikos the racehorse), 9.27–39 (Automedes the pentathlete), and 10.19–28 (vivid description of the patron’s moment of athletic victory). Bacchylides’ fondness for imagistic
issue of how Bacchylides uses narrative to tantalize audiences, by not revealing all the details of his imagined scene, is subsidiary here, given his original willingness to open up interpretative issues through vivid narrativity primarily.

A comparable passage from Pindar illustrates the difference between the two poets’ ‘visions’ nicely. Line 70 of Pythian 2 features what appears to be a similar appeal to visual attention to the lyric proceedings in a passage that shares with Bacchylides 5 the motif of a poetic dispatch to Hieron. See Pythian 2.67–71:

 τόδε μὲν κατὰ Φοίνισσαν ἐμπολάν
 μέλος ὑπὲρ πολιάς ἄλος πέμπεται:
 τὸ Καστόρειον δ’ ἐν Αἰολίδεσσι χορδαῖς θέλων
 ἄθρησον χάριν ἐπεκτύπου
 φόρμιγγος ἀντόμενος.

This song is being sent in the fashion of Phoenician merchandise across the grey sea. And as for the Castor-song on Aeolic strings, look kindly upon it when you meet the grace of the lyre of the seven tones.

The poem or song is a pseudo-visual phenomenon, but Pindar provides no material-cultural or other imagistic framework, beyond the idea of song as traded cargo. Nor does he provide any segue into alluringly vivid narrative (whether of victory, choral performance, or myth). We are given no help to make sense of his synaestheticism, or to understand ἀντόμενος and the idea of a physical or visual encounter with an abstraction, the grace of a song or a poem. No amount of extraneous argument about performance scenarios will help resolve the basic opacity of how Pindar’s poem is seemingly communicating. Here we may detect similarities with the complexities of Nemean 8 and its early focus on encountering Aiakos, as discussed in Chapter 2.

descriptions of patrons’ virtues and prowess in addition to extended mythical narratives is further discussed in Hadjimichael (2015).

59 See Cingano (1995) 391–2 ad loc. 69–71 for the parallelism between these lines and Bacch. 5.8–12. What song or songs these lines refer to still remains controversial. But whether or not the ‘Castor-song’ refers to another poem than the present one, using the fabric of the text as a way in to a specific performance context is not a particularly helpful way to explicate the literary distinctiveness of Pindar’s approach. I am rather less confident than Cingano (1995) 392 ad loc. 69–71 that the two-poems hypothesis is more likely on the poetic evidence available to us. At any rate it does not provide a sufficient answer to the complexity of Pindar’s words here.
Bacchylides operates markedly differently. Bacchylides is known for his use of vivid evocation of occasion and sense of place to conjure up an encomiastic attitude. This is best seen in Bacchylides 3, where the evocation of Hieron’s Olympic acclaim and Delphi’s material-cultural magnificence provides the backdrop for the emergence of the poetic voice out of the clamour of the crowds responding to Hieron’s success.60

If we return to Pindar’s Pythian 2, we see, in fact, how the use of the language of vision in line 70 has already been anticipated earlier in the poem. Lines 52–6 first use the language of sight to figure the encounter with Archilochus, poet of the opposing sensibilities of invective and abuse rather than praise. In Pythian 2, he is seen, but only from a distance:

\[\text{ἐμὲ δὲ χρεών} \]
\[\text{φεύγειν δάκος ἄδινὸν κακαγορίαν.} \]
\[\text{ἔδων γὰρ ἐκαὶ ἔων τὰ πόλλα ἐν ἄμαχανία} \]
\[\text{ψογερὸν Ἀρχίλοχον βαρυλόγοις ἐχθεῖσιν πιανόμενον.} \]

As for me, I must avoid the persistent bite of censure. For I saw, though from a distance away, Archilochus the blamer often in distress, fattening himself on grievous words of hatred.

This passage has been the subject of a great deal of critical discussion, the majority of which pertains to the relation between Pindar and Archilochus, the generic divergences between encomiastic and blame poetry, and the clever way in which Pindar turns against Archilochus the imagery of his own abuse of others.61 Scholars have not focused as much attention on the language of vision here, as a way for Pindar to set up the reference to Archilochus. Andrew Miller seems right to advocate ‘ethical distance’ as a reading of ἑκαῖς ἔων in line 54.62 Even as a sense of chronological separation between the two poets seems also to be at issue,63 the lines are not so simply offering a view of Pindar, as it were, ‘looking back’ at Archilochus, as much as projecting forward an attitude about the relation between the two, according

---

60 Bacch. 3.5–21; Carey (1999) 20; Hadjimichael (2015) 373–5 cf. 251 n. 57.
63 Cingano (1995) 386 ad loc. 54–6.
to which the aorist of εἶδον is itself already removed from the temporality of ‘now’, the time at which the text is being consumed at its point(s) of reception.

It is the positional complexity of both poetic voice and poem that Pindar figures in *Pythian* 2, across both the passages we have looked at in their use of visual encounters. While audiences might wish to don this speaker’s attitude to Archilochus in *Pythian* 2, their situatedness will never easily align or coalesce with the poem’s own sense of its own complex positionality, transcending any individual audience’s engagement with either its attitudes or its own materiality. We come back to the difficulty of offering a straightforward interpretation of ἀθρησκόν and ἀντόμενος in lines 71–2. The patron Hieron is not going to be able to visually encounter what Pindar is suggesting; nor is anyone else subsequently. What is so extraordinary, as passage after passage shows, is how varied and complex a poet Pindar is in the creation of attitudes, and one of the most distinctive ways in which this is achieved is through the language of vision.64

---

64 Here I note the argument of Stamatopoulou (2014) 12–13 discussing Pindar’s imagined θαητὸν μέγαρον and its πρόσωπον...τηλαυγές in the opening of *Olympian* 6. Although Nagy (1994–5) 19 is cited approvingly, Stamatopoulou claims the following: ‘The Panhellenic promotion of the victor’s kleos is, of course, a fundamental claim of the epinician genre, and the epithet τηλαυγής itself is found elsewhere in similar contexts [citing Nem. 3.64 and Pfeijffer (1999) 370–2]. However, in the case of Ol. 6, the emphasis on the reception of the poem as performance through the eyes of a distant spectator programmatically weaves into the poetic fabric a multitude of intended audiences that are geographically remote from the current performance. This programmatic concern with remote audiences reflects the performative peculiarities of the ode and facilitates the anticipation of a second performance in Syracuse. The opening lines allow for a broad horizon of possible audiences, one of which will become concrete and specific as the poem unfolds, without, of course, canceling the potential existence of others.’ I would prefer to put matters rather more strongly than this. As we have seen from discussions of Nem. 5, Nem. 8, and *Pyth.* 1, Pindar’s interest in the language of vision and material culture provides both a much wider and a more intense investigation of the conditions of audience engagement with the materials he is presenting them with, across his epinician output. The extent to which audiences will ever be able fully to become absorbed in the worlds evoked or gestured towards is one of the fundamental charms of, and distinctive questions raised by, his poetry. The visual aspect is substantially richer than simply representing a generic factor of epinician kleos, let alone a way of describing the poetry according to a limiting performative model (cf., e.g., Briand (2016)), according to which communicational problems are organically resolved by recourse to an imagined scenario of performance in which the great synaesthetic challenges of Pindaric interpretation seem to be dispelled. Compare similar issues as brought up by Feeney (2003), discussing Day (2000).
II.2 The Passion Within: Ecphrasis and the Opacity of Bacchylidean Lyric Narrative

Where Bacchylides really flourishes is in his handling of mythological narrative. Through analysis of one case study here we can get to appreciate his attention to the usefulness of ecphrasis and material-cultural craftsmanship as a way of framing interpretative questions facing his own poetic output.

A strong thesis to account for the distinctiveness of Bacchylidean narrative style would be to argue that dithyrambic narrative had a weighty influence on his approach to epinician form.65 An alternative but perhaps more cogent thesis would be that Bacchylides’ outlook favoured narrative across the board, and that in this he was markedly influenced by earlier and contemporary lyric poets such as Stesichorus and Simonides. Either way, it is in his dithyrambs that his narrative prowess is most extensively exhibited.

As we have already seen with Simonides’ Danae fragment, issues of the interrelation between visual and material culture and lyric poetics are raised through the issue of narrative communicability. This is what we will witness in the following brief discussion of one fragmentary, though under-investigated, example. The text that I wish to discuss in detail is Dithyramb 26, tentatively given the title Pasiphae in modern editions.

It is worth pausing for a little while, first, to consider in some more detail the affinities between narrative in Bacchylidean epinicians and dithyrambs, and the consequences of a narrative style in lyric. Not only are Bacchylidean narratives generally characterized by a vividness of colour, as well as a dynamic attitude towards mood, as conveyed by varied use of epithets.66 They are also marked by arresting effects achieved by the ways that narratives are introduced. We looked earlier at the opening of Bacchylides 5. It is worth comparing the opening of that eagle-analogy with the opening of Bacchylides’ most celebrated dithyramb, Bacchylides 17, to register the deeper points of contact between them. Bacchylides 5.16–17 begins the

---

65 Cf. Fearn (2012) 324, modulating the negative critique of Bacchylides by Kirkwood (1966) 103–4. There, I suggested that ‘Bacchylides’ most thought-provoking work in the epinician form is the result of a typically dithyrambic use of sustained mythological narrative applied to a structuring and framing encomiastic system.’

66 See especially Segal (1976).
eagle analogy with a sudden and unexpected imagistic burst. With βαθὺν | δ’ αἰθέρα ξουθαῖσι τάμυνω we are immediately presented with a highly vigorous collocation of details: deep sky, yellow-brown colouration, and metaphorical cutting or cleaving. Bacchylides 17 begins very similarly, with the same mixture of a sense of place, imagistic colour, and the same metaphor of cutting, though this time of the sea rather than the sky: and Minos’ ship, rather than a soaring eagle. Here are lines 1–4:

Κυανόπρωιρα μὲν ναῦς μενέκτυ[πον Θησέα δὲ ἕπτ[ά]’ ἀγλαοὺς ἀγονσά κούρος Ἰαόνων[ν
Κρητικόν τάμυνε[ν] πέλαγος.

The blue-prowed ship carrying Theseus steadfast in battle and the twice seven splendid Ionian youths was cleaving the Cretan sea.

While these similarities may seem coincidental, they may neatly interrelate. First, the parallel usage of τάμυνω in both instances may mark an arresting discursive rupture—akin to a modern cinematic ‘cut’—shocking us and bouncing us abruptly into a new imagistic world of lyric narrative. Second, the parallel with the Bacchylides 5 analogy may suggest that the colourful vividness of the vehicle that is the focus of the narrative in Bacchylides 17 is also a metapoetic vehicle necessary for the conveying of the poem’s communicative and ideological force. The ship of Bacchylides 17 provides a framing device for narrative and characterizational content, but is also a figurative transmitter of the Bacchylidean paths of song across time and space. Additionally, the narrative arc of Bacchylides 17 has the journey of Minos’ ship through space in the opening transformed in the close into the communicative merging of the mythological and performing choral voices of the poem/on the ship, enacting the travel

67 Famous examples of ‘jump cuts’ include work by New Wave French directors such as Jean-Luc Goddard, according to which an editor shows his working by accident or design by jerkily revealing the cutting of a scene rather than smoothing it out by seamless editing; ‘match cuts’, famously used in examples such as Lawrence of Arabia (David Lean) and 2001: A Space Odyssey (Stanley Kubrick) simultaneously mark radical shifts of scene and a sense of continuity from one to another (prehistoric ape’s bone to futuristic spacecraft; extinguished match to desert sunrise).

68 Note how the motif of the paths of song at Bacch. 5.31–3 is paralleled in another dithyrambic opening, at Bacch. 19.1–4.
of Theseus’ prowess across time. In an important sense here, for lyric narrative, form and content coalesce.

Awareness of the coalescence of form and content in literary narrative is crucial for an appreciation of the complexities of narrative communication in lyric. This is an issue that has received detailed recent attention in the philosophy of aesthetics. For Peter Lamarque, narrative is opaque and not transparent because ‘[f]ictional content is perspectival, given not transparently (pointing to a fictional world somehow independent of its presentation) but from a point of view, that is, essentially, not merely contingently, through the perspective of the descriptions constituting the content’. This view is closely related to the famous New Critical doctrine, ‘the heresy of paraphrase’: on Lamarque’s formulation, ‘[a] poem never just makes a statement in which what is stated is indifferent to how it is stated’. That form and content are inseparable (even if the relation between the two is frequently opened up for scrutiny) is a precondition of accepting a text as literary. While that is not peculiar to poetry, it is particularly marked in poetry, ‘in which fine-grained attention to language is integral to the kind of experience that poetry offers, and for which it is valued’. This ‘fine-grained attention to language’ is something that we have seen working in a rich variety of ways through a focus on Pindar’s triangulation of poetic perspectives and visual and material culture. We are now seeing the differences between some of his approaches and some of those of his contemporaries. One of the reasons why the relation between lyric and narrative is so interesting is because of an important sense in which two forces may be pulling in opposing directions. The stylistic ornateness of lyric is potentially in tension with the onward energy of a mythological narrative. Narrative coherence is always at stake with lyric, never a given. This is the main reason why it is so unfortunate that we have lost so much of Stesichorus. In the fragments that we possess, the poet appears to flaunt this tension between breadth of narrative scope and attention to small-scale

72 For more on this issue, see Bloom (1979), a classic piece of post-structuralism, discussed in context at Jackson and Prins (2014) 266–75; I plan to discuss the question of rhetoric and lyric coherence in greater detail elsewhere. See also my discussion of Pythian 1 in Chapter 3.
formal texture. The ‘dynamics’\textsuperscript{73} of Bacchylides’ use of epithets in narrative exposition surely owes much to Stesichorus.

That, according to Lamarque, literary narratives are opaque because of their perspectival qualities is an important observation given the extent to which ecphrasis, an aspect particularly relevant to literary narrative of all kinds but which Lamarque does not discuss, is itself fundamentally about point of view, and often makes interpreting surrounding narratives even more opaque by drawing implicit attention to their own constructed contingency and potential partialities.\textsuperscript{74} But Lamarque is right to point out what is at stake in the recognition that literary narrative is perspectival:

At the heart of narrative opacity is the idea that a reader’s attention to textual nuances…will help give precise shape to the thoughts and beliefs that the content brings to mind. Similarly, the very ordering of the material, the manner in which information is imparted in a narrative and the setting up and fulfilment of expectations, can structure the reader’s perspectives.\textsuperscript{75}

Let us see what happens when Bacchylidean narrative turns to consideration of embedded works of craftsmanship and responses to them. How does consideration of the ecphrastic qualities of lyric narrative work in Bacchylides’ case? Here are the remains in full of the Pasiphae fragment, Bacchylides 26. Though they are relatively exiguous, they may provide some insights:

\begin{verbatim}
... ϕρα. [ Πασι [ϕ]ὰ[α] ἐν Κύπρις φύτευεσε πάθον [ 5 Εὐπαλά[μοι'] νίε[ἵ

tεκτόν[ω]ν σοφω[τάτω
ϕράσε Δαιδάλωι ἀσ[πετον νόσον· ὁρκία πισ[τ' ἔλαβε ἔνει

t]ε τεύχεν κέλευ[σε βούν ἵνα
10 με[ξεὶς ταυρεώι σ[θένει δέμας κρύπτουσα σύννο[μον εύνα
Μίνωα [τ]ο[ξοδάμαν[τα
\end{verbatim}

\textsuperscript{73} Again, Segal (1976).
\textsuperscript{74} See again classically Fowler (1991); cf. Chapter 3 §III with n. 43.
\textsuperscript{75} Lamarque (2014) 149.
A number of issues are worth discussing in response. What is the status of the relation between the narrator and Daedalus, the embedded craftsman? How do we deal with the ecphrastic qualities of this fragment? How do we interpret the tensions embedded within it, between secrecy and revelation, and between material craftsmanship and the use of words? What of the relation between Minos’ reaction to the news, and the reactions of audiences to Bacchylides’ narrative, and in what setting?

First let us consider the question of the original setting. While this is impossible to prove, it seems plausible that a good proportion of Bacchylides’ narrative dithryambs were composed for Athenian festivals. This is clear for Bacchylides 18 and 19, and plausible in the case of Bacchylides 23. An Athenian ideological frame seems the best interpretation for Bacchylides 17; and I have argued in detail that Bacchylides 15 is also an Athenian poem. If the Pasiphae fragment also comes from an Athenian dithyramb, then this would be significant for a number of reasons. First, it would press the parallel in craftsmanship between Daedalus and Bacchylides. Daedalus, as an Athenian, would provide an unsteady exemplar for Bacchylidean craftsmanship, given Bacchylides’ sponsorship by Athens as an ideological myth-maker in tension with the myths of his island home of Keos where Minos was a culture hero. The parallel with the

---

76 Text source: POxy 2364 fr. 1; Major supplementations by Snell; ἄσ[πτον 7 Snell, ἄω]ρον Lobel, ἄσ[χετο 7, e.g., Maehler; αἰναί 14, e.g., Maehler.
presentation of Minos in Bacchylides 17 as a victim of Aphrodite and fate seems to fit with an Athenian construction of Minos’ Crete as a negative paradigm. The Pasiphae poem could well have formed part of the context for the extreme popularity of Cretan myth and the negative portrayal of Minos in fifth-century Athenian tragedy from Aeschylus onwards.79

Daedalus is presented in line 6 as τεκτόνων σοφωτάτος, ‘the cleverest of craftsmen’, and the parallelism with Bacchylides as a master craftsman seems striking. While Bacchylides only uses the noun τέκτων here, the association of σοφία with poetic skill in Bacchylides seems clear enough from other examples.80 In Euripides’ Cretans the truth seems to have been revealed only once the discovery of the Minotaur’s birth is made, but things are different in Bacchylides’ version, which relies on a pared-back lyric narrative. While Pasiphae has Daedalus swear to secrecy, Minos finds out the ‘story’, line 14, and it is left to us to decide whether it was Daedalus who told him. The supposition is that it was, though this is precisely what Bacchylides does not tell us, here at least.81 In Euripides’ version Daedalus has deceived Minos as much if not more than Pasiphae has.82 Daedalus in Bacchylides’ version can be interpreted as both having aided Pasiphae in the secret creation of the wooden cow, and, potentially, having informed Minos. Bacchylides closes the gap between Pasiphae’s secret pact and Minos finding out about it in such a way that the suspicion must fall on Daedalus the craftsman.

While supplementation in this fragment is difficult, a reading of ἄσ[πετον, ‘unspeakable’, in line 7, would bring across the point that this is a fragment as much about the representability of communication

79 See Collard, Cropp, and Lee (1995) 59 for, amongst others, Aeschylus’ Cretan Women and Sophocles’ Daedalus and Minos along with Euripides’ Cretans, and the testimony provided by Strabo 10.4.8 and Ephorus FGrH 790 F 143 for the harsh and tyrannical presentation of Minos in tragedy.
80 Bacch. fr. 5.1; cf. Bacch. 12.1.
81 Here it is worth comparing apparent Bacchylidean narratorial technique at Bacch. 19.29–38, where, in another dithyramb, the poet presents three alternative accounts for how Io’s guardian, the all-seeing Argus, is overcome: is he killed by Hermes with a rock (lines 29–33)? Did his incessant duties send him to sleep (33–4)? Or is he sent to sleep by the Muses (35–6)? The narrator is non-committal (37–8). Bacchylidean dithyramb is as much interested in the obstacles in the way of a totally transparent narrativity as it is in fully pictorial vividness, but narrativity itself is central.
82 Hence Eur. fr. 988, τέκτων γὰρ ὥν ἔπρασες οὐ ἐξουργικά (Minos to Daedalus). For more on the language of craftsmanship in Euripides, see Stieber (2011).
through words as it is about artistic craftsmanship. The tension between these two in the figure of Daedalus provides a paradigm for the role of the lyric narrator and the effect of lyric narrative on audiences, and also an ecphrastic parallelism between Daedalus’ artisanal construction of the wooden cow for Pasiphae and Bacchylidean narrative as itself something to enclose Pasiphae’s lust. How enclosed, or how expansive, is lyric narrative to be?

We know from elsewhere in Bacchylides’ dithyrambs that the relation between mythical characters’ potential to tell stories and the poetic narration are deeply entwined. In Bacchylides 15, for example, the complexity of the poem’s highly allusive narrative form hangs on a tension between stories being told and stories not being told: an issue of communicational strategies in lyric narrative to assist with which, in my previous discussion of that poem, I made recourse to Rosenmeyer’s discussion of Simonides’ Danae fragment.83

One reason why the Pasiphae fragment is so interesting for a consideration of word and image in lyric and for consideration of lyric narrative is that it reveals a basic tension between lyric mode of expression or lyric form and lyric content, in the parallelism between Daedalus’ role as craftsman and disguiser and potential revealer and Bacchylides’ as craftsman/narrator. The juxtaposition and interconnection between words and images with ecphrasis brings into the open the relation between lyric form and lyric content even more markedly than usual; in this case, we are asked how appropriate Daedalus is as a model for lyric craftsmanship. Yet the relation between ‘eyes’ and ‘I’s again reveals a marked difference from Pindaric practice. By contrast with Pindar, questions about the relation between form and content are established through narrative implicitly, with no verbalized foregrounding of any explicit act of first-person beholding, either by a lyric persona or by a narrative protagonist, as a vocal model for interpretative encounters with the nature of poem itself.84

84 This is a consequence of Bacchylides’ sparing use of ἐγώ, across both epinician and non-epinician poems: a total of up to nine uses in non-epinician works, with an additional seven in the epinicians. This compares with well over a hundred occurrences in Pindar, across the four pages devoted to ἐγώ in Slater s.v. (145–8), with usages spread across both epinicians and fragments. In this context, it seems entirely appropriate for Bacchylides’ figuration of Pasiphae’s lust to be precisely ἀγαθετον in line 7, which would establish a barrier between Pasiphae’s act of telling to Daedalus and lyric’s own vocalization of that passion.
Simonides’ Danae fragment is different too, given how that text establishes Danae as a communicational and interpretative paradigm in her voiced interactions both with the world—as constructed for her by the narrator and her own lyric vocalizations—and with an objectified and potentially ecphrastically contrived Perseus.

An optimistic Athenocentric reading of this Cretan narrative might privilege Bacchylides’ craftsmanly architectonics as controlling and containing this destructive energy. Yet this would come at the cost of a kind of ecphrastic scepticism—a complete acceptance of the inability for Daedalus’ monstrous contraption to become properly visualized, and the concomitant lyric acceptance of ecphrastic limits to narrative exposition. Daedalus’ true craftsmanship is, as it were, to be put to one side, in favour of stories, μυθος: not artefactual creations with their own dangerous interiority (how could it do anything else, one might suppose?).

Alternatively, though, we would also wish to concede that part of the point of the ecphrastic parallelism between craftsmanship, storytelling, and narration in this fragment is that dithyrambic narrative is precisely a kind of artefactual creation with a potentially dangerous interiority. This is something that cannot entirely be controlled or subdued, precisely as elsewhere, as we have seen, Bacchylides’ artistry revels in a kind of pictorialism.85

This is why Minos’ reaction to the ‘news’ is important. Though this is at the point where the text tails off, his ‘fear’ (see [...] αἰνάι | σχέτῳ φροντίδι δε[ἰσε γὰρ], lines 14–15) is a kind of embedded ‘ecphrastic fear’,86 the sense that the difference between the news and its vivid revelation is imminently going to collapse. He hopes that the news is not true, but it is, especially given that this μυθος is the last in the chain of revelations through speech that starts with the narrator

85 For the further development of this kind of argument with reference to Virgilian ecphrasis and politics, see Bartsch (1998), esp. 339. Virgil’s detailing of both Paphae’s passion and Daedalus’ plight in the ecphrasis of the doors of the temple of Apollo at Cumae may itself have drawn, at least in part, on the narratorial complexities of Bacchylidean dithyrambic artistry, given that Bacchylidean dithyramb appears in the background to Virgil here (Virg. A. 6.21, with Servius and Bacch. 17; see also Serv. ad Virg. A. 2.201 (Laocoon) = Bacch. fr. 9 for a more explicit reference to Bacchylides as narrative source). See also Dufallo (2013) 149–51 on the presentation of Daedalus there in Virgil as a negative reflection on Greek craftsmanship, yet one that also potentially infects Virgil and his Roman readers.

86 Again, Mitchell (1994) 152 for ‘ecphrastic fear’.
telling us of Cypris’ implanting of πόθος in Pasiphae, and Pasiphae informing Daedalus of her νόσος, so that the wooden cow can be created, and her lust can be consummated.

The perspectival nature of this fragment is now very clear, but this now raises the issue of the exemplarity of Minos’ response. What sort of ethical paradigm is Daedalus for Bacchylides, in any case, as both the complicit, craftsmanly contriver of an artefact through which for Pasiphae both to conceal and to consummate her passion, but also as, potentially, the revealer of that passion through words, by breaking his oath to her? To what extent is our own response to the fragment (or the complete poem, were we to have it), likely to map onto Minos’ own reaction? How emotionally difficult, or even dangerous, is Bacchylides’ narration, and embedded description, of Pasiphae’s circumstance?

Do we want to empathize with Minos’ horror and shock? Or do we enjoy a remote sense of Schadenfreude at his plight that is not ours? The latter option would revel in the lyric texture of the surface language without being affected by the ecphrastic dangers within. But is ecphrastic scepticism an entirely appropriate response to a Bacchylidean narrative style that revels in the pictorial, the vivid, and the descriptive, thus bringing together form and content? The former option might be truer to the textural depth at issue in the implicit craftsmanly parallelism between Daedalus and poetic narrator, as both artist and verbal communicator.

Moreover, this is parallel in some ways to the exemplarity of the cautious prayer at Pind. *Pyth.* 1.29–40, discussed in Chapter 3 §III.1 together with the view of the scholia.

Cf. the parallels with the presentation of Minos in Bacch. 17 as a reduced figure characterized by fear and powerlessness in the face of greater forces at work in his world: Bacch. 17.10, 86, 119–21.

Here I also wonder about the possibility of Bacchylidean borrowings from a potentially unsettling Stesichorean parallelism between poet and craftsman. This is the opening of Stesichorus’ *Ilioupersis* (fr. 100 Finglass), as tentatively reconstructed by Finglass and others (see Finglass (2013)). While no extant piece of Stesichorean lyric includes an ecphrasis, this passage praises Epeius and provides a role for him, as builder of the Trojan Horse, in a way that implicitly parallels poetic craft with Epeius’ own talents at craftsmanship through the aid of Athena (lines 10–12). Such parallelism is perhaps suggestive for the relation between the narration/description of the Trojan Horse which must have taken place at some point in the poem and the status of the poem itself as an artifice. Indeed, at line 37 of fr. 103 Finglass, it seems that the Trojan Horse is described as an ἁγνὸν ἀ[γαλ]μα, plausibly translatable as ‘sacred artwork’. The parallel may have created a tension between artistic creativity, trickery, and devastation, and between lyric form and content.
That this fragment appears to be setting up this range of interpretative questions matters partly because it shows how Bacchylides—in some ways similar to Simonides in the Danae fragment, but also with different complexities—sets lyric narrative and communication through speech against evocation of artistic craftsmanship. Consequential issues that follow include the status of the relation between literary and non-literary modes of communication; the stakes of each compared; and the aesthetic and ethical status of lyric communication.

The Pasiphae fragment may also shed light on the question of cultural contextualization. It may be possible to entertain the wider conjecture that Bacchylidean myth-making is here being drawn into a literary and performance-cultural context—fifth-century Athens—in which dramatic and specifically tragic representations of myth are providing alternative paradigms for mythical representation and the questions that may be asked of it. Bacchylides, I would like to guess, is using ecphrastic lyric narrative to explore in parallel but at the same time markedly different terms the question of what literary mythology can expose to audiences, and at what cost. Bacchylidean dithyramb is clearly very different from tragedy, but it may be attempting, in its own way, to address similar concerns in the same setting.

II.3 Eyesight in Argos: Vision and Material Culture in Pindar, Nemean 10

Let us round out this comparative discussion with a brief look at another of Pindar’s poems where vision and material culture appear as significant themes. Pindar’s *Nemean* 10 is most famous for its vivid and affecting final scenes, where the demigod Polydeuces sacrifices his own eternal life to bring back from the dead his brother Castor, following the attack on them by the sons of Aphareus, Idas and Lynceus. I draw attention to this poem’s systematic focus on the relation between language, vision, and memorialization, both in the poem’s myth and in its opening encomiastic frame. This will provide a neat closing summary of the depth and range of Pindar’s epinician interest in the relation between poetic language and visual and material culture.

The encomiastic frame of the poem before the myth is characterized by a certain pictorial vividness, as well as by attention to the language of eyes, vision, colour, and material culture. The poem’s myth then continues this focus with some complexity, transmuting it
within a structure of vivid detail that begins with a focus on vision through the figure of Lynceus, ends with the opening of Castor’s eyes and the restoration of his voice, and contains the use of a tombstone as a weapon.

The poem, commemorating a victory by the Argive Theaios, begins with a good deal of mythological cataloguing, with reference made to a wide range of Argive heroes. Its detail is cumulatively specified in visual terms, generally but not exclusively through directly visual language. In line 2, the city is ‘ablaze’ (φλέγεται) with myriad achievements. The first mythical exploit catalogued is Perseus’ triumph over the Medusa, the first mythical figure in this poem famous for visual reasons (line 4). The goddess Athena, champion of Diomedes, is identified through her visual epithet, Γλαυκώπις, ‘grey-eyed’ (line 7—though the original significance of this epithet is irretrievably lost, it does further highlight the language of sight). Zeus, in coming to Alcmene and Danae, is said to have ‘revealed’ or ‘shown’ (κατέφανε) the truth of the claim (λόγον, literally ‘word’) that Argos has been pre-eminent for the excellence of its mythical heroines (line 11). Amphitryon’s status and Heracles’ famous birth is marked by an act of visual representation, with Zeus coming to Alcmene in Amphitryon’s likeness: τῷ ὀψιν ἐειδόμενος, ‘likening himself to him in appearance’, line 15 (where ὀψις emphasizes the impression of a thing as seen by the eyes).

The poem then moves on to cover a developing theme of inability or unwillingness, through a carefully constructed set of three variations played out through juxtapositions with the further cataloguing of the material-cultural trappings of success.

The second triad opens with the poem’s voice offering up a version of the familiar Homeric topos of the mortal inability to catalogue such lofty exploits, before eschewing it in favour of rousing the lyre to praise the Argive ‘contest of bronze’, the Heraia or Hekatombaia, where Theaios has been victorious.90 See lines 19–23:

90 Cf. Hornblower (2004) 13–14 with Σ Pind. Nem. 10.39 (iii.171 Dr) and SEG 29.652 for evidence in favour of a diversity of bronze prizes offered at these games; βραχύ μοι στόμα πάντ’ ἀναγήσασθ’ is modelled on Hom. Il. 2.489, οὐδ’ εἴ μοι δέκα μὲν γλυώσσαι, δέκα δὲ στόματ’ εἶεν, but with an encomiastic lyric spin according to which smallness of scale marks appropriateness compared with epic expansiveness (cf. Hinds (1998) 35–47 for the Roman reception of the topos); cf. line 20 for the κόρος motif, recalling Pyth. 1.81–3, for which, see Chapter 3 §V; also Pyth. 8.30–2 (with μακραγορίαν, 30).
My mouth is too small to recount all the things that the sacred precinct of Argos holds as its share of blessings. And the satiety of men is grievous to encounter. But nevertheless, wake up the well-strung lyre, and take thought of wrestling. The contest of bronze calls the people to the sacrifice of oxen for Hera and the judging of games.

Here it is the material-cultural associations of the Argive games, ‘the contest of bronze’, that has the poem’s voice throw off the doubts.

After mention of Theaios’ other successes, at Delphi, Isthmia, and Nemea outlined in lines 25–8, Pindar turns again to this theme of guarded unwillingness, reconfiguring, this time from the victor’s perspective, the same ‘mouth’ topos, in the expression of the victor’s as yet unfulfilled desire for an Olympic victory. The poem mollifies Theaios with a reminder of more successes, and again chooses to emphasize the point with more material culture. See lines 29–36:

Father Zeus, what he desires in his thoughts his mouth keeps in silence. Fulfilment of all deeds is in your hands. He offers up a heart not unused to labour in asking for this favour. / The god knows of what I sing, as does anyone who strives for the peaks of the ultimate in
games. Pisa holds the highest ordinance of Heracles. Yet, pleasant as a prelude, twice in the rites of the Athenians did sweet voices celebrate him, and in earth baked by fire the fruit of the olive came to the brave people of Hera in jars with walls so richly decorated.

Here the richly decorated walls of Panathenaic amphorae are the final pay-off, with \( \piαμποικήλωισ \) emphasized at triad end, even trumping for culminatory emphasis the celebratory Athenian voices that sang in Theaios’ honour. Theaios is reminded of his prowess and good fortune, as well as the need to be patient for Olympic success, in material-cultural terms, through epinician language.\(^91\)

Then, for the third and final time before the myth begins, Pindar picks up the same juxtaposition between self-doubt and a material-cultural pay-off, in lines 39–48, including an extended \( \textit{praeteritio} \):

```
ἀξιωθείην κεν, ἐὼν Θρασύκλου
40 Ἀντία τε σύγγονος, Ἀργεί μὴ κρύπτειν φάος
δράματων. νικαφορίας γάρ ὤσις ἡπ-ποτρόφον ἀστυ τὸ Προί-
τοιο θάλησεν τ’ ἐν μυχοίς·
καὶ Κλεωναίων πρὸς ἀνδρῶν τετράκισις,
Σικυωνόθε δ’ ἀργυρωθέν-
τες σὺν οἵνηραις φιάλαις ἀπέβαν,
ἐκ δὲ Πελλάνας ἐπεσάμενοι νῶ-
τον μαλακαίας κρόκαις.
```

```
ἀλλὰ χαλκὸν μυρίὸν οὐ δυνατὸν
ἐξελέγχειν—μακροτέρας γάρ ἀριθμῆσαι σχολάς—
ὡν τε Κλείτωρ καὶ Τεγέα καὶ Ἀχαιῶν
ὑψίβατοι πόλεις
καὶ Λύκαιον πάρ Διός θῆκε δρόμω,
σὺν ποδῶν χειρῶν τε νικῶντι σθένει.
```

I would have deemed it right, if I were a kinsman of Thrasyklos and Antias, not to hide the light of my eyes in Argos, for with how many victories has this horse-rearing city of Proitos flourished, in the folds of Corinth, and four times from the men of Kleonai. / And from Sicyon they departed silvered with wine bowls, and from Pellana clothed with soft woollen cloaks on their backs. The endless bronze cannot be counted—there is too little leisure for a full tally—which Kleitor, Tegea, the lofty cities of the Achaeans, and

\(^91\) And, incidentally, providing precious early evidence for the decorative value of these clay vessels in themselves, not simply as containers for a valuable commodity.
Lykaion set by the racetrack of Zeus, for men to win with strength of feet and hands.

The aside in line 46, \( \mu \alpha \kappa \rho \rho \omicron \tau \acute{\i} \acute{\epsilon} \rho \alpha \zeta \, \gamma \acute{a} \rho \, \dot{\alpha} \rho \iota \theta \mu \acute{\eta} \varsigma \varsigma \alpha i \, \sigma \chi \omicron \omicron \lambda \acute{a} \varsigma \), ‘there is too little leisure for a full tally’, marks a nice structural ring composition with the same motif that began this series in line 19. But this third and final element in the series shifts from inability or unwillingness to give voice to thoughts to a final focus on the light of one’s eyes. ‘Hiding the light of ones eyes’ at home in Argos, the Pindaric equivalent of hiding one’s light under a bushel, is climactic in the way that eyes that should travel shed light on the material-cultural trappings of Argive athletic prowess that it has won over the years. We are thus taken back all the way to Pamphaes (a speaking name perhaps, ‘All-Shining’) and his hosting of the Dioscuri (lines 49–50), which provides the entry point to the poem’s myth. Travelling eyes get to see, and perhaps win, all the material trappings that the games have to offer: Sicyon with its silver bowls, Pellana and its woollen cloaks, and all the bronze on offer from Kleitor, Tegea, and Lykaion, the games of Achaea and Arcadia. In the case of Sicyon, victors seem even to come home transformed by, if not into, the material-cultural objects they have won: \( \dot{a} \rho \gamma \nu \rho \omega \theta \acute{e} \nu \tau \varepsilon \), ‘silvered’, is a wonderful way of expressing the allure of their success from the implicit viewpoint of admiring onlookers. The hyperbolic force of this assertion emphasizes strongly Pindar’s investment in the language and significance of material culture and vision for the purposes of his present poetic venture.

The combination of vision and material culture in these catalogues, as the response to poetic or athletic self-doubt, is then transformed through the poem’s myth. The sense that we are shifting into a vivid mythical narrative space may even have been subtly prepared for in the combination of material-cultural motifs and the appropriation of the Homeric recusatio from Iliad 2: evocative catalogues of victories and prizes, framed by a crypto-Homeric narratorial intervention. The poem now shifts even more directly into Homeric territory with a vivid and pacy narrative the vividness of which is itself figured through its systematic focus on eyes and eyesight.

Once the outline of the myth (in its deviation from/reminder of its original paradigm in the Cypria) has been set out in lines 55–60, the narrative begins with Lyceus and his extraordinary eyesight. The poem chooses to give this particular emphasis in lines 61–3:
Watching from Taygetos, Lynceus had seen them sitting in the hollow of an oak tree. He had the sharpest eye of any mortal.

Lynceus’ eyesight proves to be a negative paradigm, according to which the sons of Aphareus fail to make appropriate use of their talents and surroundings. Lynceus’ talents are visual, and their surroundings are explicitly material-cultural. They find themselves, in their assault on the Dioscuri, by their father’s tomb. Rather than respect the memorializing context they find themselves in, they deliberately pervert their heritage by using in vain the tombstone as a weapon against the immortal Polydeuces. See lines 66–9:

\[\text{τοì δ’ ἐναν-} \]
\[\text{τα στάθεν τύμβῳ σχεδὸν πατρωϊῳ—} \]
\[\text{ἐνθεν ἄρσάξαντες ἄγαλμ᾿ Ἀιδα, ἔπετον πέτρων,} \]
\[\text{ἐμβαλον στέρνῳ Πολυδεύκεος· ἀλλ’ οὐ νῦν φλάσαν} \]
\[\text{οὐδ’ ἀνέχασσαν.} \]

And they stood opposed to him near their father’s tomb. / From it they seized the gravestone, ornament of Hades, polished rock, and threw it against the chest of Polydeuces. But they could not crush him or force him back.

This passage comes heavily laden with material-cultural and commemorative symbolism in the context of this poem. Pindar elsewhere toys with grave stelae as commemorative objects to conjure with and play off against,92 but this passage transforms the motif altogether. To make sense of it fully, we need to connect Lynceus and his eyesight, and this bizarre material-cultural weapon,93 to the ways the poem, in its earlier cataloguing phase, has set up the relation between material culture and vision in positive terms. For the attack by the sons of Aphareus on the Dioscuri provides, in mythological narrative, and

92 See Nem. 8.46–7, discussed in Ch. 2 §III.2; cf. Nem. 4.79–81.
93 Marginally less bizarre if the columnar shape of archaic monuments of this sort is considered: see McGowan (1995) for further discussion, though her argument is that the thin columnar shape is intended to call to mind turning-posts.
with a devastating outcome for the former and a redemptive one for the latter, an assault on all that the encomiastic frame set up, in its drive towards Zeus’ divine favour and Olympic success for Theaios. In having the sons of Aphareus uproot and weaponize their father’s grave monument, Pindar is making a subtle but climactic comment on memorialization through time. If, with Don Fowler, ‘[t]he essence of the monument is paradoxically its lack of monumental stability, the way in which it is constantly reused and given new meaning, and therefore its inability to offer a return rather than a new journey’, the ironies of this fateful reuse of the gravestone in the myth work as a negative foil for the poem’s own journey through time and for the victor’s own commemorative future. Pindar is not pitting his poem against the lesser, or even denigrated, claims of material culture, but revealing once again that encomiastic poetry and material-cultural commemoration can go hand in hand. Thinking in visual terms, and responding to the symbolism and significance of material culture, can provide important and useful lessons for the essence of commemorative lyric and its enduring value.

Pindar again goes out of his way to emphasize the materiality of the gravestone so rudely uprooted. When the narrator refers to it in line 67 as an ἄγαλμα Ἀΐδα, ξεστὸν πέτρον, the perspective is clearly not that of the sons of Aphareus. There may be a double entendre in the identification of the gravestone, marked by careful craftsmanship with its polished surface, as an ‘ornament of Hades’. Not only is it, as an ‘ornament belonging to Hades’, or identifier of Hades’ territory, a marker of their father’s passing, but an artwork that marks the sons’ deaths too: a beautiful object whose reuse prefigures the deaths of its desecrators. Even further than this, for the sons of Aphareus, Pindar’s entire myth is an ἄγαλμα Ἀΐδα, a beautifully crafted creation that marks the sons’ devastating, total demise. Blasted to oblivion by Zeus, ‘the pair burned, all alone’ (ἄμα δ’ ἔκαίοντ’ ἐρήμοι, line 72): with no community, no future, no positive commemoration. All this is rather sad for Lynceus: marked out from the outset for the keenness of his sight, one might have expected him to have been a more sensitive reader of images and monuments than this.

94 Fowler (2000a) 211, also cited in Chapter 2 at n. 164.
95 Note ἁρπάξαντες: elsewhere in Pindar this violent verb can be found in rape narrative: Ol. 1.40 (Pelops); Pyth. 9.6 (Cyrene).
Within the myth, the outlook is brighter for the Dioscuri, even though Polydeuces has to sacrifice his immortality to save the life of his brother. The poem finishes with Castor being brought back to life, closing with the following, line 90: ἀνὰ δ’ ἐλυσεν μὲν ὄφθαλμόν, ἐπεὶ δὲ φωνᾶν | χαλκομίτρα Κάστορος, ‘Polydeuces opened the eyes, and then restored the voice, of bronze-clad Castor.’ The restoration of eyesight and voice to Castor rounds out the poem’s wider thematic. It reverses the negative outcome for Lynceus and his ‘sharpest eye [sight]’ (δζύτατον ὀμμα, lines 62–3), and also implicitly sets a positive finality on the poem’s wider theme, in the earlier cataloguing structure, of tentative uses of voices and eyes responded to earlier through the visualization of the material trappings of athletic success.

If the message of the myth is stated in line 54, καὶ μὰν θεῶν πιστὸν γένος, ‘yes indeed the gods are a faithful race’, then this works out well for Castor and Polydeuces; whether it works out for Theaios in his quest for an Olympic victory will remain to be seen. But even if not, Theaios has been fortunate enough to have had his name associated with, and his fame assured by, this text.

In one final, closural coup, the myth—perhaps even in Bacchylean fashion—leaves us wanting more. The poem ends before we hear Castor speak: his words are not narrated. But not only that: we want to be able not only to imagine, but actually to see, him open his eyes. We want this absorbing narrative to become real in front of us. But Pindar says no: this is one thing that is beyond even him. Here, finally, is a reminder that the oscillation between ‘ecphrastic hope’ and ‘ecphrastic fear’ is an illusory game that we play as complicit consumers of vividly evocative texts such as this. Nevertheless, Pindar clearly took much inspiration from the visual and material-cultural contexts that surrounded him. He offered them up to us, inevitably vastly transformed and challengingly reshaped through his lyric talent, as a fundamental part of the cultural value of his works across time and space.
Conclusion

This study has proposed readings of Pindar’s poetry in relation to visual and material culture in ways that have aimed to break new ground. The goal has been to go beyond description; it is not enough to identify points of contact between literature and art history, or to point out particular references to art within encomiastic poetry. Where points of contact have been identified, these have not allowed unmediated access to social or cultural content, but rather have exposed encomiastic lyric’s cultural power and value in its shaping of audiences’ subjectivities as consumers of these gestures. I have favoured this method over familiar diagnostic or specifically historicizing rationales. This approach has accepted that the interpretative difficulties and communicational challenges of these texts are intrinsic to their nature. Multiple voices speak in Pindar’s poetry, and this study has been open to thinking about how those ever-present voices modulate our thinking about their claims and assertions.

The study has identified fascinating parallels between the ways in which ritual art and epinician poetry negotiate oscillations between presence and absence, contact and remoteness. Pindar’s ecphrastic gestures towards art, material culture, and visual experience mirror, but entirely transform, the sense of an original experience or encounter. The effect is not confined to the poem, but rather helps the poems’ cultural and religious consumers to transform their own experiences. The poems’ transformations of occasionality are also transformative in their reception.

Aesthetic oscillations between absorbed and disengaged receptions of Pindar’s poems gain traction from methodological parallels from art-historical accounts of viewing, especially within religious contexts. They also find their context within the philosophy of aesthetics more
widely, and its methodological discussions of the complexities of art’s materialism.¹

These factors have helped to articulate the view developed throughout that readings that interpret Pindar’s epinician poetry specifically in relation to original performance contexts can only ever provide part of an answer, and can only partly satisfy. Such readings have tended to underestimate the extent to which Pindar thematizes issues of enactment and contextualization. This study has demonstrated the emphasis that Pindaric lyric places on the prefiguration of reception, within a poetic form that provides no straightforward or organic access to original performance conditions.

The focus of Chapters 1 and 2 has been predominantly aesthetic, through discussion of Pindar’s creation of attitudes to both commemorative and ritual art. But the approach has also enabled a newly politicized reading of Pindar with specific reference to Pythian 1. The poem used vision and self-consciousness about lyric form together to expose both the victor and the entire encomiastic project to detailed examination. There we saw how a tension between aesthetics and politics, between lyric form and encomiastic content, risks revealing ideological ruptures. It exposed oppositions between harmony and chaos, peace and violence, that may lead to destabilization. It did so through the projections of the poetic voice and the complexities of responses to the eruption of Mount Etna as an ambivalent visual phenomenon. Throughout, I have tended towards a much more expansive and dynamic conceptualization of Pindar’s lyric ‘I’s than is currently generally entertained in scholarship, through specific relation to the way Pindar’s ‘eyes’ operate.

The case studies chosen are eclectic in nature, and respond particularly well to this methodological outlook. Yet Pindar’s body of work still remains a rich resource, and there is plenty of opportunity for further case studies to investigate other works, or groups of poems.

¹ See further Maharaj (2013) esp. 166: ‘[P]erhaps only dialectical thinking can resist the peculiar metaphysical blend of materialism and idealism at the basis of recent suspicious approaches to art, which hypostatize the reality of omnipotent material forces while denying the reality of aesthetic forces that make inescapable claims on us despite being irreducible to empirically detectable phenomena’; also Altieri (1998) 215–16, quoted by Maharaj (2013) 15 (also 165–6): ‘In the experience of art, we do not so much transcend the empirical ego as suddenly become aware of the ego’s poverty and contingency in the face of a “terror and sublimity” that moves us in ways we “cannot understand” to places “we cannot quite map”.’
Poems for Thebans, or for Argives, present interesting interpretative opportunities, for instance. Contextualizing readings of Pindar continue to have value, so long as they recognize that their conclusions can only be partial. The present account, likewise, is partial, not only because of the decisions about what poetic material to focus on, but also because of the choice not to expand into a fuller art-historical survey of the allure of contemporary commemorative sculpture and how it communicates its claims to its viewers. There have, of course, been moments throughout where methodological inspiration has been taken from art-historical colleagues. But a full-blown art-historical account of early fifth-century commemorative sculpture with detailed case studies of individual works is beyond the scope of this book. What this book does hope to achieve, though, is to make the alluring complexity of early fifth-century lyric poetry a much more compelling concern for art historians to consider in their contextual or diachronic surveys and methodological accounts of the development of style, visuality, and relations between Greek art and text.

The dynamic power of reception prefigured in much of the material discussed provides a natural starting point for further comparative studies. Much more, for instance, might be done with the relation between Pindar and Herodotus, to build on some of the discussions offered here in Chapter 1 of Herodotus’ Aeginetan material. Another project, which I plan to take on shortly, is a study of the relation between Pindar and Gorgias’ *Encomium of Helen*, within a comparative theoretical discussion of the problematic relation between lyric and rhetoric, and a broader account of fifth-century developments in literary form. More widely, there is still room for further studies of the relation between art and text in classical Greece, to fill out understanding of diachronic dynamics in classical visual experience and literary culture more widely. They should, for instance, assess fifth-century lyric and drama together, rather than treating them separately or prioritizing one (usually drama) over the other.

The challenges of interpreting Pindar are manifold and difficult to overcome. My strong recommendation, on the strength of these readings, is that we engage with these challenges head-on. We must attempt to use the widest range of interpretative resources available, to do justice to the wonder and often downright puzzlement that are natural reactions to this extraordinarily rich material. This book has hoped to show the enduring value of studying it, and I hope it will inspire others to engage afresh with Greek lyric poetry.
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